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ABSTRACT 

This z~~arrhaeological study compares the diets of two groups of 

lroquoians ca. A.D. 1500. One group is the proto-Huron/Petws in York County 

and the other is the protc-St. Lawrence Iroquoians in Grenville County. Ontario. 

The zooarchaeological remains from one village in each area provide most of the 

comparative data. For the proto-Huron/Petuns. the zooarchaeoIogical sample from 

the Keffer site (AkGv-14) is w d  and for the proto- S t  Lawrence Iroquoiaos, the 

McKeom site (BeFv-I). Standard procedures for faunal identifications arr used. 

but some modifications are made to accepted methods of analysis to adapt than 

to these lroquoian samples. Because the Iroquoians were horticuIturalists. 

palaeoethnobotanical evidence from the two sites and the two areas is considered 

as is previous work on Ontario human and animal skeletal remains. 

Contrasts were found between the Keffer and McKeown zooarchaeological 

samples. Comparisons with faunal remains from contemporaneous sites in the 

same two areas confirmed the distinctions. There are differences in the particular 

species exploited and in the degrees to which the same animals were exploited. 

It is concluded that the proto-HuronPetuns had a more nunitious diet than 

that of the proto-St. Laumee  Iroquoians. This was likely influenrial in the 

success of proto-iiurofletuns and the decline of the proto-St Lawrence 

Iroquoians. This Iroquoian material supports Malthus' position that population 

growth is dependent upon agriculture as opposed to Boserup's position that p w t h  

causes changes in food production. 
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~~ 
I1 s'agit d'une h d e  z00arthQlogique qui consistt a analyser et a 

comparer I s  wes aliientairrs entre deux groupes d'Iroquois vcrs 1500 (aprks 

J&-Christ). Le premier groupe comprend l a  p r o t o - H u r o n s / P ~  dam le come 

de York. et le deuxikme groupe se compose de proto-Iroquois du S a i n t - L a m  

dans le comte de Grenvillc en Ontario. Les ossemmts archQlogiques provenant 

de deux villages coastituent la plus gran& partie des d o m h  de base de ceae 

etude comparative. L'Qhantillon zooarchiologiclue du groupe proto-HmnslPinms 

provient du site Keffer (AKGv-14). comd Yo& Ontario; quant aux proto-Iroquois 

du Saint Laurent. les restes fauniques proviennent du site McKeown (BeFv-I), 

comte Grenville. Ontario. 

Les methodes "standard" d'analyse et d'identification des restes fauniques 

sont utilisees pour satisfaire aux donnies de base. Cependanf certaines 

modifications s'askent nkessairrs parce que les Iroquois etaient homculteurs. Il 

a donc fallu tenir comp:e des vestiges p a l ~ o b o t a n i q u e s  provenant des deux 

sites ainsi que des travaux antirieurs portant sur des ossements humains et 

animam houvb en Ontario. 

Les d o n n h  zzcioarchbologiques &elent des conaastes en* le site Keffer 

ct le site McKeown. L a  etudes comparatives faites dcs restes fauniques provenant 

d'autres sites contemporains confirment les diffknces entre ces deux e o n s .  L s  

differences sont d'ordre quantiutif en ce qui concerne les m b e s  espkes 

d'animaux: il faut egalement noter les diffkences enue les animaux consommk 
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par chacun de ces deux villages. Les donnies botaniques et les vestiges humains 

d'ordre ostiologique appuient l a  dffouvars fauniques. 

Cette recherche mine a la conclusion suivante : les proto-HwaslPthlns 

avaient un k g h e  alimentaire plus nunitif que les proto-Iroquois du Saint-Lamt 

11 est fort probable que ce fait explique le succis des proto-Hmns/PCMls a le 

dklin des proto-Iroquois La cocclusion renforce la position thiorique pro@ 

par Malthus d o n  laquelle les hausses de la population sont ti& a I'essor de 

l'agiculture et non I'inverse c o m e  I'a propok Boserup. 



PREFACE A\?) ACKSOWIEDGEMEhiS 

This study of the zooarchaeological rrmains from two roughly 

contempomy Iroquoian villages demonsnates that Faunal remains can be used 

effectively to differentiate populations and provide explanations for their histories. 

Accepting the premise that subsiience is basic to all sociek.  it is essential that 

this son of archaeological data be incorporated into Iroquoian research as fidly as 

ceramic or settlement data have bcen and that subsiience be considered ~ ~ r f u l l y  

when lroquoian histoly is being reconstructed Iroquoian 2ooarchaeological data 

are presented often as merely an appendix or a separate chapter of an 

archaeological report. whereas such data should be inu$ratd with other data and 

used in explanations of human behaviour and culnval histories In this dissertation. 

ethnohistorical descriptions relating to food as well as the available biological and 

palaeoethnc5otanical research on the Iroquoiaos are considered along with the 

zooarchaeological material to arrive at a better undmtanding of the nutrition of 

the proto-HuronlPetuns and the proto-St Lawrence Iroquoians 

For almost 400 years people have wondered about the demise of the people 

now called the S t  Lawrence Iroquoians and the prosperiry of the Hmfle tuns .  

In this dissmtion. it is argued that there were important differences in 

subsistence between the proto-St. Lawrence Iroquoians and the proto-Hurofletuns 

and that these differences likely contributed to the markedly different histories of 

these two groups. Following accepted practice, the word Iroquoian in this work 
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refers to the speakm of Iroquoian languages, ~~ the tam Iroquois refers to 

five confederated Iroquoian speaking groups located south of the Great taka. 

Iroquoians in southern Ontario included many groups who saw themylves as 

distina in this dissenation rhoK living around A.D. 1500 in Gmville Couaty arc 

referred to as protc-St Lawrence Iroquoians of the Presu,tt cluster and those 

living in York County as protc-Hur~n/Petun~. 

The specific work relating to this dissatation has bem done o v a  the past 

five years ( 1992-1997) with the help of the members of my supervisory committfe 

and others in the Department of Anthropology at McGiil University. My advisor. 

Dr. Bruce Trigger, filled his role superbly and it is to him that I owe the greatest 

thanks. His influence extends to before I returned to university for docroral studies 

in 1992. At the 1990 Canadian Archeological Assmiition Annual M&g in 

Whitehorse. Dr. Trigger expressed interest in my paper on floatation and the 

KerTer site sample. On another occasion, on a visit to Fredericton to give zn 

address on Dr. AlFred Bailey's contributions to ethnohistory. Dr. Trigger's plane 

arrived late and instead of touring an historic site he spent the afternoon at u y  

home. These fortuitous events were influential in my applying to the PhD 

pro-punme at McGill University. Once there. Dr. Trigger guided me through the 

requirements of the programme and continued to meet weekly with me well into 

the summer. In 1992-1993, Dr. Trigger icd 3 gnduate seminar on processual and 

post-processwl archaeology which was very educational and influential for me. 

In addition. Dr. Trigger has provided many useiul suggestions for improvements 
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in both the content and style of this diswnation I cannot imagine a better 

supervisor. I was  also fortunate in my other supavisors. Dr. Fumiko Ikawa-Smith 

despite h e a 9  adminimative duties, agreed to have me study palaeonuuition with 

her. She directed me through that literature and has been most helpl l  with all the 

physical anthropology aspects of my research and their incorporation into this 

dissertation. Dr. James Savelle's expertise in zooarchaeology aided me 

immeasurably In my studies and our d i i i o n s  of zooar&aeological methods and 

theory were very beneficial to me. He too has made many use l l  suggestions 

about the analysis and the presentation of the results in this work I also thank Dr. 

Michael Bison who read m d  commented on the two long chapters on the 

zooarchaeologiul samples from the Keffer and McKeown sites and answered 

specific queries about the descriptions and names of f s h  in the ethnohistorical 

sources. As well. I thank my fellow graduate students who welcomed me into 

their midst, even making a space for me in the crowded archaeology lab. and 

became my friends. Rob Danielson. Max Friesen. L y d a  Gullison. and Junko 

Habu helped to make my stay in Monneal a really enjoyable one. 

Many people assisted me in the work on which this dissertation is based. 

Dr. William Finlayson. London Museum of Archaeology, contracted me to 

identify and analyze the zooarchaeological material he had excavated from the 

Keffer site. From April 2 to June 27. 1986 and from September 3 to December 

22. 1986. the faunal specimens were identified in my laboratory in Fredericton. 

For three days late in December, 1 identified the turtle specimens at the University 
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of Toronto in Dr. Howard Savage's laboratory and in January 1987. I identified 

the bud bones in the Depamnent of Ornithology at the Royal Ontario Museum 

In Februaty. in Fredericton, 180 artifactual pieces made from skeletal elements 

were identified. R-xh and writing continued until June 3. I987 when the 

completed 211 page report was submitted to William Finlayson. lhus I worked 

pan-time on the 9.243 vertebrate skeletal specimens excavated from the largest 

midden of the Keffer site for over a year. In April and May 1986, Louise Hale 

a student I had supervised in a reading course on faunal analpis  u?rs 

subconuacted by me to sort this midden material to class and label i t  while I was 

teaching. I thank Louise for her careful work After the specimens were sorted to 

class. I examined each one to determine its origin to as low a zoological taxon as 

possible. In addition each was carefully observed for evidence of modifications by 

either natural or human agencies. Often this latter task was performed using a 

simple binocular microscope with an external light source and a magnification of 

up to 40 times. Once these observations were made, coded and entered in the 

computer for each specimen, they were checked and the coding was verified. This 

aspect of faunal work. which is extremely time consuming. is essential to create 

a reliable data base. 

For allowing me access to his excellent collection and far his opinions on 

some of the difficult identifications. I thank Dr. Howard Savage. Similarly, the 

members of the ROM's Ornithology Department were very helpful when I was a 

visiting scholar there identifying the bird bones as well as on later occasions when 
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I identified more Keffer bird bones as well as those from the McKeown site. In 

particular. I thank Dr. James Dick of that depamnat Most of the specimens from 

the other classes were identified using my own reference collectjon which I 

enlarged by preparing southern Ontario specimens, particularly f& to allow mote 

detailed identifications. I thank all those who have donated specimens for my 

reference collection. Some of the identifications were verified in the University of 

Toronto's faunal lab with Dr. Howard Savage who. as always, was very helpl l  

and encouraging. Dr. Savage introduced me to faunal research and for that and his 

friendship and assistance ever since. I am sincerely gratell. 

One of the terms of the Keffer contract was that the research be done on 

computer. Dr. James Bums. University of Albem, had witten a coding manual 

for thc zooarchaeological mammal remains from the Draper site which was used 

as the basis for the Kcffer code. I m very appreciative of Jim's work on this. I 

enlarged his code for the mammals and devised my own for the other classes. 

Thanks are due to the University of New Brunswick. where as a Research 

Associate I am given libmy and computer privileges. for allowing me use of their 

computing system. In particular I thank Nancy Burnham. Programmer Analyst of 

UNB's Computing Centre, for her cheerful help with my data entry and 

manipulation. With 76 possible entries for each specimen this task took many 

months. as did entering the data into the University of New Brunswick mainframe. 

Dr. Gail R Pool, Department of Anthropology, University of New Brunswick. is 

thanked for his weeks of work on the computer. helping me with the data entry 
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and formatting for SPSS programmes I a!m hmk the University of New 

Brunswick librarians who ofien helped locate sources and cheerfully p m x s d  my 

numerous requests for inter-library loans. 

The research on the zooarchaeological sample from Keffer Midden 57 was 

the basis of my 1990 paper at the Annual Meeting of the Canadian Archaeological 

Association. mentioned above. That paper was enlarged and published in 1991 in 

the Canadian Journal of Archaeologv. 

In May 1990, I was again connacted by William Finlayson to analyze 

material from the Keffer site. This time 2,880 remains, excavated in 1988 from 

the undisturbed parts of four houses and two small middens were identified. This 

research and the writing of a repon on these remains followed a pattern similar 

to that summarized above for the Midden 57 study. For 23 days in May and June 

1990. the fish and mammalian remains from four houses were identified and the 

data were entered into the computer in Fredericton In August, the bird and nutle 

remains from these houses were identified in Toronto. as were the faunal 

specimens from two small intemal middens. In September, I began to analyze the 

identifications and a 262 page monograph combining the results of both Keffer 

studies was submitted on October 15. 1990. 

A paper comparing the faunal samples in the Keffer middens to those in 

the houses was presented at the 1991 Annual Meeting of the Canadian 

Archaeological Association In the same year, the Keffer monograph was sent out 

for review and published as Research Repon 21 of the then Museum of Indian 
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Archaeology (London). This publication forms the basis for the material presented 

in chapter 6 of this dissertation. For his continuing support of my work, I owe Bill 

Finlayson many thanks. More specifically, relating to my research for this 

dissertation. I appreciate hi prompt and generous responses to my questions and 

requests for information. In this he was ably sskted by Dr. David Smith. whom 

I also thank. Finally. crew members on the site were very welcoming and patient 

with my questions about the faunal material they were finding and suggestions 

about how it should be treated. 

Between the two Keffer contracts. I worked on material from the 

~McKeown site. For entrusting those specimens to me as well as for his help 

during the analysis and the warm welcome he extended to me and my family 

when we visited the site. I thank Dr. James Pendergst Following a panem 

similar to that detailed above for the Keffer research. from April to September 30. 

1988. I analyzed 4.536 macrofaunal remains from three longhouses on the 

McKeown site and on October 19.1988 I submined a 124 page monograph to Dr. 

Pendergast on this material. Several anthropology students at the University of 

New Brunswick aided in the initial sorting of this material. In particular. I thank 

David Fahey who also compiled data on the k h w a t e r  mollusc disaibutions in 

southern Ontario. Throughout this period and during the additional research for 

this dismtion.  Dr. Pendergast was most generous with the data from this site. 

much of it as yet unpublished. 

My work on the McKeown faunal sample was presented at the 1989 
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Annual Meeting of the Canadian Archaeological Association This paper, which 

was on the unexpected scarcity of dog remains and the numerous bear specimens. 

was published the same year in Z7re Otrc~wa Archamlogit. In 199L my amcle on 

the macrofaunal remains from McKcown was published in Ontario Archamfogy. 

Xis material is included in chapter 7 of this dismtation. 

The unsorted float samples from one of the McKwwn houses was loaned 

to me by the Archaeological Survey of Canadp Canadian Museum of Civilization, 

through the efforts of Robert Pammett, Collections Management Section I thank 

hi for his help in locating these specimens and processing the loan of this 

material, with the approval of Jim Pendergan and Dawn Wright Dr. David 

Keenlyside, Atlantic Archaeologist. Archaeological Survey of Canada, Canadian 

Museum of Civilization, kindly returned these specimens to the museum for me. 

The Canadian Museum of Civilition is also thanked for providing photocopies 

of information filed in their archives on the Keffer site and for giving me 

permission to reproduce AJ. Clark's 1925 map of the KeEer site. I thank 

Genevibve Eustache and Nicole Chamberland, Information Management Services. 

for their assistance in providing a reproduction of this map. 

From March through June 1994, I sorted the microfaunal remains from the 

McKeown House 2 float samples, identified the 5392 microfaunal specimens 

recovered, entered these data into the computer and checked the identifications and 

the entries. These microfaunal specimens arc included in chapter 7. They were 

also the basis for a paper on the most appropriate quantification methods for the 
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McKeown sample which I presented to the Eastern States Archaeological 

Federation in 1994. These ideas were expanded in a plenary session presentation 

at the Manitoba Archaeological Society Meeting in September 1994. This paper 

in nun was enlarged and published in 1995 in the Manitoba ArchaeologirnI 

Journal. Many of ideas expressed there also appear in chapter 5 of this 

dissertation. Similarly. a comparison of the Keffer and McKeown faunal material. 

which forms p m  of chapter 8, was presented at the 1996 Annual Meeting of the 

Canadian Archaeological Association in a zooarchaeology session that I organized 

in honour of Dr. Howard Savage. Finally, pan of the m i e w  of previotls 

zooarchaeological research in chapter 3 of this dissatation was presented at the 

1993 Meeting of the Eastern States Archaeological Federation and the substance 

of most of it was published in Canadian Zooarchaeology later that year. 

Funding for both the excavations and research on the Keffer and McKeown 

sites has come from a variety of sources. The 1985 excavations at the Keffer site 

were funded by the Government of Ontario throush the Miistry of Culture and 

Communications. Communities Facilities Improvement Program and the Ministry 

of Skills Development. Ontario Youth Opportunities; MI Developments, a division 

of Magna International (Canada) Inc.: the Town of Vaughan and the Government 

of Canada through the Canada Employment and Immigration Commission. 

Challenge '85, Summer Employment Experience Development program. In 1988. 

more excavations were undertaken thanks to funding from the Government of 

Ontario through the Ministry of Culture and Communications, Wintario Program: 
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from Villarboit Holding Ltd.: and from the Town of Vaughan 

Financing for the excavation and analysis of the McKeown site was 

obtained by Dr. Pendergast from the Social Sciences and Humanities Research 

Council of Canada and by the Heritage Menickville Foundation from the Minim 

of Citizenship and C u l m .  Both these grants supported the analysis of the faunal 

remins. The provision of these essential funds for excavation and rrsearch of both 

these sites is geatly appreciated. 

My five years of gaduate studies and research have been fmcial ly 

supponed by several sources. The Social Sciences and Humanities Research 

Council of Canada is _mtefully acknowledged for ganting me a Doctoral 

Fellowship for the first two years of my studies and a Renewal Doctoral 

Fellowship for the next two. For my fmt year, 1992-1993, I also received an 

O'Brien Foundation Fellowship. The following year, I was one of the first group 

of recipients of the New Brunswick Women's Doctoral Fellowship. which has 

been renewed each year since 1993-1994. I sincerely thank all these organizations 

for their support. 

Finally, 1 wish to acknowledge the support of my family and Friends. So 

many people have encouraged me in my work that 1 cannot thank them all 

individually. However. fellow students at Toronto, and McGill and co-workers at 

the Archaeological Survey of Canada and at the Zooarchaeological Analysis 

Prognmme in Ottawa as well as those in New Brunswick have often given me 

useful ideas. material to analyze and animal carcasses to skeletonize. as have other 
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friends as well. I thank Dean Knight particularly for his encouragement over the 

years. Merci beaucoup to Anna De Aguayo and Wladyslaw Cichocki for 

translating my a b m  I am sorry my mother did not live to see the completion 

of this work which she encouraged me to do, but which I delayed until I thought 

my two daughters, Madeline and Emily, could manage with Im input fiom their 

mother. Their suppon and especially that of my husband Dr. Gail R Pool for my 

returning to school was a p a t  bonus to this mon. inuresting experience 
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CHAPTER 1 

THE PURPOSES Aim THEORETICAL APPROACHES OF THIS 

ZOOARCHAEOLOGICAL STUDY OF IROQUOIAIV SUBSISIZIUCE 

Introduction 

Most archaeological sites are identified as the remaim of particular cultures 

on the basis of their ceramic and stone artifacts. In this study, I want to determine 

to what extent zooarchaeological remains are indicative of different groups I am 

not opposing diet and cultun; rather I am considering diet as a significant 

component of culture. I wish to show that dietary remains can be significant in 

comparing similarities and differences in archaeological cultures and should be 

considered as useful as other artifacts for understandiig other aspeas of those 

cultures. Therefore. the faunal remains from two village sites are compared and 

conmted and it is shown that proteHuronPetun sites dating to around AD. 1500 

can be distinguished from contemporaneous protest  Lawrence Iroquoian sites by 

their zooarchaeological samples. This study is a zooarchaeological one. but 

differences complimentary to those in the faunal remains were found in 

osteological and palaeoethnobotanical studies relating to these people. Conclusions 

are drawn on the significance of these differences. Thus this study demonstrates 

that zooarchaeological studies can help to explain dietary and also other aspects 

of culture. 

Ever since Europeans first sailed up the St. Lawrence River. there has been 
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speculation about the inhabitants who lived there, who are now known as the S t  

Lawrence Iroquoians (Trigger and Pendergast 1978). They inhabited the region 

around the present locations of Quebec City and Montreal when Jacques Cartier 

explored the St. Lawrence region in 1534 and 1535-1536 and when he and Jean- 

Franqois dc La Rocque, Sieur de R o b d  attempted colonization in 1541-1543 

(Biggar 1924). but by Samuel de Champlain's visit of 1603 they had disappeared 

(Biggar 192-1936). A possible cause of their demise will be explored by 

comparing the zooarchaeological evidence from a S t  Lawrence Iroquoian village 

with that from a village of the related and contemporaneous, but seemingly more 

successful. proto-HuronPetun Iroquoians. 

Most scholars of Iroquoian archaeology continue to emphasize pottery and 

scalcmcnt data (see summaries in Ellis and Fems 1990, specifically J. Jarnieson 

on the St. Lawrence Iroquoians and Ramsden on the Hurons; Bamann et al. 1992). 

whereas subsistence is treated only superficially. In ?he present study, a major role 

for zooarchaeology in the investigation of Iroquoian archaeology will be 

demonstrated. By reconstructing and then comparing the diets of the inhabitants 

of two ca. A.D. 1500 village sites, located in slightly different ecological areas 

and belonging to different lroquoian groups, it will be determined whether they 

can be distinguished on the basis of their zooarchaeological remains. Differences 

in types of subsistence will be searched for, but as Bruce G. Trigger noted. "there 

is a moderately well represented gradient of variation between the two extremes 

[of the Stadaconans and the Hurons]" (Trigger 1963:99). with peoples living south 
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of Huronia fitting in between these extremes Assumiig such distinctions the 

possibility of these differences being influential in allowing the proto- 

HurodPetuns to expand while the S t  Lawrence Iroquoians declined will be 

discusscd. 

The subsistence reconstruction. while using ethnohistorical information 

(rcviewcd in chapter 2). will be based on archaeological materials. Vegeral 

remains provide evidence for corn in Ontario between ca. AD. 540 and 900 

(Fecteau 198.5: 126-150: Jackson 1983; Crawford and Smith 1996). with 

horticulture common after A.D. 1300 (Fecteau 1985:169; Williamson 1990:306). 

More common than flonl remains are faunal ones. Interest in Iroquoian 

zooarchaeology has a long history but, except for William J. Winternberg's work 

from 1912 and 1915 at the Roebuck site and through the 1920s and 1930s on 

other sites (Wintembeq 1928, [I9361 1972, 1939, 1946. 1948). faunal remains 

were not considered important until the New Archaeology of the late 1960s 

(Smvart 1993). Since 1969. many Ontario Iroquoian faunal samples have been 

analyzed. greatly increasing the number of taxa known to have been exploited. A 

review of previous zooarchaeological research is presented in chapter 3. A third 

source of information is human skeletons. Recently, osteologists have performed 

palaeonutritional studies on Iroquoian skeletons. The results of these studies are 

evaluated in chapter 4. Thus, the archaeological data sources can be organized in 

three subsets: botanical, faunal and osteological. 

Of these, faunal studies are the most numerous and they will form the 
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major portion of my data. Because most of the faunal work 11 Ontario has been 

done by students of Dr. Howard Savage. the methods and results are comparable 

in most istu?ces. Careful identification to as small laxa as possible has been 

emphasized and the technical expertiw of identifying faunal material is hi& but 

only recently have sieving through narrow-gauge screens and floatation become 

routine excavation practices. It is well-known that sieving (Clason and Pnunmel 

1977: Payne 1972bl and the mesh size of the scrccn. whether 114 inch (Shaffer 

1992) or 118 inch (Shaffer and Sanchez 1994). improves the representation of the 

smaller animals and the smaller elements of all animals. Such remains, specially 

fish. are under-represented in most Iroquoian faunal samples (Stewart 1991a). 

Therefore. much of the existing literature can be used only as supportive. rather 

than as primary, data. Because of this, most of the material used in my analysis 

will come from two large and recently excavated sites which have samples 

remeved by floatation. 

There are additional weaknesses in the Iroquoian zooarchaeological 

litemture. In the past. faunal reports were primarily lists of the identified remains 

and numtion was seldom discussed. Written in scientific. gender-neutral language, 

their interpretations either treat people as an undifferentiated whole or seem to 

ignore them altogether. Few include discussions of divisions of labour or 

differential consumption, both of which were recorded ethnohistorically. Finally, 

only a small number of Ontario faunal studies have been published (Cooper and 

r~ Savage 1994). In general. floral and faunal analyses have been alloned a minor 
4 
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role. at most. in the interpretation of Iroquoian sites. instead of being regarded as 

a major source of information for understanding differences o v a  time or across 

cultures. 

The major question to be addrased is why the proto-HuroaPetu~~ 

expanded when. contemporaneously, the S t  Lawrence Iroquoiaas declined and by 

around A.D. 1580. had ceased to exist as a distinct entity (Pendergast 1991:49. 

19933). To answer this. following Richard A. Gould's (1990) recommendation that 

archaeologists begin with first order explanations, I will consider the possibility 

that differences in something as fundamental as diet contributed to the opposing 

histories. Data needed to determine if one group had a more nuuitious diet are 

available in the archaeological evidence, particularly in the faunal ref= discarded 

at village sites. Analysis of these samples. combiied with information from plant 

remains, human skeletons and the ethnohinorical sources. will allow detefinination 

of whether the two groups had distinctive subsistence differences that are 

significant for undent;~1dig their histories. 

Introduction to Pertinent Ethnohistorical Sources 

lroquoian subsistence, or the procurement and consumption of dietary 

items, was first described by early explorers, traders and missionaries. The primary 

sources of information about sixteenth and seventeenth century Indians in New 

France are The Voyages of Jacques Carrier (Biggar 1924): Champlain's Work. 

specifically Volume 3 (Biggar 1922-1936); Gabriel Sagard's Long J o u m q  m the 
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Counm. of the Hurons (Wrong 1939) and the Jesuit Relariom. Volumes 4 to 35 

(Thwaires 1896-1901). These and other more minor sources ye discussed in 

Chapter 2. 

From the historical accounts. it is known that Iroquoians in the sixteenth 

cennuy were slash and bum homculnuisa, relying on corn. beans and squash and 

that some cllltivated sunflowers and tobacco as well. They lived in permanent 

villages that were occupied generally for about 15 years, but which could have 

been used for as little as five or as long as 50 years The record of the fim 

encour.ters between Cania and the Stadaconans indicates that some S t  Lawrence 

Iroquoixi were also marine fishers and hunters of sea mammals Champlain's 

journals m d  the Jesuits' repons indicate that horticulnualists located farther 

inland including the S t  Lawrence Hochelagaus and the Hurons also fished and 

hunted. From these sources. it is known that there were gender differences in 

Iroquoian subsistence practices. Iroquoian women primarily were responsible for 

planting. tending and harvesting the crops. whereas men cleared the fields and 

dominated in the fishing and hunting exploits. Subsistence information from the 

ethnohistorical sources is reviewed in chapter 2. 

Iquoian Osteology and Pdaeoethnobotsny Studies 

Combining the results of faunal analyses with studies of other aspects of 

the archaeological record increases our understanding of the past Qxc of these 

related fields of study is human osteology. For the Iroquoians. most such studies 
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have been on remains excavated in Ontario; very few skeletons have been 

excavated in Quebec (Larocque 1986). The Ontario studies include research on the 

palaeopathology of bones and teeth (Melbye 1985; Patterson 1986: Pfeiffer 1977, 

1984. 1985: Pfeiffer and Fairgieve 1994), studies of bone chemimy w e n b e r g  

1983. 1988a. 1988b: Kaeenberg. Saunders and Fiegerald 1993: Ka~enberg and 

Schwarcz 1984: Katzenberg. Schwarcz Knyf and Melbye 1995: Schwara. 

Melbye. Katzenberg and Knyf 1985) and palaeodemography (Jackes 1986; 

Saunders and Melbye 1990: Sunon 1988). Each new method developed for 

palaeonitrition investigations has been heralded as an important brealr-through in 

research capabilities. only to be followed by disclaimers after attempts have been 

made to employ the new methods. Information about a living population is 

difficult to obtain from its dead (Bocquet-Appel and Masset 1982 1985; Wood. 

Milner. Harpending and Weiss 1992). Only in rare eases where a sudden 

catastrophe kills the population. as at the Ozene site in Washington for example. 

does fhe skeletal population mirror the living one from which it is derived. A 

review of the literature (chapter 4) results in the pessimistic conclusion that it 

might not be possible to assess the health of the Ontario Iroquoians from their 

skeletons. However. some information may be obtained from osteological studies 

when comparisons are made withii a sample which has been excavated, cleaned 

and analyzed identically. Thus, some of the studies done on bones from Ontario 

ossuaries have the potential for supporting the ethnohistorical evidence that males 

and females followed distinct subsistence cycles. 
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Another related field of study is that of the plant remains found on 

archaeological sites =d pollen from samples cored from bodies of water near sites 

(B. Smith 1992). The results of zooarchaeological and paladobotonical  srudies 

should be inte-mted because a major objective of each is reconstruction of diets 

(O'Connor 1996) and because both plants and animals were esseridal ingredients 

of most diets. In Ontario. the amount of work on plant remains is very limited 

However, there have been a few very detailed studies (Heidenreich 1971 and 

Fecte3u 1985 in particular). and recently. more attention has been paid to such 

remains (Monckton 1992. 1994: McAndrnvs 1994). These studies (reviewed in 

chapter 5 )  enrich the faunal information in the reconstruction of the diets that is 

presented in chapter 8. 

In sum. most of the previous work perraining to Iroquoian diets and 

palaeonuuition has been on faunal remains: there are some detailed studies of 

Iroquoian skeletons. but linle has been done with plant remains. Prior to this 

dissertation. the results of these studies have seldom been combined It will be 

shown that integating the results from these related research areas provides a 

bener understanding of the palaeonutrition of a population (Sobolik 1994% 1994b; 

Ezzo 1994). 

An Introduction to the Faunal Data Base 

The principal sites to be used in this research are the Keffer site (AkGv- 

13). located in the proto-HuroniPetun region. and the McKeown site (BeFv-I). in 
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the St  Lawrence Iroquoian &on (Figure 1-1). Being neither large urban nor 

small. low-intensity sits. these two arc the type of site Amorosi Woollet& 

Perdikaras and McGovern (1996) recommend for ~ e o l o g i c a l   comparison^ 

The faunal data from these two sites are presented in chapters 6 and 7 

respectively. after chapter 5 which includes details on the methods of excamion 

and analysis. 

The Keffer site is a prehistoric Southern Division Huron village site, 

located on a m b u q  of the Don River, just north of Toronto, and excavated 

under the direction of William D. Fiayson. The site was expanded and 

surrounded with palisades, which at the maximum enclosed at least 19 houses over 

2.1 hectares. There were also 26 middens. Keffer & t s  from the late 1.100s 

through the fim half of the sixteenth cennuy. At Keffer. human burials were 

excavated. as were an estimated over 20,000 faunal specimens. 

The final repon on the Keffer site is not yet complete. but several 

unpublished and published studies are available. Repons on the work done in 1985 

(Finlayson. Smith. Spence and T i  1986) and 1988 (Fiayson 1989) have 

been submined to the Ontario  minis^ of Cultm and Communications. The 1986 

submission includes several appendices: one on the human burids by Michael W. 

Spence (1986) and another on some dog bones by Stephen C. Thomas (1986). 

There are two additional reports on the human remains (Spence 1987, 1989). 

Published materials include a popular account by Filaysoa Smith and Wheeler 

(1987) and three monognphs. One of these is on 12,132 faunal specimens from 
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three middens and four houses ( S t a m  1991b). Another is on floated p'ant 

remains (D. Wright 1991) and the third is on pottery and pipes @. Smith 1991). 

Shorter works include a preliminary account of the 1985 wason by finlaysoa 

Smith. Spence and T i i n s  (1985) and one on floatation and the Midden 57 

macrofaunal and microfaunal remains (Stewan 1991a). 

Other faunal reports with which the Keffer material can be compared 

include a few general comments in published repom such as those of David 

Boyle and Wintemberg. and unpublished papers of S a w s  students and 

submissions to the Ontario Ministry of Culture. Tourian and Recreation From 

such comparisons it can be demonstrated that the Keffer faunal sample is typical 

of the zooarchaeological remains of contemporaneous sites in the Toronto area 

(chapter 9). 

The McKeown site. located south of Ottawa and just north of the S t  

Lawrence River. is an approximarely 1.6 hectare S t  Lawrence Ircquoian village 

site of which approximately one quarter was excavated in 1987 under the direction 

of James F. Pendergast The approximately 6.000 square metres of excavation 

uncovered two palisades and parts or all of at least 23 structures. As was true of 

Keffer, the overlapping of the houses and one palisade line indicated that the 

McKeown village wzs expanded twice in its history. Also like Keffer, radioarbon 

&res (Pendergast 1993b) and recovered artifacts (Wright and Wright 1993) 

indicate that McKeown dates to around AD. 1500. In addition to artifacts over 

32.000 macrofaunal specimens and all the soil from over 1000 feattires were 
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coltected from the site. 

Although the final repon on the site has not been completed. a preliminary 

report has been published (Pendergast 1988). as has a note on an iron awl Wright 

and Wright 1990) which could indicate a slightly more recent date for the site. 

James V. Wright and Dawn Wright (1993) have published a repon on the 

preliminary results of analyses of the contents of some of the features. On the 

faunal remains. a short paper (Stewart 1989b) and a more detailed article (Stmart 

1992) have been published and there are two unpublished reports, one on about 

4.500 faunal specimens from three houses (Stewart 1988) and the other on about 

37.500 faunal specimens from the remaining areas (Ostbthtique de Montmial Inc. 

1989). J. Jamieson ( n d ,  1993) completed a study of bone and shell artifacts. Lisa 

Ranklin (1990) wrote an undergraduate paper on the senlement pattern. Glenna 

O~lnjian (1988) has prepared a repon on a small sample of seeds from this site. 

Because it was agreed not to exhume any human skeletal material. there are no 

palaeonumtional data from human skeletons for this site. Thus. there is a total of 

about 32,000 identified macrofauna1 remains with more, as yet mostly 

unidentified, microfaunal specimens in samples processed by the Wrights and in 

those floated in the field. Of these latter. 5,592 microfaunal specimens from one 

house have been analyzed for this study. 

The results of the McKeown f a d  studies will be compared with those 

from other St. Lawrence Iroquoian sites in chapter 9. Pendergast has dominated 

work in this area and has supported faunal analyses that are useful for comparison. 
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In addition Winternberg's comments about the Roebuck site and numerous student 

reports show that the McKeown zooarchaeological material was quite typical for 

contemporaneous sites in the Rescoa cluster. 

Theoretical Approach 

The theoretical position underlying most subsistence studies is a positivist- 

empiricist one. a position shared with the natural sciences from which methods of 

analysis have been adopted for studying archaeological remains "Animal bone 

studies have. of necessity perhaps. been firmly grounded in a positivist approach 

and have given rise to functionalist interpretations" (O'Connor 1996:6). In 

positivist science. sensory observations of objects are the &ta for analyses. 

Zooarchaeologists. palaewthnobotanists and osteologists have assumed that the 

remains they study exist independently of the observer and they have used formal 

logic and scientific methods to investigate relationships linking these "natural" 

remains and other sorts of archaeological evidence. But archaeologists have 

emphasized the importance of cultural mditions also as factors influencing human 

behaviour. which is inevitably culturally mediated, and have also acknowledged 

both that science is a culturally determined activity and that facts are theory-laden 

(Cowgill 1993). These realizations have greatly complicated research and 

undermined the certainty of prediction assumed by positivists. Two camps of 

researchers have emerged. Pragnatically, some argue that the scientific method 

has demonstrated its usefulness in problem solving. Others have moved towards 
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deconstruction. post-strucruralii and posf-positivism. hoping to reach a better 

understanding by questioning underlying assumptions. 

Positivist approaches using the deductive method, as exemplified by the 

work of Lewis Binford and others have been inmumental in developing more 

precise data collecting and recording of archaeological faunal material. Michael 

Schiffer's (1976:12-15) observations on the combined effects of natural and 

cultural (N and C) aansformations in producing zooarchaeological samples have 

directed attention to taphonomy (Lyman 1994b). Now. researchers routinely 

consider both the N and C aspects. The acceptance of borh as determining factors 

has led to inquiries regarding the most appropriate ways to describe faunal 

samples: specifically. is it better to rely on the total numbers of specimens 

identified to species (NISP). or on derivative figures such as the minimum 

numbers of individual animals (MNI) or pans of animals (MNE, MAU) 

represented? (The merits and limitations of the various methods of quantification 

are discussed in chapter 5.) To reach their ultimate god of explaining human 

behaviour (upper level theory) from archaeological deposits. processual 

archaeologists saw a need to test and improve the middIe range theories of data 

interpretation first As a result of the New Archaeology of the 1960s. increased 

attention has been paid to subsistence and the methods used to investigate this 

domain have become more precise and more explicitly stated by archaeologists. 

In conaast to the processualists' reliance on general laws of human 

behaviour. post-processualists have stressed the importance of cultwally specific 
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ideas and the symbolic systems underlying cultures Poa-p&i have 

shown that objects convey different meanings even within the culture that 

produced them (Hodder 1982). and therefore archaeologists mus! be cxtrnndy 

cautious in their interpremtions. In the cxlreme, no one can be sure that his or her 

ideas match any others' and all are value-laden; thus. it can be argued that the 

only validation for an explanation is that it is intanally logical. Is this pessimistic 

philosophy useful to subsistence studies? In the extreme it is not However. this 

movement has brought culture and the historid -ve back into the 

genenlizing scientific position promoted in the 1960s. when cultural differences 

and historical factors were greatly undmted and the use of analogy was stretched 

across both space and time (Staid 1993). A recent study ofaninul exploitation on 

the Mississippi River between ca. AD. 800 and 1400 has employed a s r m d i s t  

approach to investigate the animal taxonomy of the Native people inhabiting this 

region (Holt 1996). Another (Bond 1996) demonstrates that information about 

ritualism and symbolism relating to animals can be found in animal remains 

excavated from human burials. Since both the processuaI and the more recent 

post-processual paradigms have benefitted subsistence studies rather than relying 

exclusively on either one. the strengths of each will be used in my study. 

Similarly. both etic and emic approaches have been used by archaeologists. 

Like those of most zooarchaeologists. my reconstruction of the diets of the proto- 

HuroniPetuns and the S t  Lawrence Iroquoians will be mainly in the etic sphere. 

Genenlly. it is agreed that subsistence studies involve less emic input than those 
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of other aspeas of human behaviour such as kinship relations or religion But the 

gathering, preparing and consuming of food items are surrounded by rituals, 

symbolii  and specific cultural interpretations, and scarcity can be induced by 

ideas such as food taboos. In m y  discussion of behaviours related to die6 I will 

rely heavily on the ethnohistorical information to add emic insights to the mainly 

etic analysis. 

My interest in the subsistence of the proto& Lawrence Iroquoians and 

proto-HmlzlPetuns as a factor in their differing developments can be considered 

as part of the larger issue of the relationship between population densities and 

agriculture. Most of the research on this topic bas been related to the introduction 

of agriculture in various parts of the world. Since the ca. AD. 1500 date of the 

two sites emphasized in this work post-dates both the adoption of ho~culrure in 

Ontario and the marked growth in population that followed during the fourteenth 

century (Warrick 1990). the traditional question of which came first. a-gtfculture 

or population growth is not central to an investigation of population changes after 

A.D. 1500. However, other aspects of the debate are relevant 

Interest in the question of the interdependency of population growth and 

the development of agriculnue can be traced back at least to the essays by 

Thomas Robert Malthus 117981. Briefly stated. Malthus argued that human 

population tends to increase geomehically whereas fwd resources increase 

arithmetically (1 9595-10). A "strong and constantly operating check on population 

cQ 
from the difficulty of subsistence" (ibid.5) is the result. As a specific population 
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approaches or exceeds the unying capacity of i n  environment. catamophes such 

as stamition. d i  or intergoup strife are the inevitable muns of restoriug the 

equilibrium between population and resources Binford's (1968b) "edge-zone 

hypothesis" was a variant of these ideas, with over-population in one area or  a 

diminution in the resources of the original locale resulting in migation, which in 

turn would stress tbe receiving population. However, B i o r d  went beyond the 

Malthusian position. suggesting that in the new environment+ and in response to 

population pressure, more efficient subsistence techniques for increasing food 

resources would be developed (ibid:331). Pendergast (1991) favoured a 

Malthusian explanation for the inter-relationship between population gowth and 

agriculture for the St Lawrence Iroqiloians. He wrote, "There is the suggestion 

that an increase in population took place on this time level [c. AD. 13501, 

probably as a result of the increased importance of agriculture" (ibid:56). 

Adopting Malthusian arguments, the demise of the St Lawmce Iroquoians can 

be considered as a possible "natural" adjustment to over-population. although the 

St. Lawrence Iroquoians' numbers should have been reduced only until 

homeostasis was reached, not until there were none left. Conversely, the proto- 

HuronIPetuns could be viewed as continuing to increase because they had not yet 

over-populated their region. The adequacy of the Malthusian position for 

explaining the population changes in proto-historic Ontario will be discussed in 

the concluding chapter of this study. 

Responding to Malthusian ideas. Ester Boserup (1965) treated population 
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increase as a universal feature of human behaviour and argued that in rrsponse to 

population pressures relative to the available resources people make dramatic 

changes. from domesticating plants and animals and adopting agriculture to 

developing civilizations and industrial technologies (Boserup 1981). This 

determining role of population in bringing about cultural change has been accepted 

by many archaeologists and anthropologists (Binford 1968b; Childe 1936; Dumond 

1965: P. Smith and Young 1972). 

Mark Cohen aryed that agriculm developed over a long period during 

which knowledge about plants and animals slowly accumulated. not as a 

conceptual breakthrough (197723). but because hunters and gatherers had 

exhausted the calorie supply available to them under a subsistence economy: 

... The nearly simultaneous adoption of agricultural economies 
throughout the world could only be accounted for by assuming that 
hunting and gathering populations had saturated the world 
approximately 10,000 years ago and had exhausted all possible (or 
palatable) strategies for increasing their food supply within the 
constraints of the hunting-gathering life style. The only possible 
reaction to further growth in population. worldwide, was to begin 
artificial augmentation of the food supply. 

... rather than stabilizing at some optimal level or "carrying 
capacity". the human population as an aggregate has gown 
continuously. requiring more or less continuous redefinition of the 
ecology of the species as a whole (Cohen 1977279-80). 

Bo?h the Malthusian and Boserupian positions emphasize population 

growth rarher than decline. As a r e d  thcy do not ducctly apply to the 

depopulation of the St. Lawrence Iroquoians. However. as Brian Spooner noted: 



the obverse of her [Boserup's] thesis should also be me: 
population decline should logically result in "extensification" or 
technological *revenion" to methods fhat are both less labour- 
intensive and less land-intensive. And in fact, "in cases where 
population density was reduced by wars or o tha  catastrophes there 
often seems to have been a relapse into more extensive form of 
cultiwtion" (Boserup 1965:62) (Spooner 1972:xvii). 

Boserup was referring to the depletion of populations practising an intensive form 

of agiculture. but the idea of m i n g  to "baditional" methods under stress can 

be considered for any goup of people. 

Considering Boserup's positive role for population growth as an 

independent agent causing change and, more specifically, in determining land w 

developments (19691 1). and considkng the people living in southern Ontario 

around A.D. 1500. the possibility of the proto-Huronlpetuns' society changing in 

some way that the S t  Lawrence Iroquoians' did not  will be e . e d .  Different 

gender roles may offer an explanation of the divergent histories of these two 

cultures in the sixteenth cennuy. 

Sitesatchment analysis as a model for understanding human w of 

environments underlies most Ontario z0oan:haeologicaI studies and some of the 

assumptions for this model have been incorponted in the present study. The 

premise underlying catchment analysis is that resources located closest to a site 

will be exploited more than those located farther away, reflecting the time and 

ncrgy diffcrcnces required to exploit the resources. Higgs and Vita-Finzi (1972) 

adapted theii "site-catchment analysis" for archaeology from a much earlier 

agricultunl model by von Thunen ([I8261 1966). who argued that economic 
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activities occur most tkquently close to the center of population This center is 

surrounded by r ing  where activities which m w  be pursued at grater distances 

are progressively more costly in tams of the amounts of energy expended for 

accumulation of the distant resources He assumed that aansportation was by foot 

only. that the environment was basically uniform around the population centre and 

that population cenrres were isolated. Him and Vita-Fi argued that for mobile 

economies. input-output analysis demonsbates that activities are generally limited 

to within a circle with a 10 kilometre radius 10 km being the distance that can 

be walked in two hours. For sedentary communities, a 5 km radius circle d e l i t s  

the productively exploitable area. although some people have argued that the 

returns decline greatly beyond one km From the base site and "become oppressive 

between 3 and 4 km" (Byrd 1996:312). Although it was soon realized that circles 

might not be the most appropriate configuration for sites located on shorelines and 

that water-transport would bcrease the distance that could be covered in two 

hours. with an expenditure of less energy than walking in many instances. the 

assumption that the food resources closest to living sites are exploited most has 

underlain most zooarchaeological resexch (Rannery 1976). Catchment analysis 

models are oRen used to predict habitation site locations. For example, this has 

been done for Late Middleport sites in southern Ontario, relying on water sources 

and soil types principally as the signiticant features of the environment (S. 

Jamieson 1986). 

There are problems in applying the catchment idea to Nonh American 
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sites. especially where animal rrsouxes are considered- Many of the animals 

which were important food sources to the Natives were migmtory and thus only 

seasonally available within a I0 kilomare area of any village. From the 

ethnohistorical sources. it is known that at least in the early 1600s. the Huron 

travelled by foot and boat more than 10 kilometres from their villages to tish and 

hunt From the archaeological evidence. it appears that fishing mps away from 

villages were common to both the proto-Hiuofletuns and the proto-St Lawrence 

lroquoians ca. A.D. 1500. The model of concentric areas of exploitation probably 

does not fit the Keffer and McKeown villagas exactly. Yet. as will be shown 

some of the resources exploited by these peoples were different and many of these 

differences can be explained by the discrete ranges of those species. Those closest 

to a particular group were exploited by that group mosf which conforms to the 

principles of catchment theory. 

The Significance of this Subsistence Research 

My research will conmbute primarily to a better understanding of 

differences in prehistoric Iroquoian subsistence, but it will have sigificaace also 

for methodology in archaeology. Using the diverse sorts of available information. 

I hope to determine what dietary differences existed between the people living at 

the Keffer and McKeown sites. With those two sites as a basis, I propose to 

characterize the S t  Lawrence Iroquoians and the proto-Huroflem primarily on 

the basis of their subsistence patterns and to demonstrate that zooarchaeological 
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remains on be used for cross-regional comparisons in much the same way as 

ceramics and settIement data have bcen used in the past Thus. by integrating 

zooarchaeological data with that from other fields of inquiry and by using the &ta 

to address broad archaeological issues, I will be following the recommen&tioa for 

such an approach made over 20 years ago by Uerpmann (1973) and recently 

reiterated by O'Corsor (1996). These aaditionaI foci of archaeological study will 

be used to support my interpretation of the s u b s i i c e  evidence, a reversal of 

their roles in previous Iroquoian rmdies. 

Using primarily ethnohiitorical data. it will be shown chat. at least for the 

Iroquoians. zooarchaeologists should consider the subsiience systems of the 

genders a s  two discrete, although complimentyy, subsystems rather than giving 

a single interpretation of subsistence for whole cultures as has been the common 

practice. Since the ethnohistorical accounts were overwhekningly recorded by 

men, the activities noted in them relate primarily to males. Many of the skeletal 

elements found on sites can be related to hunting or fihimg parties. activities 

which. at least historically. were primarily those of the Iroquoian men. However. 

there are other unmentioned andlor only briefly mentioned different animaI 

species. I will argue that some of these were exploited by females primarily. 

Using both the ethnohistorical information and the natural hiiories of the 

exploited animals, explanations for their occurm~ces on the archaeological sites 

will be offered. 

Once the differences in the palaeonutrition of these contemporaneous 
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peoples have been delineated, the role of subsistence in the Hurons' domination 

of the region by the 1600s can be evaluated The possibility of Huron numaon 

having been better than that of neighbowing Iroquoians has not been considered 

as a factor in increases in Huron village sizes and the size of area in which they 

hunted. As the articles in a recent summary of southern Ontario archaeology 

demonstrate (Ellis and Ferris 1990). despite the work in zooarchaeology over the 

past 20 years. little attention has been accorded to zooarchaeological research in 

interpreting changes in prehistory. Like Binford and Gould. I am adopting the 

position that subsistence is a basic component of culture. Thus. 1 will use this fim 

level evidence to compare two related cultures and to determine whether 

differences in their diets might have been a factor in the proto-HuronPetuns 

increasing in numbers and populating a geater area 

Conclusions reached about the subsistence levels and systems of the proto- 

HuronIPetuns and proto-St Lawrence Iroquoians are relevant to the wider issue 

of population growth and cultural change. Using the reconstructions of the 

McKcown and Keffer sites' subsistence, Malthusian and Boserupian theories can 

be evaluated as explanatory ideas. By asking whether population levels reflect 

changes and limitations in environment andlor technology (Malthus 1959) or cause 

changes in subsistence systems (Boserup 1965). these theories complement each 

other (P. Smith and Young 1984153-154). Which of their tenets are useful for 

understanding population changes in protohistoric Ontario will be considered as 

well as which features are not supported by the archaeological and more especially 
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the zooarchaeological evidence. These questions will be dkcused in the 

conclusions to this study afier the methods of analysis and the data collected have 

been described and interpreted 



C m m R  2 

A REVIEW OF THE SUBSISTESCE ISFORiiIATIOX IS IROQUOUS 

ET HSOHlSTORlCAL SOURCES XSD ETHSOHISTOWES 

lntroduction 

Ethnohistory has a long tradition of use in Ontario archaeology. In the 

nineteenth century. many site surveys were undertaken to confirm accounts of site 

locations and descriptions given by European visitors (for example. A. Jones 

190;) and much current research uses ethnohistorical and ethnogaphical 

information relating to Ontario in interpretations of archaeological data (for 

euamplc. Fox and Molto 1994). 

Peter Ramsden (1993) has objected tha: this traditional heavy reliance on 

such sources h ~ ;  bcen detrimental to the development of Ontario archaeology 

because archaeologists have relied on written descriptions to do their work for 

them and have forced interpretations of their data to fit those descriptions. Yet it 

has bcen demonstrated that an ethnohistorical approach can enrich an 

understanding of archaeologic31 data (for example. M s e r  19S5b). While not 

denying that ethnohistorical models can be over-used. far more would be lost than 

gained by archaeologists refusing to use these sources. Archaeologists studying 

Eastern Canadian peoples are extremely fortunate to have ethnohistorical accounts 

and ethnognphies. which can be used a s  sources of information about things 

which are not retrievable. or at least not easily so. from the material remains of 
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cultures ( S t e m  1989a). 

Archaeologists on use the information found in these sounrs to anticipate 

and interpret their findings. For example. based on ethnohistorical information, it 

can be expected that eel borles wou!d be common in the fish samples of St 

Lawrcnce Iroquoian sires (Junker-hderson 1988) and trout and whitefish in 

Huron ones. The ethnohiistorical material also offers cultural explanatiom for the 

lack of certain animal remains. For example. if deer rcmains are scarte at a village 

site. it might be because their bones were discarded at remote kill sites. The 

knowledge ha t  the Hurons believed fish and deer refuse should be neither burnt 

nor chewed by dogs is significant for interpretations of bone modifications. In 

addition. the ethnohistorical sources contain information about subsistence 

activities that are not discernable in the archaeological data. For example, even if 

portions of hemp nets were to be excavated. they would not reveal that the Hurons 

used set nets. nets at weirs an: >:me nets to gather heir fib. 

There is danger in extending ethnohistorical information beyond the 

specific groups described and into the more remote past unless direct historical 

links and specific similarities between the culnues being compared can be 

demonstrated (Stahl 1993: Trigger 1989:364,390). On the other hand much if 

not all. archaeological interpretation derives from analogy and it can be argued 

that ethnohistorical descriptions provide the most direct and hence the most 

reliable analogues for the late prehistoric period. 

For southern Quebec and Ontario, the available ethnohistorical documents 
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are sources for one of R Ascher's two types of analogy (1961:319), that based on 

continuity between the written records and the archaeological sites. Yet even when 

using such clearly relevant materials. archaeologists must be critical of them: 

Following the lead of historians. archaeologists must acquaint 
themselves with the need to subject sources. both ahnographic and 
historical. to source criticism in their efforts to establish the 
relevance of a particular analogical model. Variables that require 
scmtiny include the position of the author, intended audience, 
method of data collection. as well as the time frame and location 
on which the description is based. Funher, we must be careful to 
scrutinize evidence of ubiquity as a criterion enhancing the value 
of an analogical insight. We must be aware of the potentially 
biased aspects of ethnographic and historical sources. especially 
with respect to issues of gender ... (Stahl 1993253). 

In lroquoian research. information from the ethnohiitorical sources on the Hurons 

of the sevcnteenth century have been applied to many sites that are earlier in time 

and belonged to different ethnic groups. Sometimes the descriptions have been 

used with little regard for the prejudices and purposes of the writers, who often 

misunderstood and failed to record important elements of the alien cultures they 

were observing. The intended audiences of ethnohistorical reports a s  well as the 

times. cultures and circumstances in which they were written and originally read 

were not those in which they are now being used. On the other hand. Stahl's 

recommendations have been applied by some scholars. In large pan through 

Trigger's work (for example, [1969], 1976, 1985b) and the p i o n e e ~ g  efforts of 

Alfred G. Bailey (1937). it is evident that ethnohistorical sources. when carellly 

analyzed and contexrualized. can enrich our understanding of earlier societies. As 

Trigger noted (1991562) and Stah1 (1 993) reiterated, both the archaeological data 
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and the early written descriptions are Fragments of a changing history. Each 

provides a "snapshot": neither defmes how things alwwnys were. They are about 

particulars. which we may be able to develop into generalities. For the Iroquoians 

the cthnohistorical sources offer information about subsistence that would be 

unobtainable from archaeology alone. Thus. both sources of data combined should 

provide a fuller understanding of protohistorical and historical Iroquoian 

subsistence than either can by itself. 

However. even descriptions of the environment and subsistence in the 

ethnohistorical material can be confusing. The authors of these seventeenth century 

documents wen: in an unfamiliar continent. seeing plants and animals previously 

unknown to Europeans. They were not professional or even mined botanists or 

zoologists. and they were working in the pre-Linnaean period. Thus, sea mammals 

were considered fish and some descriptions seem almost like flights of fancy to 

modem readers. The repeated description of a bid with one webbed and one 

clawed foot or large armoured fish are examples of attempts to describe unknown 

animals. Similarly, plants recorded as apples were probably what we call hawthorn 

berries. Problems arise with giving rcodem scientific meaning to what the early 

Europeans wrote about: specific examples of such confusion surrounding some of 

the plants and animals reportedly exploited by the St. Lawrence Iroquoirius and 

the Hurons are discussed below. 

The ethnohitorical sources. which are much richer for the Hurons than for 

the St. Lawrence Iroquoians, inform readers about the available animals and plants 
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and how these were exploited in different seasons. The accounts of Champlain and 

Brother Gabriel ( T h W t )  Sagard are most complete for these aspms The J d  

Relations and Allied Dncumentr supplement these and arc padaddy rich in 

discussions of rituals in which fcod played a part (Thwaites 1896-1901). All the 

sources describe food but only Sagard and Jean de Bribeuf mention refuse 

disposal. The most details about the non-dietary uses of animals and plants are 

provided by Sagard. Brkbeuf and J&me Lalemant are particdarly informarive 

about taboos and rituals related to subsistence. 

Certainly the accounts of the explorers and priests cannot be accepted 

automatically a s  well informed or unbiased. The explorers (Carder. R o M  and 

Champlain). fin haden (Pierre Esprit Radisson and Piem Boucher) and priests 

(Sagard. Joseph de La Roche Daillon and the Jesuits) were all trying to interest 

and even impress Europeans at home. Thus, their reports may have exaggerated 

the richness of the natural resources and skewed accounts of some Native 

activities. In genenl. there is less chance of biased reporting of subsinence 

activities, which were directly observed by the writers. than of reporting 

intangibles. such as kinship or beliefs. explained in a language foreign to the 

writers. Using the ethnohistorical sources carefully. one can learn about food 

procurement activities. the sexual division of labour in food prepamtion and 

eating. m d  some of the rituals munding  food and eating. These are aspects 

which l&ely could not be derived from the faunal and flonl remains alone. When 

the authors are describing what they themselves saw and several sources agree. the 
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information will be accepted. Contrary to the recent criticism of their w 

(Ramsden 1993). I conclude that the ethnohisrorical sources yield a variety of 

usehi information about Iroquoian subsistence and allow for more detailed and 

nuanced interpretations of the archaeological data 

Iroquoian Ethnohiitorical Sources 

As mentioned in Chapter 1. the major, primary sources of information 

about the Native people in New France are Champlain's Work particularly his 

account of his voyage of 1615-16 in volume three of Biggar's set of s k  (Biggar 

1922-36); S a w s  Long Journey to the Counny of the Hurons (Wrong 1939) and 

his Hktoire du Canada and the numerous clerics' reports. letters and journal 

entries compiled in Thwaites' 73-volume edition of the Jesuit Relations and Allied 

Documents. of which volumes 4 to 36 contain material relating to the early period 

in New France (Thwaita 18961901). Champlain's and Sagard's writings contain 

information about the natural resources and the people along the St. Lawrence 

River and to the north of ib including along the route to Huronia. but they are 

most significant for their documentation of the Hurons of south-central Ontario. 

Of the entries in the Jesuit Relations. those written by Jean de Bribeuf. Francois- 

Joseph Le Mercier, J&me Lalemant and Paul Rapeneau. with minor 

conmbutions by Franqois du Peron and Pierre-Joseph-Marie Chaumonot. 

emphasize the Hurons. For information about conditions and people kther east. 

particularly around the senlements at Quebec, Trois-Rivikes and Monaeal. the 
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works of Charles Lalemant, Paul Le Jeune, Banhelemy Viont ,  and Jk6me 

Lalemant (with minor conmbutiors from Isaac Jogues) are valuable. although 

some of the o b m t i o n s  are of a general nature rather than being specific to a 

single group of people or locdity. Under the direction and censorship of his 

Superior, F r q o i s  Du Creux [1664]. a J e s u i ~  m t e  an official Latin summary of 

the Relations of 1625 to 1658, to promote the work of the Society. It is primarily 

a digest. but contains some previously unpublished material ( R o b i n  1951:ix- 

xii). 

Like Champlain's first publications on his voyages in 1603. I613 and 

1619, the accounts of the Jesuits were composed soon a h  h e  events they 

described. The Jesuit Relations were usually published withiin a year of being 

written and written within twelve months of the events they portray. This should 

have conmbuted to the accuracy of their accounts. They were. however. subject 

to censorship by the Superiors in France who edited them to ensure that the 

Jesuits' activities were presented in a favourable light In addition, the Huron 

reports may have been edited by the Quebec Superiors, although often there was 

not time for this before the boats sailed for Europe (Campeau 1979:136). Lucien 

Caiipeau found that little editing occurred at least for 1632 to 1634 editions of the 

Jesuit Relations and argues that the patterns set then were followed for the later 

reports from the Huron missions, although occasionally there are differences 

between the edited versions and the originals (Campeau 1979:136-140). He has 

published many of the available original documents dating from 1616-1633. 
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Information about subsistence was probably not altered, unless parts were de!eted 

because they were thought to be too repetitive of earlier accounts and thus might 

bore readers. 

Other sources exist. Published with W e r ' s  Voyages is a brief account of 

Roberval's Voyage up the St. Lawrence River. Pierre Boucher's [ 1 6 q  True and 

Genuine Description of New France (Montizambert 1883). as the author conceded 

repeats much from the Relatiom and Champlain's narratives (1883:lO). However. 

it contains some new and corroborating information since Boucher lived most of 

his life at Quebec and Trois-Rivieres, dying at Boucherville. near Montreal. 

Finally. there are 77ze fiploratiom of Pierre Esprit Radisson (Adams.1961). with 

details of his approximately one and a haIf year captivity among the Mohawks. 

living to the south and west of Trois-Rivikres, where he was captured in May 

1651. Similarly, Joyes' letter describing his captivity among the Iroquois is 

relevant (1643 JR 2543-63). 

In addition to the above-mentioned sources. early maps exist. These are 

useful mostly for revealing the extent of the geographical knowledge of the early 

explorers and for locating named villages and/or peoples. Illustrations on the maps 

depict Indian activities, dwellings, tools and clothing. (See Trigger 1990 for 

reproductions of some of these illustrations.) 

There are also some dictionaries. To his four-volume Histoire du 

Canada .... Sagard appended his Dictionnoire de la langue huronne (1866). It is 

really a phrase book with the phrases and words entered by topic rather than 
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animals. This dictionary was followed by more extensive and systematic 

dictionaries and pmmars compiled by various Jesuits. Sagard's and the Jesuits' 

definitions, as well as words recorded by Champlain and others, have been studied 

by John Steckley (1991). a linguist He has translated and d i d  the names for 

the divisions ("months") of the Huron calendar (1983). as well as those for some 

fish (1986b), for raccoon and grey squirrel (1986a) and for tobacco (1985). 

Finally. both Elisabeth Tookw's 119641 and Trigger's [I9691 ethnographies 

of the Huron Indians have proved so useful that they have been reprinted (Tooker 

1967) and revised (Trigger 1990). The compilation of data on the Hurons by both 

these authors includes much related to Huron food procurement preparation and 

consumption. 

Limitations of the Iroquoian Ethnohiitorical Material 

One weakness of the historical documents for Eastern Canada is that they 

do not reflect the earliest contact between Natives and Europeans. The Norse 

visited Canada around A.D. 1000 (G. Jones 1986) and lived briefly at L'Anse aux 

Meadows. Newfoundland (Wallace 1986). John Cabot's 1497 explorations were 

followed by those of Pormguese sailors. such as Gaspar Cone Real in 1501. 

whose ships bought fifty captured Natives back to Lisbon to be sold as slaves 

(Quinn 1977:123). English boats sailed in 1501 md 1502 and returned with three 

captives (ibid:126). Breton and Basque fishermen and whalers continued 
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exploiting the Gulf of S t  Lawrence and encountering its inhabitants throughout 

the 1500s Swen Indian males. likely Micmacs. were aansponed to Normandy in 

1509 (ibik131: see also Whitehead 1991239242). Pendergast argues that "as 

early as the second decade [of the 16b cennuyl" (Pendergast 1991:47) and 

possibly since 1508 (ibidA8). there was interaction with some St. Lawrence 

Iroquoians (ibib:1991:47-9). Thus. the descriptions in the ethnohiiorical repons 

record activities only after decades of sporadic European contact. 

No ev~dence of contact has been found for the two archaeological sites 

central to this study, however. For the pmto-Huroflenm who lived at the Keffer 

village, contact was both indirect and limited until after 1580 (Trigger 198%148- 

155). For the westernmost S t  Lawence Iroquoians. including those who 

constructed the McKeown village, d i  or i n d i  contact. if there was any. was 

extremely limited prior to Cartier's nips (Pendergast 1991:63). It is possible that 

some of the McKeown villagers lived to see Cartier and his men or s t  least to 

learn about his visits and that the people inhabidng the Keffer site, through their 

eastern contacts, heard about Europeans. But there is no evidence that Europeans 

visited either of these communities. While there may be no significant gap in time 

between the observations made by Canier and Roberval and the habitation of the 

McKeown site (ibid.56. 1993b:6-9). a period of approximately 100 years may 

separate the occupation of the Keffer villagc (Finlayson. Smith and Wheeler 

198720) from the first ethnohistorical accounts of the Hurons. Unfortunately. the 

experiences of the traders who were the first Europeans to live among the Hurons 
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for the most part went unrecorded. Champlain and the Jesuits occasionally 

recorded what Etienne Bnile told them about the Hurons and about his visits to 

other native p u p s  but most of what B ~ l e  himself could have related was not 

recorded 

A second weakness is that most of the accounts reflect both what their 

authors were most concerned with and also what &ey thought would be of greatest 

interest to their backers. These men were nor always good wri tm While the 

Society of Jesus was a scholarly order and its well-educated priests described the 

Hurons carefully. usually giving examples to suppon their statements, they and 

Sagard. a Rkollet priest. described the native practices in relation to their own 

particular religious norms. Others were not as well trained; Radisson's account. 

for cxarnple, had to be heavily edited. In addition, the unnumbered pages of his 

original manuscript had to be organized in the most reasonable sequence by the 

editor. Sometimes these early writers augmented their personal observations with 

material derived from other unacknowledged and sometimes distant sources. 

Besides having individual objectives, interests and abilities. these early 

Europeans were with the Indians for differing amounts of time. Champlain is often 

considered a good source on the Hurons because he lived among them in 1615-16. 

But, he was only with the Hurons from late summer to mid-May and much of that 

time was spent on a raiding and hunting mission to what is now New York %te 

and visiting the Petuns. Hc was not in the area over the warm months (from the 

middle of May to August) and was away from the daily village life for about half 
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of his visit. The Jesuits. particularly Bkbeuf. lived with the Native people longer. 

But the Jesuits in Huronia distanced themselves from the daily activities of the 

Native peoples by living apan in their own cabins and eventually in their own 

community of Sainte-Marie. They were oddities in the Huron villages because of 

their religious beliefs and their celibacy. They did not ay to live l i i  the Native 

people. rather they wanted the Hurons to adopt European values 

Because these observers were males and because they were visiting a 

society  here activities were strictly prescribed by sex. most of their time was 

spent with m a  As a conquence, there are more details concerning male than 

female activities. which are inteqmed from a European male perspecdve- 

Champlain's account of Huron clothing and the number of skins required to 

complete a winter outflt is imprecise. probably because it was the women who 

sewed the clothes in both France and New France. There h;is been considerable 

debate about how many skins were needed. Richard Gramly (1977.1979) was not 

careful enough in his reading of Ctwnplain's account. so his : -s ;n~ction was 

criticized (Turner and Santley 1979: Webster 1979). Gary Webster's 

interpretations were questioned by Trigger (1981). resulting in a response from 

Webster (1981). These debates about the hunting territories and the need for skins 

(Starno and Relethford 1985) show how careful archaeologists must be when using 

ethnohistorical information and how FiusaatingIy inadequate those descriptions can 

be. However. much relaxed to subsistence can be extracted from these sources. 

Something of the rich environment of the St. Lawrence Iroquoians and the Hurons 
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can be reconsmcted. In addition information about the animal species exploited 

by the S t  Lawrence Iroquoians and the Hurons as well as about some of the 

animals found to the south of Huronia, can be extracted from the historical 

descriptions. Unfortunately. there are no direct repons of the proto-Awns who 

lived near the north shore of Lake Ontario. The best that can be done from an 

ethnohistorical perspective to understand their subsiience is to reconstrud that of 

their descendants, the Hurons. This information can then be compared and 

contrasted with the zooarchaeological remains. 

Animals Mentioned in the Ethnohiitorical Sources 

Fish 

The first Europeans in New France were very impressed by both the 

quantities and sizes of the fish. In 1534. Cartier noted the abundance of mackerel 

(1924:60. 132) and eels (1924:120). both of which the S t  Lawrence Iroquoians 

caught in large numbers (192462. 132). From his 1535 voyage up the S t  

Lawrence River beyond Stadacona [near present day Quebec City] to Hochelaga 

[Montreal]. Cartier reported that the S t  Lawrence River was: 

the richest in every kind of fish that any one rememben having 
seen or heard of: for from its mouth to the head of i t  you will fmd 
in their season the known varieties and species of salt-and fresh- 
water fish .... 

... You will find in this river in June, July and August great 
numbers of mackerel. mulles. maigres. tunnies. large-sized eels 
and other fish. When their season is over you will lind as good 
smelts as in the River Seine. In Spring again there are quantities of 
lampreys and salmon. Up above Cmada [the Quebec City area] are 
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1939:60], breams and other fresh-water fish. All these variedes are 
caught. each in its season in considerable quantities by these people 
for their food and sustenance (1924199). 

If the large-sized eels are the same species as the eels that had impressed Cattier 

the previous year. then he recorded 12 different f s h  that were harvested by Native 

peoples from the S t  Lawrence River. In 1542 Canier sailed back to Europe. 

leaving Roberval to try to re-establish a settlement west of Quebec Ciy. Roberval 

was favourably impressed by the Natives' clothing, meat (Biggar 1924268) and 

brcad (ibid.:269). Of the fish caught by the Native people, Roberval gave 

prominence to doses (the common shad according to the footnote) which he 

described separately from the other fish, as being somewhat red, like a salmon 

(1924267). and which he placed first in his list of fish which includes "doses. 

saimons. sturgeons, mullets, surmullets (the red mullet). barz (maigre) [dm], 

carpes. eeles, pinpcmeau (?) and other fresh water fish" (1924268). Thus. 

Roberval adds another three or four species (shad sturgeon and red mullet 

possibly pinpemeau) to Cartier's list These are the only ethnohistorical records 

of fish taken by the S t  Lawrence Iroquoians and in both cases, the Stadaconans 

were observed much more than the Hochelagans. For those who still might have 

been living even farther west at this period. in the vicinity of the McKeown site. 

there are no direct records. However. it is clear that the St. Lawrence River was 

a rich fishing ground which both the Stadaconans and the Hochelagans exploited. 

Later European explorers and missionaries also praised the wealth of this 

river. Sagard (193951) and Le Jeune found the number oieels "incredible" (1633 
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Lalemant reponed that in the late summer and Fall of 1646, the Indians caught 

forty thousand eels (1646 JR 28239) and "more than 300 sturgeon w e  &en in 

15 days at Montreal" in I649 (1649 JR 3455). 

Combining these somes. it is apparent that the SL Lawrence River was 

rich in fish of which at least 23 different species were harvested by the 

Iroquoians. By all accounts eels were particularly significant but shad and 

sturgeon were also very significant Most of the tishing efforts of the S t  Lawrence 

Indians appear from these reports to have been directed to& marine species. 

although some freshwater species were also fished. 

Concerning Huron fishing activities. Champlain and Sagard reponed the 

most information. Champlain, aware of the fish around Quebec. was very 

impressed by the variety and particularly th- sizes of the fsh in Huronia: 

It [Lake Huron] abounds in many kinds of excellent fsh ., and 
principally in trout. which are of enormous sire: I have seen some 
that were as much as four and a half feet long. and the smallest 
one sees are two and a half feet in length (Biggar 1929:45). 

He also found the pike to be enormous (ibik46). Champlain was impressed with 

the great catches obtained by weir fishing at the Narrows between Lakes Simcoe 

and Couchiching (ibid.56) and noted that the Trent River "abounds greatly in 

good fsh" (ibid.59). Fish were caught around Lake Ontario during a fall raiding 

expedition at the end of October (ibid.:bl), when trout and pike of enormous size 

were plentiful. Champlain noted that fishing was "plentill for several sorts and 

species of fish" south of Huronia (ibid.:l05. 116). Back in Huronia, he observed 

ice fishing (ibid.:167), likely for whitefish. In his general summary of the 
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possibilities for fuhing in New France, Champlain wrote about the: 

... abundance of salmon, very beautiful fme large trout of every 
kind. sturgeons of three sizes, shad, very good bas, some weighing 
twenty pounds, suckers of all kinds. some of them very large. and 
pike. some of them five feet long, c a d i  without scales in two or 
three varieties, large and small whitef~h, a foot in length. picked. 
smelts. trench [=chub], [and] perch-. (ibid.256). 

From Champlain's account. it can be concluded, conservatively. that at least 15 

freshwater species were fihed, if we assume that "all kinds of suckers" must be 

at least three species and that at least two types of c a d i  were caught 

Furthermore, the individual fish were often large and the regions south of Huronia 

were good fishing areas. 

Like Champlain. Sagard did not live with the Hurons over the summer 

months but. unlike Champlain, he spent most of hi time in Huron villages 

(Ossossane and Cahagouha), although he accompanied one autumn fishing 

expedition to Georgian Bay. Sagard confmed Champlain's descriptions of ice 

fishing (Wrong 1939:98) and of the large sizes of the fish. particularly sturgeon 

(ibid.:113) and whitefish (ibik185): 

In this freshwater sea, there are sturgeon. Assinhendo$ trout and 
pike, of such monstrous size that nowhere else are they to be found 
bigger. and it is the same with many other species of f s h  that are 
unknown [in France] (ibid.189). 

But his description of the fall fishing mp to Georgian Bay is most valuable. There 

assihendo [whitefish] were netted in great numbers but trout. sturgeon and other 

fish were also taken (ibid.:186). According ;s Sagard. the principal fish in the 

Huron countq, and especially from the "freshwater sea". were whitefish, EOUL 
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pike and sturgeon (ibih.230). Whitefsh were "unfamiliar to the Canadians [the 

Indians who lived along the StLawrence]" (ibid.). The einchzuon @ h L  

according to Steckley 1986b). two sons of herring. including the lake herring 

which u m  caught in immense numbers, and the gar pike were exploited also 

(ibih.22-3). Sagard described very few species but his account is useful for his 

account of fall fishing. his comment that fish were larger here than anywhcrr el% 

and his observation that whitefd were not known to the Indians on the S t  

Lawrence. From his account. there are only four new species (gar p k  burbof 

lake herring. some small herring) to be added to the 15 that Champlain said were 

exploited by the Hurons. 

The Jesuits offered very few comments on the specific f s h  caten J. 

Lalemant noted that in many respects the Neutrals did not differ from the Hurons. 

The abundance of f sh  seemed equal in the two regions, although some species 

were found in one region that were not in the other. Unfortunately. he does not 

elaborate on these species (J. Lalemant 1641 JR 21:195). However, his observation 

lends suppon for assuming that the information about f& in Huronia can be 

applied generally to more southerly regions including the Keffer area. 

From these records of Native fshiig. several conclusions can be bwn. 

A greater number of species were mentioned in connection with the St. Laumce 

Iroquoians (at least 23) than with the Hurons (at least 19). In part this should bt 

expected. because people living along the St. Lawrence River had access to both 

marine and freshwater species. However. fishing was very imponant to the Hurons 
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and often the reports include phrases like "and other species". Thus it is not 

definite that a geater variety of fish was exploited by the S t  Lawrence Iroquoians 

than by the Hurons. Furthermore, most of the information about the S t  Lawrence 

Iroquoians concerned the easternmost group, the Stadaconans. The Hochelagans 

and peoples located farther inland appear to have been more involved in 

hotticultwe. Thus the S t  Lawrence Iroquoians living at the McKeown village 

likely did not eat as many marine f sh  as did the Stadaconanr In this respect, the 

McKeown fish diet may have been more like that of the proto-HurodPetuns along 

the north shore of Lake Ontario. Champlain's account shows that fishiig was 

productive in that region and around the eastern end of the lake. which was 

possibly within the area exploited by the people living at McKeown. However. the 

staple of the Hurons, the whitefish, was reportedly unknown to the people along 

the St. Lawrence River and the eel upon which the S t  Lawrence Iroquoians relied 

was not mentioned i;, connection with the Hurons. It is clear from the reports of 

both Champlain and Sagard that the runs of different species were large in both 

regions. but that the size of fish in southern Ontario was generally larger than 

those seen along the St. Lawrence or anywhere else. From these descriptions, it 

is evident that while fishiig was a very important part of each economy, the 

particular species most relied upon were different. 

Mammals 

Sea mammals were considered types of fish by many of the French 

explorers and while they were impressed by the quantities of whales. porpoises, 
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seals and even walruses in the S t  Lawrence River (Biggar 19241 17, 193, 199, 

Sagard 193930, 47). these a p p m t l y  were not significant to the proto- 

HuronlPenm or the westemmost S t  Lawrence Iroquoians From both the 

ethnohistories and archaeological excavations, it is evident that the people at the 

Keffer and McKeown sites did not have access to sea mammals. 

Very little is reported about the use of land mammals by the Stadaconans 

and the Hochelagans. Cmier mentions a Stadaconan chief visiting the ship 

wearing a bear skin (Biggar 192465) and three Indians dressed "up as devils. 

arrayed ... in black and white dog-skim" (ibik136). Throughout 1535-36, when 

Cartier was forced to over-winter on the St. Lawrence, be observed that the 

Natives, presumably the Stadaconans since hi ship was frozen-in near Quebec 

City, "caught great numbers of wild animals such as fawns. stags. and bears. 

hares. mattens, foxes. oners and others" (ibik185-6). He also noted that squirrels. 

rabbits (distinct from hares). and wonderfully large muskrats -itcd this area 

(ibid.:198). One evening, he rowed over to Hare Island where he saw "a great 

number of hares and caught a quantity of them" (ibid.34). 

Three days below Hochelaga. Cartier came across five Indians on an island 

hunting muskrat (ibid:147). From his description of blankets at Hochela-a we 

know that these people had skins of "otters, beavers. martens. foxes. wild cats 

[raccoons]. deer, stags and others" (ibid.:158). The headband worn by the 

Hochelagan chief who was canied in on a deer skin to meet Cartier (ibik163) 

was described as being made of porcupine skin (ibid.:164). Perhaps the headband 
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was decorated with porcupine quills. Despite seeing the skins and furs. Carrier 

commented that "this whole mbe gives itself to manual labour and to f h i n g  

merely to obtain the necessities of life" (ibid.:160). According to Robend, moose 

were hunted too (Biggar 1924268). Combining the species recorded in association 

with the Stadaconuls (n=ll. excluding dog. counting fawns and stags as one and 

adding the moose) and the Hochelagans (n=9. including muskrat). 15 different 

land mammals were reportedly exploited by the St Lawrence Iroquoiaus but the 

impression given by Canier and Roberval is that fishing and. for the Hochelagans 

farming. were more important than hunting. 

Nineteen species (excluding dog and the cross fox) are listed in S a N s  

Dictionnuire (Table 2-2). In his texr. S a y d  describes the "Anasa~ey" fox as red 

(Wrong 1939222) rather than gey as the dictionaq muslation has it and 

mentions lynx. "Toutsitmute" (ibid.223). porcupine (ibid.227) and common mice 

(ibid.227). At least two types of deer. probably wapiti and whitetail. as well as 

caribou and moose were known to the Hurons. as were buffalo (ibid.772). But 

Sagard noted that the moose "is common in the province of Canada and very rate 

among the Hurons inasmuch as these animals usually keep to the secluded parts 

in the colder and mountainous regions ..."( ibid.224) and that deer were more 

plentiful to the south of Huronia (ibid.25). Adding the second type of deer and 

the lynx. the total number of mammals recorded as known to the Hurons becomes 

23. 

Champlain discussed the animals of New Fmce as an unprovenienced 
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goup. Many that he mentioned were later included in Sagard's dictionary and 

text. However. from Champlain's account. weasels and ermines (in addition to 

manens), badgers. which Biggar foomotes as wolverines, and a deer called 

roebuck (in addition to moose. wapiti, whitetail deer and cariiy which he also 

! i s )  can be added to those found in the New World However, since Champlain 

travelled around southern Ontario. southern Quebec and Acadia these additional 

mammals cannot be conjoined with any specific Native group. 

No previously unrecorded mammalian species are found in the Jesuit 

Refations but from them some ideas of relative quantities can be formed. It is 

evident that deer. beaver and dogs were the animals most often boiled for feasts 

(Brebeuf 1636 JR 10:177-79) and that great efforts were made to hunt deer and 

bears. In addition, these animals were more common south of Huronia (Ragueneau 

1648 JR 33:83): the black squirrel, too, was hunted mostly in the Neutral area (J. 

Lalemant JR 27:165). Thus, it appears that those animak of particular impomce 

to the Hurons were in greater numbers in the region of the Keffer site than in 

Simcoe County. 

Comparing the mammals recorded as being used by the St. Lawrence 

Iroquoians. and more particularly the Hochelagans. with those reported to have 

been exploited by the Hurons, it appears that the Hurons hunted a wider variety 

of land mammals. Champlain's trip to Lake Ontario. as well as the comments 

made by Sagard and some of the Jesuits (for example. Ragueneau I648 JR 33:83). 

indicate that the region around the north shore of this lake was recognized as a 
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good hunting gound. This suggests that Keffer may have been in a richer 

environment for marrml procurement than McKmwn. 

Birds 

Although the number of buds along the S t  Lawrence was praised by 

Cartier (Biggar 1924:198). Sagad (193933.37) and Boucher (188321.23). the 

impression gained from Cartier and R o w  is that birds were not very important 

to the St. Lawrence Iroquoians. Cartier mentions the: 

great number of birds. to wit: cranes, bustarb swans, white and 
grey wild geese. ducks. drakes, blackbirds, thrushes turtledoves, 
wood-pigeons, goldfmches, farins. canaries, linnets, nightingales. 
sparrows and other bids the same as in France (Biggar 1924:198) 

but. like Roberval (Biggar 1924) and Sagard (Wrong 1939). he does not mention 

the natives hunting or eating any of these 17 species. Sagard described the many 

sea birds in the lower St. Lawrence area, including razor-billed auks and fulmars 

near the Grand Banks (ibid.:33), the great auks on Bud Island and the gannets in 

that region (ibid.:37-8). He also mentioned partridges down the S t  Lawrence 

River below where the Saguenay River flows into it (ibid:.lO) and numerous larks 

on an island at the mouth of the Saguenay (ibid:47). About the exploitation of 

animals from the St. Charles River. half a league distant from Quebec City. 

Sagard wrote, "It is in our little river that the savages catch an immense number 

of eels in the autumn and the French kill the game-birds which come to it in 

quantity" (ibid.51). An inference which can be drawn from this quote is that the 

Stadaconans were little interested in bird hunting. although it may be merely that 

eel fishing was more important in this instance. In the Hochelagan region there 
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were "many cranes, swans bustards geese. ducks. larks, pheasants. paraidges. 

blackbirds, thrushes. turtledoves. goldfinches, canaries, Sinnets, nightingales 

sparrows the same as in France and in great numbers" (Biggar 1924144). but 

again there is no description of the Hochelagans hunting or eating these birds Le 

Jeune described a bald eagle killed by a soldier at Tadoussac (1632 JR 521) and 

stated that French hunters found many "buscards, geese, ducks. teals. and other 

birds" on the islands in the S t  Lawmce River (ibik99). J. Lalemant reported the 

story of an eagle attacking a nine year-old boy at Quebec (1647 53:47) and an 

injured crane attacking a Frenchman (ibik47). Combining these various sources 

at least 21 non-marine species are reported in the S t  Lawrence Iroquoian region. 

When Champlain travelled to Lake Ontario in the fall of 1615. he noted 

many cranes and orher kinds of b i  but that the Huron men went to hunt 

mammals or to fish in order to feed themselves (Biggar 1929:62). He mentioned 

entering a lake [Lake Loughborough] "in which was a great quantity of game such 

as swans, white cranes, bustards ducks, teals. thrushes, larks, snipe. geese and 

several other kinds of fowl t w  numerous to count" (ibidS2). Since this lake is 

only ca. 70 kilometres west of MeKeown and, because many of the same species 

were noted east of the McKeown site area by Cartier (Biggar 1924). it can be 

assumed that these species were in the site's catchment area Thus. the snipes and 

possibly teals (teals may have been included in Cartier's or Sagard's "ducks"). 

bring the reported bird total to 22 or 23 for the S t  Lawrence Iroquoian area. 

The nine species noted by Charnplsin north of Lake Ontario could have 
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been hunted by the Keffer people. Fanher west Champlain noted that game birds 

were available in quantity in their proper seasons (ibik116). Even farrher west 

and south. particularly in the Neutral area. wild turkeys were common ( i b i d m ) .  

as J. Lalemant's Relation conflnns (1641 JR 21:197). These large birds were also 

knoun near the Tobacco people. to the west of the Hum- and occasionally, in 

Huronia itself (Wrong 1939220). Le Mercier (1637 JR 13-141) reported a Huron 

sorcerer having a turkey wing which he used ceremoniously to Fdn people and nuo 

more which he gave to two initiates (ibid:243). The presence of this large bird in 

the proto-Hurofletun region but not in the proto-St Lawrence Iroquoian area is 

significant. 

More information on birds and bird hunting is available for the Hurons 

(Tooker 1967:66; Trigger 1990:35). A good source is Sagard's Dictionnaire de lo 

langue huronne which lists names for 15 different birds (Table 2-1). From hi 

text wltures (Wrong 1939220). owls. hawks. Falcons. sparrow-hawks. gulls and 

cormorants (ibid.221) can be added to the lit His inclusion of gannets and 

puff% on certain islands in Georgian Bay (ibid.) seems highly improbable thou$. 

Le Jeune (1634 JR 6225) described a bud which was probably the night-hawk 

Ignoring the gannets and putXm, the number of b i i  is increased to a minimum 

of 26 species. These are all large or at least medium-sized species and were likely 

of greater economic importance than the six or seven song birds included in the 

lists of birds in the S t  Lawrence area given above, assuming they were all hunted. 

Thus. the early visitors reponed more species in connection with the Hurons than 
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the St. Lawrence Iroquoians and most of the Huron birds were larger than those 

mentioned in the S t  Lawrence area. 

Appealing to hunters. Champlain (1922-36253-4) praised 15 birds of prey, 

three types of pamidges and at least 28 water birds found in New France. He also 

mentioned the wild turkey, passenger pigeons and the occurrence of many small 

birds. Unfortunately. he did not distinguish between the different regions in this 

section of his report (Biggar 1929:253-4) and it is apparent that he is combining 

his knowledge from all of New France. 

Reptiles and Amphibians 

An interesting aspect of the recordings of reptiles and amphibians was the 

sighting of many sea turtles in the St. Lawrence, although there is no mention of 

their exploitation by the Native peoples (Cartier IQ24:118). Similarly. J. Lalemant 

comments on two additional types of hutles (1648 JR 33:47-9). 

Alternatively, numerous turtles were eaten by the Hurons, according to 

Sagard (Wrong 19393232) and large snake skins were used to ornament clothing 

(ibid.). Boucher (1883:40-1) provided the most information on snakes, saying that 

they are more common "further up countq~" and noting that only one, the 

rattlesnake, was dangerous but that the Iroquois knew a plant poultice remedy for 

such bites. Boucher also described lizards, toads and frogs of several kinds, 

apparently repeating information from J. Lalemant (1646 JR 29:219). Boucher 

described a bullfrog and stated "the Huron Indians eat them and say they are very 

go& (ibid.:41: see also Wrong 1939:236). It appears from the histories that, 
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items. However. the Hurons appear to have been in a region with more snakes and 

they did eat nutles, although these may have had greater significance symbolically 

and ritually (Brebeuf 1636 JR 10:l29-131; Le Mercier 1637 JR 13:193; 

J.Lalemnnt 1639 JR 17:157; Rayeneau 1646 JR 3052-64, Tooker 1967:154-55). 

Plants Mentioned in the Ethnohiitorical Sources 

Cartier's account lists more domesticated plants than are generally 

attributed to the Indians. such as "pease [sic]. mellons [sic] and cucumbers" 

( 1924: 183). but all observers stressed the importance of corn. followed by squash, 

beans. sunflower and tobacco. Cartier's 1534 report of cultivated plants was based 

on hearsay. what "he had been given to understand" (Biggar 192452). but on his 

1535 voyage. when he went upriver to the settlement of Hochelaga, he recorded 

thcir tields and their corn and bean soup as well as their corn bread. His account 

suggests that the Stadaconans were primarily fishers. hunters and gatherers. 

whereas the Hochelagans were a more horticultural people. 

Some of the wild plants that Cartier attributed to the Hochelagans on 

hearsay have not been confmed as being in the New Wodd (figs and pears), but 

there are other accouilt.5 duplicating his information for plums. n u s  and apples 

(Biggar 192463). Likely his figs were actually dried plums, since he gives the 

Indisn word "homesza" for figs. and he had immediately above translated 

honnesta as dried plums (ibid.); as well, Sagard said "tonesta" was the Iroquoian 
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word for plums (Wrong 193938). Finally, Cartier saw many grapes along the 

shores of the S t  Lawrence (Biggar 1924142) and there was a red lily, the bulb 

of which Alpnkians ate, at least as a stanration food (Le Jeune 1633 JR 5: 103). 

Many more edible plants were recorded for the Hurons (Table 2-3). Of 

these. the various berry bushes (Bebeuf 1636 JR 10:103 Champlain 1922-3650: 

Sagard 1935272.74.238) and the h i t  and nut trees (Sagard 193993238) appear to 

have been the most significan~ with ms and herbs W i g  of little importance 

(ibid.:108). There is mention of eating inner bark and drinking the sap of some 

trees. but this also appears to have been uncommon (Wrong 1939:108.82). 

The geater number of wild plants mentioned in association with the 

Hurons than the S t  Lawrence Iroquoians reflects. in part greater contact with the 

Hurons and thus more chances to observe their uses of plants. However. Sagard 

suggested that there was a greater variety of flowering plants in Huronia (Wrong 

1939:241) and records that Huronia had "fme forests, consisting of great oaks. 

beeches. maples. cedars. spruces. yews and other kinds of trees farfiner beyond 

comparison than in the other provinces of Canada that we have seen" (ibid:91. 

emphasis added). Furthermore. within southern Ontario. he said "the country is 

w m e r  and more beautiful and the soil is richer and better the further south one 

goes" (ibid.). Boucher repeated these senurnens about the differences between the 

St. Lawrence region and Huronia (Montizambert 1883:Z. 28. 33). J. Lalemant 

wrote that no more h i t s  were found in the Neutral country than in Huronia 

"unless it be chesmuts. of which they [the Neutrals] have plenty. and wild apples. 
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a little larger" (1641 JR 21:197). Thw from these descriptions, it appears that the 

area around Keffer was somewhat richer in plants than was S i c o e  County. 

which. in nun. was richer than the St. Lawrence Iroquoian area. 

In general. the ethnohiiorical souies depict a rich environmenf but there 

were some demmentd aspects. Pests (Le Jeune 1633 JR 629. 1640 JR 18:85; Le 

Mercier 1632 JR 13:105: S Q m a  Hamell and Buns 1984). droughts (Brkbeuf 1636 

JR IO:3S: J.Lalemant 1639 JR 17:135: RaWau 1650 JR 3285) and frosts (Le 

Jrune 1633 JR 629; Le Mercier 1637 JR 1447) threatened crops rain storms 

hampered fishing (J. Lalemant 1639 JR 1751. 1642 JR 2395). Because the 

Hurons were dependent on horticulture. dr. ught was the most serious of these 

inclement conditions. Conrad Heidenreich ha &own rhar droughts occurred two 

or three times every ten years in Huronia (Heiderueich 1971:57-59). While still 

a serious problem. the impact of reduced rainfall may have been moderated 

somewhat around the Keffer site where the soils have a higher clay content. The 

environmental differences between the Toronto and Prcscott areas are discussed 

in chapter 8. 

Hunting and Fishing Techniques in the Ethnohitorical Sources 

There is much information on Huron hunting and fishing but little on these 

activities for the S t  Lawrence Iroquoians or the region where they lived (Cmier 

192460, 127: Sagard 193957). Radisson wrote about hunting. often of bears. just 

south of the St Lawrence and below the eastern end of Lake Ontario. Champlain's 
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accounts of Huron deer drives (Biggar 1922-36:60-1, 83-5; Vimont 1642 JR 

22273) and winter fishing (ibib:167-8. Ragueneau 1650 JR 32175) are ~ l u a b l e .  

Sagard gave more details on river fshing (193960) and particularly about the 

annual fall trips to Georgian Bay (ibik186-90). He (ibih233) stressed the 

importance of snow and snowshoes to hunting. which was usually done with a 

bow and arrow (ibiL133.221: Champlain 1922-36:60-1-85). but snares (Sagad 

1939221. 223). traps (Sagard's Dictionnairc Ragueneau 1646 JR 3052). nets 

(Sagrd 1939:233) and spears (Champlain 192960-1) were also used. Fishing with 

weirs (ibid.56). seine nets (ibid.:167-8: Sagard 1939190. 233). set nets (Sagad 

193950. 186-90: J. Lalemant 1642 JR 2395). hooks and lines (ibid.) and spear; 

(ibid.:132) was recorded. Because Champlain and Sagard participated in hunting 

and fishing nips. they emphasized these, but neither the amount of time expended 

hunting and fishing nor the proportions of food that these activities provided are 

clear from the ethnohistorical sources. 

Ethnohistorical Information on Seasonal Exploitation of Animals 

Good seasonality information exists for fishing in general from the S t  

Lawrence River. Fishing began in mid-May (J. Lalemant 1646 JR 28:191. 1648 

JR 3287) and lasted through the summer (Cartier 1924199). with salmon (J. 

Lalemant 1647 JR 30:173) being replaced by sturgeon (J. Lalemant 1648 JR 

3293). mackerel and other smaller catches (Cartier 1924199) and in September. 

by shad (Robemal 1923:267). Maigre [drum] and carp could be fished just prior 
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to the salmon in mid-May (J. Lalemant 1648 JR 3287). In 1648. the firsr salmon 

was taken at Quebec City on May 18 (J. Lalemant 1648 JR 3287). but this may 

have been somewhat early; in 1646, the f m  salmon was landed by June 11 (J. 

Lalemant 1646 JR 28:181). In 1648. salmn fishing was over on July 22 and was 

followed by the exploitation of sturgeons and then eels (J. Lalemant 1648 JR 

3299). In the autumn. f a ing  ended with the important eel fday which lasted 

from August (J. Lalemant 1646 JR 28239) or September (Vmont 1643 JR 

23507) until the end of October (Viont 1643 JR 23307) or early November (J. 

Lalemant 1646 JR 28239). 

It is known that the Stadaconans were fishers, they habitually went "down 

to the sea in the fishing season" (Biggar 192462, 178). In 1534, Canier 

encountered more than 300 S t  Lawrence Imquoians, including men. women and 

children, who had come in 40 boats. between July 16 and 25, to Gaspi Harbour, 

to net mackerel, which were plentiful at that time (Biggar 192460). The 

Stadaconans also hunted belugas (Biggar 19241 17) and fished many species off 

the Ile d 'Or lhs  (ibid.:118) at least in the warm weather months when Cartier 

encountered them and saw their fshiing ubhs there (ibib:127). Although Canier 

noted that the Hochelagans had fish to eat (ibib:150. 166). including eels which 

they "smoked during the summer, ... [to] live on during the winter" (ibik158) and 

other species. no information is presented on how the Hochelagans. specifically, 

obtained their fish. 

In Huronia. fall fishing predominated (Sagard 193923% Bribeuf 1635 JR 
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8:87-9. 143: Le Mercier 1637 JR 13:115, ;37, 1638 JR 1557-9, 113. 125). with 

some winter ice fishimg (Champlain 1922-36:166; J. Lalemant 1640 JR 19:173; 

Montizambert 1883:43: Sagard 193998) and some summer fishing (J. Lalemant 

1639 JR 1751: Biggar 1929:166). According to Le Mercier. fresh fish abounded 

in Huronia in September (Le Mercier 1637 JR 13:89) but many sources indicate 

that the major f~h ing  effort was on Georgian Bay. when primarily whitefish but 

also some trout. sturgeon and other tish were caught (Wrong 1939:186). This 

fishery could last until December 8 (Le Mercier 1638 JR 15:133), but usually 

occurred in October and November (Sagad 1939:185-90). In 1637. already by 

September 29 many Huron men were away f~h ing  (Le Mercier 1637 IR 13137). 

Some weeks after that fishery. einchataon or burbot (Steckley 1986b) were caught 

(Wrong 19393232). 

The Hurons named the months of Oaober and November in accordance 

with fshing activities. One phrase for October and for November has been 

m l a t e d  as "when the atsihiendo come, run"; "atsihiendo" likely being whitefish 

(Steckley 1983:12,13); another name for October describes the method of fishing: 

"one will cast a net from on the shore" (ibib) or "one will put a net in the water 

from the shore" (Steckley 1986b-20). 

Over the winter, the Hurons could exchange corn for fish with tht: 

Algonkians "as soon as  the ice is smng enough" (Le Mercier 1636 JR 13249) 

and fish could be caught under the ice with seine ne6 or lies (Biggar 1929166- 

68). Such ice fishing was practiced in March (J. Lalemant 1639 JR 17197. 1640 
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JR 19:173-5). although Champlain merely says it occwed in winter (Biggzs 

1929:167: also Wrong 1939:98), which in his experience. began with the month 

of November and lasted until April (ibik168). 

It is odd that spring tishiing was mentioned so infialuend~ Le Mercier 

casually mentioned spring fishing when he commented that by hhy 17 work on 

the cabins for the fathers at Ossossane was slow because. most young men bad 

left their villages for wding or fishing (1637 JR 1457). JUemant (1639 JR 

17:197) described the marrying of two virgins to the h e g  nets in the middle of 

March when the season "arrived for fshing with the seine". This infrequency is 

particularly striking since Steckley (1983:ll) has muslated the Huron name for 

April as "when the pickerel come or runa. It is possible that spring lishiug is 

under-reponrd because it was considered unimportanf since it did not involve 

large movements of people away from the villages and also because it may have 

been a female activity primarily, although some young males pakipated in spring 

fishing (see above). The March fshery could have extended into the early spring 

but since it is described as ice fishing this is unlikely. Whatever the reason(s). 

judging fiom the ethnohiaoriul sources, spring was not important for fishing: fall 

was the main fishing season. with ice fishing occuning in late winter. As Sagad 

wrote, the Hurons "by aid of reason and experience [could] very well hit upon the 

times for fishing, knowing what tish comes in aununn. what in summer, either one 

or the other season" (Wrong 1939:230). 

From the ethnohistorical records. it appears that fishing for both the St. 
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Lawrence Iroquoians and the Hurons involved major efforts at particular seasons 

for specific fish. However. there were differences. With the Stadaconam, the 

whole population. male and female fshed whereas for the Hurons. fishing was 

almost exclusively reported as a male activity. The eel fishery took place in the 

late summer for the S t  Lawrence Iroquoians, whereas the Hurons exploited 

whitefish in the fall. Assuming that tke Hochelagans fished eels, they may have 

had to reduce their harvest activities, whereas for the Hurons the crops were in 

before the whitefish season began. Thus, in terms of fishing and farming activities. 

the Hurons' schedule was more advantageously balanced than was the S t  

Lawrence Iroquoians'. 

Unfortunately, little was recorded about the hunting schedules of the S t  

Lawrence Iroquoians, only that "while the ice and snow last. they catch a great 

number of wild animals" (Cartier 1924: 186). During the winter of 1535-36. a large 

number of Indians went on a hunting aip, which they predicted would last a 

fortnight but was extended to about two montbs. A large number of them returned 

on April 22 with deer meat 0th.m had "fresh meat venison and all varieties of 

fresh fish" to barter with Cartier every day from at least February to April 

(ibid.216-18). These rypes of winter hunting resemble the Odawa seasonal panern 

described by Fining and Cleland (1969). 

The St. Lawrence Iroquoian practice of hunting in midwinter is contrary 

to most of the repons of Hurons hunting primarily in the fall. Champlain's 

account of a prolonged Huron fall deer hunt (1922-36:60-1.80-5). combined with 
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the Jesuits' assertions that winter was the only season when the Hurons were in 

their villages (Bkbeuf 1635 JR 8:143, I636 JR 1053; Le Mercier 1637 JR 1513; 

J. Lalemant 1639 JR 16:249, 1640 JR 14:125), gives the impression that they 

hunted mostly in the fall and little in winter. Beaver were taken in the fall 

(Champlain 1922-36:81; J. Lalemant 1643 JR 26:249) and this is when large 

groups traditionally went to drive deer into specially constructed pounds or 

enclosures (Champlain 192933-92; Williamson 1990:291), or deer andlor bears 

into bodies of water (Champlain 1929:60-1). Ijeer were hunted singly then too (Le 

Mercier 1637 JR 13:147). Bears could be hunted in spring as well as fill (Le 

Mercier 1637 JR 1433). Le Mercier stated that autumn was "the on& season of 

game" (1 637 JR 13: 109. emphasis added). 

However, there are some references to winter hunting. According to 

Sagard. deer and moose were sometimes hunted in winter on snowshoes (Wrong 

193984) and beaver were "hunted usually in winter chiefly because they stay in 

their lodges then and their fur holds in that season, while in summer it is of little 

value" (Wrong 1939233). This hunting of beaver in winter may reflect a 

heightened interest in obtaining beaver pelts in the 1600s. In addition, in his 

description of this activity. Sagard was contrasting summer with winter, he may 

not have been distinguishing between fall and winter. Bkbeuf stated that beaver 

were out of season in winter (1636 JR 10:173). Ragueneau reported that in 1645. 

the Hurons went hunting at the end of winter (1648 JR 33:83) but it must be 

remembered that hy this date their subsistence practices had been disrupted by 
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Iroquois raids throughout Huronia Both J. Lalernant (1639 JR 17141) and du 

Peron (1639 IR 15:183) described Hurons returning from hunting at Lent. 

although they were likely reporting the same incident of 1637. bgueneau repned  

that 300 people from S t  Ignace returned from hunting at this time of year in 1647 

(JR 3383-9. 165-7). Thus, from the ethnohistorical accounts, it can be concluded 

that fall was the primaq time for hunting but it also occurred in winter (Tooker 

1967:65. 71) and early spring. Summer is the only season for which there are no 

ethno-mphic records of hunting. 

In summer. Huron women tended their crops and gathered fruits and nuts 

which ripened from early summer to fall. It is sometimes stated by male 

ethnohistorians that children helped in these tasks but beiig accompanied by 

children may have been a hiiderame more often than a help to the women 

Steckley's translations of the names for May and the summer months provide 

combontive evidence for these activities. Steckley nanslated the three phrases for 

May s "when one plan& or sows". "when straw- plants open, when 

saawbenies are in flower" and from a later edition of the dictionary. probably in 

the 1700s. as "when one will plant trees". For June. the phrases mean "when 

strawberries are ripe" and for July, "when raspberries or blackbaries are ripe". 

August is "when the little com is made. formed" or "when the (ear of) corn shnds 

out". By September. "the corn is completed, ripe" (Steckley 198312). WiId plants 

must have been collected and cultivated plants harvested in the same seasons by 

the honicu l td  S t  Lawrence Iroquoians. 
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In sum. some differences in the seasonal rounds of the S t  La-ce 

Iroquoians and the Hurons are reported in the ethnohistorical records A major one 

is chat mammal hunting occurred primarily during. although it was not entirely 

to, the winter in the S t  Lawrence region and the fall in Huronia. Fishing 

was a major summer and early Fall activity in the S t  La-ce River, whereas fall 

fishing was most common on lakes in Huronia. Supplementary winter W i g .  

occurring mostly in March. would have provided the Hurons with added calories. 

fat and protein just when these might have been getting low in their diet We have 

no ethnohistorical records for a similar fshery among the St Lawrence 

Iroquoians. Finally. since the Hochelagans and the prot*HumnlPetuns were both 

honiculturalisrs gowing the same crops. their agicdtural activities would have 

been seasonally similar. 

Food Preparation and Consumption 

Little information was recorded about the butchering and processing of the 

prey for either the S t  Lawrence Iroquoians or the Hurons. Regarding Indians of 

the S t  Lawrence Valley, Cartier commented on smoked eels (1924158) as did 

Vimont (1643 JR 23:307). Concerning the Hurons. Le Mercier (1637 JR 1495) 

mentioned smoked fish being used in ordinary feasts and c&y fish were dried 

(Bribeuf 1636 JR 10:101; Ragueneau 1639 JR 34'215). Sagard commented on 

drying fish (Wrong 1939:185-186.230). on collecting fish oil (1939:189) and on 

the hanging of unguned leinchataon [burbot (Steckley 1986b)l (ibik95). 
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Champlain participated in a drive from which oil and a little meat from 120 deer 

were transported back to the village of Cahiagui (1929:SS). a distance of over 350 

kilometres. and he saw smoked beaver (ibid233). From this information, it is 

apparent that the S:. Lawrence Iroquoians and the Hurons preserved f& in similar 

ways. Considering that the Hurons hunted mainly in the fall whereas the S t  

Lawrence lroquoians hunted in the winter, it is likely that the Hurons preserved 

more than did the S t  Lawrence Iroquoians, who could have relied on the cold 

weather to keep their meat from spoiling. 

Both peoples dried plants for winter and spring consumption Cattier noted 

the drying of plums by the St. L 3 m c e  Iroquoians (Biggar 192463) and there 

are numerous references to dried wild and cultivated plants for the other 

lroquoians (Wrong 1939:237). 

Much more was written about cooking. C m k r  commented that the 

Stadaconans ate their meat and fish "almost raw. only wanning it a little on the 

coals" (1924:61). as did the H o c h e l a p  who "merely smoked" it (ibik186). 

They. like the Hurons. pounded their corn into flour before baking it into loaves 

or making soup with if to which beans might be added (ibid.:157-8). 

Details on Huron cooking ive~z g k n  hy Champlain Sagard and Boucher, 

with the Jesuits adding a few extra bits of information. It is clear that corn soup 

(Champlain 1922-363128-9; Sagard 1939:71, 106: J. Lalemant 1639 JR 17:17; 

Chaumonot 1640 JR 1S:ll). sometimes flavoured with fish, meat or squash 

(Champlain's migan and the others' sagamiti)), was the staple, and that corn 
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loaves. sometimes flavoured with dried h i t s ,  beans or deer fat (Champlain 

1929:lZ-6). were often bal.ed in ashes. Occasionally, dough wrapped in corn 

leaves was boiled (ibid:126). The corn cooked in these ways had previously been 

reduced to flour or meal by pounding the kernels in a wooden mortar (Bebeuf 

1635 JR 8:111) or by stone grinding (J. Ldemant I640 JR 19235). Stewed deer, 

bur. fish. dog and human meat was eaten. Except for corn and squash (Champlain 

1929: 13 1: Sagard l939:7& 101. 106). food was rarely roasted. Tunles were an 

exception. They were usually roasted or cooked in ashes, although they also might 

be boiled (Sagard 1939:233,251). Roots were cooked in hot ashes and, in times 

of scarcity. boiled acorns (Sagard 1939:108), uncooked tree bark (ibid) and boiled 

moss (Rayeneau 1650 JR 32175) were consumed Again, although the amount 

of information is unequal, it appears that the same methods of cooking were 

shared by the S t  Lawrence Iroquoians and the Hurons. 

"The feasts they [the Hurons] give in the villages and towns are sometimes 

good but those they give during hunting and fshiig are the best of all" (Sagard 

1939:186). The latter are not described, but Bkbeuf (1636 JR 10:215) 

distinguished four categories of village feasts. In the early winter, the main 

delicacy served at these celebrations was fish (Le Mercier 1638 JR 15:117). but 

throughout the year. deer, bear and often dogs were the main ingredients. Dogs 

seem to have been associated especially with curing feasts. 

In general, food refuse littered the pathways in the Huron villages. where 

it was scavenged by dogs (Sagard 1939226). but some bones were treated more 
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carefully. Fish bones were not supposed to be burnt (Sagard 1939:187); neither 

were the bones or fat of d m ,  moose and other animals (Sagard 1939:187; 

Champlain 1929:91-2). It was especially important that dogs not chew mammal 

bones during hunting or fish r e h e  near fishing activities @;Cbeuf 1636 JR 

10:167). 

Xon-dietary Uses of Animals 

Animals were exploited not only for food but also for skins for clothing. 

Brief descriptions of the scant outfits worn by the St Lawrence Iroquoians during 

the summer are given by Cartier and Roberval. while Champlain described the 

skin with which they cover their privy parts and a few old furs which they throw 

over their shoulders" and they tied their hair *?nth a leather thong (Biggar l924:6l, 

158). "In winter they wear leggings and moccasins made of skins and in summer 

they go bbareoot" (ibid.:181). Roberval agreed and added a few details: 

They weare skinnes upon them like mantles; they have a small 
p a p  of breeches, wherewith they cover their privities. as well men 
as women. They have hosen and shooes of leather excellently 
made. And they have no s h i i  neither cover their heads (ibid.268. 
spelling as in Biggar). 

OccasionaIly dog skin mantles were wom, possibly to signify special status or for 

a special purpose (Biggar 1921: 136). 

Both groups relieti on animal skins to keep them warm. Thus, skins. 

particularly those of deer and heaver, might have been as significant a motive for 
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the procurement of mammals, as meat In general, Huron clothing appears (Tooker 

196720-22). from the ethnohiitorical evidence, to have been more tailored than 

the outfits of the S t  Lawrence Iroquoians. Among the Hurons, mantles or robes 

were made of deer, bear, beaver (J. Lalemant 1641 JR 21:183) or gey squirrel 

skins (Rayeneau 1648 JR 33:193) and embellished with animals' tails (Sagard 

193994). Accessories (ibik13-l; Sagard 1939:145. 233) and cosmetics were 

mentioned (Champlain 1929:50.133: Sagard 1939:145; du Peron 1639 JR 15: 155). 

Children often went naked even in winter (Sagard 1939130). Skins were also used 

as blankets and wraps for infants (Bkbeuf 1635 JR 8:109: Le Mercier 1637 JR 

I3:99: Sagard 1939: 130, 154). 

No information was recorded about the manufacturing of tools from 

skeletal elements. In fact. very little information is provided about such tools. 

Sagard noted that the Hurons worked wood with beaver incisors (193961. 133). 

pierced their ears with bone awls and then i ~ x r t e d  feather quills to keep the holes 

open (ibid.:127). attached eagle feathers to arrows with a fish glue (ibik154). 

used gar teeth like scalpels to bleed themselves to relieve pain (ibid:232) and 

made barbed f i h  hooks of bone (ibid:189). According to Le Jeune (1634 JR 

6:3 1 1.440). eels were speared with a composite tool which included bone prong. 

Among the Iroquois. prisoners' thumbs were cut off with shells (J. Lalemant 1647 

JR 31:45). The Hurons made rattles from turtles (Champlain 1929:155: Du Peron 

1639 JR 15: 179: J. Lalemant 1640 JR 2023.  Du Peron described bone hair 

ornaments (1639 JR 15:155) and Le Jeune (1639 JR 7:95. 97) a game in which 
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perforated pieces of bone were caught on another bone (a cupand-pin game). 

Canier lamed that the Hochelagans cut and ground shells into beads (Biggar 

1924:153) and there are many repons of the Hurons wearing bracelets and 

necklaces of shell which they valued highly (Wrong 1929:133-135; Biggar 

1939:144). Finally. in the illustration of a Huron deer hunt from Champlain's 

Voyages of 1619 (reproduced in Trin'gger 199037). it can be seen that the men are 

driving deer into an enclosure with the aid of noise made by using large mammal 

femora or humeri to beat on large scapulae which appear to be from some large 

cervids, possibly moose. 

Sexual Division of Labour 

The French repeatedly stated that Native women worked harder than men. 

According to Cartier. the St. Lawrence Iroquoian women "worked beyond 

comparison more than the men. both at fishing which is much followed. as well 

as at tilling the gound and other tasks" (Biggar 1924185). In 1534, Cartier met 

about 300 St. Lawrence Iroquoian men. women and children at Gaspi fishing 

mackerel (Biggar 192460). In general, fiom Cartier's account. there does not 

seem to have been as strict a sexual division in subsistence activities among the 

St. Lawrence Iroquoians as among the Hurons, as reported by Sagard. Champlain 

and the Jesuits. The Stadaconans seem to have moved seasonally with both sexes 

involved in procuring food. Roberval c o n f i e d  this (Biggar 1924268). At 

Hochelaga, about 100 persons, including men, women and children, came to meet 
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Cartier on his f im visit males were not given special priority in this important 

event. Canier made no d inc t ion  by sex about who gave the French fish and 

bread at that introduction (ibid:lSO) and in a summary comment on their life nyle 

he stated "this whole mbe gives itself to manual labour and to fishing merely to 

obtain the necessities of life" (ibid.:l60). From Roberval, it appears that males and 

females wore the same slyle of clothing (Biggar 1924268). However, both the 

Smdaconan and Hochelagan leaders were males and after meeting with the 

principal chief at Hochelaga. Canier was offered food by women who had 

prepared it. Men "alone" made use of tobacco. Thus while there were c d y  

important divisions by gender among the S t  Lawrence Iroquoians. the subsistence 

activities often seemed to have been shared by the sexes. Most of the little 

information available concerns the Stadaconans, however. and it is not clear how 

many of their customs were the same as those of the more horticulnval 

Hochelagans. There is only the suggestion that these people shared in such 

activities. especially fishing. This is important since fish formed a major part of 

the diet. 

In Huronia, according to Champlain. women were expected to: 

[take] care of rhe house. till the soil, sow corn, fetch wood for the 
winter. snip the hemp and spin i t  and with the thread make fish- 
nets. harvest the corn, store i t  prepare the food attending to the 
house, [and] carry things from the fields for their husbands (Biggar 
1929:136). 

Whereas the "men do nothing but hunt deer and other animals, fish. build lodges 

and go on the warpath" (ibid.:137). Sagard confumed and e n l a ~ ~ ~ e d  upon this 
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description of the sexual division of labom 

the women usually do more work than the men although they are 
not compelled to do so. They have the care of the cooking and the 
household. of sowing and gathering corn, grinding flour, preparing 
hemp and tree bark and providing the necessary wood They dress 
and soften the skins of beaver, moose and others, &e potmy in 
which they cook their food meat or fish: men thbk only of 
hunting, fishing or fighting (Sagard 1939:lOl-2). 

Du Creux added the care of infants as women's responsibility (1951-285). 

Apparently. unlike the S t  Lawrence Iroquoians, the Huron women rarely 

went fishing and hunting. Sagard's dictionary includes one phrase with she is 

going fishing compared to four with he, and no hunting expressions with she. 

However. in 1648. Rayeneau reported a Huron mixed fshing party of 11 or 12 

persons, including at least one wife. one eighteen year old girl and two children 

(1648 JR 33:91). He also reported a mixed group of about 300 people going 

hunting at a distance of two days journey from the village of St Ignace. again in 

1648 (1648 JR 33:83-85). Considering the s u e s  the Hurons were under at this 

time, these might not be typical fishing or hunting practices. Reports from earlier 

times, such as those of Sagard and Champlain, indicate that fishing in Georgian 

Bay and deer drives were men's activities. although male children also participated 

in them. 

In addition to the male tasks listed by Champlain and Sagad, Huron men 

traded "with the French and other neighbouring tribes, such as the T3acco Nation 

[Petun]. the Neutral Nation. that of the Sault [Ojibwa] and that of the "raised 

hairs" [Odawa], that of the stinking peoples [Winnebago] etc." (du Peron 1639 JR 
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15:155). Le Mercier. in 1637, stated that "at this wason [July to September] visits 

[by the priests] among the villages would be almost useless, the women being 

occupied all day in their fields and the men in bading" (1637 JR 13:ll). This 

agrees with Bebeuf (1636 JR 1053). 

Young people assisted their elders in tasks appropriate to their sex. In 

addition to helping with field work girls would nvist twine with the women 

(Wrong 1939:98). A girl of fifteen to sixteen went to cut wood in 1643 (J. 

Lalemant 1644 JR 23399) and the collecting of fallen branches for fm wood was 

a women's task that girls also could do (Biggar 1929:IX. 156; Wrong 1939:103). 

In 1637. Le Mercier reported that the women would spin the hemp that the young 

men brought to them (1637 JR 13965). but women also gathered hemp (J. 

Lalemant 1642 JR 2355; Wrong 1939240). The hemp was rolled into mine by 

the women and girls but it was the men who used it to make fishing nets and 

snares (Wrong 1939:98, 101.240; Biggar l929:136, 166-67). Young boys went 

on fishing trips (Le Mercier 1637 JR 15:76; Chaumonot 1640 JR 1897; J. 

Lalemant 1640 JR 19:169,225) and hunted with their fathers (J. Lalemant 1643 

JR 26249). 

In general, before the extreme disruption of their subsistence activities by 

the Iroquois and the French. the H u r m  appear to have divided their subsistence 

activities very clearly by gender. Young boys would refuse a mother's request to 

go for water or wood or to do other household tasks. claiming that these were 

girls' work (Wrong 1939132). Le Jeune reported that a man whose wife was sick 
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would only go out in search of supplies at night when no one could see him 

because the Hurons ridiculed men who did women's work (Le Jeune 1633 JR 

5:133). Even Father de Noue was laughed at when he was seen carrying wood 

(ibid). 

Conclusions 

This review of the ethnohiiorical information on the Native peoples of 

southern Ontario has revealed several observations imponant for a comparison of 

proto-HuronTetun and S t  Lawrence Iroquoian subsistence. 

The most noticeable difference in the material is that there is a much 

greater quantity of information relating to the Hurons than to the S t  Lawrence 

Iroquoians. Furthermore, most of the S t  Lawrence Iroquoian descriptions are of 

the Stadaconans rather than the Hochelagans. This raises the question of to what 

extent this S t  Lawrence material is relevant to interpretations of subsistence of the 

people living in the F'rescott area and specifically, at the McKeown site. 

Formnately, some of Cartier's experiences were with people at Hochelaga and 

these included observations of their clothing and food as well a s  of their crops. In 

addition, since he knew both these S t  Lawrence Iroquoian groups his 

comparisons are useful. Thus, hi conclusion that the Hochelagans were much 

more sedentary than the Stadaconans can be accepted He also recorded that both 

groups made use of eels. It is not clear whether the Hochelagans exploited other 

St. Lawrence River erratum, but the French enumerated the available animals and 
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recorded their impressions of the relative quantities. At least, we know about the 

large seasonal fish runs and the availability of some of the other animals From 

the descriptions of the Hochelagans' clothing, it can be infened which land 

mammals were hunted and, as was true for the sea creatures, there is 

ethnohistorical information about which terrestrial mammals and birds were in the 

%ion at which seasons and in what relative quantities. This type of information 

cannot be obtained from the zooarchaeological evidence alone. 

The main weakness with the Huron data is not so much their quantity but 

how relevant they are to people n i b s i n g  in the Toronto area at least 100 years 

before the written descriptions were recorded. Fortunately, some of the early 

Europlln visitors travelled in the Toronto vicinity. Champlain and many of the 

missionaries travelled south of Huronia Thus their comparisons of the regions are 

based on actual observation.. . Relying on these reports, it can be accepted that in 

the 1600s the southern areas. including that of the Keffer site. were richer than 

Huronia or the S t  Lzwrence val!ey in many of the animals and plants that were 

significant to these peoples' subsistence. For example. deer, beaver, wild turkeys. 

I black squirrels, apples and chesmurj xtre reportedly more common south of 

I Huronia. Lacking evidence of significant enviro~lmental changes between 1500 and 

1650, it can be assumed that such differences persisted over that pcriod. Based on 

this evidence, it can be concluded that the people living at the Keffer site could 

have availed themselves of wild animals and plants more easily than could the 

e Hurons or the St. Lawre~ce Iroquoians. 
VI 
% 
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From the ethnohiiorical recording of Native accounts of their anasny as 

well as from archaeological research, it is known bat the people living in Huronia 

in the 1600s included those who had migrated there from the north shore of Lake 

Ontario. Thus the available ethnohistoricd accounts are at least in part about the 

descendants of people inhabiting the Toronto region. There is a direct link 

between these peoples. albeit ova  about four generations. which wanants use of 

the description of one for interpretations of the other. Some changes in subsi ice  

likely occurred over this time span and once the results of the sntdies of the 

zooarchaeological remains have been presented, the exacmess of fit between the 

two sorts of data (ethnohistorical and zooarchaeological) can be determined. This 

will be done in the concluding chapter. 

The ethnohiiorical material has revealed differences in the scheduling of 

procumcut activities for people living in the two areas. According to the 

Europeans, the most important fshery of the St Lawrence Iroquoians was the late 

summer and early fall eel run, whereas for the Hurons it was the late Ocrober- 

November whitefsh fishery. Considerable spring fishing was reported for the St 

Lawrence Iroquoians: f ~ i g  was primarily a summer and fall activity for the 

Hurons. Similarly, the Indians along the St Lawrence reportedly hunted mammals 

primarily in the winter whereas the Hurons hunted them mostly in the fall. 

Finally. the ethnohistories provide information about gender-specific 

subsistence activities which are difficult if not impossible to discern from the 

c zooarchaeological material. It was recorded that both the Hochelagan and the 
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Huron women were the fannerr whereas the men were hunters and fishers. From 

archaeological studies, it has been established that horticultum becaw the main 

subsistence activity in southern Ontario by AD. 1300 (Triser 1985b:83-91). and 

that it was practiced by both the McKeown and Keffer site inhabitants. Thur 

while there may have been some changes in the systan it can be assumed that the 

main pattern of an historical sexual division of labour had been atablished at leas 

by the time those two sites were occupied. Watson and Kennedy (1991) have 

argued that women were the gathems of plants in archaic dmes and x, would 

have been the developers of horticulture in the Woodland period. While the 

ethnohistorical sources provide details about the division of labour, the 

zooarchaeological evidence provides quantifiable evidence concerning the specific 

animals that were procured and a combination of these sources of evidence 

suggests differences in the diets iiccordiig to gender. 

In sum. while there are admittedly weaknesses in the available 

ethnohistorical evidence and caution must be exercised in its use, the written 

records contain information that is not obtainable from the zooarchaeological 

material. Combining thcse two sources of information permits a more complete 

reconstruction of subsistence. Comparisons of these sources as they relate to the 

subsistence of the proto-St Lawrence Iroquoians and the proto-HuronPetuns will 

allow a more detailed conclusion concerning the usefulness of ethnohistorical 

sources to zooarchaeologica1 studies. 

J 
i 



v CHAPTER 3 

PREVIOUS ZOOARCHAEOLOGICAL RESEARCH RELATED TO THE 

IROQUOIA% 

Introduction 

Faunal analysis as a research area was rejuvenated in the 1960s by 

Binfordian perspectives on archaeological research and by the emphasis he p l a d  

on economic activities. It also was stimulated by Richard Lee's (1968) studies. 

particularly the 1966 Man the Hunter symposium and the resuldng collection of 

papers edited by Lee and DeVore (1968), which emphasiued the close relationship 

between subsistence and residence patterns, group size and social structure. 

Binford (196%) argued for a complimentary independence of archaeology and 

ethnography. His insistence on scientific methods resulted in important 

contributions not only to designating the primary bction(s) of sites and the 

selection, mnsport and use of body parts of prey animals but also to taphonomy 

and quantification. Because both Binford and Lee studied hunters and gatherers, 

their results are not wholly applicable to interpretations of horticulturalists' sites. 

For examplc. effects of taphonomy are not marked on Iroquoian sites because they 

are relatively recent (compared to early hominid sites on which much of the 

discussion of post-depositional factors has been focused) and because the well- 

drained soils on which most Iroquoian villages are located are not vay corrosive 

to skeletal elements. But "intrusive" bones occur and the effects of the Iroquoians' 
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dogs must be taken into account The work of Lee and DeVore and Binford 

influenced researchers such as Hurley and S a ~ g e  but, as the following review 

'ts was shows, the importance of faunal research to undasfanding peoples' hab: 

recognized in Ontario by Wilson as early as 1855. 

Unlike the situation in the United States, archaeology in Ontario ap- 

to have begun without G.R Willey and J A  Sabloffs (1980) Speculative Period 

Because of the writings of the explorers and priests concerted archaeological work 

began in Ontario with clerics looking for the historically documented sites of the 

Jesuit hlissims. 

Ethnographic Archaeology and the First Museum Collections and Reports 

1830 to 1899 

The period of Ethnographic Archaeology (Trigger 1985b:57) began in 

Ontario (ibid.:60) with the investigations of Res. Piem Chazelle in 18-42, Rev. 

Felix Manin in 1855 and Dr. Joseph-Charles Tache from ca. 1860-65 in Huronia 

(Hunter 1900:56). However. throughout this period most sites were ransacked by 

curio seekers (Dade 1852). These pothunters had no place to curate such fmds or 

to study them until the incorporation of the Canadian Institute in 1851 and the 

appearance of its publication the Canadian Journal in 1852. In that year. the 

society published a questionnaire asking about Indian sites, artifacts. human skulls. 

pictographs and Indian placc names (Canadian Journal 1852 Sept:25). This 

* request for information and donations of artifacts as well as its recommendation 
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for respect to be paid to burials set a new tone for Ontario archaeology. but the 

response was weak (Killan 1981:8) and no mention was made of plant or animal 

remains. 

A more rigorous approach to data collecting was augmented by the anival 

at the Universiry of Toronto, in 1853. of Daniel W b n  who. having done field 

work in Scotland (1 85 I), brought European methods and finds to the attention of 

his Canadian contemporaries (1854, 1855a). Editing the New Saia of the 

Journa:. he reprinted a British paper on the "Value of naavaf history to the 

archaeologist". which emphasid the impomce of identifying the bones of 

extinct animals found with human burials (1856:191). He was particularly 

interested in h u m  remains and in his 1855 directions on their excavation. he 

stated that: 

the nature and relative position of any relics such as urns 
implements, weapons. &c, should be carefully not& and among 
such, particular attention is to be paid to animal mnains, such as 
the bones and skulls. horns or teeth. of beasts. birds and fishes. It 
is a common fashion among savage tribes to hold a burial feast 
over the grave of the dead, and such relics may tend to throw 
considerable light on the habits of the people as well as on the 
period to which they belong (1855a:347). 

Despite Wilson's interests, it remained for hi successor, David Boyle, a 

teacher and bookstore owner (Trigger 1985b:39). who joined the Institute in 1884. 

to establish a museum of Cmdian antiquities and a journal devoted exclusively 

to archaeology (Killan 1981:13). Boyle instituted the Archaeologicd Repon of the 

Canadian Institute in 1886 (1888a) and continued as editor of the Annual 
9 
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Archaeological Reports to the Onlnrio Depamnenf of Educaion until 1908. 

Boyle's primary interest was in acquiring artifacts for display. In his fim 

Annual Repon (188%). he p u b l i e d  a c h h  that was almost identical to the 

earlier one, changing only item 7 to include bone weapon% YQ except for worked 

pieces and especially modified shells, be generally ignored f a d  and floral 

remains. An exmordinary interest in shells by the early arrhaeoIogins goes back 

at least to Wilson (1855b). Boyle's annual reports. from 1888 until 1908, included 

descriptions of the functions and methods of manufacture of shell. bone and antler 

artifacts. Those collectors whom Boyle encouraged. including Andrew F. Hunter 

(1889.1897a.b.c. 1898.1899.1900.1901.1902.1903.1904.1907a.b) and George 

E. Laidlaw (1891,1894,1897,1898.1900,f902.1903a.b, 1904). also dkgarded 

faunal material. The few non-anifactual faunal specimens added to the collections 

were skulls, mandibles or loose bear or beaver r m h ,  usually from graves. 

Boyle also conduaed site surveys and he excavated (Ganad 1986). In 

searching for village locations. he considered soil typ- and the proximity of nut- 

bearing nees, clay and water but made no mention of animal resources (Boyle 

1889:12). In 1889 the only faunal remains he saved from a large midden were 

"three skulls of common deerN (ibid.:15). However, by 1891, he saved "50 bones, 

various" in addition to a much higher number of worked bones from the 

Southwold Earthwork (189220). Even this minim1 attention to faunal material 

likely reflects the influence of James H. Coyne MA. who was in charge of the 

excavations. In Cope's brief description of the material recovered from one of Q 
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the "ash-heaps" (middens), he noted that despite previous f l u e n t  excavations 

There still remained. however. arrow-heads and chips of flint. 
stones partially disintegrated from the action of heat. fragments of 
ponety.... ftsh-scales, charred maize and bones of d l  animals. 
the remains of aboriginal banquets. Within the enclosure. corncobs 
were found by digging down through the mould ... (18932223). 

An advantage of the early lack of interest in the faunal remains is that 

most were left on the sites. Thus, plundered or previously exuvated sites should 

still have most of their archaeological faunal samples intact even though their 

provenances arc probably disturbed. This is almost certainly not true of the other 

classn of material c~lhlre studied by archaeologists. 

C o p e  quoted Joseph de La Roche Daillon's accounts of the Neutrals' 

hunting and plentiful prey to support his conclusion that these Indians were 

hunters and fishers as well as agiculturalists. He was unusual in his consideration 

of food refuse. as was W.G. Long. who excavated at the Serpent Mounds in 1896. 

Faced with numerous large shell middens, Long commented that modem, local 

Indians regarded mussels as a starvation food (Boyle 189233). The role of 

shellfish in Indian diets is still debated by faunal analysts. Boyle noted the early 

accounts of the Jesuits (as reported by Parkman 1927 118671). but was unwilling 

to accept their accounts of food scarcities. He seems to have believed in the noble 

savage living in harmony with a bountiful environment. 

The next five years wimessed no changes in the accessions or the topics 

of articles published in the Journal. In the report for 1894-1895, Boyle stated that 
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has been produced is second only in impomce to ascertaining the purpose of the 

object" (1896:29). This summarizes the functionalist approach which Boyle 

applied to the artifacts made from faunal materials. In his "Notes on primitive man 

in Ontario" (1895). Boyle included a section on food in which he d k u s d  root 

crops and maize but not animals. However. hi descriptions of amfaas included, 

for the first time, the skeletal elements from which the tools were fashioned 

(I S95:74). By 1897, Boyle was seeking donated artifacts which "possess particular 

value as typa, or come from some new locality. or ax needful for purposes of 

comparison" (1897:4). He was unaware of the inadequacy of the museum's faunal 

sample. 

By 1899. a geater interest in subsistence was developing. Laidlaw 

supposed that Indians lived on the products of c u l t i ~ t i o a  some wild fruit% a linle 

game and a considerable quantity of fsh. Names of some of the available f s h  and 

a discussion of fishing techniques were included in hi article (1900:45), and he 

also mentioned fishing camps (ibib46). Hunter postulated that the fish in the 

Sturgeon River in north Simcoe County had attracted Indians and noted the 

problem of distinguishing fishing camps used over many years from village sites 

(189955). but still his main purpose was "to throw light upon the positions of 

those early missions of which Ste. Marie was the centre; ..." (ibid). It was William 

J. Wintemberg's report on the "Indian village sites in the counties of Oxford and 

Waterloo" which revealed the greatest interest in natural murces ;  in places it 

T almost rings of environmental determinism (1900:86). This is unlike any of the 
* 
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previous repons However. like thm emphasis was given to a r t i b  mrably 

those made of shell. L i e  Boyle and Laidlaw, Wintembcrg, a protigt of Boyle and 

then of Harlan I. Smith, sometimes amibured functions to the ardfacts on a p l y  

speculative basis but hi report is noticeably different in that he supplied the 

scientific names for the species of the modified shells 

Heightened Interest in Faunal Remains: I900 to I911 

The repon for 1900 reveals the new direction in which Witemberg was 

moving. His repon in that issue shows that he was not merely recording sites and 

collecting anifacts for display but also building a chronology (1901:37). Of 

significance to the development of faunal studies was his recognition that older 

"pre-Neutral" sites might lack bone relics because these were not preserved 

(ibid.:39). and his efforts to detennine the species of shells accurately. Thus 

Winternberg had Dr. J.F. Winteaves. of the Geological S w e y  of Canada. examine 

the shells. This is the earliest record of faunal material tiom Canada being sent 

to a specialist for identification (ibih). Wintembcrg had easy 3ccess to such 

cxpenise because the Anthropology Division of the National Museum of Canada. 

with which he was affiliated, was then a bmnch of the Geological S w e y  of 

Canada. 

The tirst published Ontario faunal repon was by Dr. William Brodie and 

was on "animal remains found on prehistoric Indian village sites. ... based largely 

t on personal researches over ten such sites situated in the county of York and the 
* 
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township of Pickering, extending over half a cenw" (190244). The provenance 

data were weak. but the animals were listed in phylogenetical order, identified to 

species and their habitats were described. A few comments were mad: a h  on the 

suitability of their skeletal eleznents for tools and on their relative abundanca in 

the sample. Skulls and jaws were e m p h a s i i  but a small amount of infia-cranid 

material was identified. The same year, Witemberg's publication on fish weirs 

appeared (1902). 

This interest in animal remains affected Hunter who speculated that 

"perhaps the thick population [in Simcoe County] was due to the food beaver 

hunting and fishing along the [Sturgeon] river" and that the scarcity of sites along 

the Coldwater River was due to the fewer beaver and f ~ h  in it (190262). Still, 

he ignored faunal remains in his inventory of 75 Medonte township sites, as did 

Laidiaw in his repon on Nonh Victoria county (1902). 

The initiatives of Wintemberg and Brodie continued in the Report for 1902 

(Boyle 1903). Its "Accessions" section reveals that Witemberg saved some 

unworked shells and fish scales, although few bones. Winternberg's (1903) review 

of the archaeology of Blenheirn township included a paragaph each on rivers, 

fauna and flora. R.T. Anderson, a student at the University of Toronto, saved 

many more unworked specimens. including long bones and vertebrae. His report 

on Lake Erie sites had a section on animal remains (1903:85-86) in which, like 

Brodie. he combined the material and listed the species in phylogenetical order. 

t R. Anderson gave equal importance to infra-cranial and cranial bones and he 
A 
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pleaded for more attention to faunal material: 

One of the most interesting branches of study, and one that has 
been too long overlooked. is that of the animal remains found in 
the sites. From a study of the bona in such places many valuable 
facts wn be learned in connection with t h  animals uwd as food 
and their relative abundance (1903:85). 

Similarly. F.W. Waugh discussed the d u e  of f& bona in "throwing 

considerable light on the domestic economy of the Neuaals" (1903:74), and the 

following year. he donated "various animal bones" to the museum. 

Despite these statements, the accessions lists and most of the articles 

continued to be dominated by descriptions of artifacts Boyle (1904.82-87) argued, 

against William M. Beauchamp of New York (1904.87-88). that bone combs had 

been manufactured by prehistoric Indians. Hunter and Laidlaw continued to ignore 

the unmodified faunal materials they must have encountered. In the 1904 report, 

Boyle discussed both tooth (1905:20-22) and bone (ibid.:32) tools. and printed a 

lener from Flinders Peme supporting the ability of Indians to manufacture bone 

combs without metal tools. The functional approach to artifact descriptions still 

dominated. but the debates about when tools were manufactured reflected the 

developing interest in chronology. In 1905. Wintaberg. who was interested in the 

chronology of Neutral sites, published "Are the perforated bone needles 

prchistoric?". followed by a typological classification of bone and horn harpoon 

points (1906:33-56). Despite the growing attention to bones in the Annual Reports. 

in 1907, the usual section on "Bone and Horn" was deleted from the "Additions 

d to the Museum" although it was noted that three whale vertebrae were accessioned 
i 
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that year, The report also included Wintm.berg's paper on "The use of shells by 

the Ontario Indians" (1908). 

Boyle died in 191 1 (Kidd 1952:71), the same year as &a a lap% in 

publication, the Annual Repon reappeared edited by Rowland B. Orr. From then 

until its demise in 1928. the Repon contained ethnogaphic papers with few 

exceptions. Orr proposed a three age system: wood-bone-stone (191 154) and 

noted that the= were fewer bones in Canadian and American museums than one 

would expect Earlier Beauchamp had supposed that "a wood or bone 

agc ...p receded that of stone. leaving few memorials" (1902247). Perhaps this. 

combined with the local expertise of Whiteaves. partly explains the greater 

emphasis on shells than bones in the reports. In 191 1, again echoing Beauchamp 

(1902:252). H. Smith (191 1) argued that quantities of bone, antler and shell would 

be obtained only when qualified experts excavated sites, thus raising the qwstion 

of sampling effects which is still an important issue in faunal studies. In 1912. the 

first report on a fishing camp in Ontario was published (McCall 1912). but it 

concerned net sinkers not fish bones. Similarly, Orr's (1917b) article on fishing 

was about tools. Nothing directly related to zooarchaeology is found in any of the 

reports after 19 17 (On 19 l7a to 1929). although a few mounted animal skeletons 

were added to the museum collections. 

Winternberg and Subsistence Studies: 1920 to 1940 

The oblivion into which subsistence studies fell in Ontario after 191 1 was 
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reversed in the 1920s primarily by Witemberg, who was by this time working 

under Harlan Smith at the Geological S w e y  of Canada and was aware of the 

work of Beauchamp and Arthur C. Parker in New York. Beauchamp's repom 

(1890,1898,1900,1905) l i e  Boyle's e m p h a s i i  the functions of shell and bone 

tools using ethnohistorical information Parker followed a similar pattern in hi 

work on the Ripley site (1907). The focus of the Ripley site report was the human 

burials, but animal remains found with them were mentioned and those from 

village pits were described As in Ontario, shellfish were presented with their 

Latin names. whereas the mammals. birds and fish were referred to only by their 

common ones. There was no indication in this account of the relative proportions 

of the species or of the specific elemenrs, and no consideration of the subsiience 

practices of the Erie Indians. H. Smith (1910). on the other hand gave subsistence 

the highest priority in his Fox Farm site report titled The Prehistoric Ethnotogv 

of a KenfucXy Sire. 

Wintemberg was also influenced by Waugh, who had been associated with 

Boyle and whose Iroquois Foodr and Food Preparation appeared in 1916. 

(Waugh was referenced by Wintemberg in his fust site monograph which was 

published in 1928.) Waugh followed the nadition of relying heavily on 

ethnohistoric and ethnographic accounts. His book is dominated by "vegetal 

foods", with only ten of the 154 text pages devoted to "d foods", but 

throughout there are references to uses of animals and their skeletal elements. A 

major focus in Waugh's work which was not present in H. Smith's or 
d 
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Wintemberg's reports. was information abcut folklore and rituals related to food. 

On the other hand Waugh ignored the manufacturing of tools. Thus the work of 

Waugh and Wintemberg was complimentary. 

Winternberg's reports on the Uren (1928). Roebuck (1936). Lawson (1939). 

Sidey-Mackay (1946) an6 Middleport (1948) sites followed H. Smith's Fox Farm 

report format with only minor alterations (Trigger 1978:lO-11). l'he most 

prominent theme of both archaeologists' presentations was subsistence A section 

on local animal and plant resources preceded those on securing food preparing 

food. and tools used in acquiring food Many of these tools had been made from 

skeletal elements and most were assigned to the sex which it was assumed had 

used them. After these topics came: warfare: manufacturing dress and adornment; 

games. amusements, objects of religion and smoking; niscellaneous items; and 

decorative art objects. Unlike the Fox Farm report, burials were placed at the end 

Winternberg had been trained in archaeological methods by H. Smith in the field 

and at the National Museum (Wintemberg 1936:l). bu t  as noted above, prior to 

that time, he had already shown hi own interest in zooarchaeological matters. In 

1919, he published "Archaeology as an aid to zoology" and in 1921 

I "Archaeological evidence concerning the presence of Gray Fox (Urocyon sp.) in 

Ontario." 

Winternberg's treatment of floral and faunal remains was unusually 

detailed. In his fust major report, he noted the fruit and nut-bearing trees around 

Q the Uren site. He gave the number of rows of kernels on excavated corn cobs and 
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compared the quantity of corn found at Uren to that at other sites. In the "Animal 

Food" &on. he provided a figure for the total number of faunal remains before 

dismsimg the specific animals in phylogenetical order. Approximate rather than 

3aual numbas (NISPs) and percents were given and often these figures were for 

the classes as a whole only. Within their classes, species were listed in order of  

frequency. He commented on the fragmentary name of the remaim, on burnt 

bones and on chewing by dogs: the fm time taphoaomy was considered in print 

in Ontario. Furthennore, the question of whetha mouse bones were intrusive or 

represated food refuse was raised for the first time. Thus, while Wmtanberg's 

records are imprecise by current standards, they arc impressive for their time. 

Unfortunately. less precise recording marred the later Roebuck monograph 

(1936). where the ordering of the classes was inverted and no numbers were 

provided for the species represented. Although the remains continued to be 

discussed by classes and the species were Sited in order of abundance, there is no 

indication of the actual numbers of any of these remains or of which pans of the 

animals were recovered. But foomotes with ethoohistorical information were added 

and more measurements on corn kernels were recorded. 

The reason for the slackening of standards for the Roebuck site faunal 

material is not apparent. For both the Uren and Roebuck site monographs, Genit 

S. Miller. Division of Mammals, U.S. National Museum and Alexander Wetmore, 

Assistant Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution. studied the mammals and birds 

c respectively. so the discrepancy did not likely result From analytical procedures. 
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For all of Wintemberg's research. the f& bird and mammalii remains were 

identified by American zoologists. Wetmore consistently identified the bird b o n s  

but the mammal bones from the different sites were not always identified by 

Miller. Remington Kellog. Assinant Curator of Mammals, U.S. National Museum, 

identified some from the Lawson site. The shells were analyzed in Toronto by 

Chief Justice Latchford and later in Ottawa by k LaRocque of the Geological 

Survey of Canada. Had Winmberg perhaps decided rbat the faunal ma- from 

the Roebuck site had not been collected carefully enough to merit precise f i g m ?  

Since he did not describe the excavation techniques. this possibility cannot be 

assessed. but this was hi fm major excavation. With the Lawson site report 

(1939). quantitative recording reoccurred for both bones and corn The 

posthumously published Sidey-Mackay site report (1946) was very detailed for the 

vegetal remains but, like the Roebuck one, limited in its poor presentation of the 

unmodified faunal material. Good numbers and measurements characterized the 

modified skeletal elements in all the reports. Witemberg's reports contained more 

subsistence information than others published in the region at the same time (for 

example. Hanington 1924249-253). While his work relating to settlement data 

may deserve criticism (Trigger 1985a). the prominence he gave to subsistence 

issues was laudable. 

Chronology and Subsistence Studies: the 1940s and into the 1960s 

Just as subsistence issues were ignored in the Annual Reporfs after Boyle's 
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death. so too the posthumous publications of three of Winternberg's works (I%?, 

1946. 1948) marked the end of interest in faunal remains in Ontario for about 20 

years. In one of these (1942). Winternberg applied the Midwestem Taxonomic 

System (McKem 1939). combining it with Ontario's aaditional ethnohiiorical 

approach. Chronology based on pottery styles was firmly establiied in the 

Northeast with Richard S. MacNeish's Iroquois Pottery Types (1952) and it 

continued to dominate the field as a result of the publication of James V. Wright's 

Ontario Iroquois Tradition (1966) until the late 1960s. However. two imponant 

historical ethno-maphies with functionalist formats and subsistmce information 

were published in the 1960s. Both Elisabeth Tooker's (1961) An Erhnogr0ph.v of 

the Huron Indians. 1615-1669 and Bruce Trigger's (1969) The Huron: Fanners 

ofrhe 1Vodr are indispensable tools for studying the Hurons. Soon after, in 1971. 

Conrad Heidenreich's award-winning Huronia: A Hirtory and Geograph,~ of the 

Huron Indians. 1600-1650 was published These three studies might have 

encouraged a greater interest in the archaeological study of subsistence patterns. 

Yet, during this period. middens were excavated mainly in order to recover large 

quantities of pottery for seriation. Nonseramic artifacts. particularly the plentiful 

bone ones. were largely ignored. because they were not seen as sensitive temporal 

indicators. 

Throughout this period, the non-modified faunal remains were ignored. 

except in a few instances. At the Royal Ontario Museum (ROM). as early as 1959, 

v Waltcr A. Kenyon (I959:l) acknowledged the assistance of Randolph L. Peterson 
A 
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and Smart C. Downing from the Museum's Depamnent of Mammalogy, W.B. 

Scott from Ichthyology and Herpetology, and LL. Snyder from Ornithology, with 

the identification of faunal remains from the Inverhwon site. The staff at the ROM 

also assisted Richard B. Johnston (1968). of Trent University. with remains from 

the Serpent Mounds, with Peterson and Downing again acamining the mamdiian 

elements, James L. Baillie the birds and Edward J. Crossnan the f& That same 

year. Kenyon published his report on the Miller site and to analyze its faunal 

sample. he obtained the assistance of C.S. Chumher from the ROWS Department 

of Vertebrate Palaeontology. Scott and Crossman from Ichthyology and 

Herpetology and D.H. Baldwin from Ornithology. From these tats, it appears that 

faunal artifacts and grave goods were still accorded the most attention. In the 

lnverhuron rcpon (1959). there was an Appendix listing the species sorted by 

culture and class but there was no indication of the numbm of elements. In the 

later publications from the Royal Ontario Museum. such lists are lacking. 

A similar developing interest in faunal remains existed at the National 

Museum in Ottawa. J. Wright's prefaces to his major repons in the 1960s (rite 

Donaldson Site [1963], The Ontario Iroquois Tradition [1966]. The Laurel 

I Tradition and [tie Middle Woodland Period [1967], and The Bennett Sire 119691). 

reveal that unmodified fish mammal and shell remains were identified by Donald 

E. McAllister. Phillip M. Youngman and Arthur H. Clarke respectively, all 

zoologists at the National Museum of Science, National Museums of Canada. Bird 

v and amphibian bones were not analyzed (J. Wright 1969:60). but by 1969 the 
a 
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reptile remains "were tentatively identified" by Francis Cook also of the National 

Museuxn However. the results were reported merely as species listed in order of 

frequency. and the material from only one site was mentioned in J. Wri$ht's text 

defining the Ontario Iroquois (196639). Despite 'a large sample of bone refuse 

[Wig] recovered" from the Heron Bay site, only the tools made from faunal 

material were described (196738). These archaeologisa' &om in subsiicnce 

studies were hampered by the lack of scholars working full-time on archaeological 

faunal specimens: there were none in Canada until the 1970s The same was nue 

for James F. P d e r g a n  whose 1960s reports on sites in eastern Ontario only 

d&be those animal skeletal parts that were made into tools (1966). 

Processual Archaeoloe and Subsistence Studies: ma. 1960 to 1990 

In the United States, in the 1950s. Theodore E. White's aticles on 

butchering (1952. 1955. for example) included methods for determining MNIs 

from faunal remains and estimating meat weights from bones (1953). But. perhaps 

because his material was large faunal samples from single species of Plains 

animals and similar samples are rare in Ontario. there was no response to hi 

approach in Ontario for many years (Stewart and Stahl 1977). Since White was 

a palaeontologist. Paul W. Parmalee. John E Guil&y and Shnley J. Olxn were 

"the first full-time specialists working in the field of zooarchaeology during the 

1950s and early 1960s" on North American material (McMillan 1991:6). These 

analysts set standards of recording and interpreting faunal remains that were 
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eventually followed in Ontario. SJ. Olsen also published widely-used. illustrated 

manuals for identifying faunal specimens (1960, 1964. 1968. 1972). Of greater 

immediate impact in Ontario was Charles E Cleland's monograph on The 

Prehistoric A n i d  EcoIogv and Ethno=ooIog~ of the Upper Great Lakes (1966) 

and his articles on caribou (1965) and fish (1982). He also produced the f i r s  

repon on faunal material from an Ontario historical site (1971). But it was the 

processual "New Archaeology". promoted by Lewis R Binford (1962, 1978) in 

the 1960 and 1970s and the accompanying emphasiis on subsistence systems 

(Flannery 1967) and behavioral approaches (Schiffer 1976). that resulted in faunal 

remains being considered important again and in their study being undertaken by 

archaeologically mined people (Cleland 1976). 

An influential book reflecting this new emphasis on subsistence was 

William A. Ritchie's The Archaeologv of New York State (1965). Like J .  Wright's 

work on The Ontario Iroquois Tradition (1966). Ritchie's was organipd 

chronologically. However, Ritchie paid much more attention to subsistence. His 

first two chapters were titled "The Earliest Occupants - Palaeo-Indian Hunters 

(c.7000 B.C.)" and "The Archaic or Hunting. Fishing and Gathering Stage (c.3500- 

1300 B.C.)". A lack of skeletal remains limited faunal considerations in the first 

chapter. but in the second he included a report on the "Bone re* from the 

i 
i Lamoka Lake site" by Guilday, as well as his own comments on fishing (1965:48- 

1 SO). hunting (19655044). gathering (196559) and food preparation (196559-62). 

e Guilday's report on the faunal remains from the Frontenac Island site also was 
3 
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incorporated (Ritchie 1965:105-107). as was Guilday and D.P. Tanner's report on 

the "Vertebrate Rernaiw from the Kipp Island site" (1965241-242). Unformnately. 

when Ritchie reached the Owasco culture of the Late Woodland Stagc he greatly 

reduced the amount of information he presented on subsistence and this weakness 

was funher accenruated in his discussion of the later Iroquois. Ritchie nevertheless 

set new standards for examining "whole cultures within the relatively narrow 

limits afforded by their archaeological survival" (Ritchie 1965:xv) and for use of 

the conjunctive approach (Taylor 1948). 

With the increasing emphasis on the importance of subsistence for 

understanding archaeological cultures. in 1966, J. Norman Emerson of the 

Department of Anthropology. University of Toronto, recruited Howard Savage, a 

retired pediatrician, to analyze the faunal remains from the MacMurchy site. He 

also became the main force behind Savage's beiig employed at that university in 

1969 to build an animal skeletal reference collection and to do faunal research. At 

the same time, William M. Hurley began working there. where he. assisted by 

Conrad E. Heidenreich, a human geographer, began a program in palaeoecology 

and Ontario prehistory with which Savage was associated. In the early 1970s. 

Savage apprenticed interested students. of which James A Burns and myself were 

the t i a L  in the techniques of faunal analysis. In 1973, he began teaching formal 

courses in faunal analysis that he continued to offer each year to both graduates 

and undergraduates until 1996. 

w Hurley's objectives included: 
2 



reconstructing the local environments at the time of aboriginal 
occupation, the relationship of the I n d i i  to the n a n d  
environment in terms of their subsiience economy, and the 
detailing of the extent to which they modified their environment 
(Hurley and Heidenreich 1971:6). 

Results appeared in two research reports edited by Hurley and Heidenreich (1969. 

1971). These included reports by Savage on the faunal marerial from the 

lnvcrhuron (1969b. 1971a). Maurice (1971b). Robitaille (1971~) and Thede 

(1971~) sites. In 1969. Savage published an article on the usefulness of faunal 

analysis to both archaeologists and zoologists (196%). Savage realized that ideas 

expressed many yeas earlier by Wintemberg (1919) bore repeating. as he (1977) 

tried to interest more archaeologists in the careful retrieval and analysis of faunal 

material. The idea of the value of faunal research to zoologists was expanded in 

his "Range extensions of vertebrate faunal species by archaeological site fmdings" 

(Savage 1971d). 

Through the careful preparation of skeletal reference specimens, the 

teaching of hundreds of students, each of whom had to produce a faunal report as 

part of the course requirements, and his publications. many on Ontario material, 
I 

Savage has been instrumental in promoting most of the faunal work done in 

Ontario since 1970. Emerson, Hurley, Wright and Savage all influenced William 

D. Finlayson, who was the first archaeologist in Ontario to employ floatation 

techniques to obtain good faunal and floral samples (Finlayson and Byrne 1975). 
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McAndrews of the Royal Ontario Museum in carrying out long- pollen 

studies of archaeological significance, particularly around Crawford take 

(McAndrews 1980. 1994. McAndrews and Boyko-Wonow 1988) and with 

Dawn M. Wright (1991) and myself (l99la,b) on studying the floral and faunal 

remains respectively. from the Keffer site. 

Savage also influenced faunal work at the Archaeological Survey of 

Canada. National Mwurn of Man (hereafter ASC). It was on his recommendation 

that Bums was the tint faunal analyst h i  by the ASC in 1971 (Burns 1973) and 

I was hired there in 1972 to analyze material from across Canada (Stewart 1972. 

1973a.b). Burns identified the bones from the Dougall site, a fishing carup 

excavated by I. Wright (J. Wright 1972a). as well as material from the Gonaldson 

site excavated by Finlayson (Finlayson 1977); Neutral site material excawted by 

William C. Noble (1975): the Cayuga Bridge site fauna. excavated by David M. 

Stothers (Bums 1977); and samples from the Draper (1979a) and White (1979b) 

sites. From Ontario sites. I analyzed the Archaic Knechtel and Iroquoian Nodwell 

faunal material. Material from the former wis incorporated into Wright's site 

report (J. Wright 1972b). and from the latter into his Nodwell site monograph (J. 
I 

Wright 1974). but the latter was also fully reported in the fm published Ontario 

monograph on faunal material (Stewart 1974). With David L. Keenlyside, of the 

ASC, I supervised the study of faunal remains from Point Pelee sites (Keenlyside. 

Boucher-White and Stewart 1974). 

t At the same time as a reference skeletal collection was being built at the 
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ASC. plans for another program wen being made at the National Museum of 

Natural Sciences by Anne M. Rick and. in 19% the Zooarchaeological Research 

Centre came into being. In 1975, it was renamed the Zoological Identification 

Centre and in 1981, Stephen Cumbaa was appointed its head a position he held 

until 1987. after which the centre was headed by DarIene Balkwill until 1991. At 

present, Balkwill is Manager of Vertebrate Zooarchaeology. Rick heads the 

Zooarchaeological Analysis Programme and Kathlyn M. Stewart is the Research 

Scientist in Zwarchaeology; all three do faunal work some of which is on 

Ontario sites (Rick personal communications 1993). Thus Toronto and Ottawa 

remain the major centres of faunal analysis in Ontario. although other institutions 

established faunal courses and skeletal reference collections through the 1980s and 

1990s (Depamnents of Anthropology at McMasta and Trent Universities and the 

Department of Vertebrate Palaeontology. Royal Ontario Museum). 

Thus Emerson's interests resulted in Swage working at the University of 

Toronto and reactivating faunal studies in the province. Emerson's teaching 

abilities resulted in many of his students researching subsistence matters. One of 

these students was William Noble, who has devoted his efforts primarily to the 

Neutral area He has included subsistence information in his reports (1975. for 

example) and has encouraged his students to do likewise. Rosemary Prevec, in 

particular, has produced numerous manuscripts on faunal remains from 

southwestern Ontario. most of which are on file with the Ontario Ministry of 

Culture and Recreation. (For a listing of her unpublished manuscripts. see 
? 
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Canadian Zooarchaeologv 1992 NO. 2 for a published summary of faunal 

research in the Neutral area, see Prevec and Noble 1983 and Campbell and 

Campbell 1989. For published, as well as unpublished repom, see Cooper and 

Savage 1991.) Milton J. Wright's M A  thesis on the Walker site (1981). 

excavated under Noble's direction. included an appendix on the faunal analysis 

undertaken at the Zooarchaeological Identification Centre by Rick. Elizabeth 

Silicff and Stephen L. Cumbaa. One of Savage's students, Deborah A. P i  

analyzed the faunal remains from the Hamilton site, a Neutral settlement for Paul 

A. Lennox. who summarized her results in his repon on the site (Lennox 1981). 

Lennox had another of Savage's students, Beverley Smith analyze the faunal 

remains from the Bruncr-Colasanti site in Essex County. B. Smith's finding 

contributed greatly to the repon (Lemox 1982). For Lennox's repon on the Hood 

site (1984). the floral remains were analyzed by Shaun Austin and the faunal 

remains by Pihl; these zooarchaeological findings were presented in an appendii 

In the same volume. Lennox reponed on the Bogle I and Bogle I1 sites. two 

historic Neutral hamlets. The floral remains were studied by Rodolphe D. Fecteau. 

who wrote a very interesting geography M.A. thesis on The Introduction and 

I D~ff i ion  o j  Cultivared Plants in Southern Ontario under Heidenreich's 

supervision at York University. The faunal remains from the Bogle sites were 

studied by Heather Nicole. another student of Savage. 

In eastern Ontario, Pendergast. with assistance from J. Wright (Wright and 

Wright 1993). has dominated work on S t  Lawrence Iroquoian sites. While his .? 
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early reports ri. almost exclusively on pottery. more recently, be has suppod 

extensive faunal analyses. His 1981 monograph on the Glenbrook site (1981) 

included an appendix on the faunal remains by Rick (1981) and the faunal 

appendix for the Beckstead monograph (1984) was authored by four of Savage's 

students (D'Andrea et al. 1984). In 1988, I studied the faunal remains from tfme 

longhouses of Pendergast's McKeown site (Pendergast 1988,1990; S t e m  1989b, 

1992). while in the following year. researchers at Ost&th&que de Monu&l Inc 

(1989) analyzed the rest of the remains from this site. 

Good subsistence studies were undertaken by several researchers under R 

B. Johnston (1984) on material from the MacIntyre site, on Rice Lake. The 

macrofaunal remains (Naylor and Savage 1984) were compared to the microfaunal 

ones rceicvcd by floatation (Waselkov 1984). Plant remains fiom this site were 

analyzed by Richard A. Yarnell (1984) and the vegetational history of Rice Lake 

was reconstructed by McAndrews using pollen data (1984, 1994). 

It is perhaps not surprising. given the similar zooarchaeological W g  of 

most of the currently active faunal analysts in Ontario. that the methods of 

analysis and the formats of the reports are similar. Diet and seasonality estimates 

have been emphasized, with less anention being paid to other aspects, such as 

I butchering and cooking techniques. r e b e  disposal, taphonomy (but see Savage 

1972). sampling effects (but see Hamalainen 1983; Prevec 1985; Stewart 1991a) 

and artifactual and rirual uses of animals (but see Fox and Molto 1993). The 
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Lawrence area by the current studies of J. Jamieson (1993). but this topic remains 

understudied (but see McCuIlough 1978). Perhaps in the ~ ~ ~ e n t  pod-processual 

climate. greater attention will be paid to these aspects. 

Enough data have been collected on faunal remains from s i t s  across 

southern Ontario that comparisons of the various cultures can be undertaken ratha 

than concenmting on single sites. A good beginning in this direction has been 

made by Chapdelaine (1993). who has used food r e f w  as evidence to support his 

hypothesis that lroquoians across northeastern No& America became increasingly 

sedentary after AD. 500 as a precondition to year-round sedentaxiness in 

agriculturally based vil'ages begiiing about AD. 1300. Recently, the percentage 

of deer in the faunal assemblages of 50 prehistoric Ontario Iroquoian sites has 

been discussed in a repon comparing findings of the 1986 Wiacek site excavations 

(Lennox. Dodd and Murphy 1986) with those of the 1990 excavations (Robertson, 

Monckton and Williamson 199540-91). This 1995 article demonstrates the value 

of comparing zooarchaeological data across many sites and over different time 

periods. Thanks to the foundations laid by Winternberg, Emerson and Savage. 

faunal analysis is now well-established in Ontario and the results of the increasing 

number of analyses are interesting rrsearchers beyond the province. 



CHMTER 4 

IROQUOIAS OSTEOLOGICAL EMDEiiCE RELATED TO SUBSISEVCE 

Introduction 

Osteology has encompassed many types of analysis in Ontario. Of specific 

interest to the reconsmction of diet and numtional status has k e n  

palaeopathology of bones and teeth, palaeodmography, and chemical sntdies of 

clcments and isotope ratios found within bones. Osteometry is also of i n m  in 

as much as it suggests different amounts of intemction between different p u p  

However. none of these fields of study has been wholly successfui.. This is not 

only because of the Ontario Iroquoian practice of mixing and mingling 

disaniculated skeletons in ossuary burials but also because there are fundamental 

problems with the methods and interpretations of palaeonutritional studies. As 

Wood and Milner (1994) have pointed out, information about a living population 

is extremely difficult to obtain from the dead (Wood. Milner, Harpending and 

Weiss 1992). Differences in numtional status depend on individual frailty, a factor 

which appears to be impossible to detect in skeletons. When disease amicts a 

population, the weakest members might succumb quickly, before any evidence of 

the disease marked their skeletons. The healthiest members might either not 

contract the disease or experience only a minor reaction to i t  and thus their 

skeletons. too. would bear no traces of it. Alternatively, both those individuals 

who contracted the infection but did not die as a result of it and those who died 

T 
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from it but only after a long period of sustaining the illness. would exhibit 

evidence of it in their skeletons. These different responses to the infection in the 

living population would be represented by only two goups in the death 

assemblage skeletons exhibiting stress and skeletons not exhibiting sxess. Bones 

exhibiting no signs of sues might have originated from the most malnourished 

individuals andlor the best nourished people in a society (Wood and Milner 1991). 

Taking into consideration criticisms of methods used to rcconmun 

palaeonutrition and demography. particularly those of Wood, Milncr. Harpending 

and Weiss (1992; Wood and Milner 1991) and Bocquet-Appel and Masset (1982. 

1985), the information gleaned from Iroquoian skeletons will be assessed in this 

chapter. A review of research on Ontario bones will be followed by a survey of 

dentition studies. and the chapter will finish with consideration of analyses of 

elements and stable isotopes in bones. Although Iruquoian data will be 

emphasized. some comparisons with earlier material will be made. The fmt aspect 

to consider is the available sample. 

The Osteological Sample in Southern Ontario 

Fortunately. the well-drained. sandy soil conditions of most archaeological 

sites in southern Ontario impede diagenesis [postdepositional changes or 

alteration after burial (Lyman 1993b:417) in the composition of skeletal elements]. 

allowing the preservation of bones for thousands of years. The earliest skeleml 

material from Ontario and Quebec comes from the Archaic period and is dated to 
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5910 + 165 B.P. (Kaaenberg and Sullivan 1979. cited in Pfeiffer 1986b). Later 

Archaic material is scattered sparsely across the region in individual interments 

and cremations (Pfeiffer 1977). Following the Hopewell-influenced Serpent 

Mounds and LeVesconte Mound burials on the Trent River system there are d l  

skeletal samples from cemeteries (Molto 1983) and individual interments. After 

ca. A.D. 1300. when ossuary burials became the norm, at least among the proto- 

HurodPetuns and the proto-Neutrals. the samples become much larger. Mullen 

and Hoppa's (1992) date of 1100 * 60 B.P. on two femora from the Rogers 

ossuary. near Brantford, might indicate that large ossuary burials were somewhat 

earlier. Katzenberg thinks that the common burial of a few humans in "the pit 

component of the Serpent Mounds site is an early manifestation of the practice [of 

ossuary burial]" (ffiaenberg 199223). However, it was generally from ca. AD. 

1300 to 1650 that large numbers of individuals were beiig secondarily interred in 

communal pits. 

The inhabitants of the Keffer village were part of this mdition. At Keffer 

skeletons were excavated from withii the village, from the primary cemetery area 

located at the eastern edge of the village (Spence 1986. 1987,1989) and from an 

ossuary found southwest of the village, as can be seen on Figure 4-1 (Boyle 

1889). In addition. disarticulated elements were found scattered across the site 

(Spence 1987). 

The small number of St. Lawrence Iroquoian skeletal samples are from 

7 individwl interm,mts (Dawson 1860, 1861: Knowles 1937; Pendergast 1983). 
A 
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Unfortunately. none of those accidentally uncovered on the McKeown site could 

be exhumed; this was a condition conceded to the local Native people in order to 

be able to excavate on the site (Pendergast 1988). However. as at other Iroquoian 

villages. some human bones were encountered within the McKeown house floos 

Although skeletal sample sizes increase after approximately AD. 1300 (J. 

Wright 1966). from a palaeonumtionist's perspective. the monuary practices 

adversely affected the skeletal evidence. A major limitation results from the 

exclusion of some individuals and some elements of many individuals. For most 

skeletons. deposition in an ossuary was a secondary burial. generally occurring 

many years after death (Brebeuf 1636 JR 10:143; Biggar 1929:161: Wrong 

1939321 1) and primary interment or placement on a scaffold ( B d x u f  1636 JR 

10269). When primary burials were exhumed. some elements might be 

overlooked and thus not included in the ossuary. At Keffer, four primary burial 

pits contained small elements that were not exhumed prehistorically with the rest 

of the skeletons (Spence 1987:26-7). More significantly. since often whole 

skeletons are found in houw floors during archaeological excavations, as for 

example. at the Keffer (Spence 1987) and Ball (Knight and Melbye 1983) sites. 

it is evident that not all individuals received secondary burial in ossuaries. The 

variety and frequency of non-ossuary burials is W i g  realized only now. as whole, 

or large portions of. village sites are excavated (Sunon 1988). From 

ethnohistorical sources. it is known that remains of people who were slain. 

drowned. frozen or committed suicide (Bribeuf 1636 JR 1039, 146. 182). ;is well 
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as those of very young and very old individuals (ibid:143. 273). were excluded 

from the ossuary. At Keffer, infants were left buried in house floors (Sunders and 

Spence 1986). Similarly. three infants one of whom apparently died at birth were 

left interred in house floors at the Benson site (Ramsden and Saunders 1986). 

Infant burials in lon$ouxs are also known from the McKende site (Sunders 

1986) and at least 12 other Iroquoian sites (Kapches 1976). Mosr examples are 

from proto-Huroflerun sites. but infant longhouse interment was also found at 

the proto-St Lawrence Iroquoian Roebuck (Wintembq 1936: Kapches 1976) and 

Steward (Kapches 1976) sites. Remains of tortured captives generally were not 

included in their captors' ossu;lry either. Sometimes they might be buried in 

individual -pves as evidenced at the ca. AD. 1400 van Oordt site (Molt0 er at. 

1986). but often their remains were d i d e d  in middens like other animal refuse. 

Human elements are excavated from middens often and these may or may not be 

from members of the local population. Thus as a consequence of numerous 

factors. an ossuary sample is incomplete for any one populatioa 

Conversely. because people from different villages were invited to the 

Feast of the Dead or of the Kenle (Bribeuf 1636 JR 10:143.283-303) in order to 

bury their dead together (Biggar 1929:161-62 Wrong 193921 1). ossuaries might 

include human remains from a number of villages (Sunon 1988:13-5). As well. 

since some villages expanded including both McKeown and Keffer. it is likely 

that their ossuaries included skeletons from the added populations. Even vii'hin 3 

stable village population. some members were originally enemies. at least in the 
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sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. According to the ethnohiorical sources 

prisoners especially women and children but occasionally adult males too. could 

bc adopted into the society of their captors and become 111 fledged members of 

their adoptive villages (J. Lalemant 1639 R 17:IOf; LeMercier 1638 JR 1333). 

As adopted family members (Trigger 1990-59). their corpses would presumably 

haw been included in the ossuaries. Thus. it must be concluded that ossuary 

samples likely include some "foreign" bones. 

The most serious disadvantage of ossuary samples however. is that the 

elements of individuals are intermixed. Except in a few cases w h m  arriculated 

skeletons are found or bundles of bones that were deposited together can be 

detected during excavation individual skeletons cannot be reassembled (Pfeiffer 

1980). As was discussed by J. Anderson (1961-29) in his study of the Fairly 

ossuary. it is populations of elements rather than of Iroquoian people that 

osteologists study. This has been reiterated by Saunders and Melbye (1990:61) and 

Pfciffer and Fairgieve (199449). Furthermore, many elements are broken. 

particularly the fngile skulls (Webb 1972) which are the most imponant elements 

for osteological analyses. and often the teeth have fallen out of their sockets. 

Osteological and palaeodemographical methods must be modified to take account 

of the Iroquoian burial pnctices. 

Despite the limitations. "this concentration of interments through time and 

space makes Ontario Iroquoian ossuaries valuable for skeletal research because 

they rcpresent relatively homogeneous biological units" (Saundea and Melbye 
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1990:62). Most of the m i n s  in them are from people who inhabited the local 

village. Those bones brought from neighbouring villages are likely from people 

who were within the common breeding pool. Only a minority of the foreign bones 

arc likely from more distant adopted enemies. In addition they represent people 

who died within a short period. often only a decade (Katzenberg 199225 Pfeiffer 

and Fairgricve 19945 1). 

A Brief Review of Ostcology in Ontario 

Ontario osteolog began very slowly and many of the early studies were 

focused on "racial" affinities and genetic d i c e s  belween populations As wis 

true for zooarchaeological studies. Daniel Wilson was the fvst person seriously to 

rcsearch human skeletal material in Ontario (1853. 1856a. 1862. 1883 and 1 W )  

with his publication on "The Huron race and its head form" (1853). Wilson's 

information was used for compmtive purposes in Knowles' (1937) detailed report 

on the skeletons from the Roebuck site (Wintaberg 1936). Yet Knowles' repon 

appeared 84 years after Wilson's and another 25 years was to pass before the 

publication of the next comprehensive physical anthropolog repon on the Ontario 

Iroquoians. In 1963. J. Anderson published on the skeletal material from the Late 

Woodland Bosomwonh site. He followed this report with others: the Saugeen 

culture Donaldson site (Wright and Anderson 1963): the Late Middleport Fairty 

ossuary in k'ork County (1964): the Serpent Mounds. including both the Point 

Pcninsuls burials in the mounds themselves and thc Late Woodland. Pickering 
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phase pit burials (1968b); and the Pickering phase Bennett site (Wright and 

Anderson 1969). He incorporated many other incidental skeletal fmds in his article 

on "Skeletal anomalies as genetic indicators" (1968a). J. Andason's work 

switched the emphasis in osteology from using craniometrics in order to 

investigate the racial origins and affinities of the Ontario Iroquoians to studies of 

populations. These studies combined morphological aain with rneaslllcmenn of 

infncranial bones as well as skulls (Patterson 198440-1). 

J. Anderson's (1964, 1969) procedures were adopted by most of the 

osteologists completing reports on Ontario material after 1968 (Molto 198358). 

Unfortunately, most analyses were undertaken primarily to discover the genetic 

relations between different Iroquoian groups rather than their nutritional status but 

some information was collected on pathologies and dentition that might be related 

to nutrition. Of particular interest for the present study ye reports on the Keffer 

skeletons (Boyle 1889, 1907; Spence 1986,1987,1989) and the nearby Tabor Hill 

(Churcher and Kenyon 1960). Fairty (J. Anderson 1964). Garland (Webb 1969) 

and Kleinberg (K. Wright 1977; Saundcrs and Melbye 1990) ossuaries. Tabor Hill 

and Faircy pre-date Keffer; Garland is contemporaneous and Kleinberg is likely 

slightly later. A little farther nortb but contemporaneous with the Keffer site, is 

the Uxbridge Ossuary (Pfeiffer 1983. 1986a). All these ossuaries had at least 20 

crania for study (Molto 1983:81). Smaller samples were available from the 

Pickering phase Miller ossuary (Ossenberg 1969) and from the McKenzie site. 

located near Toronto on the Humber River and dated ca. A.D. 1520 * 15 
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(Saundcrs 1986). The McKenzie site remains came primarily from a cemetery but 

a few were from house floors. For rhe S t  Lawrence Iroquoians bur;.als from the 

Dawson (J. Anderson 1972) and Ro&ick (Knowles 1937) sites might relate to the 

McKeown people. Reports on other large ossuaries from the Neutral area (Glen 

Williams. Carton and Orchid for example) and historic Huronia (Ossossane and 

Maurice. for example) are not as  useful for a comparison with the Keffer and 

McKcown site villagers. 

Results of Ontario Osteological Analyses Related to Nutrition 

The common practice of cremation results in vely small skeletal samples 

from the Archaic period in Ontario but the palaeopathology of some Archaic 

skeletons has been described by Pfeiffer (1977, 1985). m e  primary goal of 

Pfciffer's detailed study of nine Archaic samples from the upper Great Lakes 

region was to determine group interaction or isolation. but she was also interested 

in pathology. She found that "over 70% of all pathological cases described 

appear[ed] to be traumatic in origin. Cases of primary infection. congenital 

abnormalities and nutritional disorders [were] rare" (ibid:1977:276. emphasis 

added). Occurrences and expression of arthritis were slight (ibid). 

Conical remodelling was examined in six adult femora from the Archaic 

Hind sire and the cortices were found to be thinner than those of "Caucasians" in 

the same age group (Pfeiffer 1985:4-6). Remodelling is affected by numtion and 

when this is poor. a loss in bone mass, or osteoporosis occurs (Price. Schoeninger 
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and Armelagos 1985:439U). Minor deficiencies may not affect bone mass but 

prolonged or severe stress will be obsenable. Pfeiffer was cautious in her 

interpretations noting that the thinning might reflect genetic differences, some 

chronic nutritional factor. or a reanion to specific aaivities 

Some of the more common protohistoric human skeletal material has been 

examined. Pfeiffer and King (1983) radiographed elements from the protohistoric 

Uxbridge Ossuary which has a radiocarbon date of AD. 1490 * 80 (Pfeiffer 

19S6a:X) and from the post-contact Kleinburg ossuary which is dated on the basis 

of trade goods (Pfeiffer and King 1983.23) to ca. AD. 1585-1615 by Melbye 

(Molto 1983%). From the former. 90 adult metacarpals were examined and from 

the latter. selecting adult elements. 96 femoral shafts 22 lumbar vertebrae and 130 

metacarpals were studied. Pfeiffer and King (1983:26) found that 26.7% of the 

Uxbridge bones and 25.6% of those from Kleinburg were osteoporotic and 

concluded that remodelling was "markedly deficient". Pfeiffer concluded that these 

findings probably "reflect the presence of chronic dietary insufficiencies 

complicated (perhaps) by the presence of infectious diseases" (Pfeiffer 1986a:26). 

The reduction of cortical mass in bones from both ossuaries has been interpreted 

as evidence of numtional deficiencies due to the adoption of maize h o r t i ~ u l t u ~  

(Pfeiffer and King 1983: Saundes and Meibye 1990). Nevertheless, Pfeiffer and 

King (198327) concluded that "the low values for adult bone formation in the 

Kleinburg and Uxbridge samples are not clearly explained by any single dietary 

variable" (Pfeiffer and King 1983:27). More recently. it has been reported that the 
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use of single-photon absorptiomeny has indicated a decrease in adult Iroquoian 

bone density over time (Southern 1990). but this finding needs verification and, 

if confirmed. the cause would still be nebulous. 

Others have noted the association of cortical th i i ing  and agriculture. 

Saunders and Melbye (1990) studied skeletons from the Kleinburg and Ossossane 

(dated to May 13, 1636 by Bkbeufs accounts) ossuaries and found that t h e  

populations exhibited conical thinning increased stress was noted particularly in 

thc weaning-aged children Femora from two adult individuals from the Mckcnzie 

site had thinner cortices than would be expected for their assessed morphological 

ages (Saunders 198623). Thin cortices were also found on two other skeletons 

prompting Saunders to note that the condition might reflect a population difference 

from the New England Whites used as a comparative group (ibid). Many 

participants in the "Paleopathology at the origins of agriculture" conference found 

cortical thinning in early agriculturalists (Cohen and Armelagos 1984). Thus. it 

appears that remodelling could be an indicator of stress and that increased sues 

accompanied agiculture, but I suspect that samples should be compared h m  

within the same gene pool and that individual differences due to heredity, age, 

pregnancy and lactation for females, past illnesses and amounts of strenuous 

activity, in addition to diet. would affect the results. Furthermore. for the Ontario 

material, it appears that thin conices may be a "normal" condition since examples 

of cortical thinning have been found at the Archaic Hind, the protohistoric 

T 
Uxbridge and Kleinburg and the historic Ossossane ossuaries. It certainly appears 

a, 
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to have been common around AD. 1500 (Southern 1990). 

Melbye (1985) considered the increase in pathologis in the Iroquoians. as  

contmted with earlier Archaic populations, to be a consequence of sedentisn and 

raised the interesting question of "burden l i t s " .  the number of non-productive 

individuals a society can maintain. He considered the evidence for tumours and 

cleft palates in skeletons to be testaments to the Iroquoians' tolerance of ph.ysical 

disfigurement :!e argued that congenital disturbances such as "cases of congenital 

absence, bifid ribs. congenital fusions, verrebral body defects, numerical variation 

in vertebrae, spina bifida and spondylolysis" (ibi&:lO) were more common in 

honicultud populations than among hunters and gatherers becaw the burden 

limit of the former was higher than that of the latter. 

Melbye found evidence of trauma common in both Archaic and Iroquoian 

skeletons. His conclusion that "we may infer that people in Archaic populations 

were receiving relatively more trauma [than the Iroquoians] even though the actual 

frequencies are lower" (Melbye 1985:lO) because in sedentary populations "all 

forms of pathology have a better opportunity of being represented in terms of 

number of cases and in tmns of severity" (ibid:9), foreshadowed Wood et aL's 

critical essay (1992). Thus. Melbye introduced both a caution and an important 

new use for palaeopathology, to reveal evidence about a population's tolerance of 

its sick or disabled members. 

Levels of evidence of trauma may reveal other things abou: populations. 

Pfeiffer and Fairgrieve found that interpersonal conflicts predated contact as one 
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might have presumed but they also noted that "Iroquoian fracture frrquencies 

range from low at Fairty to high at later sites" (199454). This change, they 

suggest. might be due in part to poor quality conical bone. It can supposed further 

that poorer coniccs reflect poorer numtion but the increase in trauma might also 

indicate increased social pressures arising from more crowded living conditions 

Mclbye found evidence of infections from the Archaic to the historic 

periods. but noted that the fim appearance of syphilis and tuberculosis was in 

horticultural populations. A high incidence in tuberculosis was found at the 

Uxbridge ossuary (Pfeiffer 1984. 1986a) and also at the earlier Glen Williams 

ossuary. datcd to ca. A.D. 1400 (Hattnq 1981). In addition. J. Anderson (Wright 

and Anderson 1969) reponed a severe case of tuberculosis from the AD. 1260- 

1280 (Wilmeth 1978) Bennett site. Evidence of endocrine and metabolic 

disturbances were so rare among the Ontario lroquoians that generalizations could 

not be made. However. there is "some slight evidence of rickets (vitamin D 

deficiency) and slightly more evidence of iron deficiency" (Melbye 1985:lO). 

Porotic hyperostosis (Angel 1967). expressed as a sieve-lie exposure of trabecular 

bone as a result of an expansion of this inner marrow-producing bone and a 

reduction of the outer compact bone (Martin er al. 1985:265). has seldom been 

reponed for Ontario Iroquoian skeletons. It may have been common in some 

populations (Fairty and Kleinburg) among juveniles, a group which is under- 

represented in many ossuaries ( k q u e  I991 cited in Pfeiffer and Fairgrieve 

199455). Traditionally. pomtic hyperostosis (as cribia orbitalia) was thought to 
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result from insufficient iron in the diet or inherited anaemia (Cassidy 1980; 

Goodman et al. 1984). but it has been shown that reduced iron absorption by the 

body is a defence against bacterial infections (Sw-Macadam 1 9 9 a  1992b: 

Stuart-Macadam and Kent 1992). Thus the evidence of iron deficiency in 

skeletons might signify disease and hence acquired anaemia rather than inherited 

or dietary anaemia (Mensforth et al. 1978: Stuart-Macadam and Kent 1992; Kent 

and Lee 1992). Increased exposure to disease should be expected in larger and 

denser populations such as those associated with agriculture. However, the limited 

evidence of such bone remodelling on Iroquoian skulls suggests that infectious 

diseases were not common among these people. Their semi-sedentary settlement 

system and the practice of both males and females leaving villages for long 

periods of time each year probably inhibited the spread of germs. Goodman 

(1994166-168). however, has criticized the idea that anaemia is an adaptive 

response. He argues that it is a sign of nutritional deficiency which evidence has 

shown results in many functional costs to the body: less resistance to disease, a 

lowered work capacity and reduced cognition. These explanations could both be 

true. Some anaemias might be the results of disease while at the same time the 

condition encourages disease. 

Of particular interest are the human remains from the Keffer site. In 1888 

Boyle test excavated an ossuary located close to the Keffer village and recovered 

I 50 (Boyle 1889:20) to 80 (Boyle 1907:16) adult crania Although Konrad (1973) 

thought that Boyle had completely excavated the site, Spence (1987:28) argued q 
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con\incingly that most of the ossuary is likely still unexcmted. Boyle estimated 

that there might have been 800 (1907:16) to 1000 (1889-20) individuals in the 

ossuary when they excavated but prior to their digging the pit had been opened 

"superticially" "once or twice" (ibib). In addition to these 50 plus ossuary crania, 

skeletons and parts of skeletons have been recovered from a primary burial area 

located just outside the palisade and from within the village for a total of 30 

individuals in 28 burial f e a m  (Space 198729. 1986. 1989). 

Little analysis has been completed on St Lawrence Iroquoian skeletons 

The Roebuck site excavations (Winternberg 1936) uncovered 84 individual burials 

from graves in and around the village, and using Knowla' infomtioa 

Pendergast has written on their burial practices (1983). Ten individuals thought to 

have been excavated from the Dawson site (Pendergast and Trigger 1972) have 

been studied by J. Anderson (1972). Crania and dentition from the Dawson site, 

Westmount (also on Monaeal Island). the Mandeville site (at the mouth of the 

Richelieu River) and Place Royal (in Quebec City) have been studied and 

compared to remains from the Syers and Keffer ossuaries in Ontario (Lanxque 

1986). 

Interaction among Iroquoians as Suggested by their Crania 

hocque concluded that there was considerable variability among Sr 

Lawrence Iroquoian populations but that there was even more heterogeneity 

among the Ontario skull shapes and facial sizes than among the crania From 
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Quebec (ibid.63). This might reflect more interaction and gene exchange among 

Ontario Iroquoian vilIagers than among the groups spread along the S t  Lawrence 

River- 

Molto (1983) and Webb (1972) ~ ~ d i e d  osuary crania in their 

investigations of biological relationships among Woodland peoples. Webb placed 

Keffer in hi. "Developmental Iroquois" group with Fairty, Garland. Pits. Syers and 

Innifil. after the "Early Rehistoric Serpent Mounds" and before the "Notthem 

Historic" (Ossossane and Christian Island) and the "Southern Historic" (Carton) 

groups. He found that the Developmental group was rather heterogeneous in its 

skull characteristics. particularly measurements. which were investigated using 

multivariate statistics. Molto, emphasiig the non-metric features of skulk 

primarily from 17 collections each with at least 20 crania available for study, 

found those with the closest f i i t y  to the Keffa skulls were from the Uxbridge 

ossuary (Molto 1983212). He concluded that the Iroquoian groups of south-cenaal 

Ontario were interacting intensively with each other between ca. AD. 1400 and 

1600 and that they were involved to a greater extent with the pmto-St Lawrence 

Iroquoians as represented by the Roebuck site skeletal remains, than with the 

proto-Neutrals in the Niagm peninsula. represented hy the Orchid ossuary 

skeletons (ibik213): 

Interestingly, Keffer. which is the closest site to Kleinburg 
spatially. is very divergent from Glen Williams, buf like 
Kleinburg. is very close to Tabor Hill. Uxbridg- and even Sym. 
the most easterly site in this central region. The fact that Keffer is 
not as close to Kleinburg as expected. may reflect the smnger 



historical influence of Kleinhrg with the more westerly located 
groups l i e  Glen Williams, whereas the historical roots of Keffer 
are south and cast of them (ibid215-6). 

If the interaction included the exchange of food items as well as genes then 

differences in diets between the proto-Hu~0nPetun.s and the proto-St Lawrence 

Iroquoians might have been reduced by exchanges involving food items not native 

to each region. However. the greatest amount of exchange appears to have been 

among the proto-HuronlPetuns themselves, which suggests that the greatest trade 

in food itam likely would be within this p u p  too. 

Teeth from Ontario Sites as Indicators of Diet and Stress 

Wear 

Wear and dental pathology in pre-Iroquoian and Iroquoian populations has 

been researched by Patterson (1984, 1986) and Pfeiffer (1977. 1985). 

Unfortunately, as Pfeiffer found, "it is difficult to compare wear data across 

research studies because of the application of different quantification schemes" 

(1985:4). Subjectivity in recording the degree of wear could inaoduce biases as 

well (ibid.). However, since mastication is the main factor in attrition, such data 

can be w d  to estimate the diet (Harmon and Rose 1988). Nondietary activities. 

such as softening skins by chewing and wearing Iabrets. must be considered for 

some populations. but there is no historical or physicaI evidence of such pnctices 

among the Iroquoians. 

Patterson collected data on wear. caries, alveolar abscessing. periodontal 
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disease and enamel hypoplasia He also recorded antemonem tooth loss in two 

categories: chipping and fractioning but the differences are of degree only and 

rather subjective. Patterson's samples were from the: 

LeVesconte Mound whose temporal setting is just prior to the 
emergence of effective maize horticulture (circa third century 
A.D.); the Bennett site, dated just prior to the Middle Ontario 
Iroquois cultural horizon (late thiieenth cenhlry AD.), during 
which time some investigators suggest that the Ontario Iroquois 
became heavily dependent upon maize hortic~lture (e.g. Noble 
1969. 1975; Wright 1966; Tuck 1978); and the Kleinburg ossuary, 
which is representative of a late proto-historic Ontario Iroquois 
population (approximately AD. 1600) (Patterson 19865). 

For palaeonumtion, Patterson's data on the variation in wear patterns and 

his conclusions that less wear in the later peTiods reflects softer foods and/or 

cooking are perhaps the most use l l  of his fmdings. Patterson argued that dental 

characteristics reflected diet and that some characteristics. particularly antemortem 

trauma and wear, both of which declined over time. could be used to assign 

skeletons to their time periods. These declines were attributed to changes in the 

diet from that of hunters and gatherers to that of horticulturalists. The reduced 

wear and trauma, combined with increased longevity of the Ontario Iroquoians. 

does seem to be best explained by the consumption of softer, boiled foods with 

less g i t  (Melbye 1985). 

Considerable attrition was noted on the teeth of the ten skeletons from the 

St. Lawrence Iroquoian Dawson site by J. Anderson (1972). Since these people 

were reportedly horticulturalists, the amount of wear should have been less than 

that of earlier populations, according to Patterson. This apparent anomaly might 
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merely highlight the subjectivity in recording wear. J. Anderson's "considerable 

attrition" might equal Patterson's "low to moderate athition". On the other hand, 

there could in fact be greater wear in the St. Lawrence Iroquoian teeth as a d t  

of differences in diet. 

Caries 

In c o n w t  to wear. caries are pathological. being caused by bacteria 

occurring naturally in the plaque on the surface of the tooth. These bacteria use 

carbohydrates. but not fats or protein, and thus diet directly relates to the 

prcvalcnce of caries (Larsen 1983). The preparation of foodstuffs high in 

carbohydrates. such as corn into sticky porridge would result in increased caries 

(Cook 1984). Diets high in calcium and phosphate levels retard carious invasion 

(Powell 1985). but individual differences in saliva acidity and enamel structure 

affect the occurrence of caries. Although various formulae have been constructed 

for comparisons of caries (Powell 1985). quantitative studies are weakened by 

both the underlying individual variability and sample reduction resulting from 

tooth wear and loss. 

Comparisons within a population or region would provide the most reliable 

inferences. Unfortunately. such information is limited concerning the Iroquoians. 

Carics associated with wear were noted for two Archaic populations in Ontario 

(Pfeiffer 1985). Patterson (1986) found that Middle Woodland people were 

characterized by low tooth loss, few caries and moderate to severe wear patterns, 

whereas Late Woodland people had moderate tooth loss, moderate attrition and 
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moderate to high numbm of caries. hto-historic Iroquoians had high tooth loss, 

low to moderate attrition and rampant caries. In addition to limited data, rrccnt 

suggestions by Dean Snow (1994a.b. 1995) that the Iroquoians may have migrated 

into Ontario at the beginning of the Late Woodland period (after 900 AD.) or 

earlier. around 600 AD. (Snow 1996). also call inro quation the aunt of genetic 

continuity over time. Despite the uneven data and observer differences. Pfeiffer 

and Fairgieve (1994) agce with Panmon's claim that caries increased o v a  time. 

Caries were also high in the two St. Lawrence Iroquoian samples 

Knowles' (1937) study of the 84 Roebuck site individuals showed that about 25% 

of the permanent teeth and just over 17% of thc deciduous teeth had carious 

lesions. Antemortern tooth-loss was also common and might have resulted from 

caries; similarly, abscesses were fquent .  These conditions led Knowlcs to 

conclude that the Roebuck people had more caries than the Serpent Mounds 

people because corn was the stapIe food at Roebuck (193752). Among the ten 

Dawson site skeletons. caries affected 10.5 percent of the reeth and antemortern 

tooth loss was at 14 percent. These features were thought to reflect an incipient 

honiculnual diet, similar to that described by Canier for the Hochelagans (J. 

Anderson 1972). Thus. it appears tha: comparisons of tooth wear and caries 

between populations reveal consistent differences over time and oncs that correlate 

with thc introduction of agiculture. Further. Larocque found that Quebec crania 

differed from Ontario samples most notably in the much higher incidence of caries 

in Ontario (198654). This might reflect a greater dependency on corn in Ontario 
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with more hunting and fishing in Quebec. 

Hlpoplasia 

The predominant developmental disturbance in teeth is abnormality in the 

formation of enamel ( G o o d m  and Capasso 1992). Small sn%ce pits to 

transverse grooving into the enamel layer can be o w e d  occasionally with the 

naked eye (Goodman 1988) but more clearly radiographically (Rose et al. 1985). 

This condition is termed hypoplasia and in erremir, Wilson's Bands. "Although 

enamel hypoplasia cannot be attributed to a specific pathologid condition or 

numtional deficiency. ... they are at least i n d i i y  associated with nutritional 

inadequacy" (Rose er 01. 1983284; see also Lallo et 01. 1977). Because teeth 

begin to form in utero and continue to form until about age seven (Huss-Ashmore 

et 01. 1982) or fifteen (Patterson 1986). hypoplasia reflects childhood disturbances 

(Cook and Buikstra 1979; Huss-Ashmore er al. 1982). Although descriptions of 

hypoplasia suffer from subjectivity because the depressions develop gradually 

(Buikstra and Cook 1980; Rose et al. 1985). hypoplasia reflects childhood s t m ~  

and since children's skeletons are often poorly represented in prehistoric samples. 

particularly Iroquoian ossuaries. such dental defects might provide otherwise rare 

information. Furthermore, unlike the similar Harris lines in bones, evidence of 

enamel hypoplasia persists throughout life. 

Does hypoplasia increase with the introduction of agriculture? A positive 

correlation was found at the Dickson Mounds by Goodman. Armelagos and Rose 

(1980) and by Lallo and Rose (1979). in Ohio by Sciulli (1977. 1978 cited in 
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Rose et al. 1985) and by most of the contributors to the "Pathology at the origins 

of a-@culture" conference (Cohen and Armelagos 1984). However, Patterson 

(1986) found the same moderate to high incidence of enamel hypoplasia in all his 

Ontario samplcs. From the Archaic to the protohistoric periods Neiburger (1990) 

offered an explanation for these conmdiaory results: enamel hypoplasia is a poor 

indicator of dietary stress Neiburger a p e d  that hypoplasia could result from 

nutritional smss. but he listed seven other nondietary causes: hereditary, 

individual frailty, individual trauma such as late circumcision, tonsillectomy or 

tattooing. ingestion of toxic substances such as excessive fluoride, injury to the 

tooth. high fever and lesser insults to the developing tooth such as braces In their 

response to Neiburger. Ogilvie and Trinkaus (1990) acknowledged that caution is 

necessary in interpreting causes of hypoplasia and implied that it should be 

considered along with other indicators Goodman (1994) and Armelagos (1991) 

both agree, contra Neiburger. that enamel hypoplasia is a consequence of stress 

and a good indicator of numtional stress. Likely the same situation exists for 

enamel hypoplasia as with porotic hyperostosis; that is, the enamel defects are 

associated with the rise of agriculture because increased population densities led 

to gcater stress from diseases. 

The research on Iroquoim hypoplasia is contradictory. On the basis of 

Patterson's (1984) observations, it must be concluded that hypoplasia increased 

from the Archaic to the postcontact periods in Ontario. GapC's (1990 cited in 

Pfeiffer and Fairgicve 199457) evidence from Uxbridge is consistent with ;? 
.A 
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Patterson's but b q u e ' s  (1991) reanalysis of teeth from Glen Williams and 

Klcinburg show much higher incidences of this trait than Patterson recorded and 

Larocque found high incidences in the Ossossani teeth too. Thus. while 

Patterson's figures indicate a slight increase over time. Larocque's suppon the 

opposite trend: a decrease over time. This disparity highlights the problem of 

subjectivity in recording this cnarnel modification, as Pfeiffer and Fairgrieve 

( 199456) noted. 

Sexual Differences Relating to Diet in the Osteologieal Material 

Unfortunately, most osteological studies either do not separate the findings 

according to sex or their sample sizes are too small to make meaningful 

interpretations relating to sexual difference in diet For the St. Lawrence 

Iroquoians. the Roebuck human remains were of two sorts: 84 skeletons from 

p v e s  and approximately 339 scattered bones From at least 34 individuals (J. 

Jamieson 1983:166) from middens. Knowles (1937) and J. Jamieson (1983) 

interpreted the midden specimens as being those of tortured captives. The gave 

skeletons were sorted into 43 adults and 41 non-adults. Surprisingly, only four of 

the adults were identified as males whereas 39 were females. The female long 

bones were slightly shorter than the male counterparts (Knowles 1937:19). a 

difference which almost certainly reflects sexual dimorphism rather than 

differences in diet Caries were common, with 30 percent of the teeth exhibiting 

this feature. But for the three male skulls the percentage was almost 26, whereas ;y 
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for the females it was higher: over 35 percent for older women. almost 46 for 

middle-aged women. 24 for those under middle age and almost 18 for young 

women (ibid.:l2). Perhaps the Roebuck women experienced more caries and 

abscessing because they consumed more maize whereas the males ate more meaf 

but the sample is small. 

The Dawson collection was mixed after excavation and J. Andason (1972) 

was not able to determine which elements originated in the same individual. The 

seven skulls were found to be from four males and thm females. It is of interest 

that only 10.5 percent of the teeth exhibited caries (J. Anderson 1972319). which 

is certainly below that of the proto-HuronlPetun samples for which there are such 

percentages. Unfortunately, the dismbution of the caries by sex is not presented. 

However. accepting osteologists' position that the prevalence of caries reflects 

diet. this finding suggests a slightly different diet for these S t  Lawrence 

Iroquoians than that of the protc-Hurofletuns. 

Similar limited data by age and sex exist for the proto-Hurofletun 

samples. Patterson's detailed study on the teeth from three samples. including the 

Bennett site with 15 individuals and the Kleinberg ossuary with a minimum of 

561 individuals (Patterson 1984230). sorts the descriptions of the teeth by age 

categories but not by sex. He observed that caries from the Kleinberg ossuary 

affected over 29 percent of the deciduous teeth and 40.6 percent of the permanent 

dentition (ibid.283). 

v Spence's (1987, 1989) repons on 30 individuals from 28 burial pits at 

A 
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Keffer show that the majority were infants and young children (16 of 23 aged 

individuals) and that these were aImm equally divided by sex, as were the seven 

adult skeletons. The totals were 12 males and 11 females. Two immature 

individuals exhibited hypoplasia on their deciduous teeth (Spence 1987:19) and 

one tubercular adult male lumbar vertebra was found in a midden (ibib26). but 

no information is presented that relates directly w diet. Although the tenh were 

measured for sex determin3tions caries and wear were not rrponed for each sex 

(Further reports on these non-ossuary burials as well as on the scattered human 

remains located in the houses and middens are planned.) 

The four different collections of human bones from the McKenzie site 

iicluded two infants carefully excavated from one house floor and at leas 16 

individuals from primary and secondary bundle burials in a cemetery (Saunders 

1986). Males and females were equally represented in the eight individuals 

assigned to sex. Dental caries had an overall incidence of 27.3%. similar to their 

frequency in other Late Ontario Iroquoian samples Saunders did not publish 

information on caries by sex. but from her individual descriptions of the skeletons 

it can be determined that of four sexed skeletons with teeth. the f d e ' s  teeth 

were more worn and had many more caries than those of the three males. One 

male. aged 15.5 years. had no caries at all but another buried with that adolescent 

had 15 caries in 25 teeth. The female had nine teeth with caries out of a total of 

12 innct antemolar teeth. 

f 
There is limited evidence that cribia orbitalia might have been more 

A 
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common in males. "Females seem to be less affected than males at Fairty (15% 

as opposed to 22%) and Ossossane (13% as opposed to 17%). However males and 

females are equal in the Kleinburg ossuary" (Pfeiffer and Fairgrieve 199455). 

Mortalih. and Morbidity Studies 

Studies of prehistoric Iroquoian mortality (Jacka 1986; Pfeiffer 1983, 

1986a: Saunders and Melbye 1990. Saundexs and Spence 1986) face greater 

problems than those for most prehistoric populations because estimates of age a d  

scx must be made on d i icula ted  remains. In general, the mandible is used to 

anivc at the minimum numbers of individuals represented and se.~ual 

determinations are based on the pelvis and the cranium. Since ageing can be done 

using dental eruption (Pfeiffer 198310) or, occasionally, calcification (Saunders 

and Spence 1986:45), age data can be directly related to mandibular MNI data. 

But such ageing applies only to juvenile individuals, a cohon which is greatly 

under-represented in Iroquoian ossuaries. Limb bones can be used for ageing older 

individuals (Merchant and Ubelaker 1977 quoted in Saunders and Spence 1986:45- 

6). While it is possible that the aged limb bones came from the same individuals 

as the sexed crania and pelvises. a perfect correlation is unlikely. 

Having arrived at age and sex figures, the Iroquoian palamdemographer 

is faced with the dilemmas outlined by Bocquet-Appel and Masset (1982. 1985). 

particularly the problems of sorting the adult population into smaller age brackets. 

Jackes' (1986) solution was to emphasize those individuals under 25 years old but I g 
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as a consequence her life tables were distorted. Jackes acknowledged this and 

concluded that: "Ontario generally providesdiippointing materid for demography 

..." (1986:43). 1 a g e .  However, having conmuaed population estimates and life 

tables, Jackes concluded that population in southern Ontario had very low 

mortality rates compared to other areas in Nonh America until around AD. 1600, 

when she found evidence for the doubling of child mortality rates and assumed 

similar increases for adults. She attributed the increase to the introduction of 

European diseases. Jackes did not include the Keffer skulls in her study buf 

following her reconstructiotl. these should exhibit low mortality rates compared 

to the historic material. Yet this is not necessarily so; the Fairty remains were in 

the high mortality group (ibid:38) despite their ca. AD. 1400 to 1500 date. 

Some support for Jackes' conclusion about increased mortality rates comes 

from Saunders and Melbye's (1990) study of children's bones from the Kleinburg 

and Ossossanc ossuaries. At both. deaths were common for the two to three year 

olds. The researchers suggest that this reflects mess at weaning. The Kleinburg 

subadults showed few adolescent deaths, resulting in a low mortality profile. 

whereas the later Ossossane skeletal population exhibited a high mortality profile 

with substantial adolescent deaths (ibid:68). The small Mckenzie sample (1148) 

was composed of two newborns, one 0 to 6 months old, three under four years, 

one under five years, one under 8, two between 13 and 16 and eight adults 

(Saunders 1986). Thus, children appear to have been at high risk in this non- 

ossuary sample dating to ca. A.D. 1500. 
f 
A 
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Studies of mortality have been M e r  complicated by the finding of 

Milner. Humpf and Harpending (1989) that differences in fertility affected 

mortality profiles greatly. They concluded that age dimibutions of a prehistoric 

skeletal sample yield less information about mortality than about femlity. Thii 

supported an earlier conclusion by Johansson and Horowia (1986) that mean age 

at death mas related to the growth rate of the population These findings could be 

useful for the present study. if the correlation can be accepted. since increases in 

fertility may account for the success of the proto-Humfletun as compared to the 

St. Lawrence Iroquoians. Unfortunately, the criticisms of Wood er at. (1992.1994) 

concerning selective mortality and individual frailty to the risks of disease and 

mortality apply whether it is the mortality or the fertility rate that is beiig 

investigated. Furthermore. the Iroquoian practices of burying children and adults 

in different locations biases estimates of fertility and child mortality: these must 

await the development of more accurate procedures and the excavation of more 

infants' skeletons, which can be associated with excavated adult remains. Finally. 

Wamck (1990) has shown that population did not increase from ca. AD. 1400 to 

1630. after a dramatic increase in the 1300s. This implies a lowered and then a 

near-zero growth rate. which correlates with birth spacing practices recorded by 

B6beuf (1635 JR 8:127). 

Because the Imquoians were semi-sedentary, generally moving their 

villages only every 10 to 50 years, contact with their own wastes and food refuse - would have been greater than that of more nomadic hunters and gatherers, 
A 
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a!hough still less than that of permanently settled peoples As well, the spread of 

pathogens due to large population concentrations would have remained high. even 

though they moved the locations of the village$ becaw the population remained 

together. "Not only was population density high in precontact villages like Draper, 

but also the longhouses themselves were tightly pack&.' (Saunders et al. 

19921 19) and the farthest. often internal, refbe dumps were within eight meters 

of the houses (ibid.). Their practices of bringing enemy captives bade to the home 

village and of extensive trading would have aided the induc t ion  of pathogens 

to the resident village populations (Kaplan 1988). Trading with large populations 

to the south would have made the Ontario Iroquoians susceptible to illnesses 

originating in those areas, whereas trade with the more dispersed and more mobile 

Algonquians might have been more detrimental to Algonquians than Iroquoians. 

The Uxbridge people were heavily infected with tuberculosis. and yet. according 

to Pfeiffer, they appear to have had the same 25-year life expectancy at birth as 

did the people at Faircy and Ossossaoe (Pfeiffer 19863). Such an unlikely f~nding, 

that the extreme morbidity caused by tuberculosis had no noticeable effect on 

mortality, lends support to the criticisms of the methods used for establishing life 

tables and mortality figures. 

Chemical Element Studies: Strontium in Iroquoian Skeletons 

As hiis been shown above, the gross morphology of bones or teeth often 

rn is not definitive, so it is understandable that new approaches through analyses of 
,L 
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mce elements and stable isotope ratios were heralded with great enthusiasm 

(Buikstra and Cook 1980; Gilbert 1985). A significant attraction of these new 

methods is that they reveal information about normal diets rather than about stress 

or disease (Ambrose 1992; Schoeninger and Moore 1992). However, these 

chemical analyses too have weaknesses 

Element studies of Iroquoian skeletal materials have been undertaken for 

strontium by Ka~enberg (1984). Since strontium declines in proportion to calcium 

up the tropic levels (Toots and Voohries 1965; A. Brown 1973,1974: Schoeninger 

1979, 1985). those people consuming mainly plants should exhibit higher levels 

of strontium than those eating mainly meat. Prior to presenting her own data. 

Kaaenberg reviewed 10 previous strontium studies on human skeletal material. 

Five showed no consistent patterns in strontium amounts (Boas and Hampel 1978: 

Gilben 1975: Stedt 1979: Elias 198k Biakely and Beck 1982); one showed weak 

associations between strontium and dietary changes (Szpunar 1977): one predicted 

correctly as was later shown. that eating molluscs might increase strontium content 

in bone (Schoeninger and Peebles 1981) and only three definitely supported the 

validity of strontium studies (Brown 1973; Price and Kavanagh 1982). 

Furfhermore, Katzenberg noted that Sillen's (1981) study over a large area was 

negative. that Schoeninger's 1981 contrast of Iranian and Israeli samples failed 

because most variation occurred within the Iranian population and that 

Schoeninger's 1982 study found no correspondence between shifts in strontium 

I 

I c values and morphological changes between archaic and modem skeletons. Despite 
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this situation. Katzenberg undertook a study of five sites from southern Ontario 

and concluded that strontium values increased with agriculture. The five sites 

were: Serpent Mounds, Serpent pits, Fairty ossuary. Kleinburg and Ossossane 

(Kaaenberg 198433). 

Katzenbeq's results. which included readings from ribs must be 

reevaluated. It is now known that strontium is affect by diagenesis (Lambert et al. 

1985: Price et al. 1985: Tuross, Behremeyer and Eanes 1989) and that 

cancellous elements. such as ribs, are more affected than denser bones 

(Francalacci 1989; Kyle 1986; Hanson and Buikstra 1987; Gmpe 1988). Also in 

diets composed of many items, as was the Iroquoians'. strontium readings can 

reflect specific food sources. Two of these are freshwater fish and molluscs. which 

alter strontium readings in ways that are not at present well-researched 

(Schoeninger and Peebles 1981: Burton and Price 1990: Sealy and Sillen 1988). 

However, in favour of Katzenberg's strontium studies are that she prepared and 

studied the bones herself, that she used elements from populations that were likely 

genetically related, although the Serpent Mounds and pits materials probably were 

not as closely related to the others as those others were to each other (Molt0 1983: 

Panerson 1984). and that these populations were obtaining their food from the 

same general ecological area in a temperate climate. Thus, whatever the diagenesis 

and cleaning factors (Hancock et al. 1989; Lambert, Xue and Buikstra 1989.1991 ; 

Larnben et al. 1990: Sillen and LeGeros 1991). these should have affected the 

samples equally. Katzenberg found the highest strontium levels among the early 
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Late Woodland Serpent pit and mound bones with gradual decreases in the Fairly. 

Klcinburg and Ossossane specimens: 

These findings suggest that with the adoption of maize horticulture, 
populations bccame less dependent on strontium rich fwds. such 
as nuts and molluscs. and more dependent on low strontium foods 
such as maize and squash. It is also possible that animal protein, 
in the form of fish and mammals increased in importance. relative 
to plant fwds ... (1984:ix). 

Comparisons of differences within a single skeletal population, like an 

ossuary. should be even more reliable and might reveal gender differences in diet 

Unformnately. ribs are usually not identifiable to sex and most of the sample in 

Katzenberg's study. therefore. cannot be used to investigate sexual differences in 

diets. Of 18 ribs from four females and 14 males in the Serpent Mounds. the 

strontium mean value of the males (172.34 ppm) was significantly less than that 

of the females (187.18). But these differences might not reflect differences in diet 

As Katzcnberg noted. pregnancy or lactation can increase strontium levels 

(ibid.:104-5). Yet, it is also possible that females in hunting and gathering cultures 

eat more high strontium foods, such as molluscs. nuts. legumes and leafy 

vegetables, whereas males consume more less strontium rich food such as meat. 

Accepting the Serpent Mound evidence. based on small sample sizes and 

questionable techniques, it can be argued that gender dietaxy differences have a 

long history in Ontario Native cultures. 

Stable Isotope Studies: Carbon and Nitrogen in Iroquoian Skeletons 

Contrary to strontium. carbon isotopic ratio values have an e ~ ~ h I ' I I e n t  
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factor as one moves up the trophic chain from plants to animals and humans 

(Price. Schoeninger and Armelagos 1985). In theory, the ratios of the different 

carbon and nitrogen isotopes in human bones reflect the isotope ratios in the 

plants and animals consumed (Bender et a!. 1981; DeNiro and Epstein 197% 

197Sb. 1979.1981: van dcr Menve 1982; Vogel and van der Merwe 1977). Stable 

carbon isotope ratios are reported in terms of 6I3C, which indicates the ratio of "C 

to '-'C in a given sample relative to that in an agreed standard, which is a marine 

fossil known as PDB (van der Menve 1982596). Plants have more negative 

values (6I2C values are expressed in negatives) than the herbivores which feed on 

them and the herbivores' values in turn are more negative than those of the 

animals and humans which prey on them Funhermore, maize is a C, plant that 

photosynthesizes using a different pathway than that used by most of the wild 

plants in Ontario. which are C, plants. "Values for C, foliage yield an average of 

-26.5 0100. relative to the PDB standard whereas C, plants average -12.5 oleo" 

(van der Merwc and Vogel 1978:815). Thus, maize has a less negative "C to "C 

ratio than most native North American plants. Because of these differences and 

because maize is the only C, plant likely to have been ingested by prehistoric 

people in temperate North America, the introduction of maize into the diet should 

be evident in human bones. 

Similar to stable carbon isotope ratios. those of stable nitrogen are reported 

as 6"N which is the ratio between "N and "N in a sample compared to air, which 

Q is used as the standard and defined as 0 0100. Air has less I5N than most biogenic 



materials and hence bone collagen 6"N values are positive. Plants such as 

lcgumes which fuc atmospheric nitrogen have isotopic values which are similar to 

air and lower than those of plants which assimilate inorganic nitrogen from the 

soil or water. Thw nitrogen isotope ratios can be used to distinguish nitrogen- 

futing plants. such as beans. and the animals or humans that feed on them from 

terrestrial food c h a m  using non-nitrogen-fhg plants which obtain their nitrogen 

from nitrates and nimtes in the soil (Price 1989:5; Sillen et al. 1989506). Before 

the intensive use of fertilizers. legumes probably had 6'% values of around 1 

0100. whereas non-legumes were around 9 0100 (DeNiro 1987). 

Both carbon and nitrogen isotope analyses have been done on Ontario 

skele:ons. Schwarct Melbye, Katzenberg and Knyf (1985) and Katzenberg and 

Schwarcz (1986) studied samples dating from AD. 400 to 1650. They concluded 

not only that they had demonstrated an increase in maize consumption but also 

that they could estimate how much of the diet consiaed of maize. based on 

isotope ratio readings. Their four major conclusions were: 

(1) Pre-agricultural peoples generally consumrd a diet rich ir! C,- 
type plants as well as animals which had browsed on plants oithis 
type. 
(2) Between AD 400 and 1 I00 there was a marked increase in the 
C, content of the human diet; this was the period of introduction 
of maize as a cultigen. Data from this area taken together with that 
from the U.S.A. indicates that the increase in maize utilization was 
gradual. 
(3) At the time of its highest level of consumption. maize (plus 
other C, plants) constituted no more that 56% of the diet (in terms 
of proportion of carbon atoms), and probably less than 50%. Some 
degree of "recycling" of C"-rich carbon probably occurred through 
the consumption of meat of corn-eating animals (e.g. dog). 
(4) There was no significant shiR in S'*N of bone collagen of 



humans during this time period. This demonmats that the main 
sources of protein in human diet did not change. In particular, 
beans do not appear to have constituted an important protein source 
(1 98.9203). 

These same conclusions were mterated the next year but the authors, more 

cautiously. omined the percentage figures for maize in the diet (Ka~enbexg and 

Schwarcz 1986:19). By 1995. these researchers had concluded that such s t i m a r a  

might not be valid (Katzenberg et ol. 1995937). Their 1985 study was limited by 

a lack of material dating between AD. 400 and 1500, a weaknesses which was 

addressed by 1995 (Kaeenberg et 01. 1995). The results from skeletons from six 

sites dating to this period showed that maize consumption had increased gradually 

between AD. 400 and 1250. 

But isotope ratio results can be easily compromised. Ingestion of meat and 

fish affects the amounts of carbon assimilated (Buikstra and Milner 1991) a n d  

from ethnohistorical and zooarchaeological findings it is known that the 

Iroquoians continued to consume meat and fish into the historical period. The 

suspicion that consumption of freshwater fsh affects human bone isotope ratios 

(Price. Schoeninger and Armelagos 1985) has been confmed. Kaaenbexg (1989) 

demonstrated that the consumption of walleye could increase the 6°C value of 

h u m  bones. as could eating dogs. More recently W e n b e r g  et al. (1995343-4) 
I 

have arbwed that consumption of the oil-rich burbot at the Varden site might ~ explain the human bones' relatively high 6I3C readings, which were like those of 

pre-maize sites even though the Varden site dates to ca. AD. 900. Similarly 
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Buikstra noted that some of the &n in prehistoric human bone might "re.flect 

the consumption of flesh derived from maize-caring herbivores or omnivores such 

as bison. dog. deer. turkey, bear, beaver. raccoon. w o o d c h d ~  and goose- 

(Buikstra 199288-9). Except for bin. these were common components of the 

proto-Iroquoian meat diets (Stewan 1974, 1991b. 1992; Lana 1976 quoted in 

heenberg  1984). Finally, individual frailty and nutritional states affect digestion. 

including the absorption of carbon and nitrogen. 

The 6"N values obtained by Katzenberg and Sch- (1984) were 

unexpectedly high considering the ethnohioricai evidence that the Iroquoians 

consumed beans. Schwarn Melbye, Kaaenberg and Knyf (1985) reasoned that 

the addition of beans to the Iroquoian diet should have caused a decrease in the 

IsN value of human collagen because legumes have lower '%/"N ratios than those 

in meat and tish. Because such a decrease was not found they argued that meat 

and fish remained the main source of p r ~ ~  from Z O O  BC to A9. 1640. This 

may well be true. but their speculation that beans may not have been eaten is 

unacceptable because there are ethnohiitoriul reports of the consumption of beans 

and because com and bean deposits have been found in pots (Wright and Wright 

1993). It is more likely that the nitrogen results were unreliable. as Ambrose 

(1991) has argued. Alternatively, the high 6"N ratios Katzenberg found for 

walleye and pickerel might explain the high St% ratio in the Iroquoian material 

(Katzenberg 1989:327). since such fish bones have been identified in the food 

refuse From many Ontario sites. In the sample of human bones dated between C 
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A.D. 400 and 1500 studied recently by Kaaenberg et al. (1995). 6"N values 

showed decreases in specimens dated after AD. 1350, which the authors 

suggested indicated a decrease in animal protein in the diet. but they noted that 

the use of "nitrogen isotopes a s  a palaeodietary indicator is more problematic" 

even than carbon isotopes (Kaaenberg et al. 1995:337). 

Studies on differences in diet according to the consumer's age or sex have 

been done on bones fiom the same site and thus the problems &ated with 

comparisons across time and space do not confuse the results The Roebuck 

rcmains may show more maize consumption by females than males, but the 

sample is very small (Knowles 1937). Of the four Surma burials analyzed for 

isotopic quantities. the single known female had a less negative 6I3C reading than 

the other three, two of which were male. This suggests that the female was eating 

more corn than the males (Kaaenberg et al. 1992343). The largest study is on 29 

individuals buried in the MacPherson Neutral Iroquoian village which dates to 

A.D. 1530-1580 (Kaaenberg et ol. 1993). The high 6I3C values in children 

compared to adults at this site prompted the conclusion that the weaning diet was 

high in maize. The presence of circular caries on two of the 3 4  year old children 

corroborates the high carbohydrate diet conclusion. No significance differences in 

6°C ratios were found according to sex (ibik273). Similarly the children under 

five showed higher 6"N ratios than the rest of the population. whereas there was 

no significant difference in these values by sex (ibid.:274). Recently Kaeenberg 

A has reported that for Iroquoian samples: 1 



sex differences in stable carbon isotope ratios. that would indicate 
differences in the consumption of maize are small and are rarely 
statistically significant Similarly. diffkences in stable nitrogen 
isotope ratios. indicative of animal protein in the diet. are usually 
small (1 995123). 

Dietary differences or uniformity according to sex and age may be determined 

when more data have been amassed 

But there are still numerous problems with isotopic analyses. Fi it is not 

known how frequently bone collagen is replaced in a person. with estimates 

ranging from 10 to 30 years (Chisholm 1989). Replacement results in isotopic 

readings reflecting the diet at the end of a person's life only. Data on the amount 

of variation by sex and age are equivocal (Armelagos et al. 1989). As well. most 

people eat a wide variety of foods from different ecological zones and from both 

land and water-based animals. Some prey. such as migratory birds and fish. feed 

in widely differing habitats throughout the year. Attempts to detetmine 

dependency on particular dietary sources may therefore be unrealistic (Heaton et 

al. 1986: Lee-Thorp er al. 1989: Ambrose 1991). Estimates of the percentage of 

a specific food in a diet based on isotopic analysis probably cannot be accuate. 

Within ecozones. there are variations in the carbon isotope ratios depending on 

where the sample is taken (van der Merwe and Medina 1991) and there can even 

be variations within 3 single plant (Tie* 1991). Water stress and low 

temperatures can lower 6% values (ibid). For North American studies. it is of 

special interest that different species of corn have different 6')C values (Buikstra 
T 

a and Milner 1991; Tieszen and Fagre 1993). Ambrose (1991) concluded that the 
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possible effects of climate and physiology on isotope ratios of mammalian 

herbivore collagen raise serious questions rrgarding the utility of isotope studies 

A further limitation is that all parts of the diet may not c o n t n i  to the 

formation of the collagen (Sillen et al. 1989). Poor nutrition affects digestion and 

the combinations of foodstuffs alter their absorption rates Animals on high 

quantity meat diets do not synthesize much carbon from plants fleszen 1991). 

Assuming the same is true for humans the collagen from humans consuming 

significant amounts of animal protein wiI1 not reflect increases in the consumption 

of C, plants (Buikstra and Milner 1991). Thus the fim uses of corn by hunters 

and gathercrs would be invisible. Finally, there are problems with diagenais and 

preparing the specimens for isotopic studies that must be considered (Ambrose 

1990; Ambrose and Norr 1992; Chisholm 1989: Chiiholm et al. 1983. 1993: 

DeNiro et 41. 1985: Hancock er al. 1989: Hare et al. 1991: Moore et al. 1989; 

Sillen et 41. 1989). 

Conclusions 

Despite some problems with the osteological evidence, tentative 

conclusions about Ontario prehistoric populations can be made from these data. 

From the early comparisons of metric and non-metric feature?., particularly of 

crania. it appears that the Native peoples of southern Onrario were interbreeding 

and that more mating occurred between the proto-Huron/F"F'tuns and the proto-St. 

.I Lawrence Iroquoians than between the former and peoples fanher to the west. . 
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Larocque's conclusion that there might have been more gene flow among the 

proto-HuronPetun peoples than among the proto-St Lawrence Iroquoians allows 

the supposition of greater interaction in general for the former population. Such 

contact may have reduced physical hardships for individual villagers when local 

conditions for obtaining food were snessed. In addition information about good 

food sources and healing practices may have been exchanged more readily among 

the proto-HuroniPetuns. 

Secondly, dental studies revealed changes over time and differences 

between contemporaneous groups. Dental attrition although a characteristic 

weakened by observer subjectivity and the possibiliry that it is affected by factors 

other than diet appears to have been more pronounced among proto-St. Lawrence 

Iroquoians than proto-HurodPetuns. This might reflect different diets. with the 

proto-HuronIPetuns perhaps ingesting proportionately more cooked maize than the 

proto-St Lawrence Iroquoians. Based on wear paturns, it appears that their diet 

might have been more similar to that of hunters and gathem. Caries were noted 

for two Ontario Archaic populations (Pfeiffer 1985) but in general. the teeth of 

Ontario hunters and gatherers exhibited few caries. The panem of increasing caries 

and tooth loss with decreasing wear from Ontario Middle Woodland to proto- 

historic teeth (Patterson 1986) corresponds to changes in other regions and likely 

reflects the adoption of maize as a major component of the diet by ca. AD. 1300. 

The higher incidence of caries among the proto-HurodPetuns than among the 

proto-St. Lawrence lroquoians supports the idea that the former relied on maize 
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more heavily than did the latter. 

Thirdly. there seems to be evidence for increased mortality rates after AD. 

1200. although morbidity, particularly tuberculosis and arthritis, has a longer 

history. Katzenberg has argued that there was an adjustment to increased sickness 

and mortality associated with more compacted living conditions around AD. 1200. 

By AD. 1600. as exemplified in her comparisons of the skeletons in the Fairty 

and Kleinburg ossuaries, people appear to have "adapted to highdensity living as 

seen by .;neir lower incidence of infection and improved survivorship during 

childhood" (Katzenberg 199229). Trauma occurred in all populations. but as 

Melbye (1985) suggested there may have been greater tolerance of injured. sick 

and deformed individuals in the sedentary populations. Such an increased tolerance 

would have been possible only in a society where more than enough food for its 

productive members was available. Caring for disabled persons would increase 

both individual longevity and the population totals. It would be interesting to 

know whether the incidences of pathology and trauma had proportionately equal 

frequencies in the proto-HuronlPehm and the proto-St. Lawrence Iroquoian 

populations but such data are not available at present. 

Fourthly, chemical analyses present fmdimg which coincide with the 

ethnohistorical and palaeobotanical evidence that much maize was eaten by proto- 

lroquoian groups. who also ingested a wide variety of other food stuffs. There is 

weak evidence in this material for young children and females consuming a higher 

.T proportion of maize in their diets than adult males, who possibly ate a higher 
-L 
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proponion o i  meat However, the use of beans was not reflected in the stable 

nitrogen isotope ratios and this result must be seriously questioned 



CItlPTER 5 

ZOOARCHAEOLOGICAL AND OTHER METHODS USED TO 

COMPARE PROTO-HUROSIPETUX AYD PROTO-ST. LAWRCVCE 

IROQUOIAii SUBSISTENCE 

Introduction 

Zooarchaeology has a long history (Brewer 1992). As I outlined in chapter 

3 and elsewhere (Stewart 1993). it began in Ontario in the mid-nineteenth century 

with brief observations of faunal remains noted by amateur historians searching 

for Jesuit missions and artifacts. About 75 years later. laundry lists were compiled 

by archaeologists and then by zoologists who were willing to assist their 

archaeological colleagues. White's 1950s publications on butchering and 

estimating meat weights (1952, 1953a, 1953b. 1954, 1955). combined with the 

paradigm switch to the processual approach of the New Archaeology promoted by 

Binford (1962). resulted in a resurgence of interest in the animal bones found on 

archaeological sites. This in turn led to interdisciplinary approaches, as questions 

of taphonomy, quantification and interpretation of the masses of faunal refuse 

were addressed. 

Common goals of zooarchaeological analyses are reconstructions of 1) 

palaeoenvironments and 2) human subsistence systems. The former is particularly 

significant in early hominid and Palaeo-Indian studies. whereas the latter 

dominates zooarchaeological research on more recent periods in North America 
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and will be mphasiized here. However. human activities occur within specific 

ecological semngs and the resulting faunal refuse is altered by nanual forces, 

making environmental studies important to all subsistence m h .  The traditional 

methods of faunal anzlysis (i.e. Chaplin 1971; Daly 1969; Grayson 1973; SJ. 

Olsen 1964,1971: Parmalee 1985; Payne l972a; C. Reed 1963; Wing and Brown 

1979). in which it was assumed that skeletal remains excavated from 

archaeological sites accurately and completely represented the animals exploited 

by the site's inhabitants, have been modified. In order to make meaningful 

interpretations, the analyst must separate naturally from culturally derived bone 

and natural from cultural alterations on the culturally derived material 

(Behrensmeyer and Hill 1980; Gifford 1981; D. Thomas 1971). The study of the 

transfomtions of animal bodies after death, as they leave the biosphere to 

become part of the lithosphere, was termed "taphonomy" by J A  Efermov (1940). 

Zooarchaeologists' primruy interest in taphonomy has been as a means to 

eliminate those factors which are background noise in the determination of human 

subsistence patterns. Recognizing taphonomic effects is often dificult. especially 

because problems of "equifinality" exist (Gifford-Gonralet 1991: Haynes 1988a 

1988b: Lyman 1982, 198%; S.L. Olsen 1989; Sutcliffe 1973. 1977). In Iroquoian 

material, for example, grooves made by small rodent incisors can be confused 

with use wear patterns on bones. Fortunately, in southern Ontario, the c l i i t e  and 

neutral soils are not as destructive to skeletal elements as is the case in many 

other site locations. Following Grayson (1984.16) and R Lee Lyman (1994a). I 
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use the terms "element" for a complete bone and "specimen" for a part of an 

element. 

For optimal interpretations, the faunal sample must be carefully excavated 

and documented. SJ. Olsen's early (1961) recommendation that shaft fragments 

be discarded has been countered with studies emphasiig the value of such pieces 

(Sadek-Kooros 1975; Todd and Rapson 1988). Screening through small gauge 

meshes (Clason and Prummel 1977: Payne 1972b: Shaffer 1992; Shaffer and 

Sanchez 1994) and the use of floatation are essential for the collection of small 

bones or fragments of bones from large animals and most bones from small 

animals (Struever 1968: Prevec 1985). In general, floatation greatly increases the 

quantity and the variety of fish specimens and thus can affect interpretations 

significantly (Stewart 1991a). However, floatation can result in tremendous 

quantities of small specimens which are very time-consuming and difficult to 

identify (Ball and Bobrowsky 1987). At McKeown, floatation was discontinued 

in the field because it was felt to be too time-consuming during the field season. 

However, the mamces from all the features in all the houses were saved and I 

have analyzed the float sample from those of the one house selected for 

comparison with one of the Keffer houses. Similarly, the largest midden at Keffer. 

Midden 57. had about a third of its matrix floated. but only small samples from 

a few house fearures, including the one used for comparison with the McKeown 

house were floated. 
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Basic  methods of Identification 

Once the zooarchaeological sample has been carefully collected the analyst 

begins by sorting the faunal material into the zwlogical classes from which the 

pieces originated (Stewart 19952-5). General characteristics of the l i b  elements 

can be used to separate most of these quite readily. Figure 5-1. which is only 

slightly modified from one developed by Dr. Howard Savage at the University of 

Toronto. is a summary of these characteristics. Skulk. which are fragmented 

normally in archaeological contexts. can be difficult to identify to class, as are 

fn-ments of rib shafts, vertebral processes or limb bone diaphyses. In this study, 

"fngments" of mammal elements are defmed as any piece equal to or less than 

30 mm long in any plane, whereas "portions" are longer than 30 mrn in at least 

one plane. Because most fsh. bud. reptile and amphibian elements are smll, the 

dividing measure adopted for specimens from these classes was 10 mm. For the 

shells. fragments were defmed as 20 mm or less in length. C o n w  to some 

recommendations to select only the most easily identified specimens for study 

(S.J. Olsen 1961), I have examined all the fragments and portions in the selected 

units from both sites. The infracranial bones of dogs, wolves and coyotes 

generally cannot be distinguished but, connary to earlier zwarchaeological 

folklore. fish vertebrae are distinctive. often even to species. By carefully noting 

the zoologicaI features of each faunal specimen, most can be accurately classed 

and many can be recognized to lower levels of the phylogenetk scale. 

Identification beyond class requires access to an adequa:e skeletal reference 
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col!~rtion. In my analysis of the material from the Keffer and McKeown sites. 

each specimen was examined at least twice before the data were entered into the 

IBM mainframe system of the University of New Bruwwick Each vertebrate 

faunal specimen was identified to as low a zoological taxon as possible using my 

crwn reference skeletons and the osteological collection of the Department of 

Ornithology at the Royal Ontario Museum. Savage's collection at the University 

of Toronto was also consulted. particularly for identification of the turtle and 

snake specimens and some of the fish bones. The invertebrates were identified for 

McKcown only. using published keys and illustrations. The scientific names for 

invertebrates were taken from these sources (Burch 1962; Clarke 1981; Emerson 

and Jacobson 1976; and Moms 1973). 

When identifying faunal specimens to as low a taxon as possible, it is 

important not to go beyond what can be demonstrated to be so. For diverse faunal 

samples. such as those excavated from Iroquoian sites. usually only about 25 to 

30 percent of the zooarchaeological remains can be assiped to their species. This 

figure is higher for single species exploitation sites, such as buffalo jumps. but it 

must be accepted that for many faunal samples, large numbers of specimens will 

be identified only to class. Some will not be identified even to their class. This 

was true of 2.5 percent of the faunal sample from the Keffer longhouses (very 

little float) and almost 20 percent of the McKeown houses' sample (a large float 

component). 

Some bones which could not be identitied beyond the class level. could be 
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dcscribed as being from a large. small or medium-sized animal of their class. For 

southern Ontan'o. largc mammals are those equal in size to or larger than a timber 

wolf (Canis lupus): small mammals are the same size as or smaller than a muskrat 

(Ondafra zibefhicur) and the medium-sized ones fall in between. Large birds are 

those equal in size to or greater than a herring gull (Lnrur argentatus); small bids 

are equal to or smaller than an American robin (Turdus americanur), a category 

which includn most of the perching, song birds. There was not a wide variation 

in the sizes of the tish specimens although in general the archaeological 

specimens were slightly larger than the modem skeletons in my reference 

collection. Thcre were no really large fish bones but some tiny vertebrae might 

have come from smelts (family Osmeridae). The reptilian remains were primarily 

from the large snapping twtle (Chelydra serpentina) or from one of the medium- 

sizcd species. The few snake vertebrae ranged from large or medium-sized at 

Kcffer to medium to small at McKeown. There was only one large amphibian 

represented. with the majority of the bones being from medium to small frogs or 

toads. The shclls were quite uniform in size. similar to the modem sample I 

collected from the shores of Lake Huron for comparison. 

Additional zoological features have been recorded for each specimen. Since 

most zooarchaeological specimens are portions or fragments of the original 

clement, bones are described in general terms as the proximal 114. proximal 112. 

middle quarter or half. distal 1/4. distal 112 of the whole element. Occasionally 

f specimens are described more specifically by naming element parts (e.g. distal 
4 
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epiphysis). The same general terms were used for teeth and antlers but tooth roots 

and antler tines were also noted. 

The specimen's position on the body was recorded as right, left or axial 

when determined and where possible, the general skeletal age of the specimen 

(immature. young adult, adult. old adult and occasionally, years or months old) 

was noted. Such information is useful for estimating the minimal number of 

individual animals (MNI) represented in the total number of specimens (NISP) 

identified to each species. A bone was defined as "immature" when the epiphyses 

had not begun to fuse to the diaphysis at the time of death. "Young adult" bones 

were those in which fusion of the epiphyses to the diaphysis had begun but was 

not completed at death and thus the line of union was evident still to the naked 

eye. "Adult" specimens were defined as those in which the epiphyses had fused 

to their diaphyses leaving no evidence of the process on the outer surface. A few 

specimens showed extra bonc gowth, ossified cartilage attachment areas or other 

morphological changes to the bone structure indicative of ageing and these were 

labelled "old adult". For the dentition, deciduous teeth were considered immature 

and permanent teeth, adult. The amount of wear on the crowns was recorded and 

for some species, for example the whitetail deer (Odocoilm virgfnianur), this 

feature was useful for more precise ageing. as was the age of eruption of the 

specific teeth. Similarly. root closure of the cheek teeth of beaver give ageing 

information. Fish skeletons do not mature in the same way as those of the other 

classes and so similar age groups could not be used. Instead, using Richard 
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Casteel's (1976) terminology and Alphonso Rojo's (1987) methodology. the 

number of rings of fsh vertebral centri were counted when possible to arrive at 

the age at death. the widths of the terminal rings were compared to earlier rings 

to give the seasons of death. Lighter, broader rings are formed during the growing 

season, whereas during the cold season the cells contain less liquid and so are 

small, producing a denser. darker ring band. The age categories refer to the 

skeletal maturity of the animak rather than to their sexual growth. Many reach 

their full body size before all their bones are completely fused Funhemore, it is 

single elements or parts of elements that are aged and even within one bone the 

degree of fusion can be different at its two en&. When possible, the sex of the 

animal (e.g. a deer frontal b-qe with antlers must be from a buck) was recorded 

Other natural features, such as medullary bone in bird long bones (Rick 1975). 

erosion, animal chewing (canine or rodent) or ingestion and pathology or healed 

fractures, were recorded also. 

Obviously most zooarchaeological remains reflect human procl:,i.~~~ . ~ t  and 

butchering practices but some specimens exhibit other human modific:t~< 8 - 4 -  ! i.ch 

has been written on the various so- of evidence of butche"' ;ut d l - -  rks, 

chopping marks. straight edges across bone of varying dens,: and fiacnue 

features can be observed in archaeological material. The relatively infrequent 

examples of these f e a n m  in the Keffer and McKeown sites' zooarchaeological 

samples were recorded. Effects of heating, such as charring (a black colour). 

calcination (a grey-blue or white colour) or brown staining can be seen commonly 
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on Iroquoian refuse. lhese colour variations are related to the degree of heat 

andfor the length of exposure to it, with greater heat or exposure time resulting in 

changes from brown through black to grey/blue (Shipman. Foster and Schoeninger 

19%: Spennerrnan and Colley 1989). A few McKeown invebra te  shells were 

ashy g e y  and very chalky in consistency and therefore were assumed to have 

been bumt. Evidence of use on some of the skeletal specimens or the more 

obvious artificts made from skeletal elements usually occur in archaeological 

refuse as well. Most such artifactual pieces had been sorted out of the Keffer and 

McKeown samples prior to my analysis. Any which I found have not been 

included in this subsistence study. Artifacts made from skeletal parts might have 

been made from elements exmcted from carcasses at the site being studied. but 

they might have been transported to the site being studied from an earlier village. 

Thus, some artifacts might not reflect food consumed during the occupation of the 

village on which they were discarded or lost. 

After the initial observations were recorded. each specimen was re- 

examined. In general. after an analyst has gone through a faunal sample 

completely. morphological variations specific to the animals comprising that 

sample are known and thus. by re-examining the specimens, some of those which 

were not identified initially will be recognized. The verified identifications and 

observations were entered into a computer for storage and manipulation. which 

was accomplished using SPSS p r o m s  (SPSS. Edition 2. 1986). For this, I 

enlarged considerably the coding manual prepared by Bums for the mammalian 
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remains from the Draper site (Finlayson 1985) and devised codes for the other 

classes. The scientific names for f sh  were taken fiom Scott and Crossman (1973): 

those for mammals were from Peterson (1966) and the bid names follow Godfrq 

(1986). Reptile and amphibian nomenclature was from Cook (1984). 

Before any conclusions are drawn from zooarchaeological data, however, 

the analyst must consider how the sample was formed and then how to quantify 

the observations in a meaningful way. 

Faunal Accumulation Models 

Before the mid 1970s. little attention was given to the formation of faunal 

samples. Raymond Medlock (1975) can be credited with developing the fust 

model for archaeological bone accumulations. Prior to Michael Schiffer (1976). 

Medlock acknowledged that both cultural and natural processes (Schiffer's C and 

N transformations) affected the original deposit of skeletal specimens and that 

post-depositional processes such as decay, disnubance. intrusion and removal 

altered the original deposit to produce the "archaeological deposit". Surprisingly. 

Medlock did not refer to the earlier work of Clark and Kietzke (1967) who 

realized that their palaeontological collections were not proportional to living 

populations of animals, called the "life assemblages". Their palaeontological model 

lacked the many complications added to archaeological samples by h m  

activities. but it is excellent for the natural causes of sample size reductions, even 

though their terms are obscure. 
.? 
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These two models were followed by RH. Meadow's (1980). which treated 

the human alterations to the sample more clearly than had Medlock and by 

Richard Klein and Kathryn Cruz-Uribe's (1984). which is the one used here. In 

their model. the life assemblage is the community of live animals and the death 

assemblage is "the atasses that are available for collection by people, carnivores 

or any other agent of bone accumulation" (ibib:3). As recent debates in physical 

anthropology have made clear (Bocquet-Appel and Masset 1982: Wood et 01. 

1992). the death assemblage is not a miniature version of the living assemblage 

from which it originates, !nd the life asmblage cannot be reconstructed fhm its 

dcath assemblage because the variable fragility of bones by species, relative bone 

sizes and densities. rates of predation and scavenging, age at death and weathering 

arc all factors that distort natural death assemblages (Behrensmeyer 1991; Grayson 

1981 : Klein and Cruz-Uribe 1984; Lyman 1982, 1994b; Meadow 1980; Medlock 

1975). Furthermore. the death assemblage itself cannot be reconsmcted. A11 the 

possible carcasses available for collecting are pan of the death assemblage and 

these arc unknown. 

The death assemblage provides the universe for the deposited assemblage 

which is "the carcasses or portions of carcasses which come to rest at a site" 

(Klein and Cruz-Uribe 19&4:3). Most of these presumably represent human 

activity but some might be deposited on an archaeological site by animals or other 

natural factors. Those resulting from human hunting might reflect the age and sex 

proportions in the living animal populations, but it is much more likely that some 
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A animals were easier to capture than others and/or that hunters consciously selected 

their prey according to age and/or sex. 

For z~wchaeological samples with large numbers of specimens from 

single species, mortality profiles can be configured in an attempt to determine 

selection of specific aged animals. evidence of the particular type of hunting 

practiced (ambush versus chase) or evidence of scavenging (Klein and Cruz-Uribe 

1984; Lyman 1987a; Stiner 1990). Lyman (1987a) concluded that an MNI of 30 

was the minimal requirement to construct mortality profiles for taxa where 

newborns had a life expectancy of about three years. Such MNIs are rare in 

Iroquoian samples and were not obtained for any of the mammal species 

represented at the Keffer or McKeown sites. There are numerous additional 

limitations to the construction and interpretation of mortality curves (e.g. Milner 

cf a]. 1989). Because of these weaknesses and the small samples for even the most 

common animals in the faunal material collected from the Keffer and McKeown 

sites. mortality profiles have not been constructed. Instead the number of 

specimens that can be aged have been included in the text along with the 

discussion of each represented animal and comments are made on these figurn 

concerning indications of selective hunting. Such profiles are reconstructed based 

on the elements which survived on the site until the time of excavation. Those 

elements which survive comprise the fossil [archaeologicalj assemblage. which 

in many instances is only partially excavated to produce the sample assemblage 

7 for analysis. This in turn might not all be analyzed: the analyzed . 
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zooarchaeological material is often only a sample of all that was excavated. (For 

models of transformation processes h e e n  the assemblages, see A n d m  and 

Cook 1985: Behrensrneyer and Kidwell 1985; Gifford 1981; Lyman 1994b) 

Once it has been established that humans were responsible for a sample 

assemblage. the particular elements represented become significant for subsi ice  

interpretations. Elaborating on White's work (1952. 1953, 1954. 1955). Darter 

Perkins and Patricia Daly (1968) coined the term "Schlepp effect" for the practice 

of leaving the heaviest elements at the killbutchering site and tramporting only 

the lighter parts back to the living site. Distance between the two sites was 

considered the important factor in the  porta at ion decisions. Since Binford's 

(1978) work among the Nunamiut emphasis has been placed on the relative 

nutritional values of animal parts as a dominant factor in such decisions (Jones 

m.d Metcalfe 1988; Metcalfe and Jones 1988). Biford considered the relationship 

between nutritional values and human actions and arrived at three transportation 

strategies: bulk gourmet and unbiased. Bulk maximizes the quantity returned to 

the living site and gourmet maximizes quality. In the unbiased snategy. the 

anatomical parts are carried to the living site in direct proportion to their utiliy 

values. Refinements have been made on these ideas (Thomas and Mayer 1983; 

Grayson 1989: Lyman 1984,1985,1992). but the discovery that utility c w e s  can 

reflect natural, differential density destruction rather than cultural selection has 

weakened their significance (Grayson 1989: Lyman 1984. 1985.1992). For these 

reasons, and again because the material from the Keffer and McKeown sites does . 
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not contain large quantities from single species, utility gaphs have not been 

ploncd in this study. For this Iroquoian material. somng mammal and bird bones 

to individual elements or pans of elements resulted in too few entries for 

comparisons to be made. Instead. the number of specimens by body regions have 

bccn tabulated and there are comments on the few instances of apparent over- 

rcprcsentation of some body regions for a few s p i e s  The body divisions used 

arc: skull. fore limb. hind limb, indeterminate limb. thorax rump + rail. and axial. 

Obviously. the limb categories do not apply to fsh remains and tunle specimens 

which are listed instead as: skull, rump and tail, axial. carapace and plastron. 

In addition to the transportation strategies, secondary butchering practices 

can greatly affect the deposited assemblage. Further reduction of a dismembered 

animal (Lyman 198%: Shipman and Rose 1983) can result in particular pans 

being destroyed and in many being broken into smaller pieces and thus made both 

more susceptible to erosion and more dificult to identify. Splitting bones for 

marrow extraction (Bonnichsen 1979: Yesner and Bo~ichsen  1979) or chopping 

bones into small pieces for gease production (Binford 1978: Leechman 1951) 

contributes to their destruction. Fortunately. evidence of these practices is 

infrequent in the Iroquoim material: there is M e  evidence even of cut marks on 

the specimens. 

Excavation techniques at the nvo sites central to this dissertation were 

similar. After removal of the topsoil with heavy equipment. the Keffer middens 

were trowelled and the back din was sieved through 6 mm mesh screens with 
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some samples being floated. particularly in Midden 57. The living area was 

shovel-shinec! and then trowelled with the back din being screened; there was 

floatation of the matrix of a very few House 20 features. Similarly, the McKeown 

living area was trowelled and the back dirt screened through a 6 mrn m s h .  after 

the removal of the disturbed topsoil with heavy equipment The soil from some 

features was floated in the fieldwith the remainder being processed later by the 

Wrights (Wright and Wright 1990). Thus. as Shaffer and Sanchez (1994) have 

demonstrated. some small elements and small animals ace likely under-represented 

at both sites in contexts where the soil was not floated. noatation aids in the 

retrieval of small specimens (Shuever 1968: Prevec 1985). so much so that its use 

can alter the rank order of the vertebrate classes, as it did for the largest Keffer 

midden (Stewart 1991a). At McKeown, floatation greatly increased the number of 

indeterminate specimens and put fish well ahead of mammals as the most 

commonly represented class. It also resulted in the collection of hundreds of tiny 

fragments, or rather flakes. of shell. a11 of which could have come from a single 

element. For McKeown all the excavated material has been identified but for 

Keffer there has been a further selection of part of the excavated assemblage for 

analysis. 

A very important feature of these faunal sample formation models is the 

continual reduction in the quantity of material as a result of which inferences 

made to higher levels incur greater weaknesses (Gifford-Gonzales 1991). Unlike 

early hominid studies. where reconstructions of palaeoenvironments and hunting 
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versus scavenging determinations are paramount. in Iroquoian research establishing 

diets and seasonalities of subsistence activities dominate. Reconshucting the upper 

two levels in these models (life assemblages and death samples) has not been an 

aim of Iroquoian zooarchaeology and will not be in the present study either. 

Quantifying the Remains 

Whether skeletal specimens are being studied for information about natural 

or human conditions, the sample must be quantified. Assuming careful excavation 

of well-preserved samples and accurate identifications, the dilemma facing the 

zooarchaeologist is how to quantify the data. I accept Grayson's (1979) argument 

that the two highest levels of the accumulation model are unobtainable and that 

all quantification methods have limitations, but some son of abundance measures 

remain critical for comparing samples (Klein and Cm-Uribe 1984). The first 

decision is whether to weigh or count the specimens. 

Weighing 

Weighing has the advantage of being much faser than counting and for 

this reason it was tempting to merely weigh the shell fragments from the 

McKeown float sample. But, because there are such discrepancies in wz:ghts by 

animal classes for specimens of identical volume, and even within species due to 

sex, age and individual variations, this method gives false impressions of the 

relative amounts of material by class (Casteel 1978). For example, one mammal 

c bone often weighs more than hundreds of fish bones and even within classes, a 
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beaver element weighs more that a rabbit element of equal volume. Since both the 

Keffer and McKeown excavated zooarchaeological samples included remains from 

seven classes. these discrepancies would apply. Differences in preservation by 

bone density add to these inequalities. These problems and others da ted  to 

weighing are discussed under "meat weights" below. 

Counting 

At present most analysts working on Iroquoian samples count the bones. 

Since each specimen must be examined in the identification process. it is not 

difficult to tabulate their numbers and such recording is recommended because it 

enables comparison with most other faunal studies. For these reasons. the Keffer 

and McKeown site faunal specimens have been counted, including the tiny shell 

"flakes". 

NISPs 

The most commonly used count is the number of identified specimens per 

species (NISP). Grayson (1979, 1984) argued that this simple counting method 

suffered from the fewest weaknesses, but he emphasized that there are problems 

with NISPs, most particularly, interdependency among specimens. On Iroquoian 

sites, large bones are usually broken, whereas those of smaller animals do not 

exhibit as much breakage. Thus. the NISPs of larger animals are increased when 

the pieces of broken bone can be identified. Alternatively. the NISPs are decreased 

when extensive breakage or other treatments obscure their distinguishing features 

(Marshall and Pilgram 1993). It is improbable that these two processes would 
t 
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exactly cancel out each other. Animal sizes affect NISPs in an additional way as 

noted above. complete carcasses of large mamrnals are often butchered at the kill 

sites. whereas smaller animals are nawportcd whole to the living sites. resulting 

in a deflation of NISPs for larger animals in the village samples. From 

cthnohistorical sources, it is known that this was true for deer slain by the Hurons 

in the early seventeenth century and that their large f sh  catches wen prepared at 

fishing camps. Also larger elements might be broken for marrow extmction or to 

fit them into cooking pots, whereas bones of smaller animals might not receive 

much, if any. such secondary butchering. An even more critical problem with 

NlSPs is that some species have very easily recognized elements wen as only 

small fragments. while other species have bones which are difficult to identify 

(Gnyson 1984:21). For instance. in Iroquoian samples. the bowfm specimens are 

easily recognized. whereas duck bones are difficult to assign to species. I doubt 

that there is any way to quantify such discrepancies mathematically. In addition, 

comparisons between species suffer from the inequality in the number of bones 

in complete skeletons by species and these numbers decrease within individuals 

of all classes, except fish, with age. Since birds mature rapidly, usually within two 

to three months in Ontario. this class is represented by adult specimens almost 

exclusively. whereas the more slowly manuing mammals often contribute many 

immature and young adult bones to the samples. This inflates the mammalian 

! 
totals relative to those for buds. Differences in skeletons among the classes also 

introduce biases. Considering adult skeletons, to which age category most of the 
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Keffcr and McKeown specimens belong, an average mammal has about 203 

elements; a bird has slightly fewer. fish show great diversity. but an "average" 

osteichthyes has many more elements than a mammal (chapter 6); rurtles have 

fewer elements, even when the segments of the carapace and plastron are counted 

individually, as do frogs and toads. Ratios could be determined for the average 

number of bones in a complete skeleton for each class and then the MSPs could 

be weighted accordingly. but other factors particulady differential prr~ervatioh 

affect the number of bones by classes as well. For example, mammal bones 

generally withstand erosion and heat best because they have dense. strong cortices 

whereas fish bones, lacking such cortices, are fragile and deteriorate more readily. 

Bird bones. particularly limb elements have been shown to resist decay bener than 

similarly-sized mammal bones (Nicholson 1996526. 529). Relative sizes of the 

bones also influence their chances of presenation; larger and denser ones 

generally last longer and thus. in general. mammalian remains are favoured 

(Lyman 1984). Even within a single animal, differential preservation of elements 

occurs because of structural differences and or differential treatment of body parts 

(e.g. Lubinski 1996). Despite these factors, the NiSP provides a basic record of 

what was analyzed and of the current methods of measuring abundance. 

incorporates the fewest biases. 

MNIs 

Another index. used almost as commonly as NISP, is the minimum number 

of individuals (MNI). Since White (1953a) inmduced this concept, several 
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methods of deriving MNIs have been devised. Usually in Iroquoian faunal studies. 

identical bone elements and parts of elements. sorted to side and age, are totalled 

to arrive at the fewest number of individual animals d t c i e n t  to account for the 

specimens in the zooarchaeological sample. The repeated suggestion of pairing 

elements to anive at MNIs (Bokonyi 1970; Casteel 1977; Chaplm 1971; KranQ 

1968: Turner and Fieller 1985) is impractical, as it ignores the Fact that paired 

elements are not identical. wen in the same individual (Wild and Nichol 1983). 

Since pairing bones is the basis for the Petersen Index (Fieller and Turner 1982). 

this index cannot be satisfactorily implemented Also. it is flawed because it 

assumes that bones from both sides must be from the same population (Klein and 

Cruz-Uribe 1953) when this might not be so (Turner 1983). Funhermore. many 

skeletal elements are not paired. Finally. pairing requires the occurrence of 

relatively complete specimens. whereas most Iroquoian samples, including those 

from both the Keffer and McKeown sites, are dominated by fragments. 

As Klein and Crw-Uribe (198427) have argued, when fragments of bones 

are ipored. the MNI is depressed and when they are counted as whole bones. the 

MNI is inflated. Klein and Cruz-Uribe recommend that the fragments be recorded 

as portions of whole bones and added to the complete elements. giving a mixed 

hction total for each el em en^ Fragments should be included. especially since 

they make up such a large proponion of Iroquoian zooarchaeological samples, but 

discrete features, such as foramen or muscle scars, can be used to assign the 

h p e n t s  to taxon, side and age categories and then these numbers can be added 
:T 
A 
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to those of the complete elements to determine the MNIs. Those shaft pieces 

lacking such defining characteristics cannot be identified to their and so 

would not contribute to the MNI in any method. At Iroquoian sites, if whole 

elements only. even including epiphyseal ends and complete diiphyser were 

studied, the mammalian and avian samples would be greatly reduced. The reptilian 

and amphibian samples would be only slightly a f f i  but such element counts 

could not be applied to the f sh  and invertebrates which lack limb bones and 

epiphyseal bones. Thus, their figures would be incomparable with those for the 

other classes. 

Aggregation of specimens as a source of error in establishing MNIs was 

over-emphasiied by Grayson (1984). While values certainly do change depending 

on how the sample is divided or aggregated, this "problem" can be overcome by 

giving the MNIs for the sample as a whole a. well as for discrete units For 

example. for Iroquoian villages. one might want to determine the MNIs for each 

longhouse. or in villages that expanded or contracted (as did both Keffer and 

McKeown), the MNIs for each of the occupation phases. subdividing a faunal 

sample on the basis of sound archaeological interpretation can produce more 

representative MNls. Obviously, for a snatified site with cultural deposits 

separated by sterile layers. the MNI for the whole site is not very meaningful. For 

Keffer and McKeown, MNIs will be given for both the individual houses 

compared and for the aggregated houses From each site. Grayson (1978. 19%) 

demonmated that the MNIs are dependent on the NISPs in a mathematically 
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predictable way. Since "in most cases ..., as the sample size for a given tax 

increases. the chances of drawing the most abundant elements decrease, the 

relationship between MNI and NISP is curvilinear ..." (Grayson 198462). Thus, he 

concluded that MNIs do not offer new information and recommends NISPs "as the 

best unit we have available for measuring the relative abundances of vertebrate 

taxa in archaeological and palaeontological sites (ibik92). Stressing aggregation 

problems, Grayson recommended that only NISPs should be used as the measure 

of abundance. 

An additional weakness of MNls for Iroquoian samples is that its use often 

results in only a single animal being determined for a majority of the species 

represented. Since even a "laundiy list" indicates that at least one member or parts 

of one member of each represented species was on the si te  MNIs of one do not 

add information. Furthermore, if all the species produce MNIs of one. this index 

has little comparative value. Fortunately, this extrene was not m e  of the Keffer 

or McKeown site faunal samples. although MNIs of one did predominate. 

A major amaction of MNIs is that they refer to individual animals rather 

than to the disarticulated specimens in an excavated sample. Just as whole pots 

rather than she& are preferred by ceramic specialists, so too whole animals seem 

to be a more satisfying unit. particularly for subsistence interpretations. A related 

positive aspect of MNIs is that the inequality in the numbers of elements in whole 

skeletons is circumvented One eatfish can be compared to one whitefish, despite 

the fact that each whitefish has more elements in its skeleton than each catfish. 
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NISP figures could leave s false impression of a greater abundance of species 

which have greater numbers of bones in their skeletons. As well, MNI are less 

affected than NISPs by different amounts of fragmentation by species or between 

archaeological samples because MMs are based on unique features in the 

specimens and these are not increased by breakage. F i l l y .  by giving both NISP 

and MNI frequencies. the rankings of species by these methods can be compared 

and may reveal distinctive butchering or transport practices for some species. The 

rclationship between NISPs and MNIs for animals deposited on the site as whole 

carcasses will be different from that for animals from which only selected body 

parts have been transported to the living site. Thus, NISPs and MNIs each have 

both limitations and useful amibutes and therefore both have been determined for 

the Keffer and McKeown faunal remains. 

I W E S  and MAUS 

After Binford (1978) observed that arctic Nunamiut hunters selected parts 

of caribou rather than whole cartasses for aansport and consumption, he devised 

the minimal number of elements (MNE) and the minimal animal units (MAW 

indices (Binford 1984b:SO-51). MNE is the total number of examples of a 

particular anatoniical element. irmpective of their positions withim the skeleton 

I The M U  is the MNE divided by the number of times that element occurs in a 

I complete skeleton. These indices. l i e  MNI, solve the problem of interdependence 

1 which occurs with NISP. As Grayson noted (198489). there on be problems in 

deciding how many segmental units are represented by unpaired elements such 3s 
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vertebrae or phalanges MNEs and MAUs are interesring refmements to the MNI 

index (Marshall and Pilgrarn 1993). but they are most useful for sites dominated 

by l m e  animaIs which are difficult to aanspor: whole. They are not as valuable 

for Iroquoian samples which typically have large numbers of remaim from 

medium-sized mammals in their samples. However, the M U  is useful when 

specimens have not been identified to side and it was used to arrive at MNIs for 

amphibians at the Keffer and McKeown sites. 

In this study of Iroquoian faunal samples. MSPs and MNIs are given for 

each species represented and MNEs and MAUs are used occasionally. When 

considering the figures derived for these indices. it should be remembered that 

NISP represents the maximum number of individuals possible to account for the 

faunal remains of a species. while the MM is the minimum number of individuals 

required to account for the remains deposited on the site. The m e  number of 

original individuals producing the zooarchaeological sample lies somewhere in 

between the NlSP and MNI figures. 

Meat Weights 

While MNIs eliminate the interdependency problems associated with MSP. 

it is obvious that one deer is not equivalent to one squirrel in the d i a  Attempts 

have been made to determine the relative dietary importance of the various sized 

animals by calculating the amount of meat each provides. One method, skeletal 

mass allometry. uses the weight of skeletal elements to estimate the meat weight 

of the animals. This has been attempted for invertebrates (Reia Quitmeyer, Hale. 
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Scudder. and Wing 1987). fd (Casteel 1974, 1978; Barrett 1993). and mammals 

(Purdue 1987). Recently, this method has been applied to an Iroquoian village 

zooarchaeological sample (hTeeds-Howarth 1995) and it was concluded that this 

method. combined with caloric estimates, provides a more r d i c  quantification 

method tl~m those based on NlSP or MNL But t h m  are many problems specific 

to the allometry method in addition to thow it holds in common with NISP or 

MN1-based m a t  weight figures. (These latter methods are described below.) 

Particularly troublesome to allometric estimates are studies showing that bone 

weights are affected by taphonomic factors and that postdepositional weight 

changes vary by class and by skeletal element (Lyman 1984, 1994b). as well as 

by different burial environments in which they are found Secondly. allomemc 

formulae "treat bone weight as if it came from a single individual" (H. Jackson 

1989:604). which is not true of most archaeological samples and which results in 

a larger distortion with larger samples. Different sized individuals of the same 

species present a problem for this method as well. In addition, as Biiord 

demonstrated years ago (Binford 1978.1984a). different elements support different 

amounts of nutritional substances, a significant factor which is ignored in 

allometric meat weight estimates. As H. Jackson discussed. "allomeuic equations 

for different taxa respond differentially to sample size, so that relative biomass or 

meat weight estimates produced by the mass allometry method are in part a 

product of the size of the archaeological sample" (H. Jackson 1989:607). With 

archaeological bones. there is also the complicating factor of differential treatment 
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of the skeletons and pans of skeletons by humans in procumnent. preparation, 

consumption and disposal. Considering these methodological weaknesses, 

allomcny has not been used to establish meat weights in this dissRtation. 

Meat weights based on the number of animals rcprrsented in a sample 

suffer from fewer problems than skeletal mass allometry and are simpler to derive. 

Perhaps for both these reasons. such estimates are used more often than those 

based on allometry formulae. For each species represented. usually its MNI. but 

occasionally its NISP (Driver 1995). is multiplied by the average weight of edible 

flesh on one individual. In this study MNI weights have been calculated for all 

species and NISP weights for the mammals and fsh (chapter 8). In practice. there 

are problems with this procedure beyond those associated with MNIs and NlSPs 

in general. Average weights for many species vary across their ranges. by age. by 

sex and by seasons. Funhennore. the edible flesh weights for most wild species 

have not been established. Instead, proportions of the average total body weights 

(sometimes but not always live weights) are used to calculate the edible flesh 

weights. There are weaknesses with this because different people eat and avoid 

different animal parts and because the proportions often are based on those 

derived from European butchering practices of animals raised and fattened for 

consumption (White 1953a). As a result, same of the early propomons given for 

wild North American mammals are likely too high (Stewart and Stahl 1977). 

However, as long as the same proportions and the same average total weights are 

used for both the Keffer and McKeown zooarchaeological samples, any errors in 
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For the comparison of the Kefferand McKeown samples, in most instances 

I have been able to use average live weights from animals found in eastern 

Canada and sometimes more specifically in southern Ontario or the Great Lakes 

region. Most weights for mammals are taken from Peterson (1966) or Cleland 

(1971) rather than using White's (1953a). which were from more central or 

western animals Bird weights were more difficult to fmd; I have relied most 

heavily on those reported by Cleland (1971). but other sourca are occasionally 

used and are noted in the d i i i o n  of the Keffer (chapter 6) and McKeown 

(chapter 7) zooarchaeological samples In general. Maekay's (1963) and Scon and 

Crossman's (1973) descriptions have been 1sed for average f& weights. 

The same proportions of edible flesh have been used for the Keffer and 

McKeown material. except in special, noted circumstances I am using White's 

(1953a) 50 and 70 percent of the live weight for mammals and Cleland's (1971) 

80 percent for birds, with a few exceptions. For fish I am using 80 percent of the 

total weight which is the proportion Cleland (1971) used, but less than that 

proposed by Wing and Brown (1979) and used by Friesen and Arnold (1995). 

These figures apply to adult animals Wherever it has been possible to increase the 

MNIs by adding younger specimens, the meat weight proportions for immature 

individuals have been arbitmily x t  at 75 percent of the adult weighf unless I 

could be more specific in ageing and thus arrive at more appropriate weights. 

Remembering that skeletal maturity lags behind the attainment of full body size. 
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the young adult individuals in the zooarchaeological samples have been considered 

equal to the adult individuals for the meat weight calculations Figures have been 

tabulated for each species and then totalled for amounts conmbuted by classes and 

by the zooarchaeological sample as a whole. These meat weight totals ax. then 

compared to the number of human families on the site and the floor area inhabited 

by thcm. 

Mammalian Meat Contributions 

Of the mammals deer, beaver and bears were significant contniutoa to 

the diet at both the Keffer and McKeown sites. The usable m a t  per individual 

adult deer has been estimated at 100 pounds or 45.5 kg (White 1953a:397) and 

deer have a high meat poundage proportion even in their leanest seasons. Deer 

attain much of their adult size by their second summer. with smaller increments 

in their third and fourth summers. Their highest weights are reached in their fifth 

year. with a levelling off or a slight decrease in later years (Severinghaus and 

Cheanun 1956). Males weigh morr than females and the 455 kg average weight 

is on the conservative side. Adult beaver would have contributed about 175  kg 

of meat. whereas bears would have been much greater conmbutors. Black bears 

in eastern Canada average 1362 kg (Peterson 1966221). Using White's (1953a) 

estimate of 70% being edible. which might be slightly inflated (Stewart and Stahl 

1977:268), each adult yields about 953 kg of meat Even cubs. such as the 

McKeown one, would provide considerable flesh as well as useful coats. 

Several medium-sized mammals were hunted by the people at the Keffer 
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and McKeown sites. The adult muskrats. weighing between 810 and 1580 grams 

(Peterson 1966:169), could have provided about one kilogram of usable meat each 

(Cleland 1971:20). Porcupines would be good catches. According to Banfield 

(1974233). adults weigh from 3 3  to 9.5 kg, averaging 6.4 kg, but Peterson's 

(1966: 188) weights for porcupines in eastern Canada are higher, ranging fiom 4.6 

to 13.8 kg. Cleland lists the usable meat for porcupines at 3 2  kg, but White 

(1953a:398) gives 4.5 kg as the average adult conmbution. Since eastern 

porcupines are large. White's meat poundage figwe was used. Woodchucks are 

common on many Ontario sites. At the Nodwell site, for example. they were the 

most frequently identified mammal (Stewart 1974). According to Banfield 

(197k107). woodchucks average 2.5 kg as adults but they can increase to 3.5 kg 

in the fall. Peterson (1966:116) gives a range of 1.8 to 5.4 kg, which averages to 

3.6 kg for adults. Using this figure, each adult woodchuck would provide about 

2.5 kg of edible flesh (White 1953a:398) and the ~ I I ~ ~ M  individuals about 1.0 

icg. Adult hares might contribute about 1.0 kg of meat (Cleland 1971:20). which 

is slightly higher than the figure quoted by White (1953a:398), but in eastern 

Canada hares can weigh 2 3  kg (Peterson 1966:87). Raccoons would have 

provided considerably more. Adult raccoon weights average 8.6 kg for males and 

7.5 kg for females (Banfield 1974:314) and they range up to 13.6 kg in eastern 

Canadz (Peterson 1966226). According to White (1953a:397), each adult yields 

7.9 kg of meat The much smaller marten weighs between 425 and 1500 grams 

(Banfield 1974316; Peterson 1966252). with the higher weights occurring in 
:1T 
A 
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eastern Canada According to Cleland (197190). an adult marten contriiutes 

almost one kilogram of meat (White gives no estimate for martea) Each red 

squirrel. weighing between 140 to 250 grams (Peterson 1966:114), would 

contribute only about 1365 grams L i e  the red squirrel eastern chipmunks 

contribute very d l  amounts of meat because they weigh only 75 to 115 gr 

(ibib:121). Thus. they added only about .07 kg each. 

Most of the remaining poorly qresented species, such as the vole. mice. 

grey squirrel and mink would contriiute similar small amounts Exceptions arc 

the fsher, which on average weighs about 3.1 kg (ibid.256) and could contribute 

about 7 2  kgs of meat, the red fox which weighs between 2.7 and 7.3 kg 

(ibid.21 I) for a meat contribution of 1.8 kg, the river otter which weighs about 

9.1 kg (ibik273) for a meat yield of 5.7 kg and the wolf which weighs between 

272 and 45.4 kg in eastern Canada (ibik200) and so might have about 13.6 kg 

of edible flesh. According to White (1953a:398). on average a lynx provides about 

6.8 kg of meat. Of the smaller species. the mink would have added 0.5 kg 

(Cleland 1971:20). The grey squirrel weighs 340 to 680 gr (Peterson 1966:108), 

averaging 510 gr, and so would contribute about 375 gr. The tiny voles and mice 

average 44 gr (ibik161) and 19 gr (ibid.:140-43) and so provide little meat 

With such small mammals the question of whether they represent part of 

the diet or are merely intrusive in a site should be considered. When skeletal 

elements for most of an individual are found together, or when the bones are 

located in a feature which is an animal burrow. they should be disregarded in 
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dietary calculations. However. the small rodent specimens found at the Keffer and 

McKeown sites were deposited l i e  the other faunal refuse. Furthermore. the 

ethnohistorical sources include statements that such d l  animals were consumed 

by the Iroquoians. For these reasons, the mice, shrew and mole remains found in 

these sites have been considered food refuse. This raises another issue concerning 

these creatures. Considering the few calories gained by consuming them, they are 

not worth hunting for food (Feit 1973). But according to ethnohistorical 

information. the Huron houses were infested with vermin. Thus mice could be 

killed inside the houjcs and their carcasses thrown into the cooking pots with l ide 

energy being expended. 

Fish Meat Contributions 

On some sites the distribution of fish head to body bones provides 

information about fish handling procedures. However, in any sample. skull bones 

might predominate simply because in a complete fish skeleton. there are many 

more skull than infracranial elements and because the former are easier to identify 

than the laner. That the natural disparity is great for catfish explains the high 

proponion of zooarchaeological skull bones for Ictalum. Despite this. for most 

of the species with more than 50 specimens assigned to a body part. the 

proponions are fairly even between the heads and the infracranial areas. At 

McKeown, even the American eel. which might have been expected to show 

evidence of having been prqared elsewhere. has specimens which are almost 

equally from the skull and the infracranial region. Therefore. for calculating the 
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fish meat weighs, it will be assumed that in most instances. whole f d  were 

carried to the site. As was done for the mammals, a proportion of the total f d  

weight (80%) will be used for determinimg the meat contributions of the f d  

species. 

The most common f d  species found on most Ontario s i t a  are medium 

sized. However. at Keffer the relatively large whitefd was the most Frequently 

identified species. Whitefish average about 2.0 kg, but they might have been much 

larger wen as little as 50 years ago (MacKay 1963:121. 129). Using MacKay's 

totd weights (ibid.) and assuming 80% as the edible portion, Cleland's (1971) 

figure of 4.72 kg of usable meat per whitefish is an acceptable approximation 

Although suckers were not identified beyond family. they were contributors 

at both sites. being particularly frequent at McKeown. Weights of the white and 

slightly smaller longnose suckers (Scott and Crossman 1973538.53 1) range from 

0.45 to 0.9 kg (MacKay 1963:164). averaging 0.7 kg. and so they provide about 

0.5 kg of meat each. This figure is slightly under the 0.8 kg used by D'Andrea et 

al. (1984234) and less than Cleland's (1971) estimate. Considering that redhorse 

sucken are slightly larger, with most of them being 356 to 457 mrn long (Scott 

and Crossman 1973:563-86), the 0.8 figure will be used for the meat contribution 

per individual sucker. 

In the perch family, there might have been some selection of the slightly 

larger sauger/walleyes over the yellow perch. Yellow perch weigh on average 

about 0.2 kg (ibid.:758-9). although much larger fish have been caught and "in the 
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Great Lakes, the weight may exceed a pound" (MacKay 1963228). In general, 

they provide about 0.16 kg of meat [0.1 kg according to D'Andrca et al. 

(19W.234) and Cleland (197120)l. Saugers, weighing under 0.9 kg (Scon and 

Crossman 1973764). provide abcut 0.7 kg of edible flesh per f& Walleyes are 

larger. They usually weigh less than 7 kg, although much larger fish have been 

reporied (ibid.:767, 772). These can range up to 25 pounds (I 1.5 kg) in Ontario 

(MacKay 19633235). The average from weights tabled for Lake Ontario walleyes 

by Scott and Crossman (1973:771) was 2.75 kg. allowing a meat contribution of 

2.2 kg, which is just slightly under that csed by Cleland (197120). When these 

wallcye and sauger meat estimates are used. the average Stizostedion meat 

contribution is 1.5 kg per fish. 

Both the bass and the pumpkinseed are moderately sued, with most 

individuals weighing under 2.2 kg (Scott and Crossman 1973:728,734,713) and 

so contributing about 1.76 kg of meat The largemouth bass might contribute 1.1 

kg based on an average size of 1.4 kg (ibid.:737). 

The northern pike is a larger fish (ibid:356), reaching weights of more 

than 20 kg in Ontario (MacKay 1963:196). However. most of the archaeological 

pike bones were oniy slightly larger than those of my 1.93 kg reference skeleton, 

so an average weight of 2 kg will be assumed for these fish. Thus, each would 

contribute about 1.6 kg of meat. This is much less than Friesen and Amold's 

(199926) estimate for this species. but is close to the 1.1 kg used by Cleland 

I 
(1971) and D'Andrea et al. (1984234). 

A 
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Other large bones were those of the channel c a t f i i  which was poorly 

represented at both sites. In Ontario waters. these catfii can weigh as much as 

13 kg and "in the Great Lakes those weighing 10 pounds [454 kg] are of common 

occurrence" (MacKay 1963:182). Such a f& would provide 3.63 kg of meat but 

Cleland (1971:20) used 1 5  kg and B. Smith (1975:63) even less Since few 

McKeown specimens were large, an estimated average of 2 kg of edible flesh 

from channel catfish will be used for that site, but a larger figure is employed for 

Kcffer because &e chanuel catfish bones from there were larger. However, most 

of the zooarchaeological catfish specimens at both sites were from bullheads that 

weigh between 023  and 0.45 kg in Ontario (Scott and Crossman 1973597: 

Mackay 1963:188), and so contribute about 027  kg of meat on average. These 

figures are for yellow bullheads, which are slightly smaller than brown bullheads 

(Scott and Crossman 1973:602). Considering this and the fact that the former 

species was not as common in the faunal samples as the brown bullhead an 

average meat weight figure of 0.4 kg seems reasonable. This figure is the same 

as that used by D'Andrea et of. (1984), less than that used by B. Smith (1975:63) 

and more than Cleland's (1971:20). 

For American eels. the large females can be 762 to 1016 mm long and 

weigh 1.32 to 1.59 kg while "the males seldom exceed 610 mm in length" (Scott 

and Crossman 1973:627). Weights can reach 7.5 kg but the average size is 

"significantly smaller" (Junker-Andersen 1988: 101). Using 1.5 kg as an average 

weight (ibid.:112), the usual meat contribution of this fish would be 1.2 kg. 
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The most infrequently represented an:haeological species were some of the 

largest Gar. lake trout. freshwater dmn and bowfin arc all relatively large M 

According to B. Smith (197555). a longnose gar yields 1.1 kg of meat Members 

of the salmon family. particularly the trout, average about 2.0 kg. L i e  w h i t e f a  

drums were reportedly much larger in the past. but the bones identified from the 

Kcffer and McKeown sites were not large. Therefore taking an average weight of 

1 .J kg (Scon and Crossman :Q73:815), the meat provided by each dnun would be 

about 1.12 kg. a figure similar to that used by B. Smith (197555). For the bowfin. 

avenge weights of 0.9 to 1.4 kg are reached in Lake Erie (MacKay 196248). 

although heavier amounts are attained. Using an average of 1 3  kg. this f s h  would 

provide 1.1 kg of meat. 

Small, poorly represented f sh  include some type of chub, the rock bass, 

a temperate bass (Morone sp.) and a crappie. The chub and the rock bass average 

about 0.23 kg (Scon and Crossman 1973510, 706). The morone bass and the 

crappies are about 0.51 kg in weight, with the laner being dr&tly larger than the 

former (Scon and Crossman 1973:687, 691, 742-3). Thus. these species would 

provide little edible meat 0.18 kg for the chub and rock bass and 0.41 for the 

morone bass and crappies. 

Adding the estimated meat weights for all the species. the total edible f s h  

flesh for both sites can be determined. When the MNIs based on vertebrae rings 

are added for the McKeown sample, the totals are given in brackets. However, this 

larger figure will not be used in comparison with the Keffer site because vertebrae 
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r ing  were not examined for all the f& from that site. Thus, the more 

conservative. lower figure wiil be used for the McKeown discussion 

Bird Meat Contributions 

The basically mammalian and fish diet was supplemented with meat from 

other poorly represented animals, including b i i  Of the bid$ wild turkey at 

Kcffer and Canada goose at McKeown were the biggest conm%utors of meat. 

Estimates of the extirpated turkey's size vary from 5 5  o\hite 1953a398) to 6 5  

kg in the fall and winter (Williams 1981:14). Esrjmates of the proponion of these 

weights which are edible flesh are 70 (White 1953a) and 80 percent (Cleland 

197 1 :20). Using an average of 75 percent and an average total weight of 6.0 kg. 

each turkey would provide 4.5 kg of meat Each Canada goose. according to 

White (1953a:398), yields 2.54 kg of usable flesh, which is 70 percent of the total 

weight. However, Bellrose gives slightly higher weights for the interior group, 

which is the one found in the locality of the McKeown site (Bellrose 1976:141). 

and Cleland (1971:ZO) uses 2.9 kg for Canada geese in the upper Great Lakes 

region. claiming all birds are about 80 percent edible meat This higher figure will 

be accepted for the geese found at both sites. White does not give any estimate 

for the common loon, but Cleland's (197120) figure of 1.8 kg for an adult is 

reasonable, although thcre are large size differences within this species (McIntyre 

1988:132). The common merganser would have provided about 1.2 kg (Bellrose 

1976:454). the goldeneye duck and greater scaup about 0.8 kg (ibid.:427) each and 

the oldsquaw 0.7 kg (ibid.:385). Passenger pigeons and ruffed grouse would have 
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provided 0.4 (Cleland 197121) and 0 5  kg (Bump et al. 194791) of meat. 

respectively. Finally, the bald eagle and screech OWL which were found only a! 

Keffer. would have added 3.6 kg for the bald eagle (Cleland 197121) and only 

0.1 kg for the owl (B. Smith 1975190). 

Reptilian and Amphibian Meat Contributions 

The few turtle shell pieces. the snake venebrae and the amphibian bones 

likely represent food refuse even though they lacked &dace of butchering or 

burning. Tooker reported the eating of turtles. h g s  and toad. in the 1600s 

(1961:66) and Waugh reported that frogs, snakes, nutles and tunle eggs were 

eaten by the Six Nations Iroquois in historic times (1973135-136). The painted 

turtle. the only turtle found in the houses. at both sites would have provided only 

about 0.1 kg of meat and each Frog even less (B. Smith 1975:183). The occumnce 

of numerous invertebrate shells. some of which had been heated at McKeowa 

suggests that clams also contributed to diet as they did in the historic period 

(Waugh 1973140). These poorly represented species might have had _greater 

significance than their numbers indicate due to their seasonal availability (birds 

mi-gating in spring. for example) or their easy capIure (the invertebrates) when 

stored food became depleted. 

Utility Indices 

Binford's utility indices for explaining fie occurrence of nutritionally rich 

elements on sites. such as his meat (MUI), marrow (MI), white grease (WGI) and 
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general utility indices (GUI, MGUI) arc kst suited to sites of large mammal 

hunters whose subsistence was derived from a limited number of species. Even 

when simplified (Metcalfe and Jones 1988. Jones and Metcaife 1988) and refmed 

(Marshall and Pilgram 1991). these indices require large numbers of animals or 

animal parts from single species to be used effectively. Howeva. the ideas behind 

meat utility indices are significant to Iroquoian faunal studies. For a a m p l e  at 

Keffer parts of some animals. such as deer and whitcf& appear to be ova- 

represented and the nutritional value of these pans is considered (chapter 6). 

Richness and Diversity 

MNIs have recently been used in investigations to measure the richness 

and thc diversity (Cm-Uribe 1988; Grayson 1984. Meltzer et al. 1992) of the 

faunal remains on a site. "In studies of taxonomic richness. analysis is focused on 

the number of tava often species. that have contributed to tbx faunal assemblage. 

and on comparing assemblages on the basis of the number of taxa they contain" 

(Grayson 1984132). Obviously sample size will affect both the richness and the 

diversity. which refers to the number of taxa represented combined with the 

number of specimens in each taxon. Cm-Uribe (1988) concluded that species 

with MNIs of at least 25 are needed for valid diversity and richness calculations. 

but Meltzer er al. (1992) have shown that even these numbers arc not stitlicient 

to negate sample size distortions. Few, if any, Iroquoian faunal samples have such 

high MNIs and certainly such totals were not found at either Keffer or McKeown. 
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Thus the mathematical tests for diversity and richness arc not applicable to them. 

However, richness and diversity are still intatsting concepts for comparisons 

between sites and might be suggestive even when they are not mathematically 

precise. 

Methods for Estimating the Consumem 

While NISP. MNI, MNE. MAU. richness, diversity and meat poundage 

f ieres of sites are of interest in themselves. estimating the size of the human 

populations which depended on the identified resources makes these figures more 

significant lo subsistence studies. There are different and controversial ways of 

arriving at population estimates for prehistoric villages. For this analysis, I am not 

attempting to establish an absolute number of individuak. rather I am considering 

the number of hearths as a measure of the number of nuclear families inhabiting 

n longhouse. Hearth counts have been used in this way by many Iroquoianists 

(Finlayson 1985: Johnson and Jackson 1980: Ritchie and Funk 1973: Varley and 

Cannon 1995; Warrick 1990; J. Wright 1974) and they are the best single source 

of information for estimating populations of Iroquoian sites (Trigger 198132: 

Warrick 1990:90). An average nuclear family size. such as Finlayson's estimate 

of six individuals (1985:109) or J. Wright's (197471) and Dodd's (1984.272-4) 

of five was not used in this analysis. but it was assumed that whatever the actual 

number was, it was constant for families at the McKeown and Keffer sites. It has 

also been assumed that each cennal hearth was shared by two families, based on 
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numerous historical observations (Thwaites 189&1901:15:153; Wrong 193994). 

In addition to establishing the ratio of hearths to f a u d  remains, thcse can 

be compared to the maximum floor area of a house. derived by multiplying the 

total maximum length by the mid-length widths as defmed by Dodd (1984239). 

Living area has been used less frequently than hearth counts (Pearce 1984) 

because of the many problems involved in establishing a normative relationship 

betwcen it and population (Warrick 1990:91-3). However, it might be useful where 

overlapping of houses d e s  designation of hearths to specific buildings 

impossible. Fortunately, none of three McKeown houses used in the current 

research had post hole panems suggesting that their original lengths were either 

extended or contracted. However, all three had one end with f w e r  features than 

the rest of their floors, suggesting a porch or storage cubicle region. However. the 

overlapping of the various house stains confused such evidence, especially for 

House 13. which appears to have had a small porch area at its nonheastem end 

and might have had one at the other end too. H o w  10 shows a porch at its north 

end only and House 2 at its southwestem end only. Acknowledging these 

similarities and the ambiguity for House 13, the maximum house lengths 

includins *e porches. will be used to establish the maximum living floor area for 

all three buildings. Maximum house lengths and mid-house widths were also used 

for the Keffer longhouses. Although there are differences in the faunal remains by 

houses at both the Keffer and McKeown sites (Stewart 1992). which is typical of 

many Iroquoian villages (e.g. Stewan 1974). all the refuse and heartb numbers 
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from four (Keffer) or three (McKeown) average h o w s  from each site have been 

aggegated to cbtain larger samples As well. material from one house from each 

site has been analyzed separately. Thus. the remains from four Keffer houses 

(Houses 12, 13. 19 and 20) are considered as a combined unit and those from 

House 20 are considered alone. Similarly, remains from three McKeown houses 

(Houses 2. 10. 13) are aggregated and those from House 2 are discussed as a 

separate unit. 

In addition to the number of nuclear families, the length of time that the 

houses were occupied might influence their zooarchaeological samples While the 

density of features in a house floor might reflect duration of use. such densities 

do not reflect time alone (Warrick 1990269). Another method of deriving 

longevity has been devised by Warrick (1988, 19903265-293). using the density 

of post hole stains in the walls of longhouses. In this method. the number of post 

stains per meter in the side wall of a longhouse is compared to the number in the 

wall when it was initially constructed. This ratio can be compared to known rates 

of decay of the various woods and the duration of the house can be determined. 

Wanick provides a gaph for doing this (1988, 1990). This method was applied 

fairly easily to the McKeown site, where the original post densities could be 

determined from sections of walls which exhibited no repairs (chapter 8). but at 

Keffer the post panems were more confusimg. As a result, for this site. Wanick's 

a v e q e  figure of 3.5 posts per meter in the original construction of prehistoric 

Huron longhouses was used as the base density for the Keffer occupation 
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estimates. 

Longer duration might result in greater numbers of faunal specimens 

accumulating in the longhouses. But such an assumption ignores the f a a  that 

refuse was removed and dumped in middens. However, during the winter. refuse 

might have been deposited in empty storage pin within the houses and it is during 

winter that the houses were used most Assuming some skeletal pieces were 

missed during cleaning. the accidental inclusion of these in house floors and 

features would probably increase over time. In the comparison of the Keffer and 

McKcown zooarchaeological samples, it is assumed that food debris was cleaned 

out of the houses with similar frequency and efficiency. Thus, the majority of the 

remains in the houses represent food refuse from the f d  period of occupation. 

If future studies determined how often longhouses were cleaned, then the number 

of days or months of eating responsible for the faunal re& found with a house 

could be stated more precisely. Despite Schiffer's (1972) plea almost 25 years ago 

for more research concerning primary and secondaty refuse deposition this is still 

an issue for Iroquoian sites. 

Conclusions 

I From this review of zooarchaeological methods and accumulation 

i 
processes, it is apparent that faunal remains are affected by many natural and 

cu~tural factors. For all sites, excavation and identification techniques can be 

controlled and inferences dnwn from the excavated sample using NISP. MNI and I :  
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occasionally other indices. such as MNE and MAU. For subsiience research 

these can be used to estimate the meat weight contniutions of the various species. 

For Iroquoian sites. the archaeological sample should include most of the 

deposited sample because postdepositional erosional factors, such as soil acidity 

and time since deposition. are minimal. However. dogs affected the samples at 

least at Keffer, probably by both adding and eliminating bones. In an experiment 

to study the effects of scavenging dogs on faunal remains. Walters (1984) has 

shown that the losses can be great Even without dogs, zooarchaeological samples 

can be altered by other scavengers and f sh  losses can be large (Wing 1994310). 

The deposited sample, formed by butchering and transportation practices as well 

as by some non-human agencies and then altered by the mild tapbonomic 

processes, cannot be completely reconstructed. However. most of these facton are 

thought to be similar between the two main village sites used in this study. 

Beyond the deposited sample is the death sample which remains unknown, 

as is the life sample which is not accurately reflected in zooarchaeological 

material. It cannot be assumed that the Iroquoians hunted all the species available 

to them or that their catch was proportional to the populations of the living animal 

communities. However, some of the contrasts in the remains from the Keffer and 

McKeown sites reflect differences in the locally available species and the diversity 

in the catchment areas will be considered in my comparison of the subsistence of 

these two peoples (chapter 8). 

Some of the quantification methods, developed primarily for large game 
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hunter and gatherer sites. can profitably be applied to those of the honiculrural 

Iroquoians, but others are less appropriate. For this study of protc-HumnPelun 

and p m S t  Lawrence Iroquoian subsistence both NISP and MNI will be used 

moG but since they are easily daived from the basic data and can show 

butchering practices or culaaal preferences. MNE and MAU indices will be 

considered However. as is the case for most Iroquoian samples the element totals 

usually will be too low to make these indices useful Because attempn to pair 

specimens result in numerous mrs, this procedure and indices based on it have 

not been used Binford's utility indices are of limited applicability to Iroquoian 

faunal samples which are often dominated by fish remains and by great specis 

diversity in d l  classes. However. they can be userl rrgarding the dominant large 

mammal species on a site, such as deer, bear and beava. Evidence of differentid 

nearment by body parrs has been found for some fish species also. The ideas of 

diversity and richness are explored in comparing the zooarchaeological m p l e s  

from the two sites. 

The significance of the zooarchaeological remains from these sites are 

considered in relation to the number of families which depended upon them for 

a number of years. In this analysis the macrofauual remains from two avmge- 

sized houses excavated at the two sites are compared. Macrofaunal mnaius were 

used for this comparison because, while numerous microFaunaI specimens were 

analyzed from House 2 at McKeown. very small samples of floated materid were 

avaiIabIe for the Keffk houses. Only 34 faunal specimens were recovered by 
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floatation from House 20 and two middens excavated in 1988. Extensive floatation 

at Keffer was done in Midden 57, but unfortunately, no middens were excavated 

at McKeown. Thus in order to compare like entities, the macrofaunal house 

remains from these sites have been compared in detail although the microfaunal 

material was studied and is reported here too. In addition. after discussions of all 

the zooarchaeological material studied from the sites samples excavated from the 

houses only are described because the sites will be compared (chapter 8) ushg 

these similar units. Thus, there are three sets of faunal remains from each site for 

comparison: the total site sample, the aggegated houses sample and the sample 

from a single house. 

The scientific names of the species represented are included only after their 

initial mention in the dissertation. In the text, the species are discussed in the 

order of their frequency in the samples, starting with the most commonly found 

ones. This is based on the assumption that the more common ones were the most 

important to subsistence. In the tables. however, the species usually are listed in 

phylogenetical order. Once the zooarchaeological samples have been described in 

detail for each site, they will be compared and contrasted in order that some 

conclusions about similarities and differences in the subsistence of the peoples 

inhabiting them can be reached. 



CHAPTER 6 

THE ZOOARCHAEOLOGICAL SAMPLE FROM THE KEFFER SITE 

Introduction 

The Keffer site (AkGv-14). located just north of Toronto in the Town of 

Vaughan (Figure 6-1). has been known for decades as a prehistoric Indian village 

site. In 1889, Boyle reported excavations into the Keffer ossuary and the finding 

of one large vessel from the village area (Boyle 1889:19-21). Xi short excursion 

by about eight men. which lasted for about two day+ was summarized in 1908 

(Boyle 1908:16). T?le fust archaeological work on the village was by Mr. A.J. 

Clark an avocational archaeologist, in 1925 (Archaeological Survey of Canada, 

National Museum of Civilisation, Archives). His bequest to the National Mwum 

included a small collection of artifacts and a detailed sketch map of the site 

(Figure 4-1). Others visited the site (Konrad 1973) but it was not until 1984, when 

the then Museum of Indian Archaeology (London) was awarded a contract to 

rclocate and assess the site, that it received serious study. In 1985, a large salvage 

operation on the ploughed, northern part was undertaken by William D. Finlayson 

(Finlayson. Smith, Spence and Timrnins 1985; Finlayson, Smith and Wheeler 

1987) and in 1988. he excavated the largely undisturbed southern portion. 

The site, located on two elevations, was comprised of at least 26 middens 

and 19 houses surrounded by palisades (Figure 6-2). Human burials occurred both 

within and outside the palisades. 



By comparing pottery decorations and shapes to pottery from other 
Huron sites. ... we were able to determine that the site was 
occupied possibly in the very last of the 15th century and c&ly 
in the first two or three decades of the 16th century (Finlayson el 
al. 1987: 19-20). 

It was estimated that there were over 20,000 zooarchaeological remains. 

I have analyzed 9213 of these from the site's largest midden (57) as well as those 

from two smller middens (71 and 77) and from Houses 1 2  13, 19 and 20. In 

total. 12.132 faunal specimens were examined from these features (Table 6-1). 

The Xatural Habitat of the Kcffer Site 

The north shore of Lake Ontario is at the northern extreme of the 

Carolinian Biotic Province which "forms the middle section of the great deciduous 

forcst lying along the Atlantic Coast of North America" (Dice 1943:16). 

Biogeographers have described the precipitation in this glaciated province as fairly 

cvenly distributed throughout the year. though more falls in summer than winter. 

and the climax forest is one of diversified hardwoods with beech-maple forests 

dominating in the northern parts (ibid.:17). Dice's Carolinian Biotic Province 

corresponds to Rowe's (1972) Deciduous Forest Region, which contains mainly 

nut-producing trees such as oak, beech, hickory, chesmut and walnut. Many of the 

trees in this region are also found around the McKeown site, in the Great Lakes- 

St. Lawrence Forest Region. Trees in common to these two areas include: sugar 

maple, beech, white elm basswood, red ash, white oak and butternut. but there are 

also 
7 
& 



other deciduous species which have their northern l i i  in this 
locality [the Carolinian Biotic Province]. Among these are the 
Tuliptree. Cucumber-tree, Pawpaw. Red MuIberry. Kentucky 
Coffee-tree, Redbud, Black Gum Blue Ash, Sassafras Mockernut 
Hickory, Pignut Hickory. Black Oak and Pin Oak In addition 
Black Walnut. Sycamore and Swamp White Oak are confmed 
lq-ely to this region (Hosie 1975.21). 

These modem forests replaced Late Wisconsin mixed coniferous forest of pine and 

hemlock and the earliest post-Wisconsin spruce fo- (Karrow and Warner 

1990). There is a gadient across both time and space with the vegetational 

changes occurring fust in southwestern Ontario and later in the S t  Lawrence 

region (Karrow and Warner 1990.29-30). But. as Dice noted "there are 

considerable differences from place to place in the climax" (Dice 1943:17). 

Located on a tributary of the Don River. the Keffer site is underlain by 

shale bedrock which is exposed only in a few places, including two on the Don 

River south of the site, and some sandstones and limestones (Kcrr and Spelt 

196514). The latter contain chert nodules. a raw m a t d  preferred by the 

Iroquoims for tools. Overlying this in the site's vicinity is a till plain. called the 

Peel Plain. which is cut by two major rivers: the Humber and the Don (ibid.figure 

217). A "slope of the interlobate moraine lies north of the Peel plain" (Chapman 

and Putnam 1969289) and the Trafalgar moraine and adjacent till plain are to the 

south. The Peel plain has clay soils at a g e n d  elevation of from 500 to 750 feet 

above sea level with a gradual slope towards Lake Ontario. 

East of Maple the slope is smooth, faintly dnunliniied. and scored at 
intervals by valleys tributary to the Rouge. Don and Humber river systems. 
West of Maple the surface is morainic. most of it a ground moraine of 
limited relief (ibid.) 
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The soil in the general vicinity of the site is an Oneida clay loam. On the actual 

site. there is a clay soil on the upper portion. while the lower portion has a sand 

soil (Finlayson 1989:l). 

Rivers have cut deep valleys in the plain but there are no depressions with 

swamps or bog. This lack of wetlands results in severe limitations for waterfowl 

in the area. as is evident on the Canada Land Inventory Maps (Canada 

Depamnent of Regional Economic Expansion 1971d). 

Although now almost completely deforested there is evidence that 
this plain carried a hardwood forest of high quality and great 
wealth of species. In the better drained pans grew s u y  maple. 
beech. white oak. hickory. basswood. and some white pine. The 
depressional areas carried elm white ash and white cedar 
(Finlayson 1989: 1). 

Such vegetation would provide vety good to excellent habitats for deciduous forest 

animals such as ungulates (Canada. Depamnent of Regional Economic Expansion 

1971c) and turkeys. Field creatures would live along the river b a r k  and the river 

itself would be inhabited. Native agriculture would have altered the natural 

ecolog by producing large fields for domesticated crops and thickets at the edges 

of the forests. Once a field was abandoned. a succession of plant communities and 

their animal inhabitants would follow. Since Iroquoians moved frequently but not 

over p a t  distances. various ecological communities would be found fairly close 

to any village (Monckton 1994). But animals restricted to marshlands and climax 

coniferous forests should not be expected in the faunal remains in large quantities. 

The climate of the Toronto region is dominated by systems moving from 

f 
& 

nest to east. Annual precipitation avenges about 77 cm. distributed fairly evenly 
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throughout the year. Temperature changes noticeably with cold spells in winter 

and heat waves in the summer. Spring is usually late, with the possibility of h a  

until almost the end of May (Kerr and Spelt 196522-26). This may have been the 

most difficult environmental condition for the Iroquoians. However, the areaareas 

long fall allows late planted crops time to mature. 

In general. the soils. rainfall and temperatuns of the Peel plain arc 

excellent for a-griculture (Canada, Department of Regional Economic Expansion 

1966). From the preliminary analysis of some of the site's float samples by 

Charles Tunon, it is known that the KefFer inhabitants had corn beans. squash. 

sunflowers and tobacco and that they fed their fires with beech and maple 

branches as well as with wood from non-climax trees (Finlayson et a[. 1985). 

Methods of Excavation and the Faunal Sample 

In 1984. in order to determine the site's perimeter. seven trenches were 

excavated. In 1985, salvage operations began with the trowelling of middens in 

the ploughed fields, followed by the removal of the plough zone with heavy 

equipment to reveal the settlement features. Middens were excavated in one meter 

squares and dry screened through a 6 mm mesh. Arbitmy 10 cm levels were 

replaced by natural strata where appropriate (Finlayson et ol. 1987:lO-12). as in 

Midden 57, where ceramics fmm three strata suggested deposition over several 

decades (D. Smith 1991:25). In 1988. the living-floor areas were shovel-shined 

and dry screened. Longhouses were trowelled and mamces from their features 
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screened. House 20 was excavated entirely and only a very small proportion of 

House 19 was left unexcavated. The unploughed portions of Houses 12, 13 and 

15 were excavated in 1988, most of the rest of their floors having been dug in 

1985. These houses were in the lower pan of the site where the soil was sand. 

Zooarchaeological samples from the unploughed, lower portion of the site are 

emphasized in this study. Only a small portion of House 15 was undirmrbed and 

its 15 faunal remains are not included. 

Small amounts of mamx from all three middens and from House 20 were 

floated (Table 6-1). The largest floatation samples were from Midden 57. The 

purpose was to obtain botanical material. but floatation also increased the faunal 

sample greatly and changed the proportions of the classes drastically (Stewart 

1990. 1991a). Thin fish bones and scales remeved by floatation indicated that 

preservation was very good Only 68 faunal specimens were eroded (0.6% of the 

total) and these were not greatly altered; all could still be identified at least to 

class. Clearly. erosion was not a significant taphonomic factor. 

Osteophagia, the chewing of bones by animals, was rare too (Table 6-2). 

Likely the canine marks on 276 specimens were made by dogs, since most of the 

canine-chewed specimens identified beyond class were deer foot bones. this part 

of the carcass may have been considered appropriate "dog food". Deer phalanges 

exhibiting pined surfaces and missing parts likely had passed through dog 

digestive tracts (Klippel. Snyder and Parmalee 1987). The generally low frequency 

of osteophagia suggests that this taphonomic effect was weak in this sample. 
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Furthermore the evidence of osteophagia suggests that no particular species 

was affected disproportionately. The specific animals showing this modification 

are of interest considerjng historic period taboos against dogs chewing particular 

bones. Of the mammals. canine marks were noted on snowshoe hart, woodchuck. 

beaver, muskrat. dog, fox, black bear. raccoon, whitetail deer and moose 

specimens. Among the buds, there were chewed bones of ruddy duck. wild turkey. 

gouse and common crow. Two bones from the trout family and three painted 

turtle shell pieces complete the list of chewed specimens identified beyond class 

Similarly, the incidence of pathological specimens was ram (only 0.1 

percent of the sample). Healthy wild populations would benefit the human 

populations dependent on them. In sum skeletal remains of healthy animals 

appear to have been discarded on the neutral soils of the Keffa site an4  except 

for a minimal amount of osteophagia, to have suffered few taphonomic effects. 

The Faunal Remains 

All five vertebrate classes were represented in the Keffer faunal remains 

(Table 6-3). Only 286 or 2.4 percent were not identified to class. The majority of 

these were from either small-to-medium sized mammals or medium-to-large b i  

That about a third of the zooarchaeological sample was identified at least to 

family (Table 6-4) attests to the excellent sate of prrservation. Most noticeable 

is the high percentage of fish bones (Table 6-1). Because this class appears to 

f 
have been very significant to the Keffer people, the 7,412 fish remains (61.1% of 

4 
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the total sample) will be discussed fim beghhg with the species with the 

highest NISP. In the descriptions of the zooarchaeological data which follow, all  

the analyzed remains from the site will be considered but emphasis will be given 

to the aggegated sample from the four h o w s  and to those from H o w  20, since 

these are the most useN units for comparison with the McKeown site materid 

Fish Remains 

Even though ethnohktorianr using the primary documents of Europeans 

who contacted the Hurons in the early seventeenth century. concluded that f d  

were v q  important in the Huron diet (Tooker 1967; Trigger 1990). 

zooarchaeological studies on Iroquoian sites. the majority of which W e d  floated 

samples (e.g. Stewart 1974). revealed only small proportions of fish. The Keffer 

site's proponionately high fish numbers is one of the major connibutions of the 

study of this site's zooarchaeological remains. 

The fish were the expected types. with at leas 15 species from ten families 

(Table 6-5). There were even more species but the lack of a complete reference 

ctillection prohibited positive identification beyond family of some specimens. 

This particularly affected the bass (family Centmchidae) and suckers (family 

Catostomidae). The majority of the unidentified fish remains were long. thin 

elements such as ribs, spines, arches and pterygiophores. Detailed study of the 176 

fish scales might result in additional species but the scales likely came from the 

same species as the bones. 

Whitefish (genus Coregonus) was the most frequently encountered species 
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(NISP=574). contributing a third of those fish specimens identified to genus or 

lower. considering both house and midden deposits (Table 6-5). The subfamily 

Coregoninae of the family Salmonidae includes the lake whitef& round whitefish 

and ciscoes. As Scon and Crossman noted. identification. pam'cularly within the 

genus Coregonus, is exceedingly difficult (1973230). From the sizes of the 

archaeological specimens it appears the majority were from lake whitetish Some 

of the few small Coregonus specimens might have been from one of the five 

species of Wte  Ontario ciscoes, which are all fairly small f& but it is possible 

that these were from young whitefish. The site MNI for whitefh is 13, based on 

left opercular bones For the four houses. the MNI is four. again based on left 

opercular bones. From House 20, a single whitefish was represented by many 

vertebrae. 

The catfish family ranked second with 417 Ictaluridae specimens (Table 

64). Because a reference channel catfish (Ictalum puncram) was acquired only 

toward the end of the analysis of the Midden 57 material. most of the catfish 

bones from this midden were identified only to genus. Identification of brown 

bullheads (I. nebulosus) and channel catfish in the 1988 sample showed that. while 

both species were present, bullheads were much more frequent One channel 

catfish bone from Keffer was large: the rest were from small-to-medium sized 

fish. The MNI for brown bullheads from the site sample was 17 based on left 

opercular bones: the MNI was seven for the four houses based on right operculi 

and in House 20 three left operculi were the most frequently duplicated element. 
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For channel cattish. ,.. . h of these three faunal samples had a MNI of one. There 

were six additional left operculi. identified to genus only. bringing the smaller 

catfish MNI on the site to 23 individuals. Apparently, the people at this site 

exploited catfish frequently. fishing bullheads rather than channel catfish as a rule. 

The very small madtoms and the stonecat (all genus Norurur) were not represented 

in these remains. but the slightly larger black (I. melnr) and yellow bullheads (I. 

noralis) might be in the specimens identified only to family. 

The subfamily Salmoninae (salmon and trout) was thud on the site with 

325 specimens (Table 6-4). Trout from the genus Salvelinus were recognized and 

appeared to be much more common than trout from the genus Solmo. but it is 

difticult to distinguish the bones of this subfamily to species. However, 27 

specimens of lake trout were identified. Most of the trout bones were from small 

or medium-sized fish and considering their seasonal habitats and availability 

(Figure 6-3), a majority of these were likely brook trout At least five trout 

(Salvelinus sp.) were represented by their left hyomandibulars; two of these were 

from the houses. with House 20 accounting for two individuals by itself (Table 6- 

6). The lake trout was represented by a single individual in the aggregated houses, 

but none was in House 20. No evidence of the Atlantic salmon (Salmo solar) was 

found, even though this species occurred in Lake Ontario before A.D. 1900 (Scon 

and Crossman 1973: 193). 

There were 155 remains on the site from the Percidae family (Table 6-4). 

v Some were yellow perch (Perco j7mescens). More were walleye (Sfizostedion 

* 
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virreum) andlor sauger (S. canadense) which could not be distinguished due to a 

lack of reference material (Table 65). No yellow perch were repre~et1ted in the 

house deposits but the perch MNI was three for the entire identified sample, based 

on right clcithra. Similarly, no Srizosredion specimens were from the houses. but 

their MNI for the site was six based on articular bones from both sides of the 

head. Since walleyes are more adaptable in habitat than saugers and because the 

former are larger, it may be that walleyes were caught more often. Tne remaining 

species of the perch family, the numerous small darters (genem Percinal and 

Erheosroma). were not represented in the faunal remains. 

The Keffer fishers caught at least three members of the sunfish family 

(Centrarchidae): the rock bass (Ambloplires rupestris), the largemouth bass 

(hficropferus solmoides) and the pumpkinseed (Lepomis gibbosus). Bones of the 

rock bass and the largemouth bass came from middens only pable 6-6). The rock 

bass had a MNI of two based on two right operculi whereas the MNI for the 

lagemouth bass was one. Remains identified only to the genus Microptern were 

found in the houses, including House 20. but their MNI was only one. Most of 

this family's identified remains were pumpkinseed. The pumpkinseed MNI for 

House 20 was one: for all the houses, it was three. and for the site sample, five, 

based on left operculi and urohyals. Crappies, smallmouth bass and some symfish 

native to southern Ontario were not identified. 

The sucker family (Catostomidae) was the next most frequently represented 

one in the Keffer sample with 64 bones (Table 6-4). This is a large family of 10 
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genera and about 65 species most of which are Nonh American (Scott and 

Crossman 1973523). Because the r e f m c e  collcaion was incomplete for this 

family, the archaeological bones were identified to family only. However, many 

of the archaeological pieces were very similar to suckers of the genus Catartomus 

and considering the natural distributions of the species in this genus, it can be 

assumed that these were either longnose (C. catostomur) or white sucks 

(C.commersoni). The majority of the sucker species belong in the genus 

~Moxostoma and some of the Keffer specimens were likely from these redhorse 

suckers. The sucker family was represented by at least three individuals on the 

site. since there were three ri$t preoperculars. A single sucker was represented 

in the material from the four houses and from House 20. 

It appears that the Keffer inhabitants made limited use of the American eel 

(Anguilla rostrota). The 55 bones of this species were less than one percent of all 

the fish remains (Table 6-5) .md the site MNI was only one. One individual was 

represented in House 20 also. 

Pike bones were not common in Midden 57 but excavations in 1988 

increased their NISP for the site with the addition of 36 northern pike (Esox 

lucius) specimens (Table 6-6). The northern pike's MNIs for each of H o w  20, 

i the four houses and the total sample was two. based on two left cleithm 

i Of the remaining three species identified, boufi (Amia calvo) was the 

I most common (Table 6-5). A single bowfi was represenred in H o w  20. in the 

I .+ four houses and in the total sample. Freshwater dnun (Aplodinotusgnmniens) and 
A 
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longnose gar (Lepbostteur ossteur) were even less frequent than bowfin. Both were 

represented by single individuals in the combined h o w  samples, but there were 

no dnun specimens in House 20 and no gar remains from any h o w .  

Summary Comments on the Fish Species 

The f sh  can be sorted into five groups based on their NISPs and MNIs 

(Table 6-5). Fim and by itself is the whitefish. Following it w e n  catfish acd m u t  

species, which were sufficiently common to be considered important to the Keffer 

inhabitants. Perch and s u n f d  form the next group with walleye, sauger and 

several bass species. Following it, is a group of the suckers, American eel. pike 

and bowfin. The least significant species with four or fewer examples, were 

freshwater drum and longnose gar. 

As far as is known, there were no sturgeons (family Acipenseridae), 

hening (family Clupeiformes), smelts (family Osmeridae), mooneyes (family 

Hiodontidae), minnows (family Cyprinidae), cod (family Gadidae), sticklebacks 

(family Gasterosteidae), Senanidae family bass, or rmlpins (family Cottidae) from 

this site. Although members of all these families inhabit southern Ontario waters 

some. like the sculpins and minnows are very small fish and so were likely not 

sought by the Indians. Smelts may have been represented in the few very small 

vertebral cenm that were identified to class only, but it appears that the Keffer 

people were not exploiting the other families. 

The dominance of fish bones in the total sample undoubtedly in part 

g 
reflects the ease with which fish elements break. resulting in high totals of 
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unidentified fragments. As well. most f& have more bones than other animals. 

In addition to these natural biases floatation increased the f& representation. On 

the other hand fish elements preserve worst are consumed fm when exposed to 

fire. and can be ingested when small. It is difficult to Wance these factors, but 

it seems safe to conclude that fish were very significant to the Keffer people. 

Mammalian Remains 

Following fish in quantity were Mammalian remains (Table 6-1). At least 

27 species were repmented (Table 67). excluding human (Homo sapiens). 

Similarly. a few obviously i n w i v e  specimens (two sheep bones, a cow bone and 

a domestic cat specimen) are ignored in this discussion. 

The zooarchaeological remains from Keffer support the stereotype h t  

Native people were deer hunters. The deer (Odocoileus) NISP was 436 and of 

these 3 17 were whitetail deer (0. virgnianur). Funher, it can be assumed that 

those identified ro genus only were whitetail, since this is the only deer native to 

southern Ontario. Combining these Odocoileus remains, deer account for 31.6 

percent of those mammal remains identified to genus. These figures arc close to 

those for dog but. because deer are larger, they would have provided much more 

meat. The whitetail deer MNI from the middens is six adults, based on teeth. Five. 

right. lower, permanent. first molars were recovered from Midden 57, one of 

which was still in its mandible. According to Severinghaus (1949). this tooth 

erupts completely at six months, shows no wear until seven to nine months when 

the wear is slight. and is moderately wom at around 11 months. The five lower 
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molar teeth used for the MNI were either slightly worn (two) or moderately worn 

(three). However, there was a very worn right lower t h i i  premolar and since this 

tooth erupts later than the other premolars and so must show wear at an older age. 

it allowed an increase in the MNI to six. When the remains from the four houses 

are agpegated. the MNI for deer is four, based on left petrous bones and adult 

teeth. but this can be increased to five considering the immature animal in House 

19. Finally. in House 20. three deer were represented, with one of these being very 

old and another immature (Purdue 1983). 

Although deer MNIs are too few to support mortality profile consmction 

(Table 6-23). the specimens give the impression of selection for adult animals. 

The following age categories were represented: immature, 58 specimens: young 

adult. nine; adult. 160: and old adult three. There are a number of factoa 

affecting these figures, particularly the different ages of fusion of the diaphyses 

in a single individual. For example. in Midden 57. six of the immature bones were 

vertebrae. Because epiphyseal vertebral plates are the last elemens in be body to 

fuse. some of the 112 adult bones from this midden could have been from the 

same skeletons as these vertebrae. Secondly, adult specimens should be more 

common because each deer lives longer after the fusion of its bones. But each 

immature skeleton has approximately three times as many elements as it will have 

once growth has ceased. In order to equate the adult and immature elements. the 

immature totals should be divided by at least three. When all these factoa are 

considered, there is little evidence for the hunting of either very young or very old 
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deer, supporting the suggestion that adults were selected. This is augmented by the 

teeth wear evidence. One tooth was not worn at all and only fifteen were very 

worn. with the rest falling in between. There were only eight deciduous teeth out 

of a total of 92 aged teeth. These eight originated in animals that were killed when 

they were less than 21 months old (Severinghaus 1949:209), but deer grow fast 

(Peterson 1966:324-5). Thus, deciduous teeth can be found in deer that have 

reached sexual maturity and in some instances, adult weight 

At least three of the deer from Midden 57 were adult males. as evidenced 

by two right frontal bones with antlers attached and one with a pedicle for the 

shed antler. Similarly, antler pieces were found in Midden 77 and House 20. In 

the house, these were attached to pedicles or shed suggesting a MNI of two 

bucks. However, a shed antler could be picked up as raw material and cannot be 

used to indicate capture of the animal. 

Combining the remains identified as dog with those recognized to the 

genus Canis only (Table 6-7). it is apparent that almost 30 percent of the remains 

identified to genus were from this one. Unfortunately, it is difficult to distinguish 

between the species of this genus unless the skull or teeth are present Inffa-cranial 

bones can be positively identified as dog (Canb familiaris) only when they are 

from an adult which is smaller than an adult wolf. The two wolves found in 

southern Ontario now are the timber wolf (Canb lupus) and the brush wolf or 

coyote (Canis latrans). but the latter entered southern Ontario after A.D. 1900 

(Peterson 1966:197) and neither wolf was identified in the zooarchaeological 
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material. Thus, it is highly probzble that all the Canis remains were from dogs 

Aboriginal dog remains have been the subject of many studies As B. 

Smith noted. the interest has been primarily concerning the earliest evidence of 

dogs and the development of temporal and geographical varieties (B. Smith 

l97S:lO2). Haag (1 948) studied archaeological dog remains and concluded that 

there were seven types which increased in size from south to north and from 

Archaic to Woodland periods The Keffer Canu remains were from dogs slightly 

smaller than a coyote and smaller than my reference skeleton which came from 

a male weighing 18 kg. The Keffcr dogs appear to be a rather homogeneous 

population. similarly to Haag's "Woodland-Mississippi dogs", although they are 

slightly lager. Using Allen's (1920) classification$ the Keffer dogs belong in the 

"larger or common Indian dog" group. 

Apparently many dogs were kept at this site (Tables 6-7 m d  6-8). For 

Midden 57. the most commonly represented Canis specimen was the l e k  lower. 

permanent canine. There were six such canines d e f ~ t e l y  identified as domestic 

dog. Only one was still in its mandible. There were an additional five l e k  lower. 

permanent. loose canines identified only to genus, which could bring the total 

number of adult dogs to 11. According to Peterson. "the incisor and canine teeth 

of the domestic dog erupt in the fourth or fifth month" (1966'04). so these 11 

individuals must have been older than that and the wear on some cusps suggests 

that some were much older. In Midden 71. there were two left talus bones from 

adults and some immature bones as well as one from a very old adult Only one 
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immature and one adult dog could be demonstrated for Midden 77. In the houses. 

there were at least one old and one young adult in H o w  12; an adult and an 

immature individual in House 13; an adult in House 19. and an adult and one 

immature animal in House 20. Supposing that the houses and middens were 

discrete entities, 19 adult dogs (two of which were very old), one young adult and 

four immature dogs were represented for a total of 24 animals. Combining the 

house samples. a MNI of three is demonstrable using radii of old adult. adult and 

immature ages. Although bones in the houses may have originated in the same 

animals as those represented in the middens. one can conclude that many dogs 

lived at the Keffer site. 

The frequencies of specimens in the different age groups is of interest for 

reconsbucting the dog population on the site. Combining all the Canis sp. remains. 

the following pattern emerges: immature, 65 specimens; young adult. 12: and 

adult 176. These fi,ves suggest that most but not all. puppies lived to become 

adults. 

All body regions were represented and the scattered distribution of the dog 

specimens throughout the middens in disarticulated disorder, in the same manner 

as the remains of other game species, suggests food refuse. The presence of cut 

marks on two dog bones and on five Canis sp.. plus one Canis sp. femur with a 

straight edge cut across it. is evidence for their being butchered (Table 6-9). 

Burning was even more common (Table 6-10). Dogs may well have assisted in 

hunting but they were fair game too. 
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An incomplete, disarticulated skeleton in a house feature is exidence of 

special treatment for this puppy, aged between 4.5 and six months (S. Thomas 

1986). Possible cut marks and some charring as well as the disarticulated 

condition of the bones suggest food refuse. although their placement in a pit with 

no other objects might reflect a special burial. Beiig from House 1, they are not 

included in the figures in this dissertation. 

Following dogs in frequency were beavers (Casror canademb) with a 

NlSP of 117 (Table 6-7). That parts of 13 beavers were discarded in Midden 57 

can be demonstrated by that number of distal ends of right lower incisors. 

However. this MNI is too high. There are only two lower incisors in a beaver 

skeleton, which is comprised of about 200 bones when adult Therefore. 3 1 lower 

incisors in a total sample of 1 17 specimens is an unnatural circumstance. As well. 

there were only two cheek teeth in the midden sample. To explain this over- 

representation. it can be assumed that incisors were saved as tools andor tool 

preforms and transported from site to site and thus, those found on any one site 

did not all originate from animals killed during the period when it was occupied. 

(This is of interest to dietary reconstruction and as an indication that incisors were 

durable.) In order to find a more reliable MNI for beaver. the other specimens 

must be used. There were three, right zygomatic bones from adult beavers and a 

single, left. immature zygomatic bone, giving a more acceptable MNI of four for 

the middens. In Houses 12. 13 and 20 (Table 6-8). teeth predominated although 

cheek teeth were more common than incisors. In each of these houses. the MNI 
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was one. House 19 was unusual, having no beaver remains. The MNI for the 

combined house refuse was only one adult When the incisor specimens are 

subtracted from the total sample, only 74 remain. Obviously, beaver trapping was 

not so common when the Keffer site was occupied as it became hiiorically. 

Excluding the teeth. the beaver specimens were from the following age categories: 

immature. 16 specimens: young adult. thm, adult. 44, and old adult, two. Thus. 

like the dcer remains. beaver exploitation appears to have been slightly selective 

for adults but all ages were harvested likely reflecting their natural family goups. 

There were 77 woodchuck (Mannoto monar) specimens. In Midden 57. 

pans of two individuals of different ages were found. An imnnture metatarsal 

bone could not have come from the same individual as the adult long bones, 

because the epiphyses of the former fuse before those of the latter. Low h4h'I.s 

were found for most of the other units too (Table 6-8). In House 20, an adult and 

an immature individual were represented by two mandibles. Aggregating the house 

samples, the MNI is four: one immature and three adults. The proportions of the 

specimens by age were: immature, 13: young adult, three; and adult. 23 

specimens. 

Considering their limited period of activity (Figure 6-4) and the poor 

quality of woodchuck furs over much of this period, it is surprising that 

woodchuck remains were so common. Their total of 77 remains exceeds the 74 

non-dental beaver total. In addition. although woodchucks have fairly large central 

incisors that can be employed as tools like those of the beaver. only one incisor 
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was recovered. Furthermore, it was unmodified and still in its mandible. Perhaps 

the Keffer people relied on woodchucks as a locally available supply of S i t e d  

amounts of meat. Since woodchuck and beaver infra-cranial specimens were 

almost equal in numbers and since beaver could be caught all year. whereas 

woodchucks were only a ~ i l a b l e  for a limited time, it appears that woodchucks 

were actively hunted and presumably eaten frequently over the summer m o n k  

Considering the historical evidence that it was women who remained in the village 

area over the summa months (chapter 2). it can be concluded that they Siely 

caught and ate most of the woodchucks represented by these faunal remains 

Muskrats (Ondatra zibethicus) remains were much more common in the 

middens than in the houses; 50 were from middens qable N). From two 

mandibles and two fourth metatarsals. it is known that parts of at least two 

muskrats. one adult and one young adult. were deposited in Midden 57. For each 

of House 12. 13 and 20. the MNI was one. For the aggregated house remains. the 

MNI was two. based on an immature and an adult humerus. The age distribution 

was: immature. 18 specimens; young adult. six: and adult. 20. 

Like the beaver and porcupine. muskrats have fairly large central incisors 

Howcver. there is no evidence that the Keffer Indians used them There were two 

unmodified incisors still in their mandibles and a single unworked upper incisor. 

This is similar to the woodchuck sample but markedly different from the beaver 

evidence, which adds support to the conclusion that the number of beaver incisors 

was culturally inflated. 
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There were 41 raccoon (Procyon lotor) zooarchaeological remains (Table 

67). Even though there were only 13 from Midden 57. teeth from both sides of 

the mouth indicated that these came from at least two individuals. Raccoon parts 

were relatively rare in the middens excavated in 1988 too (Table 6-8). H o w  20 

had six raccoon specimens from both an adult and an immature individual. In rbe 

ag-mated house samples. there were two right dcanci. one from an adult and 

the other from an immature raccoon. For the total sample. there were 12 

immature. three young adult. 12 adult and three old adult specimens 

Like the raccoon. there were 41 red squirrel (Tamiasciwur hudfonicus) 

specimens. Nearly all of these were from middens (Table 6-8). Of the houses. only 

number 20 had any red squirrel bones and these represented a single individual 

of uncertain age. For the site as a whole, the aged specimens were 24 adult and 

seven immature. 

Another small member of the squirrel family, the eastern chipmunk 

(Tamins srriahrs). contributed 35 specimens. T h i i  of these were from Midden 57 

where, surprisingly. there were three mandibles with their incisors in place. House 

13 yielded one specimen, whereas two were found in Middens 71 and 77. The two 

from Midden 71 were a mandible and a loose lower incisor. The predominance 

of mandibles in the chipmunk remains needs explanation. Although the sample is 

much smaller. it is reminiscent of the beaver remains. where the disproportionate 

number of incisors was thought to reflect a culhlral selection. However. while it 

is possible that the Indians saved these parts, it seems more plausible that these 
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chipmunk mandibles might have been noticed and given greater care during 

excavation. Combining the chipmunk finds: 29 were adult. two were young adult 

and one was immature. 

Two grey squirrels (Sciurrcs carolinensis) were reprrsented in the 33 

remains identified to this species. The ages of the specimens were four immature, 

one young adult and 15 adult the MNI was one adult and one immature. From 

the houses alone. the XNI was two. becaw both an adult and an immature 

humerus diaphysis were identified. For H o w  20, the MNI was one adult. 

Following closely behind the red squirrel and the chipmunk was one of 

their predators. the red fox (Vulper rulpes). There were 17 specimens identified 

to this species and a funher 16 recognized to its genus. Two species occur in 

southem Ontario, presently, but the past dismbution of the gray fox (Urocyon 

cinereoargenteus). which is primarily a southem species, has not always included 

Ontario. For about 300 years before 1930-40, there is no indication of gray fox 

in Ontario, but prior to 1630 there is zooarchaeological evidence for it in this 

region (Peterson 1966:2 17). Considering their habitat preferences (Figure 6-5). the 

likelihood of the archaeological remains being from the red fox is increased. This 

fox is slightly smaller than the largest gray foxes but their sues overlap, making 

it ditficult to distinguish their skeletal elements. 

Animals of different ages were represented in the fox material. Parts of the 

skeletons of two red foxes, one an old adult and the other immature, were 

-v deposited in Midden 57. The MNI remains at two even when the remains 

* 
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identitied to genus only are added. The two fox bones from Midden 71 were adult 

Thcsc in Houses I2 and 13 were adult foot bones: the bone fiom House 20 was 

an adult femur. Thus. a single adult could have provided all the fox specimens 

from the houses. Yet  foxes of differing ages were exploited by the Indians, as 

evidenced by the six immature, one young adult, 17 adult and one old adult 

specimens. 

The black bear ( U r n  americonur), the only bear native to southern 

Ontario. was the only one found at Keffer. There were 32 bear remains. The 26 

midden spccimens included one metatarsal fmm an old adult and a proximal 

phalanx from a young adult. House 12 had four black bear specimens and House 

20 had two. The MNI for bear in each of these two houses was one adult. These 

specimens were either phalanges or teeth and thus they may have been attached 

to skins used in the houses. 

The historic Hurons had special observances for bears and their remains 

(chapter 2). Bear bones were supposed to be disposed of with care to prevent dogs 

from chewing them. If these beliefs were held by the Keffer people, their bear 

refuse likely would not have been thrown on the garbage heaps. Also in the 

historic period. young bears were sometimes kept in enclosures in the village for 

up to three years before they were killed and eaten (Tooker 1967:66). Possibly the 

Keffer material reflects this. There were no immature bones; mther there were two 

young adult specimens, 21 adult and one old adult An emphasis on adult animals 

is suggested but the sample size is small. 
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The last mammal with more than 20 zooarchaeological remains was the 

snowshoe hare (Lepus americanus) with 24 examples. plus two identified only to 

the family Leporidae. Eleven were from middens nine from House 13 m d  four 

from House 20. For these two houses. the MNI was two, based on long bones of 

adult and immature ages. Of the nine specimens which could be aged, seven were 

adult and two were immature. 

The mink (Mustela vison) was the last mammal with more than ten faunal 

remains. Seven specimens were excavated from Midden 57 and four from Midden 

77. Considering this distribution, it is likely that at least two individuals were 

represented, but this cannot be demonstrated by the skeletal specimens. 

There remain 11 wild species with fewer than ten specimens (Table 6-7). 

Most of these were small creatures such as mice (Peromyscus and Spopromys), 

voles (Microm), shrews (Blarina brevicauda) or moles (Condvlura crismama). 

Although ethnographic accounts relate that such vermin were common in the 

longhouses and that they were eaten (Tooker 196764). from the small size of each 

individual and the low frequency of their remains, it can be concluded that they 

were not significant contributors to the Keffer people's diet The mediumsized 

animals in this fewer than ten specimens group (Table 6-8) would have been more 

significant meat providers. These are marten (Marta americana), with an 

aggregated houses' MNI of one adult, skunk (Mephitis mephitis), with a houses' 

MNI of two based on left mandibles, and porcupine (Erithton domafum) with 

only two remains from the middens (MNI=l). Except for the porcupine. the furs 
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of these animals might have been as attractive as their meat contributions The 

porcupine's quills were likely valued for decorative purposes (Tooker 19672- 0). 

but its large incisor teeth which are similar to those of the beaver. apparently 

were not made into artifacts. In fact, the identification of only two porcupine 

bones was surprising. 

Two larger mammals were included in this infrequently found group. From 

Midden 57, there ms a single adult ulna identified to the genus Lvnx only because 

bobcat (Lynx rufus) and lynx ( L y m  canademir) inframial skeletons arc difficult 

to distinguish. Both species inhabit southern Ontario. but both are very shy of 

humans and this may account for there being only a single archaeological Lynx 

specimen. The other mammal was the moose (Alces a k a ) ,  the largest of all 

Ontario mammals. Two moose foot bones and four teeth were identified. for a 

single MNI (Table 6-8). These finding were unexpected because. although moose 

ranged farther south in the pz-3, generally "it is absent from Ontario south of the 

Precambrian shield" (Peterson 1966:328). Since other deer family phalanges were 

often worked (J. Jarnieson 1993). it may be that the toe bones were traded to the 

Keffer people. However, these bore canine punctures suggesting they were not 

highly valued but rather were r e f w  that dogs chewed. 

Summary Comments on the Mammalian Remains 

Except for the moose, all of the mammals identified in the Keffer sample 

are native to southern Ontario. It is apparent that the whitetail deer was the most 

significant prey. Beavers. woodchucks. muskrats. red squirrels and chipmunks 
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formed the next p u p ,  which was followed by foxes. bears and black squimls. 

One bobcat or lynx and several other small creatures make up the rest In total. 

the mammalian specimens were slightly under 30 percent of all the vertebrate 

remains and that was the most surprising thing about them, considering the 

dominance of mammalian remains in most other kunal samples from Ontario. 

Some of the infrequently represented mammals inhabited niches not 

common in the immediate vicinity of the site (Figure 6-5). The porcupine and the 

marten prefer coniferous forests. The snowshoe hare also occurs most often in 

such forests. although it can be found in mixed f o m  with some conifers. The 

lynx is found with the hare, which is the lynx's major food source. Similarly. 

bobcats eat hares but are more adaptable to agricultural lands. L i e  the hare, both 

these cars like swampy areas. Their scarcity in the zooa.haeological sample may 

reflect a lack of swamps in the local environment. The poorly represented mice 

and the skunk, which may have been avoided because of its r e n t  are found in 

a wide range of habitats. The stream flowing by the site provides an ideal location 

for mink, so the scarcity of this species was surprising, especially considering its 

fir. The only mammal native to the area from the late fifteenth cennuy on which 

was not represented in the archaeological remains was the fisher. Apparently, like 

the mink, this larger mustelid was not exploited much. 

In general, it can be concluded that Keffet hunters concentrated on 

mammals of the deciduous forest and its edge zone. including areas of secondary 

growth. These are the prefemd habitats of the whitetail deer. As well. water 
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mammals such as the beaver, muskrat and raccoon were exploited quite heavily. 

Few gmsland animals were represented, exapt for the small and omnipresent 

mice. Sevml coniferous form mammals occurred in the archaeological sample. 

but these had lower NISPs than the deciduous forest creatures. Of the former. only 

the fox and the red squint1 were relatively common in the Keffer marerial. Thus, 

it appears that the greatest exploitation was from the deciduous forest edges and 

streams. Trips probably were made to ponds or lakes for beaver and muskrat 

Hunters might have taken some longer sorties into the pine and spruce forests 

andlor the Keffer peoplc may have traded with Indians living north of them This 

was certainly an historic period activity and is amhaeologically documented for 

the prehistoric period too. 

Avian Remains 

Although there were at least 3 1 bird species represented in the avian bones 

from Keffer. this class was much less significant than either the mammalian or 

fish class. The 332 bird bones were only 3.6 percent of the faunal total and many 

species were represented by a single specimen (Table 6-1 1). In addition, two, the 

ring-necked pheasant (Phasianus colchicus) and the domestic chicken (Gallus 

gallus). were introduced to Canada after European settlement Of the 15 

represented families (Table 6-4). geese and ducks (family Anatidae) had the most 

variety and the highest NISPs, followed by turkeys (Meleagididae), grouse 

(Tetnonidae) and pigeons (Columbidae). 

The 37 wild turkey (Meleagris gallopavo) specimens were the commonest 
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of those identified to species. All but four were from Midden 57 (Table 6-12). The 

four included two from House 20 (MNI=I adult) and one each from H o w  19 and 

Midden 77. 

The passenger pigeon (Ectopistes miptor ius)  was next by NISP. It 

became extinct in the early 1900s. but was very common in southern Ontario in 

the 1800s (Kalm 191 1). It appears to have been one of the three most harvested 

birds (Table 6-1 1). Most of the pigeon bones were from Midden 57 (Table 6-12). 

where the MNI was six. based on five, adult left humeri portions and an 

immature, left humerus shaR The single pigeon bone from one other midden and 

the two from House 20 did not increase the pigeon MNI for the site. 

Almost as frequent as pigeon bones were remains of ruffed grouse (Bonara 

urnbellus). Three pairs of the same element indicate a MNI of three adults for 

Midden 57. Grouse bones were also present in Middens 71 and 77 and in Houses 

13 and 20 (Table 6-12), where there was no duplication of elements. 

The other gouse recognized in thc faunal sample was the spruce --use 

(Dendragopus canadensis). Its four specimens all came from Midden 57. A MNI 

of two for this small sample was derived from two distal ends of adult left humeri. 

In addition. there was a femur and a tarsometatanus portion which suggests that 

whole birds were brought to the site. That ruffed grouse (NIS* 27) remains were 

more frequently identified than those of spruce gouse can be explained by their 

nnges and habitat preferences. The Keffer inhabitants would have had to travel 

considerable distances to coniferous forests to hunt spruce gouse or trade for 
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them with more northerly people. 

Fourteen species of the Anatidae family were recognized in 61 bones. One 

of these was the Canada goose (Branta canademir). represented by eight bones 

and a MNI of one. These were all from middens (Table 6-12). Five were adult 

three were of undetermined ages. In addition to this species' conmbution to the 

diet. Canada geese bones were considered appropriate sources of raw material for 

tools. Three of the goose bones from Midden 57 were artifactual. 

Of the many duck remains. only the oldsquaw had ten specimens. All but 

one from House 12 were found in middens (Table 6-12). The oldsquaw MNI was 

two. based on the distal half of the left humerus. 

The species of surface-feeding ducks represented were green-winged teal 

(Anas crecca), northern pintail (A. acuta). blue-winged teal (A. discors) and 

northern shoveller (A. cbpeata). Except for the two bones identified as 

blue-winged teal. there was a single specimen for each of these and all had MNIs 

of one. Two additional bones were from this genus. None was found in any house 

(Table 6-12). All these ducks prefer habitats with freshwater ponds, marshes or 

shallow edges of lakes. It is interesting that the blue-wing teal can also be found 

on tiny streams, since only this species had more than one zooarchaeological 

specimen. 

Four. fresh-water, diving ducks were recognized in the avian remains by 

three or fewer bones. These four in phylogenetic order were redhead (Aythya 

americana), ringnecked duck (A .  collaris). greater scaup (A.  marila) and lesser 
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scaup (A. ofinis). All had MNIs of one. None of these was from House 20 and 

only the greater scaup was represented in any h o w  (Table 6-12). 

All but one of the remaining duck species found in the Keffer sample 

belong in the Mergini nibe of diving d u c k  which includes the sea ducks and the 

mergansers. Its representatives in the archaeological sample, in addition to the ten 

oldsquaw bones, included white-winged xoter (Melanim furra). bumehead 

(Bucephala albeola) and red-breasted meiganser (Mergus serraror). all from 

middens (Table 6-12). Finally, a single specimen of ruddy duck (Oqwn 

jamaicemir) wm identified from Midden 57. Thus, it can be concluded th* while 

ducks as a group were hunted. there was little selectivity in the type of duck 

taken. excepting perhaps for the oldsquaw. Few had more than one or two bones 

assigned to them and all had MNIs of one. 

The family Corvidae was relatively well-represented in Midden 57 but it 

was iimited to this feature. While only a single specimen was identified as blue 

jay (Cvanocirra cristara) and =other one as American crow (Conur 

braci~~rh~nchos), there were three common raven (Conus corar) bones and two 

of these were identical parts of the left ulna Single bones of the bald eagle 

(Haliaeefus leucocephalur) and the screech owl (Om asio) were also identified. 

An eagle hind distal phalange was found in H o w  12 and an owl leg bone in 

House 20. Several other poorly represented birds were found only in Midden 57 

(Table 6-12). 
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Summary Comments on the Avian Remains 

Bird specimens were not numerous in the Keffer zooarthaeological sample 

but their diversity was greaf with at least 31 species. Those not represented were 

primarily small passerine song birds which are not hunted by most people. From 

the bud NISPs and MNIs. it can be concluded that wild turkey. passenger pigeon 

and ruffed gouse were specially hunted The pigeons must have been laken in the 

warm weather. The large variety of ducks too was mostly representative of spring 

or fall hunts but somkof the sea ducks and mergansers may have been winter kills 

from Lake Ontario (Figure 6-6). In this sample of 432 bones. the absence of 

medullary bone in all but one turkey femur is indicative of a lack of spring 

exploitation. because such bone develops a few weeks before laying and is absent 

shortly after the laying period (Rick 1975). As well, the relatively few immature 

bones support the conclusion that most bid hunting was done in the fall or winter. 

Only 16 bones were immature. one was from an old adult and the remaining 130 

assigned to an age category were adult (Table 6-13). The greatest spread in ages 

was found in the turkey bones. This heavily utiliued species was in the Toronto 

area throughout the year and may have been hunted in morc than one season. 

Considering the relative body sizes of the birds, the turkey gains in significance 

as a contributor to the diet Although passenger pigeons were much smaller. their 

migratory flocks darkened the skies in spring just when the Indians' stored food 

might have been running out. Thus the pigeons' significance may be greater than 

their numbers indicate. Obviously the Canada geese and the 14 additional duck 
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species. as a p u p .  were imponant dietary conmbuton Many of these b i i  b d  

in southern Ontario. so their eggs may have been collected as welL F d y .  some 

birds. for example the eagle and 1009. may have been valued for their feathers as 

much as for their meat and the skeletal elements of others may have increased 

their value to the Indians. The long bones of large birds were good raw materials 

for beads and tubes. 

Amphibian and Reptilian Remains 

Just over two percent of the vertebrate remains were amphibian. tither 

frogs or toads (Anurn). That this percentage is greater than that for reptiles (Table 

6-1) suggests that amphibians were collected despite their d l  sizes. Only one 

bone was assipned to the large bullfrog ( h a  cambianu). The rrmaining 279 

specimens included 266 that were from d e r  frogs and toads. Among these. 

hind limbs predominated and bones of the rump area (innominata) were second 

(Table 6-14). Together 682 percent of the specimens were from the posterior half, 

suggesting that the more muscular hind legs were saved and that these remains 

were not merely intrusive addirions to the midden. The total of 86 tibiotibulae 

specimens gives a MAU and thus a MNI of 43. All but one of the A n m  bones 

were found in middens. 

Reptile specimens were recovered from all three middens and from all the 

houses except 19 (Tables 6-15.6-16). Painted turtle (Chysemys picta) specimens 

were much more abundant than snapping turtle (Chelvdra serpentinn) remains. 

The wood turtle (Clemmys inrculpfa) was represented by two pieces. 
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That the painted nurle was exploited more than any other rrrrtle is indicated 

by its MNI too. Using the left pleural 2. at least four individuals were represented 

in Midden 57. Two of these were small: a third was large and a fourth was 

intermediate in size. Another turtle can be added on the basis of two. larger adult, 

right. pleural 2 specimens. At least two individuals were represented in Midden 

71 and similarly. Midden 77 had one large and one small individual. Of the 

houses. numbers 12 and 20 both had two individuals of different sizes House 13 

had only a single peripheral shell segment. 

Many turtle pieces fined together and from these reconsrmctions it could 

be seen that the smallest painted turtles had carapaces measuring about 6 cm long, 

while most were about 12 to 15 cm long. There was one very large individual 

represented by a few pleurals. 

There were at least two types of snakes represented by vertebrae found in 

Midden 57. One of these was similar to the common garter snake (Tharnnophir 

sirralis) and the other was like the large northern water snake (Natrir sipedon). 

Four large vertebrae articulated well and were found in close association so it is 

highly probable that they came from a single water snake. 

In sum. it is evident that reptiles and amphibians provided diversity more 

than geat  substance to the diet. This was not because such animals were exotic: 

all the identified species can be found in the immediate vicinity of the Keffer site. 

They are all hibernators. however. and therefore have a limited availability. 
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Interpretations 

Butchered Remains and Represented Body Parts 

In the Keffer zooarchaeological sample, a few parts of some animals were 

mom common than their proportions in complete skeletons Beaver skull parts. 

specifically their incisors, were disproportionately common (Table 6-17) as were 

frog or toad hind limbs (Table 614). whitefsh infiacranial bones. c a t f h  skull 

bones (Table 6-18). bird wings (Table 6-19) and turtle shells (Table 6-20). 

For fish. an over-representation of skull bones should be expected, as these 

arc the most readily identifiable elements. However. the opposite occurred with 

the whitefish specimens, where there were 54 skull to 531 infracranial bones 

(Table 6-18), a ratio of approximately one to 10. In a purchased specimen 

carefully skeletonized for this purpose. I counted 122 skull bones and 226 

infracranial elements, excluding fin rays which are very fragile and seldom 

preserved in archaeological material. Thus. the natural ratio is approximately 12. 

The unnaturally low proportion of zooarchaeological whitefish skull bones likely 

reflects whitefish being decapitated where they were caught. with only the meaty 

bodies being transported to the village. In the 1600s. when the Hurons fshed this 

species in Georgian Bay, they cleaned and sun dried or smoked them there 

(Wrong 1939:185-190). It appears that this treatment can be extended back to ca. 

A.D. 1500. However, because it has been shown that whitefish skull bones do not 

preserve as well as vertebrae (Lubinski 1996). some of the difference might 

reflected natural differences in decay rates. Salmonid skull bones decay rapidly 
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because they are highly cartilaginous compared to other f& (ibik179). 

Trout the second most commonly identified f d  are similar to whitefish. 

Being from the same family. their natural ratios of skull to non-skull elements arc 

alike. In the archaeological sample. the trout infrarranial remains ournumbered the 

skull bones by approximately four to one. The higher proportion of trout than 

whitefish skull specimens suggzXs different bPatment of these two types of 

similar fish even though lake trout too must have been caught at some distance 

from the village. Most might have been prepared off site; bones of this species 

were not very common in the sample. Alternatively, brook trout which could have 

been fished from the stream adjacent to the site. exhibited a ratio for the 

zooarchaeological remains which was close to 1-2, like that in the complete 

skeleton. Likely, many whole brook trout were carried onto the site, as opposed 

to a few whole lake trout 

Thc catfish archaeological sample displays the reverse situation. The 

remains identified to family only were 119 skull bones to 53 infra-cranial bones. 

When the remains identified as channel catfish and bullhead specimens are added 

the imbalance increases. with 307 skull remains to 67 infra-cranial bones giving 

a ntio of about 4.5 skull bones to e v m  infracranial bone which is quite different 

to the almost one to one ratio in a complete skeleton. The three brown bullhead 

reference specimens in my collection have 78-68 and 65 skull bones to 76.68 

and 71 infiacranial elements respectively. Catfish can be found in a wide variety 

of habitats, including the Don River. Therefore, some were likely caught close to 
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thc village. If these fuh were transported whole to the site. then there should be 

about the same number of bones from the skull as from the rest of the body. Some 

of the increase in skull specimens on be attributed to their easy identification. but 

I doubt that this accounts for all of the inflated skull total. 

An unnatural proportion in fuh bones was noted for the Dougall site 

(BdGu-2). located at The N m w s  between Lakes Simcoe and Couchichiig in 

Simcoe County (J. Wright 19722). This site is dated to the Woodland period wi* 

greatest use in the Middle Woodland judging from anifact types and numbers. 

Hcrc the abundance of skull bones in the fish sample led J. Wright to conclude 

"that fish were being gutted, decapitated and dried or smoked on the site and then 

catcn elsewhere: presumably at the interior villages" (ibik15). As a major, year 

round settlement. Keffer is the complimentary opposite to the Dougall site in such 

a system. The Keffer whitefish remains fit this explanation well. Similarly, catiiuh 

may have been prepared at the Keffer village for consumption elsewhere. 

Other locally available species were represented in the expected ratios or 

the discrepancy could be explained as pan of some atural occurrence or 

condition. For example, my reference American eel has 46 skull bones to 122 

infracmial bones, but in the archaeological sample there were only four skull 

bones in the total of 55 remains. In this case. the small skull bones are dificult 

to recover and identify. whereas the venebrae are v q  distinctive. On the other 

hand, there were many more skull than non-skull specimens identified as 

pumpkinseed (Table 6-18) and the natllral ratio from three pumpkinseed reference 



skeletons was nearly one to one. However, because the vertebrae of the members 

of the sunfish family are not readily recognizable, identification procedures likely 

produced the imbalance in this family. Repeating their n a W  ratios, perch 

remains were found in about a one to one ratio as were the wallcydsaugers The 

remaining species were more poorly represented and not surprisingly. considering 

the difficulty in identifying infracranial elements to species or even families in 

many instances. most were skull pieces. These locally available. riverine fshes 

appear to have been returned as complete carcass to the site. 

It might be expected that the larger mammal remains would exhibit 

evidence of culling and butchering if they were procured at a distance from the 

village or if they were too large to fit into a pot whole. The mammalian specimens 

cross-tabulated by species and body part (Table 6-17) revealed a slight imbalance 

in favour of hind limb bones for all mammals except Canis and Odocoih.  The 

Canis familioris remains were from all pans of the body and the appendicular 

specimens were almost evenly distributed between fore and hind limbs. Such a 

distribution is expected for an animal raised on the site. Even the large Odocoileus 

had all parts of the skeleton represented in the archaeological material. The high 

number of limb bones in the sample reflects the numerous phalanges (about 40 per 

animal). The numerous skull specimens include teeth, which both preserve well 

and usually can be identified. The number of trunk specimens appears somewhat 

depressed; limbs may have been transported home slightly more often than whole 

carcasses but certainly all parts of deer bodies reached the site. The predominance 



of fore limb specimens for the deer was not expecfed. considering the greater 

nutritional value of hind quaners (Binford 1978; Metcalfe and Jones 1988). There 

were a large number of deer l i b  bone remains not assigned to either hind or fore 

limbs (Table 6-17). but most of these were phalanges and so would not likely 

change the body part distributions. The beaver remains were ovmhelmingly 

incisors. but the bones were from all parts of the body. This proportional 

rcprcsentation was true of the other medium-sued and small mammals too. Thus 

most mammalian body parts appear to have been returned to the site in 

proportions cor~istent with those occurring naturally. This strengthens the 

uschlness of MNls for estimating meat weight contributions to the diet 

Direct evidence of butchering occurred on only 2.6 percent of the 

mammalian remains and the majority of the bones so marked were not identified 

beyond class. The mammal exhibiting the geatest number of butchering marks 

was the deer (Table 6-9). All types of marks were found on deer bones but these 

were still such a limited number that no patterns emerged In general, for all the 

mammals. cut mark were slightly more common than spiral fracture features and 

there were very few straight edges across varying bone densities. There was no 

evidence for the cutting of bones for grease extraction. This cutting of bones into 

small sections and then boiling them to skim off the grease may be more an 

Algonquian practice than an Iroquoian one (but see chapter 7), or it may have 

1 occurred mainly at Iroquoian hunting camps as Champlain recorded in 1615 

(Biggar 1929%). 
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The avian bones. excepting grouse. were predominantly from wings (Table 

6-19). This likely reflects both the relative ease with which even small portions 

of avian ulnae can be identified and a real selection of wings for their feathers 

and/or the long hollow bones. Birds were likely also hunted for their meat. The 

most frequently found species. the wild turkey, was apparently returned to the 

village whole. Similarly. all parts of the passenger pigeon were recovered but 

pigeon wing bones were almost three times as common as any other pigeon bone. 

Perhaps some pigeons were killed off-site and only the breast muscles and wings 

were saved, whereas others were killed in the immediate vicinity of the village 

and so were returned to it intact. If ducks were hunted in the fall andlor winter 

from Lake Ontario. perhaps only some meat and their wings were aansponed back 

to the Keffer village. With the small numbers of specimens available, such 

suppositions cannot be substantiated. It is interesting that the turkey was not 

butchered where it was killed. but was returned to the site whole. Some 

preparation must have been made before the buds were cooked. However. there 

was only one archaeological avian bone (wild turkey) with cut marks. This lack 

of butchering evidence suggests that birds were not dismembered prior to cooking 

and that the meat was removed from the bones without marking them. 

It is difficult to reconstruct the Keffer inhabitants' butchering practices. 

Likely most meat was boiled, reducing the need to cut it away from the bones, but 

one would expect that deer would have been at least partially dismembered prior 

to boiling them. There are historic descriptions relating to this. In one feast. 30 or 
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40 kettles were used to cook 30 deer and in another. $0 kettles contained 20 deer 

and four bears (Bribeuf 1636 JR 10:179). These figures suggest that the kettles 

were very large. which in tum would mean that the carcasses to be boiled in them 

would not have to be butchered into small sections Alternatively, whole deer may 

have been roasted. Finally, it is possible that the scarcity of  cut marks arrests to 

the great skill or care of the butchers 

As is common in archaeological materials the nutle remains were mainly 

shell pieces from both the cuapace and the plastron, but two other bones were 

also found (Table 6-20). These suggest that whole nutles were returned to the 

village. In the seventeenth century. whole nutles were cooked alive (Tooker 

l967:66). 

Amphibian hind quarters appear to have been purposefully collected and 

their bones later d i i d e d  with other food refuse. Frogs' skins may have been 

used for baiting fish hooks (ibik24). 

Only 27 remains. two avian and the rest mammalian. appeared to have 

been opened by spiral fracturing (Table 6-21). The fracruring of long b o o s  is 

usually assumed to reflect the extraction of the rich marrow found in their central 

cavities. Apparently the Keffer people did not ordinarily collect this food source, 

from which it can be infemd they had sufficient meat without i t  

Fish Meat Weights 

Fish meat came from a variety of species. But. as expected from the NISP 

figures, whitefish dominated in this category despite its MNI being under- 
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represented more than the MNIs for other fish because whitef~h skull specimens 

were few and their vmebrae could not be sorted to individuals. In addition 

whitefish ate larger, generally, than most of the other represented species. As the 

figures in Table 6-22 show. whitefish clearly dominated the meat contributions in 

the houses followed by other members of the salmonkrout family. These are 

mainly lake fishes. although brook trout spawn in streams. Since Keffer is located 

on a mbutary of the Don River. it was not surprising to find that shallow water 

and riverine fish were richly represented. However, their NISPs and MNIs were 

low. except for catfish (Table 6-5). The single channel catfish would have 

provided about 3.63 kg of meat (chapter 5). considering the large size of the 

zooarchaeological bones. The smaller but much more common brown bullheads 

accounted for considerable amounts of meat too (Table 6-22) and there were many 

catfish bones not identified to species and therefore not added to these meat 

calculations. Nonhem pike, because of its large size and moderately high NISPs 

and MNls, was almost as geat  a meat provider as the catfish. Members of the 

bass family as well as walleye/saugers added to the meat calculations for the 

houses. whereas largemouth and rock bass specimens, as well as those of yellow 

perch. were found only in middens. But at least one bass sp. was represented in 

House 20, as was a single pumpkinseed whose meat contribution equalled that of 

the bass. Suckers, Amerkan eel, pike and bowfm wete minor contributors to the 

meat in the houses, and freshwater drum and longnose gar were used very 

sparingly. Drum occurred in some houses. but not House 20. whereas gat remains 
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were restricted to midden deposits. For the four h o w  combined. based on MMs 

the total fish meat contribution was 5321 kg. For House 20 alone, f s h  provided 

at least 26.28 kg. 

Mammalian Meat Weights 

Remains of a -pater variety of mammals than fish were found in the 

house and these are assumed to represent primarily, but not exclusively, meat 

sources. Whitetail deer was the main contributor to the diet Deer specimens were 

more common than any other species (Table 6-7) and, as can be seen in Table 6- 

23. members of the deer family provided the greatest amount of meat The four 

adults found in the four houses would provide about 181.6 kg of meat. The single 

large immature individual likely contributed at least 34.05 kg bringing the deer 

total to 215.65 kg. This is a conservative estimate since some of these individuals 

wcrc bucks. For House 20. three adults and one fairly large immature individual 

would provide at least 170.25 kg of meat. In the same family. but much bigger, 

is the moose. The single immature moose represented in the four houses and in 

House 20 would have added greatly to the meat component of the diet (chapter 

5). 

Following the deer and probably dogs as meat contributors were the single 

adult black bear and three medium-sized animals: beaver, woodchuck and muskrat 

Except for the raccoon, hare and red fox, the remaining mammals contributed only 

small amounts. Numerous smaller mammals, such as squirrels, chipmunks, 

martens and even mice, shrews, voles and moles (Table 6-7). likely added variety 
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more than substance to the meals. Occasionally, the inhabitants of the Keffer 

village may have tasted lynx, porcupine and even skunk. According to Waugh. the 

Iroquois avoided porcupine as a food (1973:132). 

Based on the domestic dog specimens. rwo adults in the four houses could 

have provided 20 kg of meat and the one adult in House 20, ten. Almost 30 

percent of those mammalian remains identified to genus or species were Canis. 

When specimens identified to the Canis genus only are considered. a further 275 

kg of meat are added for the houses and 17.5 kg for House 20. 

The Jesuits. Sagard and Champlain all recorded the eating of dogs usually 

ceremonial. in the seventeenth century. Dogs were boiled and fed to war captives 

(Tooker 1967:35): dog heads were eaten at feasts (ibik39): dogs were eaten afier 

dances (ibid.:78): they were consumed as a cure for epidemics (ibid: 105) and they 

were an ingredient of wedding feasts (ibid.:126). Later Iroquois also consumed 

dogs "on special occasions and as a ceremonial observance" (Waugh 1973133). 

Thus. while dogs might have been a special dietary item. they were eaten often 

and usually. but not always, their bones were discarded like those of any food 

animal. With the inclusion of the dogs, the mammalian meat total for the four 

houses is 547.22 kg. Much of this was from House 20 which had a total of 474.72 

kg of edible flesh. 

Avian Meat Weights 

Combined. the fish and mammalian NISPs were over 90 percent of the 

faunal remains, making it clear that birds were very small contributors to the diet. 
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Not only were their MSPs low. but also most were small c r e a m  Howcva. 

bones of the large wild turkey were the most frequent (Table 6-1 I). For House24 

as for the four houses combined the single turkey reprrsented would have 

contributed 4.5 kg of mear (chapter 5 and Table 6-24). Almost as common as 

turkey were the remains of pigeon and gow, but because of their smaller sizes 

these birds contributed much less meat 

None of the other species occurred in large numbers but for the site as a 

whole. the combined duck and goose NISP is greater than that for turkey (Table 

6-1 1). However. from the houses only two ducks were represented (Table 6-12): 

greater scaup and oldsquaw and each of these yields less than one kg of meat 

As was true for the mammalian remains, there was a variety of b i  +es 

represented by only a few bones (Table 6-1 1). In sum birds were not very 

important dietary sources. For all four houses combined. this class provided only 

10.6 kg of meat whereas from House 20 alone 5.5 kg were represented. 

Reptilian and Amphibian Meat Weights 

Similarly, on the basis of their low NISPs. it must be concluded that 

reptiles and amphibians were very minor food items. However. it is likely that the 

three types of turtle and two snakes represented in the faunal material were 

consumed (chapter 5). Only painted turtle and frogs or toads were recognized in 

the house deposits. The two painted turtles from House 20 would have yielded 

about 0.1 kg. of meat each (B. Smith 1975:183) and the amphibians much less. 

In sum it can be concluded that the Keffer people consumed a variety of 
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animal matter. The total meat figure based on MNIs for the four houses is 61292 

kg and for House 20 alone, 506.70 kg, ignoring the amphibians and the few 

invertebrates. 

Seasonal and Habitat Exploitation Patterns 

When considering the seasonal procurement rounds of the inhabitants of 

the Keffer village. it is important to remember that their main source of food was 

probably their com. beans and squash produce. Spring preparation of the land and 

seeding. summer weeding and fall harvesting likely limited exploitation of wild 

species. However, a sexual division of labour, such as that recorded for the 

Hurons (Trigger 1990). could have circumvented conflicts in scheduling which 

otherwise might have limited the exploitation of animals most easily captured 

when honicultural activities had to be performed. 

Fishing was done mainly in two seasons and in thm types of water 

(Figure 6-3). The major effort was for whitefish from deep. cold water lakes. 

presumably during the fall spawning period. Since Keffer is closer to Lake Ontario 

than to Lake Simcoe or any of the other Great Lakes, all of which contain 

whitefish. it is most probable that fishers spent much of late October and 

November on Lake Ontario catching and preparing whitefish. At this time. when 

the whitefish were spawning in shallow lake waters, most agricultural activities 

would have been completed for the year. Whitefish was the most important fsh. 

perhaps precisely because fishing it did not conflict with the honicuItura1 schedule. 
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Wen fishing for whitefish. some lake trout gar. pike and drum were pmamd. 

but their NISPs were low so they may have been only incidental catcbes It is 

unlikely that any m e m h  of the Salmonidae family were taken either in summer 

or winter. because at these seasons they are in the deeper waters of the lakes. 

However. they swim into shallow water or at lake surfaces in spins so some may 

have been fished then. but at this time they would not be congregated together as 

they are in the fall for spawning. 

Some fishing was also done in small lakes or ponds. Catfish, members of 

the perch family and bowfrn would have been fished from such small bodies of 

water. The brown bullhead swims in schools throughout the year but it spawns in 

the spring as do perch and bowfin. Bullheads and bowfins continue to spawn into 

the early summer in their shallow water habitats. Channel catfish leave shallow 

lakes to spawn in streams from April to June. This scheduling might account for 

their low frequency in the archaeo;ogical deposis. x this is when Iroquoian 

farming involved both sexes. Since brown bullheads were the most frequently 

identified catfish and since this family was second in importance to the 

Salmonidae. it can be concluded that some of the Keffer people fshed in shallow 

waters in the spring or early summer. It may have been women andlor children 

who did this from the streams close to the site. Local d l  lakes and ponds were 

likely exploited and this probably occurred after the fields were planted but while 

these fish were still spawning. June would be ideal for this. 

Streams were also fished. From the identified fish species. it appears that 
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most of this type of fishing occurred in cold. clear streams with sand or gravel 

bottoms. Fish inhabiting such an environment include suckers and wallcyelsaugers, 

as well as brook trout. channel catfish and perch. which ascend such streams to 

spawn in the spring. Warmer. shallower, streams contain members of the sunfish 

family, particularly bass. which l i e  a sand to mud bottom, as do those brown 

bullheads that inhabit streams. All these riverine fish spawn in the spring. An 

exception is the catanadromous American eel. which swims upstream in the spring 

and migrates downstream in the fall in order to spawn at sea It can be concluded 

that somc Kcffer fishers exploited rivers in the spring. That bass. pumpkinseed 

and walleyelsauger specimens were more common in the zooarchaeological 

sample than sucker bones might be because suckers spawn earlier, when labour 

would be needed to prepare and plant the fields. Riverine fishing could be 

practiced early and easily, since it did not require movement away from the 

village. Because of this. such fishing may not have been considered a major 

procurement activity by the Indians andlor their early European visitors. Certainly, 

the results. as reflected in the faunal remains, indicate that it was not as productive 

as the fall whitefish effort. These conclusions, based on the archaeological fuh 

materials, are similar to the information given in the ethnographies, where it was 

recorded that: 

Fall was the season for fshing; at this time of the year numbers of 
people were engaged in it. ... But fishing was also important in the 
early spring ... and in the summer (Tooker 1967:63). 

Summary information on the seasonal availability and desirability of the 
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mammals represented in the faunal material is presented in Figure 6-4, where the 

species are listed in order of decreasing frequency from top to bottom They are 

listed by their preferred habitats in Fiyre 6-5. From these two figures. it can be 

seen that mammals were hunted mainly from areas of secondary growth and in the 

hardwood forests. although there may also have been a little hunting in climax. 

coniferous forests. and that hunting occurred primarily in the fall and winter. Such 

a conclusion agrees with Tooker's. Faced with contradictory statements in the 

historical sources. she concluded that "hunting took place in the late fall and early 

winter" (1967:65). Whitetail deer could be taken most easily from mid-September 

to December. Evidence for a fall to early winter hunt exists in four antlers still 

attached to skulls, one antler beam exhibiting chopping scars at its base and two 

cut bases, as opposed to only one frontal bone with a pedicle for a shed antler. 

But fall is when the corn must be harvested (September and October) and 

whitefish are spawning (November). Deer could have been hunted when they 

yarded in late winter as well as in the fall. The seasons for harvesting corn and 

fishing whitefish were less flexible. Since the harvesting of the crops was left to 

the women primarily, men could have left the village early in September to hunt 

deer. which at this time of the year would be found in areas of mixed vegetation; 

towards the end of the fall deer would be moving into oak forests to feed on 

acorns. The same group of hunters might have ceased hunring and renuned to the 

village in time to leave for Lake Ontario for November. Alternatively, the hunters 

and fishers might not have been the same individuals. However, when Champlain 
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described a deer hunt in the fall of 1615, he noted that, while 25 men of his party 

were building a deer fence, others had gone to catch mu: and pike (Biggar 

182Q:83-5). Raccoons might have been hunted in the fall as well. but the other 

mammalian species were more likely taken in other seasons. 

The possibility of a winter hunt for deer has been mentioned. Bcaver and 

muskrats were likely taken then too. Black bear could be hunted most safely in 

winter, whereas most of the other hibernating species were likely taken in the 

warm weather. Historically. 

a bear. after being captured might be fattened for 2 or 3 years and 
then be killed for a feast. The bear was shut up in the middle of 
the house in a little round enclosure made of stakes driven into the 
ground. He was given the remains of sagamif6 to eat vooker 
1967:66). 

Such a captive animal could be slaughtered whenever the Indians wish& The 

relative NISPs for the mammals indicate that there was a significant hunt for d m  

and also for beaver, woodchuck and muskrats, but that the other wild mammals 

were not exploited very heavily. 

As mentioned above, the deer would have been stalked in areas of 

secondary growth or deciduous forests. Woodchuck red foxes and some bears 

might also be found in such habitats. Beaver, muskrats, raccoons and mink would 

be encountered in ponds or along streams in these open areas or woods. Bears. 

bobcats and some lynx, as well as black squirrels, would be found in mixed 

forests. Climax, deciduous forests, common in southern Ontario in the sixteenth 

century, are habitats for black squirrels, chipmunks, foxes. black bears, raccoons 
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burs. porcupines. manens snowshoe hares and lynx. These last four were all 

poorly represented in the faunal sample. Although many of these species can be 

found in more than one vegetational zone (cg. bears). it can be concluded that 

most huntins was done in secondary growth areas and deciduous forests. Such 

areas surrounded the village and its fields. Thus, d i e  the exploitation of 

whitefish. most mammal hunting would not have required much navel away from 

the viilage. However. hunting may not have been as successful overall as fishing 

(Table 6-1). Individual hunts and the social significance of hunting may have been 

more important than fishing. but as an economic activity, fishing appears to have 

been more productive in terms of the numbers of animals harvested. 

Many of the birds that were brought to the Keffer village arc in southern 

Ontario seasonally (Figure 6-6). This is not true of the wild turkey. Perhaps its 

unlimited availability contributed to its being the most commonly represented b i  

but its large size was probably also significant. The lack of medullary bone in all 

but one turkey limb bone indicates that birds were seldom taken in the spring. 

Maybe the Keffer people were too busy planting and fishing spring spawners to 

pursue birds in this season. Alternatively, it may be that the Indians were 

conserving the bird stocks by not hunting them in their breeding season (Bent 

1963:359-60). Like the turkey. the grouse could be taken year round but it may 

have been easiest to gather in the fall, when it was in family groups. 

Certainly, some bids, such as the passenger pigeon, were hunted in the 
7 
i 
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warm weather because this is the only time they are in Ontario. However, 

although most duck species are spring and fill migants io southern Ontario. it 

appears that. like the pigeon, the zooarcheological specimens were not from 

spring kills. The sample is small, however. Finally, the sandhill crane migated 

through southern Ontario (Godfrey 1986:176) and might have been taken in corn 

fields in the fall and thus. mostly by women and children. 

There is evidence for some late fall and winter bird hunting. About half of 

the represented duck species winter on the Great Lakes in small numbers. It may 

be that hunting such ducks and fishing were contemporaneous activities. Two 

species. grebe and goshawk winter only in the region and the common loon is 

found there in greatest abundance in the winter. 

In sum. the relatively few bird remains from species which have varying 

seasons of availability in the Keffer area combine to suggest that hunting buds 

was not a common activity and that there was not a specific season for i t  There 

is only negative evidence that it was not pursued much in spring. 

Most of the represented birds inhabited open areas adjacent to the site or 

deciduous woodlands located immediately beyond the cleared areas. The spruce 

grouse was the only coniferous forest species identified. Water birds were more 

numerous than forest ones. mainly due to the ducks. The goose, loon and grebe 

are also water birds and the mven is usually found near water. Sandhill cranes and 

American bitterns can be found in marshes and, like ducks, these water buds 

would be found in proximity to beavers and muskrats. Most of the other 
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represented birds live in open areas or mixed woodlands with the exception of the 

turkey and the passenger pigeon both of which preferred deciduous forrsts Short 

sorties into deciduous forests must have been underraken to obtain turkeys and 

pigeons. These birds could have been captured in stands of oaks coincidentally 

with deer hunts there. The acorns would have amacted both these animals and the 

Indians. 

Bird hunting appears to have been relatively unimportant but the collection 

of runles and amphibians was wen more insignif ic~t  These creature% like c h  

must have been warm weather foods and. although they conmbuted little to the 

total diet. they provided variety and perhaps had added importance as "summer 

dishes". That their remains were recovered as fmluenrly as they were indicates 

that the Keffer people valued variety in their diet T h q  likely also wanted these 

animals for nondienry uses. Based on their season o i  availability. it can be 

assumed that they were exploited mostly by women and children. 

There are other possible food items which would have not been preserved 

Bird eggs may have been gathered in the spring to early summer period. 

Amphibian eggs could be found in the summer. whereas turtles lay in the summer 

and fall. Such foodstuffs likely were exploited in a minor way. mainly by women; 

the major collecting activities were fishing and deer hunting in the fdL some 

mammal and likely turkey exploitation in the winter and river fishing again in the 

spring. These mainly male pursuits had to be meshed with the a g i c u l d  

activities and they may well have been subordinate to them. 
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Comparison of the Faunal Remains to the Human Consumers 

In order to compare the amount of m a t  to the number of consumers. 

following the methods outliicd in chapter 5, the refuse and heanh numbers from 

the 1988 excavations of Houses 12. 13. 19 and 20 will be combined to arrive at 

the highest estimates of the numbers of families and f a d  rrm3ins before 

considering the materid h m  House 20 done. Similarities in the fa& remains 

from the houses were anticipated because they were from the same village and 

because they were mostly contemporaneous although House 20 was built after 

Houses 12 and 13, and House 19 was built even later (Fiayson 1989:lO). 

The most obvious differences b m e e n  the zooarchaeological samples in 

the houses are in their quantities. Houses 12 and 13 had similar numbas of 

macrofaunal specimens (Table 6-3) but House 20 had almost twice as many. 

Houses 12 and 13 had fewer because, unlike the other two, they madded the 

ploughed and unploughed areas of the site. Thus for House 1 2  the faunal remains 

from only 16.4 meters of its length were analyzed and similarly, those h m  only 

18.0 meters of House 13 have been studied Since House 20 had a total length of 

41.4 meters. the amounts of faunal material for these three houses per meter of 

undisturbed area are very similar. House 19 was not ploughed and although it was 

23.8 meues long. it produced only 51 macrofaunal specimens, which is certainly 

much sparser than such remains in the other three buildings. Since House 19 was 

the shortest longhouse on the site. it is possible that it had a specid hct ion.  

Related to len* is the number of hearths in a house. Assuming two T 
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families used each hearth. there is a reason to expect a positive correlation 

between hearth numbers and faunal quantities. More families implies greater food 

consumption and more refuse. House 20 had seven hearths for 14 families, 

whereas hearths in the undisnut?ed portions of Houses 12 and 13 indicated four 

imilies each. There were actually three he& stains in House 13's southern end, 

but nvo of these were so close together that it is assumed that they were used by 

the same two families. Similarly, there were two closely spaced hearths in House 

19. as well as one situated farther away, so it is thought that four families might 

have used this house. In total then, for the undisturbed deposits. these houses had 

13 heanhs for 26 nuclear families. The house with the greatest number of families, 

House 20, was the one with the greatest quantity of faunal refuse. 

Longevity of use likely affected the faunal samples within the houses. 

House duration can be estimated by examining the density of post hole stains 

marking the walls (Finlayson 1985; Warrick 1988, 1990:265-293). Using the 

method devised by Warrick and, l i e  h i  assuming that cedar poles were used 

to consauct longhouses, the durations of the four houses have been determined 

Using the somewhat imprecise graph presented in Warrick's work and his average 

of 3.5 original posts per meter for Huron longhouses (1988, 1990), House 20 

existed for about 27 years since it had a post density of 5.66 posts per linear 

meter, with 276 in 48.78 meters. House 19, with 87 posts in 48.78 meters. had a 

density of 5.84 poleslm for a duration of about 30 years. In House 12, there were 

141 posts in 23.1 1 meters or 6.10 posts/meter. indicating a duration of about 32 
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years. Surprisingly. H o w  13 with 124 posts in 27.84 meters had a density of 4.45 

postdrn. and a @od of only about 19 years. The longer duration of Houses 12 

and 20 may explain the greater proponions of faunal material for these dwellings. 

But based on this reasoning, there should have been many more faunal remains 

in House 19 than House 13 rather than the reverse (Table 03). Apparently 

longevity is not consistent with zooarchaeological quantities. 

Warrick recommended establishing a site's duration by ageing a house 

which was occupied throughout the existence of the village. Considering the 

positions of the palisades, House 12 might have existed for the whole time the 

village was located here and thus, it can be concluded that the village existed for 

at least 32 years. Houses 20 and 19 appear to have been built after the demolition 

of House 13. and therefore the village might have existed for as long as 46 or 49 

years. Because House 19 is thought to have been constructed after House 20 and 

because 19 lasted longer. it is possible that the site was in use for over 50 years. 

This figure might be too high, considering that none of the 20 sites examined by 

Warrick had estimated durations of over 50 years (1988:47) and most langed from 

20 to 40 years (ibid.:49). However, D. Smith estimated the village likely existed 

for about 50 years on the basis of analysis of the ponery and pipes in combination 

with the strata in Midden 57 (D. Smith 1991:25). 

The number of animals and the kilogrammes of meat consumed by the 26 

families. over a period of at least 32 years but likely closer to 50 years. can be 

summarized. These families consumed, at a minimum. parts of 33 mammals. 26 
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fish, seven birds. two painted turtles and one hg/toad and possibly a few clams. 

Since the m a t  weight estimated from MNIs totals 61292 kg. for each nuclear 

family. there were about 23.57 kg of mear These figures _greatly underestimate the 

actually quantity consumed. but they can be compared with similarly derived ones 

from the McKeown zooarchaeological sample (chapter 7). 

Although none of the four houses over-lapped, there is the possibility that 

the families in House 20 or 19 had previously lived in one of the earlier houses 

In order to avoid the possibility of inflating the number of families the remains 

found in House 10 alone will be considered House 20 has been chosen because 

it was the largest of the four with identified faunal samples and it was completely 

excavated. It had seven hearths and its floor area was 290.57m2 or 20.76m2 per 

family which was more crowded than the average of 26.68m2 for the 26 families 

in the four houses. 

The refuse from House 20 included specimens from all classes. The MNI 

of 25 mammals from at least 16 genera contributed at least 474.72 kg of meat 

(Table 6-23). Four birds from four species conhbuted 5.5 kg (Table 6-24). At 

least 15 fish from 11 different types yielded 26.28 kg of meat (Table 6-22) and 

the two painted turtles about 0.2 kg. The single medium-sized toad or frog and a 

few clams (Efliptio sp.) added minuscule amounts. Minus this last group. the total 

venebnte meat represented for House 20 is 506.70 kg. Thus. the amount for each 

of its 14 nuclear families would have been 36.19 kg which is more than the 23.57 

kg avenge for the 26 nuclear families in the four houses. 
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Summary and Conclusions 

The It, :32 faunal remains recovered from the Keffer site included a wide 

range of species from all five vertebrare classes These species indicated that 

animals were procured from both water and land habitats. Fish and b i d  were 

taken from large bodies of water. such as Lake Ontario, and smaller bodies. 

particularly streams. Amphibians and reptiles were also gathered from such 

localities. On land. birds and mammals were harvested from a variety of habitats 

but open areas with secondary growth and deciduous forests were the ones 

exploited most. Such habitats dominated the Keffer catchment area. 

One of the most interesting findings was that fish accounted for 61.1 

percent of the remains by MSP. Identification revealed that whitefish catfish and 

trout were the preferred species. From their natural cycles. it is concluded that the 

major fishing effon was in the fall for whitefish, likely from Lake Ontario. A 

secondary fishing effon was undertaken closer to the village during the spring 

spawning periods of the catfish, perch and several sunfsh. Rivers or ponds of 

different temperatures were fished for these species. 

Examination of the particular fish body parts revealed that whitefsh were 

decapitated off site and many of the heads were not brought back to the village, 

resulting in an under-representation of this species in the zooarchaeological 

sample. The riverine species. on the other hand. were carried onto the site whole. 

There was a high quantity of catfish sicull bones. perbaps reflecting special 

preparation. The requirements of horticulture dominated the economy but fish 
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cycles were probably very influential in the subsistence activities and seasonal 

rounds of the Keffer inhabitants. 

The mammalian class was less significant than anticipated, forming only 

29.3 percent of the specimens by MSP. However, within this class, the species 

most commonly identified were predictable: deer, Canis sp. and beaver. Deer 

remains were the most frequently identified wild species and its importance as a 

meat provider is magnified by the large size of this mammal. Likely deer were 

hunted in the fall when they would be most desirable. but a second season for 

hunting them may have been in mid-to-late winter. In addition to the value of deer 

to humans for skins and meat. antlers and deer bones provided raw materials for 

tools and deer phalanges appear to have provided nourishment for dogs. The 

domestic dog kept by these people was slightly smaller than a coyote. The 

presence of a few cut marks and numerous burnt Canis sp. specimens indicated 

these mammals were eaten, but the occurrence of dog bones in a pit in House 1 

attested to occasional special treatment of their remains too. The beaver was 

valued for its long. lower incisors, which appeared to have been saved over many 

years, but the rest of the body was used also. From the geography of the Peel 

plain. it can be concluded that beaver would have occurred in the vicinity of the 

site, but the absence of marshes and swampy depressions would have restricted 

their numbers. Apparently its fur had not attained its high value of the historic 

period in the early 1500s. 

The Keffer people also made use of several medium-to-small sized 
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f u r - k e n .  Although these mammals conmbuted small amounts of meat or skin 

individually, they were not merely incidental variations in the sample. Evidence 

of purposeful collection of woodchucks, squimls and chipmunks corroborates 

findings at other sites. such as Nodwell (Stewart 1974) and Wicek (Lennox et al. 

1986). Most of the hunted mammals were from the open areas or from deciduous 

forests common in the site's vicinity. Some less frequently encountered species, 

such as the porcupine. marten, snowshoe hare and lynx. were from coniferous 

forests primarily. These and the moose specimens represent acquisitions from 

areas beyond the Keffer 10 kilometre catchment area. 

Avian bones were only 3.6 percent of the total. but a variety of bird 

species were included in this sample. However, as was true for the fish, many 

were represented by only a few bones. Wild turkey bones dominated the sample. 

followed by those of passenger pigeon and grouse. A wide variety of ducks were 

taken too. These and the pigeons provided evidence of seasonal hunting activities 

in the warm weather months. particularly in sumrra and fall. The turkey was 

available in deciduous forests throughout the year, but it may have been easiest 

to hunt in the winter. Like the mammals. most buds were taken from open areas 

or deciduous forests and both land and water species were hunted. One bud. the 

spruce gouse, prefers coniferous forests and it may have been a wade item It is 

possible that turkeys too were traded from people living farther south, particularly 

in cold seasons. 

The return of spring allowed the Keffer inhabitants to add variety to their 
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diet with turtle and amphibian meat and perhaps, infquently, snake meat. 

Amphibian bones were only a small percent of the total sample and reptiles were 

even fewer. Painted turtles accounted for over half the reptilian remains, with 

those of snappers following. The amphib'i bones were almost exclusively those 

of Frogs or toads of medium size. They were of interest because most were from 

the hind limbs: although the sample si7e was small, this meaty section of the body 

appears to have been returned to the site more often than the complete carcass 

Consideration of the natural histories of the species represented allows 

several conclusions. First, most were taken from deciduous woodlands or more 

open areas. but greater distances were covered in order to exploit whitefish 

Second. the various procurement act;.ities were undertaken in specific seasons. 

Fishing occurred in the fall and to a lesser d e w  in the spring. Birds were not 

hunted in the spring and some species were taken only over the warm weather 

months. Reptiles and amphibians were gathered from spring to fall. Deer hunting 

was likely a fall and late winter activity and beaver, bear and turkey too were 

most easily captured in winter. Most hibernating species must have been taken in 

the warm weather. Caged bears and dogs could have been killed whenever the 

desire or need arose. 

From the particular skeletal specimens found, it can be concluded that most 

prey animals were returned to the site as complete carcasses. Butchering of the 

carcasses appears to have been minimal. The skinning of the mammals and the 

dismembering of the larger species must have been done with skill. Relatively few 
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specimens were burnt From this evidence (Tables 6-10.6-25.6-26.6-27). it can 

be supposed either that some members of each faunal family were roasted over 

an open fire or that waste bones of all families were burnt accidentally or more 

probably purposefully. Cooking food was a female activity, according to the 

ethnohiitorical records Natural history information on the animals available in the 

wrm weather in habitats that would have been found close to villages suggests 

that some fishing and hunting, as well as gathering, were probably in the female 

domain too. Finally, a minimum average of between 23.57 and 36.19 kg of edible 

flesh per nuclear family was deduced from the faunal sample found with the four 

houses of the Keffer site. 

This discussion of the faunal material from the Keffer site has included 

data on remains from both middens and houses in order to use the most amount 

of information available for interpretations on the different habitats and seasons 

of exploitation. However, to reconsmct the amount of meat that was consumed 

the remains from the houses only have been used for two reasons. It is assumed 

that refuse in the houses represents food consumed by families in those houses 

primarily. Thus, the number of hearths, and thus families. can be compared to the 

amount of refuse. Middens on the other hand were likely added to by many 

families from different longhouses. and it is impossible to determine which bones 

came from which house. If the faunal remains from all the houses and all the 

middens had been identified, the totals could be compared to the number of 

heanhs on the site to arrive, perhaps, at a bener estimate of the amount of mcat 
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consumed by the families. (There would still be problems of the hearths' 

contemporaneity.) Such data were not available for Keffer because not a11 of the 

excavated assemblage was identitied. The total sample is not available at the 

McKcown site either, because only one quarter of the village has been excavated. 

and this did not include any middens. This was the second reason for excluding 

the midden remains from the Keffer diet estimates. The faunal remains from 

McKcown are described next 



CHAPTER 7 

THE ZOOARCHAEOLOGICAL SAMPLE FROM THE MCKEOWX 

SITE 

Introduction 

The McKeown site (BeFv-I). located on Lot 11. Concession 2. Augusta 

Township, Grenville County. is south of Ottawa and just north of the S t  Lawrence 

River (Figure 1-1). Although this prehistoric S t  Lawrence Iroquoian village site 

has been known to archaeologists since the 1930s (Winternberg 1972:121 cited in 

Pendcrgast 1988). it did not recei.:e much attention until the summer of 1987 

when it was excavated by Dr. James Pendergast 

Excavation of exploratory trenches located the village's palisades and 

associated ditches, whereas removal of the plough zone with bulldozers and 

shovels revealed post moulds of "22 longhouses, or portions of longhouses and 

2. possibly 3. circular lodges within a heavily palisaded perimeter" (Pendergast 

1993b:6). Macrofaunal samples originating in the features of the houses and the 

floated material from all the features in House 2 have been analyzed for this 

study. 

Pendergast has made some prelimimy interpretations regarding the site 

(Pendergast 1988. 1990). Analysis of the settlement data led him to conclude that 

"the core village population was augmented in two phases" with the second influx 

of population being the larger one (Pendergast 1988:4). From an examination of 
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1.6 hectare site was a "Border" (Pendergast 1993b:l) St. Lawrence Iroquoian 

village dating to around AD. 1500. The finding of an European iron awl might 

indicate a slightly more recent date. but because there were no other trade goods 

the site should still be considered as dating to "somnime in the first half of the 

16th centu~y" (Wright and Wright 1990:4). Radiocarbon dates support this 

interpretation. However the village could have been occupied slightly earlier. 

perhaps around A.D. 1475, as dates from the core area (Houses 5. 13 and 16) 

suggest (Pendergast 1993b). 

Using documentary information and analogy, it has been assumed that the 

McKeown village was occupied year-round. although the population likely 

fluctuated with the seasons: 

By far the majority of the pits excavated were located in the 
longhouses. Indeed. the areas between the houses are relatively 
undisturbed. This pattern is attributed, in part at least. to a village 
life style in which the greater part of the village activity occurred 
during the winter months when the weather confmed villagers to 
their longhouses. With the arrival of spring the people left the 
village for their spring fishing stations on the S t  Lawrence River 
and the farm lands to prepare them for planting. Over the summer 
months they occupied a variety of locations, some remote from the 
village, each of which contributed to the seasonal food supply. As 
a result the village remained sparsely inhabited until after the fall 
harvest and hunt were complete (Pendergast 19885). 

In addition to village sites like McKeown, the St. Lawrence Iroquoians also 

had marshlswamp habitations and fishing stations (Pendergast 198458) for the 

exploitation of specific animals. The Steward site (J. Jamieson 1982), for example, 

was a prehistoric St. Lawrence Iroquoian fishing station thought to have been used 
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primarily for the exploitation of the American eel (Anguilla rosrram) in the fall 

(Junker-And- 1988). Similarly. the Slack Rockshelter (Nicol 1977) and the 

Driver site (Neill 1983) might have been spring/summer encampments, although 

this is difficult to confirm because the faunal sample from the Slack Rockshelter 

was minimal (n=249) and that from the Driver site (n=1294) was collected in a 

salvage excavation. Likely, however, most of the animals p d  at swh special 

collecting camps were aansponed back to the main village. at least in part if not 

as entire carcasses. to be consumed that. Consequently. their remains would be 

added to the village refuse. More significantly, it is important to remember that 

much of the food consumed by these people was probably obtained from their 

crops (Heidenreich 1971:159). As was m e  for the Keffer population. the 

necessaty protein for the McKeown people could have been supplied by the beans- 

corn combination. However. it is apparent from the faunal refuse that meat and 

fish were important sources too and that a wide variety of animal species were 

utilized. 

The Environmental Setting 

In common with the whole southeastern Ontario region, the McKeown area 

has: 

a bedrock of flat-lying Ordovician limestones and shales. and local 
Cambrian beds, covered by glacial deposits over which in Nm lie 
extensive marine clays and sands dating to the period of inundation 
by the Champlain Sea in late Pleistocene times. Grey brown 
podzolic and brown forest soils generally have been developed. 
with locally some podzols. mucks and peats (Rowe 1959:35). 
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Shale and dolomite deposits are common in the McKeown vicinity. but chert is 

not (Chapman and Pumam 198482: Figure 16). Most of the area has low relief. 

"Lakes, poorly drained depressions. morainic hills, dnunl i  eskers, outwash 

plains and other glacial features are common" (ibid.:ll-15). Running in a 

northeasterly direction throughout Grenville County "from its source a few miles 

north of Brockville to its confluence with the Ottawa [River]" (Chapman and 

Putnam 1954:106-7) is the South Nation River. It dram an almost flat plain with 

many swampy depressions and some peat bogs. This river is noted for its 

recurring annual floods. which are  particular!^ voluminous in the spring but can 

occur throughout the summer as well. It is fed by many small mbutaries most of 

which. like the main river. are very sluggish. The McKeown site is situated about 

one kilomeue north of an unnamed branch of this river and south of the main 

branch. In contrast, the St. Lawrence River. "in its natural state ... was marked by 

numerous rapids" (ibik201). The site is about five kilometres north of the S t  

Lawrence River. Different aquatic species would live in these diverse habitats. 

Between the South Nation and St. Lawrence Rivers are swamps and bogs, which 

provide suitable habitats for other combinations of plants and animals. 

As well. the site is centrally placed for three distinct soil zones. It is at the 

western edge of a sand plain and about two kilometres farther west there is a till 

plain and two kilomeues to the north a clay plain (ibid.:1984, end map). The 

people who lived here were favourably situated on a sandy soil, good for growing 

? 
corn (Canada. Department of Regional Economic Development 1966). but also 

A 



close to other resources. However. soils vary from deep to shallow and from 

excessive to poor drainage resulting in the general a m  around site having severe 

limitations to the growth of forrsts (Canada. Department of Regional Economic 

Expansion 197 1 a). 

The McKeown site is in the Canadian Biotic Rovince @ice 1943) which 

shares its southern boundary with the northern limits of the Carolinian Biotic 

Province described in the previous chapter. This boundary "is not sharp because 

the climax hardwood forest is very similar in both" (ibikl4). Both are dominated 

by hardwood forest but in the Canadian Province several types of coniferous forest 

form important subclimaxes. "Pines of several species constitute an important 

subclimax, one which on sandy soils may persist indefmitely. Bogs and swamps 

form another conspicuous subclimax, in which black spruce, tamarack. and 

northern white cedar are imporrant trees" (ibid.:lS). 

In the 1500s. both coniferous and deciduous forests stood about 10 

kilometres or less away from the village. although the initial extensive clearing for 

farm land and the continual collecting of wood for construction and for feeding 

the numerous hearths would have meant travelling greater distances as the period 

of habitation lengthened. Diversity is found in the forest cover in the upper St 

Lawrence Section as defined by Rowe: 

The dominant cover type is composed of sugar maple (Acer 
saccharum) and beech (Fagus grandijolia), with red maple (Acer 
rubrum), yellow birch (Betula Iutea). white elm (Ulmus 
americana), basswood (Tilia americana), white ash (Frainus 
americana), largetooth aspen (Popufus grandidentata), and red and 
bur oaks (Quercus rubra, Q. macrocarpa), with local occurrences 



of white oak (Quercus alba), red ash (Frmrinus pennylvanica), 
wire birch (Betuln populiJoliu), rock elm (Ulmus rhomusi13, blue- 
beech (Catpinus caroliniana var. virginianus) and bitternut hickory 
( C a p  cordi/ormif). Butternut (Juglam cinerea), cottonwood 
(Populus delroides) and slippeq elm (Lnmus rubra) have a 
sporadic dimbution in river valleys, and some small pure stands 
of black maple (Acer nigrum) and silver maple (A. sacchcrinum) 
are repotted on fertile, fine-textured lowland soils. Poorly drained 
depressions frequently carry a hardwood swamp type in which 
black ash (Frminus nigra) is prominent 

Although the general character of the forest cover is 
broadleaved there is usually a representation of the needle-leaved 
conifers within it, particularly the hemlock (Tsuga canadensif), 
white pine (Pinus snobus), white spruce (Picea glauca) and balsam 
fir (Abies balsamea). Coarse-texnued soils commonly suppon 
stands of white pine and red pine (Pinus resinom). and wet sites 
may bear black spruce (Picea mariana) or eastern white cedar 
(Thuja occidenralis). The latter species is also found on dry. rocky 
or stony sites. After fires, largetooth aspen and white birch (Berulo 
papyrifera), with balsam fu and white spruce. play a prominent 
role in the pioneer forest stands (Rowe 1959:45). 

Hosie (197522) gives more prominence to the conifen (eastern white pine, red 

pine, eastern hemlock) and yellow birch as characteristic of this forest region and 

adds that red spruce is abundant in some areas. Hosie notes that the predominant 

associated deciduous qecies (sugar maple, red maple, red oak, basswood and 

white elm) are ones also found in the Carolinian forest region. 

The McKeown locality experiences a relatively mild climate for Canada. 

It has a frost-free period of from 150 to 140 days (Brown et 01. 1980:31, Fig.24) 

and a mean annual precipitation of about 90 cm (ibid:40. Fig.32). At present the 

mean daily temperature for Januaty is about -7°C and for July about 21°C (ibid:21- 

2, Figs.10 and 12). These figures might not duplicate the exact conditions when 
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McKeown was occupied but they are likely similar. The physiographic feanares 

have remained much the same. although the flow of the S t  Lawrence River and 

many of the small rivers has been changed by damming. In general, in this pan 

of the S t  Lawrence, the water level has been raised causing flooding of the 

natural shoreline. Changes in vegetation in the region have been more dramatic. 

It has been deforested for agriculture. a practice that began with the Native 

peoples themselves. At AD. 1500 the environment was almost certainly one of 

great diversity in both plant and animal life. Not surprisingly then, a large quantity 

and variety of faunal material was excavated from the McKeown site. 

The Faunal Sample and Methods of Analysis 

Because the soil of the site itself was both sandy and well-drained, the 

faunal specimens were well-preserved. Even small fish bones and scales were 

recovered in excellent condition. Only 27 specimens exhibited evidence of erosion. 

Three mammal specimens and a shell had exfoliated surfaces, eight mammal 

bones were white in colour. which was thought to be a result of exposure to the 

sun. and 14 mammal bones and one class-indeterminate specimen were slightly 

weathered. These 27 remains are less than 0.3 percent of the sample. Their relative 

scarcity emphasizes the good conditions for skeletal preservation on the site. 

(These conditions seem to have been marginally better than at Keffer since there 

the eroded remains were 0.6 percent of the sample and some of the site matrix 

was clay, although the four houses used in this study came from the sandy soil 
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pan of Keffer.) 

Evidence of pathology was restricted to two bones One beaver bone 

exhibited osteoporosis and a fish bone had some extra bme growth. This tiny 

number of pathological specimens might reflect an avoidance of sick creatures, but 

more likely occurred because diseases which infect animals often result in their 

deaths before there is any morphological modification of the skeletons. However, 

these results suggest that the animals on which the McKeown inhabitants 

depended were in good health. 

Evidence of osteophagia was rare. The examples were all on mammal 

bones, 10 being punctured by m i n e  teeth and five grooved by rodent incisors. 

The paucity of canine marks correlates with a low incidence of Conk sp. 

specimens (see below). 

Analysis of the faunal remains was undertaken as two research projects. 

Initially. I analyzed the remains from three houses. one from each of the three 

phases of the site's construction (Figure 7-1). House 13, radiocarbon dated to 540 

t 40 BP (Pendergast 1993b:3), was selected from the original core arca. It was 

one of two houm demolished to make room for the four houses built in the fmt 

phase of expansion. House 10 was selected from these four and it was radiocarbon 

dated to 390 i 90 BP (ibid.). House 2 was chosen From the last phase of village 

growth and it had an unaccepted early date of 560 * 40 BP (Pendergast 1993b:lO. 

29). These specific houses were selected for analysis because they produced larger 

faunal samples than others in their respective phases. As well, Houses 13 and 2 
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were completely excavated, and only a comer in the porch area of House 10 was 

unexcavated. Information about the houses' periodization was relative and very 

gcnenl: House 13. preceded House 10 and they did not cwxist: based on its 

location. House 2 was built after both of the others but it could have been partially 

contemporaneous with House 10. These three houses were not necessarily. or even 

probably. used for the same number of years. Estimates of their longevity are 

made later in the chapter. 

Village growth produced problems for interpretations. The construction of 

new buildings resulted in the overlapping of the post stains of many house walls. 

making difficult the assignment of some of the interior features to specific houses 

(Figure 7-1). The faunal sample was taken only from features and post moulds 

which could be confidently assigned to specific houses. Thus, the 84 specimens 

found in the overlapping part of House 2 were not included in my study. The 

result of these selection procedures was a total of 9,954 non-anifactual faunal 

specimens from Houses 13, 10 and 2 for analysis (Table 7-1). 

An additional 27.499 pieces of macrofaunal material were identified by the 

staff of the Ost6othkque de Monuial Inc. under the direction of V i a  Elliot 

(1989). These came From 15 other houses. the palisades. the trenches associated 

with the palisades and areas between the houses (Figure 7-1). Details of my results 

will be presented before summaries of those of the Osteothkque de M o n W  Inc, 

which consistently confirmed mine. 
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The Faunal Remains 

The McKeown faunal material included remains of seven classes of 

animals. both vertebrate and invertebrate. In the macrofaunal material I studied, 

only 17 of the specimens (0.4%) were not assigned to class b u ~  when the floated 

material from House 2 is added. fbe class-indererminare figure soars to almon a 

fifth of the new total (Table 7-1). Mammalian remains were slightly more 

common than those of fish in the macrofaunal sample (Stewart 1992Table 1). 

With the addition of the microfaunal remains, tish dominated (Table 7-1). The 

bivalve shell and -pstropod specimens combined account for just over ten percent 

of the total sample. The few bird and amphibian bones each comprise less half a 

percent of the total sample and the tunle specimens were even fewer. 

Similar nnkings by classes were found for the macrofaunal material 

studied at Osteothitque de Montrkal Inc. (1989:Table 1). Mammals were 57 

percent of the vertebrate remains. followed by fish ar 36 percent Birds were much 

less frequent. accounting for only one percent and a_& reptiles and amphibians 

were present in minim1 propomons (0.5% and 025% respectively). No floatation 

samples or invertebrates were analyzed at Ostbthkque de M o n M  Inc. 

Fish Remains 

The f sh  remains from the three houses fonned a rich and diverse group 

from at least twelve families (Table 7-2). Floatation produced a large propomon 

of fish fragments that were not identified beyond their class. Although Table 7-3 

includes fsh from only 16 distina species, two more at lean must be represented 
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by the ,w and sucker remains. The single gar bone could not be identified beyond 

the family level due to a lack of reference material. For the same reason. the 

numerous sucker specimens could not be soned to genus and species. However. 

as was true of the Keffer sample. most of the McKeown specimens were probably 

from either indigenous longnose or white suckers or from mlhorses (Scott and 

Crossman 197356486). Among 9,935 f& remains studied at the Ostkrhique de 

Monnbl Inc. ten were identified as Moxosrom (redhorses). In my sample. 196 

sucker specimens constituted 27.4 percent of the 715 fish remains identified 

beyond class. which placed them second by NISP to perch. 

The perch family accounted for almost half of the f d  remains (Table 7-2). 

Most of these were identified as walleye or sauger but some were yellow perch 

(Tzble 7-3). Eight Sti=ostedion sp. individuals were represented by vertebrae with 

two to nine growth rings (Table 7-4). The MNI for yellow perch was also eight, 

based on right operculi. The ;MM increases to nine if the o p e d u r n  identified to 

the genus Perca only is assumed to be from a yellow perch. 

The pike family ranked third by NISP. Almost half of these were 

recognized as northern pike. The northern pike MNI was seven, based on 

venebne with two to eight rings (Table 7-4). 

The catfish family was founh. Most were from two species: brown 

bullhead. with a MNI of four based on various duplicated skull bones, and channel 

catfish. with a MNI of two, considering either sM1 bones or right pectoral spines. 

Fish commonly called bass come from two families and these were the 
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next most common group. From the Centxarchidae family, almost half the 

specimens were identified to the genus Microprow. which includes the 

largemouth and smallmouth bass. This genus had a MNI of four based on left 

clcithn. Pumpkinseed left cleithra specimens gave that species a MNI of three. 

whereas the four rock bass bones could d l  have come from a single individual. 

The white and black crappies (Pomoxis spp.). for which there were only two bones 

and MNls of one, are also from this family. The temperate bass family 

(Percichthyidae) was represented by fish of the Morone genus, with a MNI of one. 

Anyillidae ranked sixth. All of these bones were from American eels. The 

MNI was four based on dentaries andlor parasphenoids 

For family Salmonidae, there were only 27 remains. Five of these were 

trout or char (Salveiinur), six were only possibly whitefsh and another was 

possibly a cisco (Coregonus). All their MNIs were one. 

Even more poorly represented were b o w f i  chubs (possibly Semotilur 

atromacularus) and freshwater drum. The drum had two duplicating left 

prcopercular fragments but the others had MNIs of one. The small chub might 

havc been introduced into the faunal refhe in the stomach of a larger fsh. 

In sum. considering the NISPs and the MNIs of the fish species (Table 7-3 

and 7 4 ) .  it is apparent that yellow perch. sucker and walleyelsauger remains 

dominated. Catfish, basses and American eels were also common but the members 

of the salmon family were infrequent and most of the remaining species were 

rarely identified. 
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Mammalian Remains 

Among the 11 families and 19 species of mammals represented in H o w s  

13. 10 and 2, excluding the nine bones of Homo sapiens scattered in the H o w  

2 deposits. whitetail deer and beaver dominated followed by muskrat and black 

bear as can be seen from Tables 7-2 and 7-5. 

The deer family (Cervidae) had 241 specimens, of which I72 were more 

spccificaily identified as whitetail deer. These comprised almost a third of the 

mammalian remains identified to genus and included pans of at least four 

individuals. based on three adult and one immature left calcanei (Table 7-6). The 

lsttcr came from an individual less than one and a half years old (Purdue 

1983:1210). Those deer specimens assipled to age categories included 67 adulf 

six young adult and 24 i m m  specimens. 

The 140 remains identified as beaver constituted just over a quarter of the 

mammalian specimens identified to genus at least and produced a MNI of five 

with parts of four right immature humeri and one adult humerus. The beaver 

sample included 16 unmodified incisor teeth, some of which might have been 

"curated" considering their value as tools (chapter 6). Unlike the deer. the beaver 

remains sorted to their age goups show a high proportion of immature animals. 

There were 55 immature skeletal specimens, four young adult and 36 adult 

There was almost the same number of black bear and muskrat remains. 

When the single specimen identified as Ursidae only is added to the 35 Ursur 

americanus specimens, these two species have equivalent NISPs. The Uaidae 
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bone \has probably black bear, since that is the only species native to southern 

Ontario (Peterson 1966). Using limb bones. including several: immature ones and 

two adult left humeri. the bear MNI is three. But likely there were at least two 

immature individuals: one was very young, since in addition to several unfused 

long bones. there was a metacarpal diaphysis to which no epiphysa had fUxd at 

the time of death. Of the aged specimens. 11 were adult one was young adult and 

15 wcre immature. However eight of the latter were vertebrae. Thus, an apparent 

selection for immature animals is not substantiated. Likely the larger animals were 

morc prized by hunters. 

Based on tibiofibula bones. rwo immature and one adult muskrats were 

represented. Adult specimens predominated. with 19 compared to nine immahlre 

and no young adult bones. 

Five medium-sized species had smaller NISPs than muskrat- In order of 

decreasing NISPs, they were: snowshoe hare. woodchuck porcupine. raccoon and 

marten. In addition. the smaller red squirrel belongs in this moderately represented 

group. Since none of the snowshoe hare specimens duplicated any other and since 

all of them were adult ocly one individual was represented. Six additional bones 

identified to the Leporidae family only. might be from the snowshoe hare but  

even including these. the MNI remains one. The woodchuck remains included an 

immature whole left fibula diaphysis and a young adult left fibula proximal end. 

indicating an MNI of two. Fifteen of the aged specimens were adulf one was 

young adult and two were immature. Eighteen specimens were porcupine and 
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these originated in at least two individuals. One was adult and the other immature, 

based on both limb bone specimens and right maxillae. There were twice as many 

adult as immature specimens with six of the former and three of the latter- One 

immature raccoon only was represented because the five adult specimens could 

have come from the same skeleton as the eight immature bones Floatation 

increased the red squiml NISP and the MNI to two, based on left frontal bones 

or left adult ulnae. The seven aged red squirrel specimens were all adult The 

mancn specimens represented two individuals, one an adult and the other a young 

adult. based on left humeri. Of the marten specimens assigned to an age goup. 

scvcn were adult and four were young adult 

Three mammal species were represented by eight specimens. These were 

eastern chipmunk meadow vole and deer mouse or white-footed mouse. The MNI 

of two chipmunks included an adult and an immature individual, based on limb 

bones with different amounts of epiphyseal fusion. The vole MNI was surprisingly 

high, with three adults based on two left mandibles with all the teeth in place and 

an additional loose lower left permanent molar 1. Again, unexpectedly, three 

Peromyscus individuals were recognized in one immature limb bone diaphysis and 

two adult left humeri proximal ends. 

The remaining mammals were represented by fewer faunal remains. Both 

grey squirrel and wolf had three. Most surprisingly, there were only two Canir sp. 

bones and none from the domestic dog. Red fox and fisher (Manespennant~] also 

had NlSPs of two. Only a single river otter (Lutra canademir) immature tibia 
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bone and one adult metatarm: mink bone were identified. Both the Can& sp. 

remains were adult left ulna proximal ends for a MNI of two. These other poorly- 

represented species had MNls of one adult each. 

Avian Remains 

Birds were weakly represented. Of the six bird species, only passenger 

pigeon. common goldeneye duck (Bucephala clangda). ruffed grouse and Canada 

goose were represented by more than a single specimen (Table 7-7). The pigeon 

bones included two left scapula for a MNI of two (Table 7-8). A MNI of two 

goldeneyes was realized because there were two left digit 2 wing phalanges. The 

grouse bones represented only one individual as did the goose bones. Single 

specimens identified to the common loon and the common merganser (Mergur 

merganser) completed the bud total. 

Amphibian and Reptilian Remains 

Floatation increased the amphibian and the reptilian representation One 

bone was from a bullfrog. but most of the amphibian specimens were identified 

only as frog or toad (Anura). Ten tibiofibulae and ten femora were in this group. 

These bones were not identified to side but must have come from between five 

(based on their MAU) to ten individuals (based on their MNE). The only reptile 

species recognized was the painted turtle with a MNI of one. All but two of the 

reptilian remains were pieces of turtle shell (Table 7-2): the other two were 

vertebrae from a mediumsized snake. 
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Invertebrate Remains 

The invertebrates were surprisingly common (Table 7-9). There were 60 

gauopod shells and an inflated total of 962 pelecypod specimens, many of which 

were tiny flakes of shell (11447). recovered by floatation. Nearly all of the 

pelecypods were from two very similar mussels of the genus Elliprio. Based on 

right valves, there were at least 16 E. complanata. eleven E. dilarara and four 

more Ellrp~io sp. individuals Two small clams (Sphaeriwn) were also identified. 

The gastropods (Anguispira alternata. Mesomphix friablis. Tridopsis rridentata and 

T. albolabrir) were all forest snails. While the clams were probably purposefully 

collected. the snails wcre likely incidental inclusions in the site's soil. 

Remains Studied at  O s t b t h h u e  de Montrial Inc 

The study by the Osththique de M o n k 1  Inc. complimented my fmdings 

(1989:3. Table 3). Using NISPs. they found suckers dominated the f sh  and 

whitetail deer. beaver and black bear were the most abundant mammals. In their 

bird sample. only Canada goose, ruffed grow and passenger pigeon had more 

than ten specimens. but at least 14 species were represented (ibib:Table 4). 

Reptilian and amphibian zooarchaeological remains were scarce. 

Considering the larger number of specimens examined at the OstCothique 

de Montr6al Inc.. it is not surprising that some additional species can be added to 

those found in Houses 13. 10 and 2. For the mammals. these additions are mostly 

insignificant. being one bone of the short-tailed shrew (Blarina brevicmrda). one 

of a mole (Talpidae), three from the northern flying squiml (Glaucomys sabrinur) 
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and two striped skunk as well as intrusive horse (Equur caballur) and cow (Bos 

murus) specimens. More significantly perhaps. there were only four moose 

specimens. (Their tabling of a single specimen From the family Dipodidae is 

problematical. as these are jerboas of Africa. Europe and Asin (Peterson 1966:16); 

there is no discussion of the remain in the rext) 

The staff at the Ostiothtque de M o n a  Inc. identified bones of longnose 

and white suckers and silver (M. anisumm), river (M. carinnturn) and greater 

redhorses (M. rdenciennes) from the Moxostom genus- New species not 

reco-mized in Houses 13. 10 or 2 were lake sturgeon (Acipenserfurvescm) 

(NISP=80). American shad (Aloso sopidissirno) (NISP=I). fallfish (Semorilus 

corporalis) (NISP-14) and b u h t  (Lota lota) (NISP=I02). 

Bones from birds not found in Houses 13. 10 or 2 were identified mainly 

to family. In addition to one spruce grouse specimen. there were two from herons 

or binems (Ardeidae), two from eagles or hawks (Accipimdae). one from a 

woodpecker (Picidae). nine From ravens or jays (Corvidae). two perching bLd 

(Passerifomes) bones and two from orioles or tanagers (Embe~dae) .  

The reptiles and amphibians were also more diverse. In addition to the 

painted turtle. there was one specimen identified as snapping nude and a dozen 

as Blanding's turtle (Emydoidea blandingii. In addition to the bullfrog. the 

amphibian bones included one from the northern leopard frog (Ram pipiem) and 

14 from the American toad (Bufo americanus). 

In general. the nvo samples are very similar but these additional 
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identitications increase the richness of the remains Combined, the numbers of 

species exploited total 23 mammals, excluding human, cow and horse: eight bud 

species and 12 families: 24 fsh species; three turtles and one snake. and three 

frogs and toads. 

Discussion 

An unexpected finding of the McKeown faunal sample was the scarcity of 

domestic dog remains. From Houses 13. 10 and 2 there were no dog specimens 

and very few identified to the genus Canb. with only three grey wolf specimens 

and two Canis sp. ulnae portions. Researchers at the OstCothique de M o n k 1  Inc. 

concurred that "few dog remains [were] scattered thrughout the site in very small 

quantities" (1989:41). They identified only 10 wolf specimens. 15 dog remains and 

two additional bones to the genus Cmir in a total of 7,686 mammalian specimens 

(ibid.:Table 3). 

This very poor representation appears to be an extreme example of the low 

ranking of Canis sp. remains among St. Lawrence Iroquoian sites. However. dogs 

were veIy common at the Glenbrook site (Rick 1981:45) and moderately frequent 

at the Beckstead site (D'Andrea et 01. 1984212). Furthermore, dogs are common 

on most Iroquoian sites across Ontario and dogs are mentioned often in Iroquoian 

ethnohistories and ethnographies (Tooker 1967; Trigger 1990: Waugh 1973). Their 

poor representation at McKeown was unexpected. but comparison with other sites 

in the area (chapter 9) has shown that dog remains are indeed rarer in St. 
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Lawrence Iroquoian faunal samples than in prot+Huron/Pcam samples 

A second surprise was the relatively high frequency of black bear remains 

As noted h v e ,  black bear ranked third (with muskrat) among the mammals in 

the sample from Houses 13. 10 and 2 With a MNI of three. and probably four, 

black bear was the species providing the most meat Bear remains ranked third in 

the Ostbthkque de Montn3 Inc. sample also. where 455 specimens accounted for 

"8% of the identified mammals" (1989:41). Furthennore, there was the burial of 

a nearly complete skeleton of a young bear which bad been killed in the fall or 

early winter (ibik19.41). My examination of the bear bones from three houses 

revealed no selection by age and thus suggested non-selective hunting 

There are several possible explanations for the high incidence of bear 

bones on this site. Except for the mmse, bears weigh the most of all the wild 

species and so they would have been significant prey for meat Their coats would 

have been very valuable too. Finally. skeletal parts particularly the canine teeth. 

are often anifactual at McKeown (J. Jamiescn 1993). as well as at other sites, 

such as Roebuck (Witemberg 197251-2). 

This apparent selectivity for black bears might be a S t  Lawrence Iroquoian 

trait Bear remains are not common on most proto-HurodT'erun or Huron sites. 

although they do occur in limited numbers (Stewart 1974. 1991b). They were less 

than 0.1 percent of the mammal remains at Keffer. On S t  Lawrence Iroquoian 

sites, however, bear remains are common. Black bear apparently provided most 

c of the meat at Beckstead (D'Andrea et al. 1984212) and was well-represented at 
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Glenbrook (Rick 1981:45. Table 1) and at other sites in close proximity to 

McKeown (chapter 9). 

The possible occumnce of a bear burial at the Beckstead site @'Andm 

er 01. 1984:212) and the young bear buried at McKeown are evidence of a special 

regard for bears by these St Lawrence Iroquoians. More bear buriak might have 

been left in the ground at McKeown. if they were mistaken for humans, since one 

of the conditions for digging this site was to close immediately features with any 

human or possibly human bones exposed during excavation. None of the bear 

bones from the three houses was bumi cut or chewed but the scattered remains 

were from all parts of the skeleton. Possibly. like later Iroquoians the people at 

this site fattened captive bears (Tooker 1967:66). 

Interpretations 

Body Part Representation and the Meat Diet 

Both deer and bear were represented by all their body regions (Table 7-10). 

which suggests that whole carcasses or most of them were aansponed to this 

village. There is a slight difference between deer fore and hind limb specimens. 

in favour of hind limb bones. But this occurred for all the mammal species, except 

the snowshoe hare and the red squirrel. where fore limb specimens predominate, 

and the marten, where the figures for the limbs were equal. Only for the beaver 

do the numbers seem strong enough to suggest a selection of hind portions. A 

selection for beaver hind legs is likely because they are much larger and thus have 
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a higher MGUI than the fore limbs. In addition. the htty tail might have been 

valued and collected with the hind quarters. However. all d o n s  of beavers w m  

found in the zooarchaeological sample and as for all ihe species their NISPs arc 

too low to show definite patterns of body part selection 

Fish Preparation and Meat Contributions 

As expected. fsh skull bones predominate in the McKeown sample (Table 

7-1 1). The high proportion of zooarchaeological IctaIurur skull bones reflects both 

the high proportion of skull to infracmnial bones in a catfsh and the case with 

which such eiernents can be identified. For most of the species with more than 50 

specimens assigned to body parts the proportions are fairly even betwern the 

heads and the infracranial areas. Even the American eel, which might have been 

expected to show evidence of having been prepared elsewhere. has bones which 

are almost equally from the skull and the infracranial regions Certainly. some 

suckers were brought on to the site whole. because both skull bones and vertebrae 

from all sections of the column were found in a feature in House 10 (Stewart 

1988:65-6). 

Adding the estimated meat weights for each species of f sh  (Table 7-4). the 

total cdible fish flesh for all three houses is 52.75 kg. When the MNIs based on 

vertebrae rings are added. the total increases but this larger figure is not 

comparable to the Keffer figures because vertebrae rings were not examined for 

all the fish from Keffer. Thus, the lower figure will be used in the discussion of 

McKeown subsistence. 
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Mammalian Meat Contributions 

Of the mammals, deer, bear and beaver were the most significant 

contributors to the diet (Table 7-6). For deer, 1362 kg of meat are indicated by 

the three adults. Considering the weight gain patterns of deer (chapter 5) and 

avenging B. Smith's (197534) weights for one and two year old% the immature 

animal from McKeown would have weighed about 322  kg and so conm3uted 

about 13.6 kg of edible mcat bringing the total to 150.8 kg of deer meat A larger 

contribution was made by the fewer bears The two adults represented conmbuted 

ab~,t  190.6 kg. The immature individual and the cub would have added about 

81.5 kg (71.5+10) for a total of 272.1 kg. The adult beaver represented in the 

McKcown sample would have conmbuted about 17.5 kg of meat (White 

1953x398). whereas each of the four immature beavers would have weighed 

slightly less. Combined they could have contributed about 52.4 kg (4 x 75% of 

17.5). However. if only the hind quarters of some of these beaver were retumed 

to the site. this figure is exaggerated. 

Many of those mammals represented by fewer than four individuals were 

medium-sized creatures. The three muskrats could have provided about one 

kilogram of usable meat per individual (Cleland 1971:20). but two were immature 

and thus would have added less. As discussed in chapter 5. the two porcupines 

represented on the site would be good catches but they might have been avoided 

as a food source (Waugh 1973:132). Using Peterson's (1966:116) information 

(chapter 5). the young adult woodchuck represented in the faunal sample would 
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have provided about 25 kg of edible flesh (White 1953a398) and the immature 

individual about 1.9 kg. The single adult hare would have contiiiuted about 1.0 

kg of meat. The single immature raccoon probably represents about 5.9 kg of meat 

(75 percent of 7.9). The much smaller adult and young adult marten combined 

would have contributed about 2 0  kg and the two red squimk would have 

contributed 0 2  kg. Like the mi squirrel. the one adult and one immalure eastern 

chipmunk contributed very linle. Most of the remaining poorly represented 

specin. such as vole. mice, grey squirrel and mink. would contribute similar d l  

amounts. Exceptions are the larger fder, red fox. river otter and wolf. These four 

larger mammals. each with MNIs of one. would have added noticeable amounts 

(Table 7-6). Adding the estimated meat conaibunons of all the mammals, a total 

of 539.53 kg is reached for the remains from Houses 13, 10 and 2. 

Avian Meat Contributions 

Birds did not contribute much to the diet. The single Canada goose 

accounted for most of the avian meat despite its few archaeological bones (Table 

7-8). In total, the bird remains from Houses 13. 10 and 2 represent 8.8 kg of meat 

from six species. 

Reptilian and Amphibian Meat Contributions 

The few turtle shell pieces, the two snake vertebrae and the five amphibian 

bones probably represent food r e h e .  Waugh (1973:135-136) reported that these 

animals. as well as turtle eggs, were eaten by the Six Nations Iroquois in historic 

times. The single painted turtle would have provided about 0.1 kg of meat and 
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each fTOg even 1- (B. Smith 1975:183). Combined, the bullfrog and the fwe 

froghoad individuals might have conaiuted the same amount as the single turtle 

The occurrence of numerous invertebrate shells, some of which had bem heated, 

suggests that clams also contributed to diet, as they did in the historical pried 

(Waugh 1973:140). 

In sum. the McKeown villagers consumed a wide variety of animals. Based 

on MNI figures, people in Hollses 13, 10 and 2 consumed at least 601.08 kg of 

meat. ignoring the small amounts added by amphiiians and invertebrates. Thus 

the 30 families had about 20.04 kg each. 

Seasonality and Habitat Exploitation 

Knowing the species represented. their habitats and their natural hiiories. 

it is possible to reconstruct some of the seasonal activities of the McKeown 

villagers and the environments they exploited. Considering the availability of most 

of the mammals throughout most of the year within the McKeown catchment area 

(Figures 7-2 and 7-3). their procurement would have depended primarily on the 

desires of the Indians and the schedules imposed by their crops. As was true for 

the Keffer horticulturalists, preparation of the Imd and seeding in the spring. 

weeding in summer and harvesting in the fall, as well as the gathering of wild 

fruits and nuts throughout the summer and fall, would have impinged upon the 

hunting and fishing efforts. In the historical period, Iroquoian men were able to 

f hunt throughout the year because the women did most of the agricultural work 
A 
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(Tooker 196758). although men helped to clear the fields. "Hunting took place 

in the late fall and early winter" (ibik65) when most mammals reach their 

maximum seasonal weights. when their furs are in prime condition, when some 

congegate in large numbers and when the crops had been harvested. Male deer 

would be carrying their antlm in the fall too. Mammal hunting was probably 

largely a fall activity which continued into the winter. particularly for hibanating 

bears and beavers. whose lodges could be reached most easily once ice was solid 

over the ponds. Most of the mammalian species. including the three most 

important. inhabit swamps and marshes (Figure 7-2). The beaver, muskrat and 

oner would be found in such locales exclusively, while other species. such as the 

deer. bear and raccoon could often be encountered there. Those mammals less 

well represented in the McKeown sample are found in hardwood and mixed 

forests. 

The majority of the identified fish prefer cool. swift rivers so most fshing 

was probably done in the S t  Lawrence River and its tributaries (Figure 7-4). The 

suckers. perch. trout and drum inhabit cold. clear lakes and streams but most move 

into cool. swift m i u p  streams to spawn. Channel catfkh, wallcycs, saugers, 

pumpkinseeds, pikes and eels also inhabit these cooler. swifter rivers. Since these 

are most of the species as well as the ones with the highest NISPs. it can be 

concluded that the greatest fishing effort was made in the St. Lawrence River 

system. However, some of the represented fish species prefer warmer, sluggish 

rivers or lakes and ponds. so it appears that the South Nation River system was 
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exploited too. although less frequently. From this river system, brown bullhead, 

bowfin. pike. sunfshs  and basses could be taken. Some species (walleye, pike. 

brown bullhead. perch and pumpkinseed) could be found in both river systems 

While fishing along the South Nation River system, marsh mammals as well as 

turtles and amphibians could be collected. Thesecould also be taken h m  marshes 

bordering the St Lawrence River and on these shores, shellfish could have been 

ga:! i e d .  

Fourteen of the f sh  species represented at McKcown are spring spawners 

which suggests that this was the major season for fishing (Figure 7-5). Exceptions 

include the small numbers of trout Coregonus (ten each) and fmhwater dnun 

(three specimens). Perhaps the northern pike was taken then too. Although pike 

spawn in the spring, they arc easy to hook in the fall (MacKay 1963:195). The 

American eel, which would be easiest to catch during its fall run to the sea or 

from the mud bottom in winter. might have been caught elsewhere (e.g., the 

Steward site) and transported to the village for winter consumption. Assuming that 

the most frequently represented species were fished when they were easiest to 

capture. catfish and perch would have been taken slightly earlier tban suckm, 

whose exploitation in turn would have preceded that of walleye, sauger, possibly 

northern pike and the basses. The other species with fewer specimens were most 

readily caught in the summer or fall. 

Examination of the growth rings of those vertebrae cenm which still had 

t their most recent rings intact offered information on the seasons of procurement 

& 
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of some f& The McKeown vertebrae were sorted into four ca!egories end of 

winterlspring. summer. mid-summerlend of summer and fall The possible 

whitefish vertebrae with readable r ing  died in the fall, just as one would have 

supposed from their natural hktories. Pike vertebrae showed a majority of these 

fish died in the mid-summerlend of summer ( ~ 1 6 )  and fall (1143). with only a 

few being aught  in the spring (n4) and summer (n=l). Six of the sucker 

vertebrae were from spring kills, nine were early summer. one was mid-summa 

and seven were fall kills. Surprisingly. walleye/sauger vertebrae displayed 

midsummerlend of summer (n=3) or fall (n=6) kills. None was assigned to the 

spring. The bass family, including several species. was represented by five fall 

vertebrae only. whereas the trout family had a single spring vettebra. A single 

catfish vertebra with readable rings was from a f& which died in mid-summa. 

while four eel vertebrae were divided evenly between fall and spring deaths. 

However. since these eel vertebrae were all a good size, they could not have 

originated from elvers which run up streams in the spring. Since 30 of all these 

fish vertebrae were assigned to the fall period. there is support here for a fall 

fishery, although sucker. the predominant species. was pursued mostly in the early 

part of the warm weather period. Since feeding and temperature conditions in 

different years can affect the growth r ing  and because the interpretation of these 

is still being refined. the figures given here should be interpreted with caution. In 

addition, the sample for each species is small. 

Like the fish species, the birds represented in the faunal sample can be 
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separated into seasons of availability (Figure 7-6) and divided inm two main 

habitats Half the species. common loon, ruffed grow and common mergawr, 

arc year-round inhabitants of the St Lawrenc Valley, although the m a g a w r  

population greatly increases over the warm weather. The other half, passenger 

pigeon, Canada goose and common goldeneye. are spring-to-fall residents. The 

extinct passenger pigeon was likely hunted only from late spring to late October 

(Bent 1963:359-60.401-2). Some common goldeneyes remain on the Great Lakes 

throughout the year but most breed farther north and winter on the coast (Bellrose 

1976:430-434). Similarly. Canada goose was traditionally most common during 

its spring and fall migations with only a few remaining in Ontario o v a  the 

winter (Godfrey 1986:80-81). Common loons too mainly migrate and breed in 

southem Ontario, but a few winter over (ibid.22). Thus, it is reasonable to 

conclude that the hunting of birds was mainly a warm weather activity. 

Waterfowl hunting likely occurred near rivers and perhaps in marshes. 

whereas pigeons would be found most densely in deciduous forests, particularly 

those with oaks and beechwoods. Grouse would be located in deciduous forests. 

mixed forests. or open areas of secondary pwth.  

While special efforts might have been made to hunt birds, the low 

percentage of avian remains suggests that this was not a major activity. This is 

somewhat surprising considering the exploitation patterns reconstructed here. The 

Indians could have fished in the spring while the birds raised their young. then 

hunted them in the summer before returning to fall fishing and taking up hunting. 



But perhaps fishing and mammal hunting were the more prcduaive activities and 

these were pursued precisely when the birds were migrating in large flocks over 

the area. The numbers recovered from McKeown suggest that its inhabitants 

focused on fish and mammals. followed only a minor pursuit of birds and 

infrequently collected amphibians reptiles and shellf& 

Comparison of the Faunal Remains to the Human Consumers 

As at Keffer. similarities in the faunal remains from the McKeown houses 

were anticipated. Some of what is known about the houses relative to their fauna 

is summarized in Table 7-13. 

Houses 10 and 2 had similar numbers of macrofaunal specimens (Stewan 

199223). but House 13 yielded less than half their totals. One explanation for this 

diversity might be the relative sizes of the houses. The larger floor areas are 

associated with more numerous faunal deposits. Yet House 10 is almost half way 

between the other two houses in floor area, but much closer to H o w  2 in faunal 

quantities (Table 7-15). 

House 13. with its four hearths, probably sheltered eight families and it 

produced the fewest faunal specimens. House 10 had four distinct heanhs, there 

were actually five hearth stains. but two were so close togethet that it is likely 

they were used by the same two families. House 2 had at least seven hearths with 

an additional position which might have once held a fire or been reserved for later 

usc (Kapches 199497). Thus. this building contained at least 14 nuclear families 
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and it produced the most refuse. A correlation bet- number of hearths and 

faunal remains exists, but a closer examhation reveals that it is not a simple o n e  

Houses 13 and 2 follow the panem, with H o w  13 having about half as many 

families and less than half as many faunal specimens. However. although the 

number of families in Houses 10 and 13 was the same. H o w  10's macrofad 

total was more than twice that of House 13's and quite close to H o w  Z's Thus 

while greater numbers of hearths, and thus of nuclear families. correlate with 

pcater numbers of faunal remains in a house, the relationship is not a perfect one. 

At McKeown there appears to be a correlation between the number of 

features in a house floor and the number of faunal specimens H o w  2 had both 

the -meatest number of features and the most bones. while H o w s  10 and 13. 

despite numerous overlapping of house walls. had fewer features and smaller 

faunal totaIs (Figure 7-1). In sum. size and number of features, including hearths, 

are correlated with faunal quantities within the McKeown houses. but other factors 

also affect the faunal totals. 

Using Warrick's (1988,1990) method for establishing house longevity and 

assuming that cedar poles were used to construct the McKeown longhouses. the 

length of times that Houses 13, 10 and 2 existed has been determined. House 13 

with 57 post stains in 16.51 metres of side walls had a density of 3.5 poles per 

metre and a ratio of original posts to total posts of 1 to 1.06. based on a density 

of 3.2 posts per metre in the original consnuction. This original post figure is 

derived from post stains in side wall sections of Houses 4. 5. 13 and 23. which 
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showed a clear, staggered pattan This is an important finding. since it suggests 

that S t  Lanmce  Iroquoian post spacing might have been slightly less than the 

3.5 average density of Huron h o w  howwa, the 3 2  figm is within the range 

of Huron spacing as determined by Warrick. Applying the graph presented m 

Warrick's work (1988.1990). House 13 existed for about 16 years House 10 with 

127 posts in 24.44 metm had a density of 5.2 p o l d m  for a duration of about 27 

years. House 2 appears to have had its side walls rebuilt Using the same 13 

meters along the nonh side ud l ,  the outennost row of posts had a density of 3.92 

per meter for a longevity of about 17 years. The inner row had 54 posts in the 13 

meters for a density of 4.15imeter and a longevity of about 185  years Since these 

walls would not have existed contemporaneously, the total time the house stood 

was about 35.5 years. The longer duration of House 2 than the others might 

explain its peater proportion of faunal material. 

None of the McKeown houses existed for the total time the village existed. 

However. by adding the 16 years of H o w  13 to the 27 of House 10 because 

these two cannot have co-existed. it OF. be concluded that the site was inhabited 

for at least 43 years. But Houses 13 and 2 were also likely used in discrete years 

and thus the duntion of the village might have been for about 51 5 years. 

The number of animals and the kilogrammes of meat conwned by the 

ma..imum of 30 families can be summarized. These families consumed, at a 

minimum. pans of42 mammals. 58 fish, eight buds, one painted turtle. one snake. 

six frogdtoads and 33 clams. The vertebrate meat weight estimated from these 
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MNIs totals 601.08 kg. Thus for each nuclear family that were about 20.04 kg 

of meat. 

A serious weakness with the estimate of the number of families is that 

while 30 different nuclear families might have lived by the 15 hearths, it is 

possible that the same families lived in House 13 and House 10. Certainly, the 

House 13 residents moved somewhere when their house was dismantled and 

House 10 was one of the buildings replacing those in the core area. In addition. 

it is possible that the House 2 families had previously inhabited House 10 andlor 

House 13. Thus. it is impossible to know how many different families are 

represented by the hearths in these three houses. 

In order to eliminate this problem of overcounting of families. the remains 

found in House 2 alone will be considered. House 2 has been chosen because it 

is an average-sized structure on the site as a whole. although the largest of Houses 

13. 10 and 2. and because, unlike the other two houses, it overlaps only slightly 

with another house and that overlapping is in its porch area. The proponion of 

floor area for the 14 families living in House 2 was 16.9m2, which was more 

crowded than the average of 22.3 m' for the 30 families in the three houses (Table 

7-13). Usicg one house alone reduces the zooarchaeological sample but 

fortunately. of the three, this house had the largest quantity of faunal remains. 

Finally. the macrofaunal specimens are used to Yrive at the MNIs because very 

little floating was done in Keffer's House 20 to which these remains will be 

comparsd. 
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The macrofaunal r e h e  from House 2 included specimens from all classes 

(Table 7-1). The 15 mammalian genera. represented by at least 24 individuals 

contributed at least 288.64 kg of meat (Table 7-12). Four birds from four species 

contributed 6.4 k g  At least 1 1 different types of f s h  yielded 2529 kg of meat and 

the single painted turtle about 0.1 kg. The single medium-sized toad or frog and 

the 16 clams added minuscule amounts. Minus this last pup .  the total vertebrate 

meat represented for House 2 is 320.43 kg. Thus. the amount for each of the 14 

families would have been 22.88 kg. which is almost three kilogrammes more than 

the average for the 30 families in the three houses but less than the averages for 

Keffer. 

Summary and Conclusions 

The inhabitants of the McKeown site collected animals from two different 

river systems and from a variety of forests, as well as from open arras that they 

themselves often created. Mammals, particularly deer and bear. were the greatest 

contributors to the diet, followed by fsh. particularly members of the sucker and 

perch families. Among the birds, passenger pigeons, various sorts of ducks and 

grouse were taken but only rarely. A few turtles. snakes and amphibians were 

collected. Gathering of invertebrates was also a minor activity. 

This study of the McKeown fallnal remains has allowed a reconstruction 

of the diet and of seasonal activities related to subsistence. Apparently. the 

inhabitants availed themselves of a wide variery of wild animal species despite 
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their being agiculnualists. They f d e d  from various waters. primarily in the 

spring and they hunted from swampy and forested areas, primarily in the fall and 

winter. Their foraging practices seem to be of a broad spectrum type, but what 

really sets these McKeown people apm from other Iroquoians is their great use 

of beax  What makes this particular site unique, even among S t  Lawrence 

Iroquoian villages is the paucity of dog remains 

Determination of the amount of meat represented by the faunal rrmains, 

combined with h e  number of hearths in the houses producing the remains. showed 

that 20.04 to 22.83 kg of meat was the average amount per family. 



CHAPTER 8 

A COMPARISOS OF SUBSISTENCE AT M E  KEFFER AND 

MCKEOWN SITES 

Introduction 

The Keffer and McKeom sites share many similarities Both were 

palisaded villages which were probably occupied year round but most heavily in 

thc winter when most of the villagers lived in them Both expanded, from which 

it can be supposed that each had subsistence systems capable of feeding not only 

their original populations but also more people. They were likely contemporaneous 

and therefore any global climatic changes would have been experienced by the 

inhabitants of each in similar ways. The ranges of plants and animals on which 

they relied would have been moving north or south in concert in response to 

climatic warming or cooling. In particular, a period of cooler t emperam,  the 

postulated Linle Ice Age. dating from co. AD. 1450 to 1850 according to 

Campbell and Campbell (1989). but beginning after the time of the Keffer and 

McKeown sites. ca. A.D. 1550, according to others (Grove 1988). would have 

been experienced by both regions. However. its effects would have been 

moderated in southern Ontario because of the ameliorating effect of the Great 

Lakes (Griffin l961:7ll quoted in Heidenreich 197159). Both sites were 

excavated in the 1980s. using similar techniques, and their large zooarchaeological 

samples have been analyzed using identical methodologies and almost identical 
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reference collections (a few additions were made during the study as noted in 

chapter 6). Keffer was occupied for at least 32 years. but more likely for o v a  50, 

and McKeown for at least 43 years but more likely for over 51 years. F i i l y ,  the 

well-drained neunal soils at both sites resulted in very good preservation of their 

zooarchaeological remains. These similarities allow a meaningful comparison of 

the subsistence evidence at the two sites 

There are also important differences between the sites. The larger Keffer 

site extended over slightly more than five acres (2.1 hectares) of which at least 90 

percent was excavated. whereas the McKeown village covered just under four 

acres (approximately 1.6 hectares) of which about one quarter (6,000 square 

metres) was excavated. The Keffer site included 26 middens located both within 

and outside its palisade. whereas no middens were found at McKeown. Although 

it is possible that ploughing removed some small i n t d  middens and likely that 

others still exist outside the McKeown palisades, some methods of refiw disposal 

seem to have been different at these two villages. Inside several of the McKeown 

houses, including House 2, there were large pits over a meter in depth under the 

bunk lines, which were probably used to store corn (Pendergast 19885). 

Underground pits are an effective way to store grain because they keep out 

moisture and because the atmosphere of carbon dioxide which originates with the 

rotting of the outermost seeds is good for preservation. Pits are particularly useful 

for storing seed corn because the germination rates of such corn is high 

(Bendremer. Kellogg and Largy 1991: Wagner 1996:267). Buried corn would also 
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be protected from vermin and possibly from h o w  f i n s  Wagner notes that 

concealment from outsiders would be an advantageous amiiute of storage pits 

(Wagner 1996267-8). But once the corn was removed these features were fdlcd 

with soil and refuse, including many bones. Thus. one function of these pits might 

have been similar to that of the middens at Keffer. The lack of internal middens, 

combined with these large features inside the houses at McKeown. probably 

contributes to the larger quantities of faunal refw in the McKeown than in the 

Keffcr houses. It is unfortunate that there was not an external midden excavated 

at McKeown for comparison with the large faunal sample (nr9.243) from the 

largest midden (Midden 57) at Keffer. 

To accommodate these differences. material excavated from houses will be 

emphasized in this chapter. The aggregated zooarchaeological remains from Keffer 

Houses 12. 13, 19 and 20 will be compared with those from McKeown Houses 

13. 10 and 2. In addition, the faunal sample from a single completely excavated 

house with little or no overlap with other houses from each site will be compared. 

House 20 from Keffer and House 2 from McKeown will be used for this. The use 

of individual houses reduces the size of the zooarchaeological samples for 

comparison but gains the advantage of the surety that the remains compared were 

definitely associated with those houses. In the aggregated house samples. 

overlapping areas contain features with faunal remains and it is often unclear to 

which structure these belonged. Fortunately. House 20 from Keffer did not overlap 

with any other structure and there was minimal overlapping of the end stonge 
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cubical of House 2 at McKeown across the side wall of an earlier house. No 

faunal remains from this overlapping a m  are included with the House 2 sample. 

Analysts at the Ostkthkque de Mon& (1989Table 1) identitied 55 mammal 

and 29 fish specimens for a total of 84 from this overlapping region, but since it 

is not evident with which house these were associated they cannot be added to the 

House 2 totals. It seems probable that most of these were from House 6. however, 

considering the respective areas of overlap for each house (Fiyre 7-1). 

At both sites. the longhouses exhibited a typical lroquoian pattern with 

central hearths, benches along each side wall. end storage cubicles (Bkbeuf 1635 

JR 8:107-109. 1636 JR 10:91; Biggar 1929:123; Wrong 193993-95: Dodd 1984. 

Kapches 1990,1993: Ramsden 1990:378) and floor pits containing faunal remains 

as well as other debris (but as mentioned above large storage pits o c m d  at 

McKeown only). Each of Keffer House 20 and McKeown House 2 likely was 

inhabited by 14 families (Wrong 193994; LeMercier 1638 JR 15:153; Lalemant 

1639 JR 16:243; Rayeneau 1650 JR 3587). Both appeared to be typical of their 

sites rather than special purpose dwellings. The largest house in an Iroquoian 

village often had additional special functions, such as being the location for village 

feasts (Wrong 1939:115). and its inhabitants a special leadership status (Br6beuf 

1636 JR 10:lOl. 233: LeMercier 1637 JR 1359; Wrong 1939:149; Tuck 

1978:328; Warrick 198466). Neither of the two houses examined in detail in this 

study was the largest in its respective village, nor was either one of the smaller 

structures found on the sites. At Keffer, House 19 was such a small house and for 
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this reason was deemed less appropriate than House 20 as representative of the 

Keffer building. House 20 from Keffer was longer (41.1 m) than H o w  2 from 

McKeown (38.8 m) and the area of the former was 29057 m' compared to 260.0 

m' for the McKeown house. Keffer House 20 existed for about 27 years. wh- 

House 2 from McKeown had a longevity of about 35 years. Perhaps in part 

rcflccting the differences in duration the larger Keffer house had only 670 

macrofaunal remains compared to 1,599 from the McKeown house. 

A Comparison of the Meat Diet at the Keffer and MeKeown Sites 

Despite the differences in the NISP totals (Table 8-1). the specitic 

zooarchaeological remains found in these houses and across both sites suggest that 

the quantity of meat per family was greater at the Keffer site. When MNIs are 

used as the measure of abundance, 26 families in four houses at Keffer averaged 

23.57 kg of meat each and 14 families in House 20 had 36.19 kg, whereas at 

McKeown 30 families in three houses averaged only 20.04 kg and the 14 families 

in House 2 only 22.88 kg. When the individual house totals are divided by the 

number of years they were occupied, the difference is even greater. The families 

of Keffer House 20 had 36.19 kg over 27 years or 1.34 kg per year. whereas the 

McKeown House 2 families had only 0.64 kg per year over 35.5 years (Figure 8- 

1). Thus, the Keffer families appear to have had more meat than did those at 

McKeown. 

These meat figures are based on the MNIs of the various species, a 
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procedure recommended by Klein and Cruz-Uribe (198432, 37) and the one 

which seems most suited to Iroquoian material. where most of the bones are 

fragmented and mammals of different skeletal ages are exploited. But. a. 

mentioned in Chapter 5, MNIs are derived from NISPs and Grayson has argued 

that their relationship can be expressed by a power function equation (Grayson 

198468). Obviously increases in MNIs depend on increases in NISPs but 

Gnyson has shown that the relationship is hyperbolic, with the higher NISPs 

producing decreasingly fewer MNIs than the lower NISPs (ibid). In the Keffer 

aggregated houses sample (Table 6-23), mammals with NISPs under nine have 

MNls of one. Most of those with MSPs between nine and 20 had MNk of two. 

(Beaver was odd probably because the practice of saving b . v e r  teeth affected 

beavcr totals as discussed above. Woodchuck was also odd in that it was 

represented by four individuals even though it had a NISP of 19. Many of these 

were mandibular. which might indicate a special selection or retention of this 

element.) After 19 there is a gap until a NISP of 72 which produced a MNI of 

three and then a NISP of 143 with a MNI of five. which was the highest MNI 

figure for the Keffer house samples. Similarly. at McKeown (Tables 7-5 and 76). 

in the combined house deposits. mammals with NISPs of less than eight had MNIs 

of one (except for the unusual number of deer mouse mandibles). Those between 

eight and ZS had MNIs of two, except for the raccoon where the NISP might have 

been inflated because many of the specimens were immature (chapter 5). Those 

with NISPs of 35 and 36 had MNIs of three. and those with 140 and 170 
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specimens had MNIs of four. These fmdings support Grayson's claim. with a few 

irregularities. and thus comparisons of number of specimens to the number of 

individuals (NISPMNI or MNVNISP) eannot be made without accounting for 

sample size (NISP). Such comparisons are usually made for investigating amounts 

of fragmentation andlor culling and transportation practices They will not be 

emphasized in this study. However. acknowledging the relationship between MM 

and NISP, it might be usel l  to consider the meat poundage using the NISPs as 

the measure of abundance despite limitations of NISP for comparisons, particularly 

interdependence and the different number of bones in the complete skeletons of 

different animals (chapter 5). 

Using NISPs to determine the meat weight amounts results in a reversal 

of the results obtained when MNI figures are used as the measure of abundance 

because NISPs were higher at the McKeown site (Table 8-1). However, this 

contradictory result can be explained by a nondietary factor. As mentioned above. 

more of the skeletal refuse from animals consumed at McKeown appears to have 

remained in the houses, whereas most of the ref= of the Keffer meals was 

deposited in middens outside the houses. Despite this "handicap" at Keffer. enough 

remained within the houses there to indicate that the individual animals accounted 

for larger meat quantities than those represented in the McKeown houses. despite 

their presumably more complete refuse sample. One solution to this problem of 

differential deposition practices would be to examine all the remains from both 

sites. Then whether the garbage was deposited in middens or house pits. d l  the 
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refuse surviving on the sites would be included in the faunal samples and these 

could be compared to all the families. Unfortunately. this is not possible at this 

time. Not all the excavated faunal material from the Keffer site has been identified 

and no exterior middens have been dug at the only partidly-eXCa~t~d McKeown 

site. Using what is available. the midden material from the Keffer site could be 

combined with the h o w  material for comparison with the McKeown sample. 

When this is done. the Keffer material clearly dominates with a total f& meat 

weight of 4.407.71 kg and a mammali total of 30.739.18 kg compared to 939.89 

kg of fish and 14,022.58 kg of mammalian meat for McKeown. Based on these 

two classes. the Keffer total is more than twice that of McKeown, and the bird 

and reptile remains would increase the difference (Tables 6-1.7-1). Although this 

result is complimentary to the MNI-based results, it is not valid b e c a w  many 

Keffer families. other than those in Houses 12, 13-19 and 20, IikeIy added re& 

to the largest midden (Midden 57). The differences in deposition practices favour 

the McKeown houses having larger faunal samples. The MNI figures are biased 

by this too but. despite that. there is evidence of more meat represented by the 

individual animals (MNIs) found within the Keffer houses than the McKeown 

houses. 

In addition to the differences in deposition practices, the disparity in the 

numbers of Canis sp. at the two sites favours a larger NISP total at the McKeown 

site. There scavenging would have been much less destructive of the 

zooarchaeological sample than at Keffer, where dogs were common. Wing and 
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Quiunyer's (1992) experimental work on the effects of scavenging on faunal 

samples included examination of the accuracy of the NISP and MNI 

in reflecting the relative abundance of the species represented in 
the faunal assemblage. The experimental results indicated that MNI 
more closely reflected the complex of animals deposited. The 
reason is that when scavengers take hold of a discarded canzus, the 
grasped portion is pulled off the site. leaving behiid a fragmentary 
representative of the individual ( W i g  19943 1 1). 

Considering the inherent problems in MNI and NISP as measures of 

abundance and the specific difficulties for comparisons between these two sites. 

perhaps the ordinal rankiigs of the various species within their samples are best 

for comparisons. At each site, the ordinal rankings of species by NISP (Table 8-2) 

and MNI (Table 8-3) are very similar, some differences occur in the McKeown 

sample depending more on which sample (macrofaunal only or macrofaunal plus 

microfaunal) is used. 

The differences between the Keffer and McKeown site zooarchaeological 

~ p l e s  are not a result of differences in the proportions of the major clusses of 

animals (Table 8-4. Figure 8-2). Ignoring invertebrate and unclassified specimens. 

fish NISPs account for about 62 percent of the identified vertebrate samples at 

both sites. Fish bones are followed by mammalian remains whose proportions are 

also very similar. accounting for 30 percent of all the Keffer classified vertebrate 

specimens and 36.8 percent of those from the McKeown material I studied. The 

Osteotheque de Montreal sample was 57 percent mammalian and 36 percent fish. 

but the lack of floated material in their sample almost certainly explains the 

reversal of the class NISPs. There are differences in the remaining classes, but as 
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their contributions are minim1 and tneir members relatively light-weight 

individually their variations in representation are not very important An exception 

to this might be some large birds, and these were more common at Keffer. Siice 

the class dismbutions do not account for the differences between the two sites, the 

genera and species within the classes must be the significant variables. 

Among the fish at Keffer. m u t  sp., whitefish. and bullhead ca t f i  are 

usually ranked in the top positions nable 6-22). The only exception is that 

pumpkinseed is in third place by MNI for the aggregated house sample. Bullhead 

catfish falls one (House 20) or two places (all four houses) using NISPs. from first 

place by MNIs, probably reflecting the fewer bones in a catfish skeleton than in 

many other species. Northern pike is ranked fourth by both NISP and MM in the 

four Keffer houses. Considering House 20 alone, pike ranks in fifth position after 

saugedwalleyes by NISP. whereas by MNI it is in second place with trout. The 

remaining species in House 20 have MNIs of only one and the lowest NISPs in 

the sample. The Keffer fsh o r d i i  remain the same whether the macrofaunal 

alone or the macrofaunal and microfaunal sample is used  This is becaw so linle 

of the soil in the houses w s  floated. 

At McKeown. in the macrofaunal sample, suckers and saugerlwalleyes rank 

first or second by NISP (Table 8-1) and MNI (Table 7-4) in all three houses and 

in House 20 alone (Table 7-3). These are smller fish than the two top ranked 

species at Keffer. With the microfaunal material added. these two species remain 

at the top. except that the American eel. by NISP, ranks between the 
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sauger/walleye and sucker specimens in House 2 (Table 8-2). Eel is in third place 

in the aggregated houses sample. American eel ranks fifth by MNI and sixth by 

NISP in the macrofaunal sample from the four houses. Using MNIs third spot in 

the aggregated houses, float-included samples, is shared by saugerlwalleye. 

American eel. brown bullhead and bass sp. (Tables 7-4). In House 2, with the 

float the third and last group of fish includes bowfin, whitefujh sp, m k  bass. and 

bass sp. (Table 7-12). The geatest change in ranking between the two abundance 

measures occurs for perch when the floated material is included. By MNI. for the 

aggregated houses (Table 7-4) perch was in first place and tied for second place 

in House 2 (Table 7-12). but by NISP (Table 8-2). perch ranks fourth both in all 

the houses and in House 2 alone. The difference reflects difficulties in collecting 

and identifylng perch vertebrae relative both to their cranial bones and to the 

vertebrae of other fish. In the larger samples (float included) for the aggregated 

houses. pike and pumpkinseed are in fourth place by MNI and in sixth and eighth 

places by NISP. In the House 2 float-included sample, pike is tied for first place 

with American eel using MNI figures but in fifth spot using NISPs. The remaining 

low-ranked fish by MNI are also lowest on the NISP scale. 

The quantities of fish species at the two sites can be described statistically. 

A simple measure is Bninerd's (1951) coefficient of similarity. This figure is 

derived by adding the differences between the percentages of like items from the 

two sites and then subtracting that sum from two hundred. Totally different 

samples have a coefiicient of zero and completely similar samples. a coefficient 
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of 200. When the NISPs for the macrofaunal fish specimens from the Keffer and 

McKeown sites are compared in this way. the coefficient for the aggregated 

houses is 68.32 and for the individual houses, only 4529 (Table 8-5). Thus. the 

fish remains at these two sites are quite dissimilar. 

Using Spearman's rank order correlation coeficient (rJ corrected for tied 

values in the rankings. the macrofaunal f& NISPs at these two sites show a 

positive correlation when they are aggregated for the houses (r, = 0.45. Table 8-6) 

and a v e v  weak negative correlation when the remains from McKeom H o w  2 

are compared to those from Keffer House 20 (r, = -0.06, Table 8-7). When the 

microfaunal samples. which were predominantly fish and much more numerous 

for McKeown. are included, the figures change slightly. becoming 05 (Table 8-8) 

and -0.02 (Table 8-9) respectively. These are statistically significant at the -05 

level for the aggregated houses but not for the individual houses. Based on MNI 

figures, the r, for the macrofaunal samples for the aggregated houses is 0 2 5  

(Table 8-10) and when the float samples are included the r, = 0 2 7  (Table 8-1 1). 

A slightly negative correlation of r, = -0.09 is obtained when the MNI rankings 

of fish species from McKeown H o w  2 and Keffer House 20 are compared, 

including the float. in order to have fewer values of one for MNI in both lists 

(Table 8-12). Since some of these results are only slightly positive and others are 

slightly negative, they indicate that the samples are different and that there is no 

relationship between the fish at the two sites. However, none of these MNI-based 

figures is statistically significant at the .05 level. In sum the ranking at 
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McKeown are independent of those at Keffer and they are d i f f m f  

The importance of these di f famas  increases when one considers the 

amount of meat the various species provide. Comparing the rankings, it is 

apparent that the largest meat providers of all the fish species represented at both 

sites (trout and whitefd) are ranked usually in the highest two positions at Keffer 

but in the two lowest positions at McKeown. The top provider per fish was lake 

trout and this species was identified at Keffer only. Catfish. particularly brown 

bullhead, is ranked higher in the Keffer than the McKeown samples similarly 

pumpkinseed is higher at Keffer although bass. some of which are equally good 

meat providers as pumpkinseed. rank higher at McKeown. Conversely, suckers. 

which rank highly at M c K m  ~ A c n  f w  are very small meat providers. as is 

the yellow perch which ranks highly at McKeown also. Thus the rankings of the 

fish species suggest that the Keffer fshers caught the larger species more 

frequently than did the McKeown fishers. The latter brought smaller f& home. 

Vahich suggests that they might have expeaded more effon with less resulf but this 

would depend on the various f s h i g  methods used and distances navelled to reach 

the fishing spots. 

Wild North American mawnals have less diversity in total numbm of 

bones in their skeletons than fish. Thus comparisons based on NISPs and MNIs 

should produce more similar rrsulrs for mammals than fsh. However. a more 

significant problem with mammalian remains from Iroquoian sites is that most are 

broken, inflating their NISPs. This bias for NISP increases the use of MNI by 
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researchers. Both will be reported here. Floatation does not increase mammalii 

specimen totals as much as it does those of fish and the mannnali additions arc 

generally to the very small mammals which are rather insignificant for diet 

reconsuuctions. 

As was done for the fish remains, the mammalian rankings by NISP and 

MNI can be considered statistically. using Brainerd's coefficient of inilarity and 

Spearman's r. corrected for tied values. The material from the float samples is 

included in these comparisons, in order to have the largest possible samples. The 

mammal NlSPs reveal that the species represented in this class arc more similar 

than were the fish remains. Braherd's coefficient for the a m t c d  houses was 

1 14.22 and for the individual houses. 118.83 (Table 8-13). These numbers indicate 

that the samples were slightly similar. a finding which is replicated when 

S p e a m ' s  r is compiled. For the aggregated house samples. using the NISP 

figures, r, = 0.34 (Table 8-14) and for the individual houses r, = 0.30 (Table 8-19. 

The results are even less positive with the MNI rankings. For the aggregated 

houses. r, = 0.02 (Table 8-16) and for the individual houses r, = 0.17 (Table 8-17). 

These statistics suggest that. while there are similaritis in the two samples. they 

are not same. 

Keffer House 20 mammalian remains fall into three groups. Deer is fim 

both by NISP (Table 6-8) and MNI (Table 6-23). Those mammals in second to 

fifth place by NISP are in the second grol~p by MNIs (MNk2). Those in the thud 

MNI group (MNI=l) are at the bonom of the NISP list too. The only exception 
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is the skunk There were only two skunk specimens, but, surprisingly. they were 

the same elements. Thus. the skunk's MNI ranking was higher than its NISP 

ranking. The elements were mandibles and possibly represent s o m a h i g  other than 

food refuse. 

Similarly. the McKeown H o w  2 mammalian remains were dominated by 

deer specimens by both NISP (Table 7-2) and MNI (Table 7-12). The three 

mammals with MNIs of two (beaver, muskrat and porcupine) ranked in positions 

two. three and six by NISP. The red squirrel (MNI=I) advanced to position five 

by NISP but Canis sp. (MNI=2) dropped to the third lowest position in the NISP 

nnking. These changes suggest a lower mammalian meat total, considering NISP 

values. because the squirrel is light-weight. whereas each Cank sp. contributes an 

estimated ten kg of edible flesh. 

As well, the effort to obtain dog meat was minimal and thus the difference 

in position of this species between the two sites is perhaps more significant than 

that of the other mammals. At Keffer. dog consistently ranked higher than its 

position at McKeown in all comparisons. At McKeown the Canis sp. NISP was 

based on two unmodified ulnae, which might represent something other than food 

refuse. It is certainly odd that only two Canis sp. elements were recover& that 

they were the same element is even more surprising. Moose. the largest single 

meat contributor. was found at Keffer only. Of the two third-ranked species by 

NISP in both the individual and aggregated houses samples. the woodchuck at 

Kcffer (Table 6-8) provides more meat per individual than the muskrat at 
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McKeown (Table 7-6). However, black bear ranks fourth in the McKeown 

aggregated houses sample by NISP and 4.5 by MNI. whereas it is 10 (NISP) and 

14 (MNI) at Keffer. The differences are not as great for the individual house 

samples, but still bear ranks higher at McKeown as does beaver, in all the 

comparisons. However. raccoon is a fairly good meat contributor and it places 

higher at Keffer in all ranking. At both sites, small mammals with the exceptions 

of the Canis sp. and otter at McKeown. fill the last positions. Thus the mammal 

rankings indicate some advantages to each site. Bear and beaver being high at 

McKeown are important for that site. Alternatively the high placement of dogs and 

the occurrence of moose are significant for Keffer as are the higher positions of 

woodchuck and raccoon at Keffer. Tl~u the differences in mammalian ranking 

appear to favour Keffer but not as defmitely as the fish remains did 

The other classes were poorly represented. Too many of the species in 

these classes were represented by MNIs of one to allow useful comparisons based 

on this quantification method. However, among the birds. by NISPs ruffed grouse 

were important at both sites but the large wild turkey occurred at Keffer only. 

where it ranked second followed by passenger pigeon and several other weakly 

represented birds (Table 8-2, Figure 8-5). At McKeown the largest bud the 

Canada goose, ranked second in House 2 but only fourth in the combined house 

sample. Brainerd's coefficient of similarity for the aggregated houses using the 

species' NlSPs for the macrofaunal sample is only 78.59 and that for the single 

houses is 88.79 (Table 8-18), indicating dissimilar samples. Using the NlSPs for 
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the bird species from the aggregated samples Spearman's coefficient, corrected 

for tied rankings shows a negative correspondence of -0.13 (Table 8-19). Thus, 

while birds were not important at either site, the particular species were 

sipificantly different. Thus consideration of the rankings of the represented 

animals from these three classes reveals only small variations between the MNI 

and NISP ordinals and most of the differences would appear to affect adversely 

McKeown meat weight totals. 

Meat Poundage by Species at  the Two Sites 

Ranked by meat poundage totals based on MNI figures (Table 8-3). 

members of the class Mammalia were the greatest contributors of meat at both 

villages. This fmding counters the view that Iroquoians "had a well-dweloped 

apiculnual economy. supplemented by f h  and terser amountr of meat" 

(Heidenreich 1971:158. italics added). At both sites. whitetail deer was a very 

important contributor (Figure 8-3). By NISP and MNL it is d e d  fust at both 

sites. although by meat contributions. in my sample from three McKeown houses 

bear out-nnks deer. These top rankings c o n f m  historical reports that deer and 

bear were the most significant meat contributors (Biggar 1929:81: Lalemant 1642 

JR ?3:63). The dominance of deer has great significance for the comparison of 

subsistence at these villages because "the Upper St. Lawrence region supponed 

much lower numbers of deer than other parts of Iroquoia. wen Huronia for which 

deer availability problems have been reported" (Cossene 1993:62). Because the 

density of human beinzs was lower in the upper St. Lawrence regon too, there 
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might have been sufficient deer for the upper S t  La-ce Iroquoians (ibid), but 

it would have been more difficult to exploit deer there since their densities were 

loner. The Canada Land Inventory maps indicate that the Toronto region is 

capable of supporting more ungulates than the Prescott area (Canada Department 

of Regional Economic Expansion 1970% 1971~). 

When Radisson (Adams 1961) went hunting from the Mohawk village 

where he uzs held captive in 1652-53 to the area around Lake Champlain and up 

to the S t  Lawrence River. the party saw many bears, particularly around the 

Thousand Islands (ibid.57). This evidence indicates that black bears were 

common immediately southwest of the Grenville County area in the past They 

might have been more common there than in York C o w .  This might account 

at least in pan. for their first or second place rank among the mammals in the 

McKeoun houses. 

An importance difference in the mammalian frequencies was the secondary 

rank of moose at Keffer. conasting with its absence in my McKeown sample 

(Table 8-3). Moose was the largest individual meat conmbutor and it accounts for 

much of the difference between the two sites. But this difference is reinforced by 

the third place species. At Keffer. the thud ranked meat provider was black bear 

compared to beaver at McKeoun. Thus. the top three species at Keffer were all 

large meat providers. whereas at McKeown third place was filled by only a 

medium-sized creature. the beaver. whose value might have been inflated by the 

selective collection and cunting of its incisors. 
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Canb sp. occupied the founh position in both sites' aggregated houses 

samples. However. at Keffer there were numerous dog remains, some of which 

showed evidence of butchering (N*) and burning (N=84), whereas at McKeown 

domestic dog remains were absent and there was only a single wolf giving this 

species its n n k  According to Sagard (Wrong 1939220). d o g  were the third most 

imporrant mammal for food among the hiiorical Hurons Possibly the importance 

of dogs increased with time. The geat difference in their representation at the two 

sites increases in significance when it is remembered that dogs. living in the 

village. could have been used as a safety net for times when meat supplies were 

low. reducing or eliminating periods of temporary stress due to hunger (Wrong 

1939:2?63 Le Jeune 1634 JR 7223). Such times of reduced nunition are when 

people are more susceptible to diseases, and there are historical accounts of dogs 

being eaten in curing feasts by the Hurons (Biggar 1929:129; Wrong 1939:220). 

Beaver was sixth at Keffer and porcupine was absent there, whereas 

porcupine was in sixth position at McKeown using the aggregated houses 

rankings. Raccoon and woodchuck followed at both sites and after these the 

mammals occumng at both sites are ranked very similarly because most are 

reduced to MNIs of one and hence their ordering reflects their body sizes. 

However. despite these similarities, Bninerd's coefficient of similarity based on 

the percentages of the meat provided by the species in the aggregated house 

samples is only 109.45, but for the individual houses it is 132.66 (Table 8-20). 

Spearman's rank order values also suggest differences between these two sites' 
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mammal meat sources, although none is statistically significant at the .05 level. 

When the aggregated house samples are compared r, = 020 (Table 8-21) and for 

the individual houses the value is only 0.08 (Table 8-22). These figures may err 

on the conservative side because they include the conmbution that Canir sp. might 

haw made to the McKeown diet, even though it is very possible that the Conk 

sp. remains at this site were from wolf which was listed separately or are not 

indicative of food. 

By class. fish are the second most important conm3utors to the meat 

poundage fi yres. Within this class an important difference between the two sites 

is the heny  reliance on whitefish at Keffer (Table 6-22), as opposed to its 

absence or. at best. weak representation in the McKcown sample (NISP for 

Coregonus sp.= 7). In the Keffer material. whitefish ranked fust in the aggregated 

sample and second in House 2, whereas at McKeown, whitefish was in seventh 

and second place respectively. It is known from the ethnohiitorical literature that 

large quantities of whitefish could be netted and prepared for eating months after 

their seasonal availability. The particular whitefish elements identified in the 

Keffer zooarchaeological sample indicate that such procurement and p p t i o n  

techniques were known at least as early as when this site was occupied This, in 

turn. suggests that the Keffer proto-HurodPctuns had a surplus of food and a 

knowledge of preparation techniques that provided them with a stored supply of 

fish meat for the winter months (Figure 84). 

On the conhay. no species dominated the McKeown fish. By NISPs, the 
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numerous members of the sucker family and the species of the genus Sti=ostedion 

were geatest. but by the MNI-based meat weight figures, bass of the 

Centrarchidae family (12.75 kg for the &re+ houses) dominated (Table 8-23). The 

bass were also significant at Keffer. where the family ranked second among the 

fish for meat contribution. At McKeowp the salmon family, represented mainly 

by trout but including Coregonus sp, was a significant conmbutor as was the 

perch family. Perch ranked much lower at Keffer, after the c a d i  and pike 

families, both of which are larger meat suppliers. individually, than perch. At 

McKeown, the combined catfish meat conmbutions ranked the Ictaluridae family 

fourth. followed by the equal meat conmbutions of the sucker. pike and eel 

families. That sucker ranked so low in meat poundage. despite its high NISP 

placement. suggests that much fishing effort produced only limited returns of 

edible flesh. 

The relatively low placement of eel at McKeown is of particular interen 

According to ethnohistorical sources and archaeological evidence. such as that 

from the Steward site. there was along the S t  Lawrence River a special fshery 

for ecls in the fall and the catch was prepared for later consumption Thus. ecls 

seem to have filled a role for the S t  Lawrence Iroquoians parallel to that filled 

by whitefish for the Hurons. But at McKeown. the evidence for this is slight [It 

is interesting that the occupation of this site corresponds to a period of reduced 

activity at the Steward fishing site. There, peaks in activity occurred at about AD. 

1150. 1385 and 1550 (Junker-Anderxn 1984. I988:97).] Assuming that the roles 
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of eels and whitefish were analogoq it seem that whitefd provided a more 

profitable fishery than eels. In addition to the differences in the proportions of 

these two species at the two sites, a whitefd on average provides 352 more 

k i l o - m e s  of meat than the average American eel. Thus not only does the 

practice of fishing and preparing whitefd appear to have been more successlI 

st Keffer than eel fuhiing and storage at McKeom but also the effort would have 

resulted in a greater reward per fsh. Eel ranked sixth at Keffer and was followed 

by drum. bowfin and suckers. Similarly, drum and bowfin had low ranks at 

McKeown as did some morone bass and minnow species. 

In sum from the rank ordering of the f d  families, it is evident that 

mostly the same ones were exploited at both sites but to varying degrres. Based 

on the rank ordering of the fish families according to the amount of meat they 

contributed and using the aggregated house samples in or& to have larger and 

thus more discrete quantities, Brained's coeficient of  similarity is 1 1 138 (Table 

8-23) and Spearman's r is 0.9 (Table 8-24), which is statistically significant at the 

.05 level. More fish families were represented at McKeom where perches and 

suckers were more important than they appear to have been at Kcffer. Apparrntly, 

the richness of the fishing effort was greater at McKeown but diversity appears 

to have been greater at Keffer. The Keffer people were able to amass a surplus of 

whitefish which they stored for later consumption, possibly in leaner protein 

periods. The McKeown people could not do this because whitefish are not native 

to the waters in their region. At Keffer. a surplus of catfish also might have 
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resulted in special preparation and use. While the S t  Lawrence Iroquoians 

prepared dried eel for later consumption the evidence from McKeown does not 

show this to have been a major activity. although the relative infrequency of eel 

rcmains on the site does not necessarily negate the possibility of a good eel 

fishcry. Most of the prepared fish skeletons could have been discarded at the 

special fishing sites, but temporally corresponding evidence for this is also lacking 

at thc Steward site. 

Bird meat formed a minor portion of the diet at both sites. so there is little 

to compare (Figure S-5). However. once again the Keffer sample exhibits greater 

rewards for the individual birds caught (Table 8-1). The top two ranked birds in 

the Keffer sample, the wild turkey and the bald eagle, each weigh more per bird 

than the highest ranked one, the Canada goose. from the McKeown fauna. Like 

whitefish. the large turkey was not available in the vicinity of the McKeown site; 

south-central Ontario was the northern extent of its range. While turkeys did occur 

as far north as Huronia in the seventeenth century (LeMercier 1637 JR 13:97). 

according to Sagard. they were more common in the Neutral area of southwestern 

Ontario (Wrong 1939220). During cold winters. such as those of the Little Ice 

Age. turkeys would have been limited to southwestern Ontario and the north shore 

of Lake Ontario, when they were not resmcted to areas south of Lakes Erie and 

Ontario. 

Both Brainerd's and Spearman's coefkients show the great differences in 

avian meat at these two sites. Brainerd's coefficient for the aggegated houses is 
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only 17 and for the individual houses it is 15.62 (Table 8-25). The Speamnn's 

ranking value for the comparison of the avian meat at the two sites, using the 

MNls from the aggregated house samples, indicates that in this the two sites were 

very different because r, = -0.86 (Table 8-26). For the individud houses, r, = 0 

(Table 8-27). The sample included only seven species of which only one, ruffed 

grouse. was represented in both houses. 

The Keffer people appear to have made use of a wider variety of reptiles 

and amphibians than did the McKeown villagen, but the reverse was m e  for 

invertebrates. At neither site were clams significant meat sources. but McKeown 

produced many such shells which had been heated Invertebrate remains from 

Keffcr were not studied, in part because their scarcity in the deposits gave the 

impression that they were insignificant Since invertebrates have long been 

considered a "starvation" food (G. Bailey 1975; Cohen 1975). although possibly 

a seasonally significant one (Parmalee and Klippel 1974: Erlandson 1988). 

particularly in coastal areas (Waselkov 1987), it is of interest that at the McKeown 

site they appear to have been gathered in fairly large numbers (Stewart 1992). The 

low incidence of artifacts made of shells supports the assumptio?l that they were 

a dietary component (Wright and Wright 19935). Conversely, at Keffer. where 

they were infrequent, they were used as a raw material for tools as often as was 

antler and tooth (J. Jamieson 199352. Fig.1 b). 

In this discussion of the meat at the two sites. the classes have been 

considered independently of each other and the greatest differences in the meat 
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diets have been found in bird followed by mammalian and finally f~ meat When 

the species from these classes are combined and their meat contributions for the 

agguegated houses are ranked, r, = 0 2 3  (Table 8-28), which is statisdcally 

siyificant at the 0.1 level. and Brainergs coefficient is 106.07 (Table 8-29). The 

correlation is closer when the fish. bird and mammal species from the two 

individual houses are ranked according to their meat contributions. In this case, 

Bninerd's coeflicient is 133.1 cable 8-29) and r, = 0.17 (Table 8-30). These 

figures indicate a weak positive correlation reflecting the fact that the samples 

have similarities. but they also differ in terms of the importance of many of the 

species as contributors to the quantities of meat in the diets. The question of 

differences in the quality of the diets will be addressed next 

Xutritional Values of Meat at the Two Sites 

While it has been established that the total meat poundage per family was 

greater at the Keffer than at the McKeown village, it is interesting to compare the 

nutritional differences, if any, in the animals consumed by the two populations 

(Table 8-31). The major nutrient components of food are proteins. carbohydrates, 

lipids (fats and oils). vitamins and minerals. Mammalian and avian game are the 

major sources of protein. fat. iron. vitamin A. thiamin. riboflavin and niacin 

(Canada. Ministry of Health and Welfare 199434). 

"It is known that f sh  and shellfish are excellent sources of highquality 

proteins, comparable to those found in meat and poultry. Most raw fish is 1624% 

protein and this can rise to as much as 35% in cooked fish" (Pigon and Tucker 
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1990:3). According to Sidwell(1981 quoted in Pigott and Tucker 1990:41), most 

fish have a protein percentage of 20 + 2, although Geiger and Borgstrom 

(196233) list slightly lower figures which agree with those found in my survey 

of the litenture (Table 8-31). The fish species represented at the Keffer and 

McKeown sites indicate that the Keffer fhers might have been better nourished 

by this class. since whitefish have higher protein proportions. especially when 

smoked. than do American eels. The American eel has one of the lowen values 

in protein of all the species listed in Table 8-31. 

Fish sre also an excellent source of niacin and trace amounts of essential 

minerals such as zinc. copper and iodine (Canada, Ministry of Health and Welfare 

1994:35). Fish livers are a good source of vitamins A and D, riboflavin and 

calcium. while fish eggs provide protein. calcium. iron and thiamin (ibid). 

Mammalian meat has a protein content of 21 percent according to Watt 

and Merrill (1963). although Pigott and Tucker (1990) cite lower percentages for 

domesticated species. The figures in Table 8-31 are higher than these becaw 

most wild game is much higher (as much as 50 percent higher according to 

Canada. Ministry of Health and Welfare 198525: 199434) than domesticated 

species in numents other than fat Thus, mammals as a class. might be a slightly 

better source of protein than fish but all classes provide almost equal amounts of 

this essential dietary component. Since amounts of d i m  meat per hearth 

were higher at Keffer than McKeown. it appears that the protein intake per family 

for these proto-HuronIPetuns was slightly greater than that of McKeown's proto- 
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S t  Lawrence Ircquoians. 

There is less information about the nutritional qualities of avian meat 

However, the protein in chickens averages 193 percent. with the light meat being 

slightly higher (23.4%) than the dark meat (20.6%) and the skin considerably less 

(16.1%) according to Wan and Menit1 (196323). Their percentages for wild duck 

average 2 1 2  (ibib30). and for domestic turkey 20.1 (ibik63). "Wild b i  are 

an excellent source of protein, iron, riboflavin and vitamin A" (Canah Ministry 

of Health and Welfare 199436). Likely the protein proportion for wild turkey was 

higher than 20 percent, making it a good protein source for the Keffer inhabitants 

Similarly. the top ranked Canada goose at McKeown presumably provided 

considerable protein (Tables 8-2 and 8-3). The amount of protein in an animal 

remains fairly constant throughout the seasons, so it is probable that both the 

Keffer and McKeown villagers had sufficient protein in their diets throughout the 

year, especially since the meat diets were augmented with plants. such as corn and 

beans. which also provide some protein (Table 8-33). 

The primary source of carbohydrates is plants. "The carbohydrate content 

of finfish is insignificant ..." (Pigott and Tucker 1990:42), as it is in mammals 

(Speth and Spielmann 19832) and buds (Watt and Menill 1963). Small amounts 

are found in freshwater molluscs (Claassen 1991:280-281). However. at both the 

Keffer and the McKeown sites, corn would have provided most of the villagers' 

carbohydrate intake (see below). 

In c o n a t  to carbohydrates, lipids (fats and oils) are obtained from 
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animals with only minimal amounts occurring in plants "Fats and oils are a 

concentrated so= of energy" (Canada. Miistry of Health and Welfare 19W41) 

and the deciding ingredient of the calories provided by each food source. In 

pnenl. mammalian meat is the richest source. followed by avian meat and then 

fish. which is usually low in fat  however. the fattier fish are a good source of 

vitamin A (ibid.35). 

Unlike protein fat content changes dramatically throughout the year in 

many animals. Ungulates becomc fat-depleted at different seasons, depending on 

their sex. but both males and females are fat-depleted in the spring (Speth and 

Spiclmann 1983:;). In the fall. their nutrient values are high. Similarly. animals 

that hibernate. such as bears, build up fat reserves in summer and early fall but 

become depleted in fat as winter ends. Some fish. particularly salmon. and birds 

also change their body compositions with their sexual and migratory cycles (Pigott 

and Tucker 19905) and there can be a considerable range in values withim a 

species (Jacquot 1961:147). The age of an animal also affects its fat content as 

Paul and Southgate (1978:142) noted for eels in particular. 

Such changes in prey body composition can be of critical importance to 

hunters and gatherers (Speth and Spielmann 1983), but would not have been as 

significant to the horticultural Iroquoians. They did not have to rely as heavily on 

animals for their food: their required lipids could be obtained in corn, possibly in 

sunflower seed oil and in nuts. In addition, they could eat dog or perhaps captive 

bears or turkeys when wild meat supplies were unavailable or when their 
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nutritional values were reduced. 

Since red mammalian meat is the best provider of lipids (Watt and Merrill 

1963). it can be concluded that the Keffer inhabitants ingested higher quantities 

of fat and fatty acids than did the McKeown populatios since the former had 

more meat per family and most of these totals reflected mammalian conmbutions 

Examination of the fat content of the top ranked mammalian species at the two 

sites shows little difference between them. Cooked moose and bear yield equal 

amounts of fat (Table 8-51). but beaver provides more fat and calories per pomon 

than unylars  do. Raccoon. which followed in the Keffer rank'igs, is a very fatty 

animal, whereas the porcupine. important at McKeown but not at Keffer. is only 

half as valuable in terms of fat. and thus calories, when the flesh of both these 

mammals is roasted. At both sites, the fatter woodchuck and hares were more 

common than the leaner muskrat. At both sites, the largest animals were not the 

richest ones consumed. When the mammals ranked below the ungulates and the 

bear are compared. there is little difference in calories per family between the two 

sites. but what differences there are slightly favour the Keffer sample. mainly 

because raccoon and woodchuck rank higher there and porcupine lower. In 

addition. most wild animals lose fat over the winter, but dogs. being good 

scavengers andlor purposefully fed, could have maintained their fat content 

throughout the year. Thus, as Snyder concluded (1991:374-75), dogs at certain 

times of the year may have been an important alternative source of nutrients for 

Native North Americans. If this applied to the proto-Iroquoians, then again the 
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Keffer people had an advantage over the McKeown people. 

There was no evidence for the chopping and boiling of bones to extract 

oils at Keffer but at McKeown: 

bone mash, composed of d e d  masses of prcdominany d m  
heads and fish. appear to repment the discarded remains of a 
process intended to extract all possible fat and protein from bone 
by boiling it to produce a broth or, possibly, fat for storagc (Wright 
and Wright 19935). 

The occurrence of this evidence only at McKeown possibly refleas a greater need 

to extract all possible numcna, whereas the Keffa inhabitants might have had 

sufficient fat and protein not to q u i r e  expending this extra effort to obtain more 

from the bones of their prey animals Alternatively. they might have processed 

bone in this fashion at hunting camps, as the historic Hurons did Even this would 

suggest less intensive extraction than at the McKeown site. 

"Fish are often classified according to their oil content ..." (Pigott and 

Tucker 1990:s). Jacquot (1961:146) l i  pike, salmon and trout among the Faay 

fish and bass and perch as semi-fatty. Freshwater catfish. with a fat average of 3 2  

* 1.8 (Sidwell. Foncannon. Moore and Bonnet 197426). are also semi-fatty fsh. 

whereas perch at 0.9 (Table 8-31) arc actually low-fat fish. Combining this 

information and the additional figures presented in Table 8-31 with the fish family 

rankings at the two sites (Tabla 8-1 and 8-2). it can be concluded that the Keffer 

people had a richer fish intake than the McKeown people. The fatty 

salmon/trout/whitefish family and the fatty pike ranked higher in the Keffer 

sample than they did in the McKeown one, where the semi-fat bass and the low- 
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fat perch familics higher. Three of the top four species in the Keffer 

zooarchaeological sample were fatty f& whereas tht top two at McKeown 

(sucker. sauger) were poor fat providm Yellow perch were common at McKeown 

(Tables 7-3. S-2) and they were the least fatty of the 19 species used by the 

Iroquoians for which composition data are available. However. American eels haxve 

the highest 1:dt (17.3 t 2.6%) content of all the 154 species listed by Sidwell et al. 

( 1971) and are more than twice as valuable as whitefh in this regard (Table 8- 

3 I). It could be because of their fat that they were a special fishery of the St. 

Lawrence Iroquoians. The eel family. Anguillidae. ranked only sixth with two 

others (Table 8-23). or fifth and sixth (Table 8-1) at McKeown but. as mentioned 

above. more flesh might have been eaten there than these bones represent. 

Little information is available about the nutrient values of wild bids. 

turtles and amphibians. However, "game birds and fish m y  be lumped together 

since they provide similar amounts of protein. riboflavin and niacin* (Canada. 

Ministry of National Health and Welfare 1985:14) and they are a good source of 

iron (ibid.27). Ducks and pigeons appear to be relatively good sources of 

numents (Table 8-51). The same is probably m e  for the wild nrrkey. since Wan 

and Merrill (1963:62) list turkeys. presumably domestic. as being 20.1 percent 

protein. 11.7 percent fat and providins 218 calories per 100 gams of edible 

portion. Even though the wild turkey fat composition figures would be lower than 

domesticated turkey values. the few birds selected by the Keffer and McKeown 

pcoples seem to have been about equally nutritious. In genml. the birds 
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consumed by the proto-historic Iroquoians at these two sites were richer sounxs 

of far. and thus calories. than were the mammals or fd (Table 8-31). Contrasting 

the sites' bird species. it appears that the McKeown inhabitants, hunting primarily 

geese and ducks had a richer avian intake than did the Keffer people, who 

consumed more wild turkey and grow. The passenger pigeon which 

extrapolating from modem pigeons (Table 8-31), likely had a high fat contenf was 

important to both peoples, especially since it would have migated into Canada in 

the spring. just when the mammals were least fatty. In spite of the avian evidence. 

the diet of the Keffer people appears to have had both a higher meat content and 

a higher nutritional value than the diet of the McKeown people. 

Plant Components of the Diets 

lroquoians cultivated corn (Zeo mays), beans (Phaseolus vulgarir). squash 

(Cucurbira pepo), sunflowers (Helianthus annuus) and tobacco (Nicoriana spp.). 

Heidenreich (1971:173) thought that the type of squash was the summer squash. 

Cucurbira polymorpha, based on Boucher's 1664 description. but identification of 

archaeological seeds show that the species was C. pepo (Monckton 19922; B. 

Smith 1989: Fecteau 1985:35), which includes many varieties. All but three of the 

136 archaeological sites which Fecteau included in his study of cultivated plants 

in southern Ontario produced com remains and 46 sites had beans, 32 had squas11 

and 17 had tobacco (Fecteau 1985:8-10). Com. beans. squash. sunflowers and 

tobacco were identified at Keffer (Finlayson, Smith. Spence and Timmins 19849; 
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Finlayson. Smith and Wheeler 198721). although of these cultigens. only corn and 

sunflower seeds were noted in the float samples studied by D. Wright (1991:Table 

5:lY). Remains of corn, beans, squash and sunflower have all been recognized in 

the floated material from McKeown (Wright and Wright 1993:Table 24). but in 

Ounjian's sample. squash and tobacco were missing. due, it was though& to the 

small sample analyzed (Ounjian 1988:8). These fmdings corroborate the accounts 

of Cartier (Biggar 19241534). Champlain (Biggar 1929125). Sagard (Wrong 

I939:SO. 105-106) and many of the Jesuits (Thwaitcs 1986-1901). including 

Brcbeuf. who was panicularly interested in gardening (1635 JR 8:W, 1636 JR 

10:35.53,93.101); duperon (1639 JR 15:153.159); J. Lalemant (1644 JR 27:65) and 

Ragueneau (1646 JR 29247: 1648 JR 33:77; 1650 JR 35:153). Reportedly, 

sunflowers were gown for their oil, which was primarily rubbed on the body and 

hair and might not have been consumed (Biggar 1929:50. 133; duperon 1652 JR 

37: 105). Tobacco. which was used ritually by the Hurons, was not a dietary item 

While the particular plants cultivated are well-known, their relative 

importance to each other and to the diet as a whole is difficult to determine 

(Monckton 199283-84). From both ethnohistorical accounts and archaeological 

materials, it has been concluded that maize dominated honiculnual effort, produce 

and diet. Champlain estimated that about 50 percent of the Huron diet was maize, 

which he considered to be "their principal food" (Biggar 1929:125). Certainly the 

historical descriptions of the two daily meals of the Hurons indicate that corn 

broth (sagamite) was ubiquitous, with most of the other food stuffs being added 
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to this soup. Heidenreich (1971:163) estimated that 65 percent of the calories 

making up the historic Huron diet was derived from corn, with beans accounting 

for 13 percent. squash for only two percent and gathered foods, by which he 

meant wild fiuits and berries (ibik164). for five percent The remainder was from 

fish (nine percent) and "meat", by which he seems to have meant mammalian 

meat (six percent). These f i y e s  are based on Heidenreich's reconstruction of the 

Huron subsistence system for which he concluded that meat was unavailable in 

the summer. This conclusion may reflect an androcentric position. Women and 

children likely ate the pests they killed to protect the crops (Szuter 199450). 

Thcsc included many birds, specifically rranes. geese and crows (Bkbeuf 1636 

JR 10:145: Wrong 1939220; Kalm 1935:106,114-116). as well as  numerous 

mammals. including squirrels (Kalm 1935:l 15). raccoons and ~oodchucks. Even 

deer likely raided the fields. Such "garden hunting" (Linam 1976) has often been 

ignored in subsistence reconstructions. but studies have shown that it can be an 

important and even a preferred source of game (Neusius 1996). Horticulture 

increases the density and richness of small mammals and specializations in the 

procurement of such game occur. Cenainly the faunal remains from the Keffer and 

McKeown sites show that woodchuck, for example. was a significant warm 

weather catch. "Garden hunting as a subsistence strategy is complemenbxy but not 

resmcted to agriculture. It can be done along with other activities such as field 

tending, collecting ... wood. and harvesting fruit" (Szuter 1994:60). In addition. 

the spring fishing effort would have provided food for the summer. The wild 
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turkey and the passenger pigeon at the Keffer site were exploited in summer too. 

Thus. Heidenreich likely undenalued the amount of food daived from animals 

and the possible role of females in obtaining i t  

Monckton criticized Heidenreich's percentages for another reason 

"Heidenreich appears to have underesthated the importance of gathered plant 

foods" (Monckton 199286). According to Moncktoa based on botanical remains 

from four archaeological sites in Huronia (Auger, Ball. Peden and Bidmead), the 

calorie figures should be: 58% maize. 2% beans, sunflower less than 1% and 

fleshy fruits 23% (ibid.:86). There are problems with this reconstruction too. 

Squash has been omined because cucurbit seeds are m l y  preserved on 

archaeological sites and Monckton concluded that "the relative importance of 

cucurbit to the Huron subsistence is impossible to evaluate" (ibik82). 

Altcmatively. sunflower should perhaps have been left out. considering the 

descriptions of its use in historical accounts. F i l l y .  many plants were important 

mostly as medicines, for example, GaZium (D. Wright 199159). or as raw 

materials for making artifacts, for example, hemp (Wrong 1939:240; J. Lalemant 

1642 JR 2355. 1643 JR 26:203-205). Certainly some palaeobotanical samples do 

not reflect dietiuy items. 

Quantification problems which hamper faunal remains are greatly 

exaggerated for palaeobotanical samples (Fritz 199422-23; Yamell 1982). Only 

plant parts which have been charred by fire are preserved and these would 

represent only a very small proportion of the plants eaten by the Iroquoians. which 
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they cooked mainly by boiling (Tookx 196767-71). Secondly. fire would 

consume completely most plant material exposed to i t  Greens, ~ b e r s  and fleshy 

fruits are probably under-represented because they were rarely cooked and because 

they lack hard parts which could survive exposare to fm. The dominance of corn 

over other cultigens in archaeological contexts might reflect. in part. that corn was 

frequently roasted in embers or ashes (Biggar 1929:129; Wrong 193932). Like 

corn. squash was cooked by boiling (Biggar 1929:131; Wrong 1939:107) or in 

ashes (Bkbeuf 1636 JR 10:103). but the centrally-located squash seeds seem not 

to have been burnt during cooking. Beans were boiled or ground and added to 

corn flour (Wrong 1939:lOS). inhibiting their chances for prrservatioa In addition 

to the fortuitous nature o i  plant preservation, the limitations of MNk, which were 

discussed fcr animal remains. are accentuated in plants because the numbers of 

their identical parts are greater and show more miation than like parts in animalr 

For cxample, each corn stalk "bears two or three ears each ear yielding one 

hundred. two hundred. sometimes four hundred grains and there are some that 

yield more" (Wrong 1939:104). Similarly. there are many seeds on a single 

nspbeny or srrawbeny. The palaeoethnobotanists Vaughn Bryant and J.Philip 

Dcring have recently concluded that presencdabsence of remains (ubiquity 

technique) is the most precise quantification that palaeoethnobotanical material 

allows (199538). Crane and Carr (199468) and Fritz (199425) also recommend 

the ubiquity method. Furthermore, since the sampling methods from the Keffer 

and McKeown sites were not the same. comparison of the numbers of seeds 
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between the two sites would not be meaningful. Different screen mesh sizes were 

used for remeving seeds (Wright and Wright 19932 Ounjian 1988). In addition, 

for the Keffer material D. Wright "decided to limit the process of seed wparation 

in each individual floatation sample to a maximum time limit of one hour" 

( 199 1 :4) for forty of the sixty-one floatation samples taken from nine areas on the 

site (ibid.5). The majority of these (58%) happened to be from House 20. A 

different selection method was used at McKeow an experimental sampling 

technique of taking one litre of matrix per feature resulted in very limited seed 

recovery (Ounjian. personal communications 1995). Considering both the inmnsic 

limitations of palaeobomical quantification and the particular difficulties due to 

differing methodologies used for the Keffer and McKeown materials. the plant 

remains from these two sites will be considered in general terms only. 

Nutritional Values of Plants at  the Two Sites 

There were many wild species represented in the palaeobotanical materials 

from both the Keffer and McKeown sites, despite the sampling limitations (Table 

8-32). Table 8-33 gives the nutrient composition of the Iroquoian cultivated and 

domesticated plant foods for which published values were located. Nonduplicating 

sources and North American studies have been used for this table. except for the 

sunflower oil figures which are based on an English sample. Changes result from 

preserving and cooking and. where available. the values for food treated in ways 

recorded in the ethnohistorical literature have been included. Since much of the 

food was boiled and the broth was consumed. the loss of nutrients would have 
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been less than in modem European meals where the cooking water is usually 

discarded. 

Maize is a good source of energy but a poor source of prorzin (Styles 

1991:15). Com kernels contain mainly carbohydrate (starch) but they have limited 

amounts of protein and provide more fat than many other plants and thus yield 

large numbea of calories (Table 8-33). However, because corn lacks the essential 

amino acids. lysine and tryptophan. its protein is not readily available to human 

consumers. making its nutrient value low when consumed by itself. This can be 

raised by adding ashes. which could have been included accidentally by some 

roasting (Wrong 1939:lOl. 106, 108) and baking methods (ibik105) or 

purposefully by being added to cooking water (duperon 1639 JX 15:163). As well, 

mixing maize with ash "does significantly improve the iron content of the 

resulting food" (Ezzo 1994271) and the calcium content (ibib.270). When corn 

is combined with beans. as was the case in Huronia (Biggar 1929:125) and at 

McKeown (Wright and Wright 19935). a complete protein results because beans 

are high in lysine and ayptophan. Conversely. corn supplements beans' low 

sulphur-bearing amino acids, methionine and cystine, and thus together, these "two 

sisters" become very nourishing (Manglesdorf 19741-2: Ezzo 1994271). Beans 

also conmbute calcium. B vitamins. riboflavin and nicotinic acid which are 

deficient in corn. 

Thc third sister in Iroquoian mythology and horticulture was squash. which 

is much less nutritious than the other two in all categories (Table 8-33). However, 
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squash contributes some calories and the seeds are good sources of protein and oil. 

Fecteau gives even higher values than those found in Table 8-33. According to 

him squash seeds provide 50% unsaturated oil and 35% protein (Fecceau 

1985:36). Oily seeds are a very good source of phosphorous (Styles 1994.47). 

Squash has some vitamin C and is rich in vitamin A, unlike beans, f& meat or 

most fruit. Corn has only moderate amounts of vitamin A (Heidenreich 1971:166. 

Tables 12 and 13). Similarly. sunflower seeds are rich in protein and fat (Table 

8-33) and are an "excellent source of iron" (ibik39). 

In all the categories listed in Table 8-33. the cultivated crops have higher 

values than the wild plants. except for the carbohydrate contents of wild rice and 

maple syrup. Many of the benies, and in particular hawthorn. have higher 

carbohydrate values than does squash. Despite these specific anomalies, the 

information in Table 8-33 allows the conclusion that the cultigens were the main 

sources of carbohydrate, protein and fat and that they provided the most plant 

calories. 

Non-cultigens were reportedly added to corn dishes to improve flavour 

(Wrong 1939105: Biggar 1929:126). Common fleshy fruits, such as stnwbemes, 

nspbemes and blackbem'es (Bkbeuf 1636 JR 10:103; Biggar 192950: Wrong 

1939:72,74,238), in addition to adding flavour to regular meals and small cakes, 

were fed to the sick (Wrong 1939237). Likely the high vitamin C content in such 

fruits aided recovery. These fruits are the best represented non-cultigens on most 

lroquoian sites (Monckton 199244. D. Wright 1991:18. Table 5). Cranbemes 
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would also be a good source of vitamin C. Other fruits, such as elderberries, 

bluebemes. gooseberries currants, mulberries, chenies of various sorts, plums, 

apples. hawthorn and ground cherries (Tooker 196265; Monckton 199227, Table 

3.1 : D. Wright 1991 :IS), were also gathered. The eating of f i s h  grapes and the 

preserving of them was observed (Wrong 1939:83). Occasionally acorns which 

had been boiled several times to take away the bitter taste. and tree bark. possibly 

willow (Tooker 1967:62), were consumed (Wrong 1939:108). Balsam fm are 

particularly rich in vitamin C (Kuhnlein and Tuner 1991:364) and a drink made 

from a tree ulled annedo. prepared by the St. Lawrence Iroquoians, c u d  

Carticr's crew of scurvy (Lescarbot 1907-1914:2153; see also Biggar 1929264). 

There is little mention of herbs in the ethnohktorical sources (Tooker 196262). 

but it was recorded that the Hurons ate chives which they had baked in ashes 

(Wrong 1939939). 

Many fruits were eaten raw but some were dried for winter consumption 

"It should be noted that per unit weight, dried fruit is a concentrated source of 

nourishment comparable to corn meal in most of the dietary factors. While it is 

almost as rich in calories, it exceeds maize in calcium, vitamin A. riboflavin. 

niacin. and ascorbic acid" (Monckton 199286). Storage of the fruit would not 

affect the calcium component. but would result in substantial loss of ascorbic acid. 

possibly 81% (ibid.). Since fruits ripen primarily in summer. are found growing 

in open areas around fields or at forest edges, and were, in early contact times. 

collected by women, it is probable that females had a higher intake of fresh fruits. 
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and thus of vitamin C, than males and might therefore have been better able to 

withstand d i i  

Many plants appear to have been collected for their leaves and flowers Of 

such greens. lamb's quarters or goosefoot (Chenopodium) was an early 

domesticate throughout eastern North America (B. Smith 1992103-131). but there 

is no mention of its cultivation in southern Ontario or Quebec in the early 

European accounts. However, chenopodium seeds are common on Ontario sites 

(Monckton 199246). including Keffer @. Wright 1991) and McKeown (Ounjian 

1988). This plant is very numtious, having the largest amounts of vitamin A of 

any of the common plants eaten by Native peoples and good quantities of vitamin 

C too (Canada. Ministry of National Health and Welfare 1994: Appendix L:I20- 

124; Cummings 1994147). Similarly, knohveed was widely eaten across eastern 

North America (B. Smith 1992289-290) and has a high carbohydrzte content. It 

occurs on several southern Ontario Iroquoian sites, including Draper (Fecteau 

1978). Seed (Monckton 199248). Keffer (D. Wright 1991) and McKeown 

(Ounjian 1988). In addition to these fairly common plants on Ontario sites, low 

incidences of many other species occur (Table &32; Monckton 199227, Table 

3.1). indicating that there was considerable gathering of diverse plants. Yarnell 

(1964:44) estimated that "at least 373 plants [species] native to the Upper Great 

Lakes region" were used by Native people. Pollen studies have shown that the 

Keffer site was in a deciduous forest region and the McKeown site in a mixed 

forest region (McAndrews 1994). The latter was dominated by evergreens. 
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particularly cedar and pine. Nut and h i t  trees. such as beech, oak. Sunemut and 

cherries. are most common in deciduous forests. In general terms. wild plants were 

the sourccs of considerable carbohydrate and vitamins, as well as providers of fats 

in nuts and of bulk and fibre (Eaton Shostak and Komer 1988:82-83). 

Comparing Plants at  the Keffer and MeKeown Sites 

Whilc the quantities of the palaeobotanical remains at the Keffer and 

McKeown sites will not be compared here. consideration of the horticultural 

factors suggests that the Keffer people could have produced more plant food than 

the McKeown farmers. 

From Carrier's observations of 1534, it appears that the Stadaconan Indians 

had access to maize and beans (Biggar 192462-63). They might have gown these 

vegetables themselves. but Carrier's reference was mixed with information about 

Brazil and included the names of plants not gown in New France in the 1500s. 

so it is possible that he was not referring specifically to the Stadaconans 

(ibid.:183). In any case it is evident that marine mammal hunting and fishing 

formed a large portion of their subsistence activities (ibid.:114-117. 119-120). 

Recent archaeological work has confirmed that the easternmost S t  Lawrence 

lroquoians hunted seals (Plourde 1993) and beluga whales (Tremblay 1993). 

Farther west. Carrier encountered the Hochelagan St. Lawrence Iroquoians. where 

he "found that the land began to be cultivated" (Biggar 19241534). (He may have 

meant extensively cultivated.) These people appear to have depended mostly on 

farming and freshwater fishing (Biggar 1924160. 199). Such distinctions (Trigger 
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1972; Trigger and Pendergast 1978). and finer divisions within the St. Lawrence 

Iroquoians. have been noted by archaeologists also (Chapdelaine 1990). From all 

these sources. it is apparent that the western S t  Lawrence Iroquoians including 

the Prescon cluster (Pendergast 199156) to which the McKeown site belongs 

were heavily dependent on horticulture, as were the proto-HuronIPetuns (Trigger 

1990:30). 

Monckton has shown, contrary to Sykes (1981). that "the variety of maize 

cultivated in the Northeast was Eastem Complex or Eastern Eight Row" 

(Monckton 199228). also known as Northern Flint (Demeritt 1991:187). Conaary 

to this archaeological evidence is Kalrn's (1935:102-103) description of two 

varieties of corn growing in the eastern United States in the mid-1700s: a large 

one requiring up to six months to ripen (ibid.:103) and a smaller, three month corn 

(ibid.:104). However. Kalm notcd that the distinctions in ihese two diminished as 

one moved north and that corn could adapt to harsher climates: 

Maize obtained from Virginia and planted in New England at first 
ripens with great difficulty and. unless the summer is unusually 
long, it does not ripen at all. But if one is careful with the maize 
in the beginning and succeeds in gening it to ripen, it matures 
earlier and earlier. so that after several years it ripens as early as 
that native to the region. The same is true if one takes corn from 
New England to Cana da... (ibid.:103-104) 

Since the six month corn would not have had time to ripen in Canada, it will be 

assumed that Eastern Eight Row was the variety grown in Ontario in the 

protohistoric period. This variety now requires at least 100 to 120 frost free days 

to mature (Fecteau 198524). but accepting Kalrn's observations. it probably 
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needcd longer sometime in the past. According to Sagard (Wrong 1939:104), 

Indian " p i n  ripens in four months, or three in some places". It is probable that 

the corn first introduced to the proto-Hurofletuns and proto-St. Lawrence 

Iroquoians was a longer mahuing variety than the corn grown in the 1600s which 

had adapted to the cooler climate. As well. by historic times, the Hurons were 

planting their corn in hills which would offer good drainage (cf. Parker 1910) and 

greater protection from frost (Heidenreich 1974). 

There are several reasons why f m i n g  would have been less productive 

for the McKeown horticul~ralists than for those at Keffer. Firsf geographical 

location favours the Keffer area. The location of the Keffer site, near the shore of 

a large lake. would result in a longer growing season than at the McKeown site, 

which is situated farther north and farther from the Great Lakes. "The lakes also 

mitigate against late spring and early fall frosts, giving a definite advantage to 

special fruit and vegetable crops in the areas bordering them" (Chapman and 

Brown 1966:4). Keffer is located 27 km north of Lake Ontario and McKeown 4.1 

km northwest of the St. Lawrence River, and McKeown's latitude is almost 100 

kilometres north of Keffer. 

Climatically. the Keffer locale was more favourable for horticulture than 

t!at of McKeown too. Keffer is in the Lower Lakes climatic region, where winters 

are relatively mild and short. McKeown is in the Southern Laurentian climatic 

region. where winters are severe (Pleva 1957:7). "Grenville County, itself, is 

subjected to greater extremes in climate thm the lowland regions of the Great 
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Lakes" (Richards Matthews and Morwick 194926). F i l l y .  the Toronto area 

experiences a late fall, which is advantageous for crop maturation. As Sagard 

observed. maize did not "gow so well and so high. nor is the ear so big or the 

p i n  so good in Canada [at Quebec] as [among the Huronsr (Wrong 1939:104). 

Unlike Huronia where a lack of rain often caused crop failures and famine 

(Brebeuf 1636 JR 10:35), rainhll around both the Kefferand McKeown s i t s  was 

more adequate for crops. At present, in both regions, 35 cm falls between May 

and September (Brown. McKay and Chapman 1980:45. Fig.35). with Grenville 

Counry receiving about 2.5 cm more than York County (Chapman and Brown 

1966:lS-19). Since corn requires 30 to 60 cm of water during the growing season 

(Fccteau 198595). there is just enough moisture in both areas. In terms of this 

factor. the McKeown location is marginally bener than the Keffer locale. 

Yamell (1964:131) considers the frost-free period the most significant 

environmental condition for prehistoric agriculture in the Great Lakes region. In 

southem Ontario. presently, the frost-free period ranges between 138 and I77 days 

(Fecteau 1985:102), allowing time for three or four month maize to ripen. Keffer 

is in a region where the frost hazard for agriculture is "very low". whereas 

McKeown is in the riskier "low" hazard area (Ontario. Depamnent of Lands and 

Forests 1963:s). Although the specific dates of the first and last frost might have 

changed over the years, the general panem does not appear to have altered 

significantly in the past 500 years. The panem favours agriculture for the proto- 

HuronPetuns because the mean date for the occurrence of the last spring frost is 
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five days later in the McKeown locality than in the Toronto region and the fm 

fall frost date is ten days earlier around McKeown (Chapman and Brown 

1966:Figs.lO and 11). There are presently 139 frost free days. from May 13 to 

September 30. around the McKeown site and 159 days, from May 10 to October 

15. around Toronto (Brown, McKay and Chapman 1980-34. Figs 25 and 26). 

While only 120 frost free days are needed for Northern Flint Corn to ripen now. 

thc _-wing period must be longer than this before horticulture can be relied upon 

as Yarncll has argued (1964129-133). More than 120 days are needed to allow 

for an unusually late spring frost. perhaps after planting. and an early fall frost 

perhaps before the kernels have matured. If cooler temperatures (possibly of the 

Little Ice Age) reduced the frost free period, this would have resulted in crop 

failures for the proto-St. Lawrence lroquoians more often than for the proto- 

HurodPetuns. 

In addition to the number of frost free days, the number of warm summer 

days is important for corn maturation. "Corn requires a minimum soil temperature 

of 10°C for germination and root development ... There must be at least 60 frost- 

free and warm days (22"-25°C daytime) to attain grain maturation after flowering" 

(Dubc et al. 1982:12). Corn heat units (CHU) or growing degree days (GDD) are 

those over 50°F (10°C) and it has been estimated that at least 200 GDD were 

required for prehistoric maize in the northeastern States (Demeria 1991:187). 

Because temperatures in the summer months from A.D. 1450 to 1550 are not 

known, the GDD cannot be accurately calculated but. based on latitude and current 
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temperature differentials it can be assumed that. whatever these were. they were 

higher immediately nonh o i  Lake Ontario than around the McKeown site. At 

present the mean annual CHUs are 2900 to 3100 at Toronto and 2500 to 2700 in 

Grenville County; similarly, there are over 210 growing days at Toronto compared 

to just over 200 around Prescon (Brown, McKay and Chapman 1980:37-38). Thus, 

at both locales. there are sufficient GDD for corn agriculture, but conditions are 

more favourable in the Proto-HuronlPe:un area. 

Corn can be grown on many soils as long as there is good drainage (Dube 

m al. 198213) to allow early planting and inhibit fungal and bacterial diseases. 

While clay soils with good drainage are excellent for corn (ibid), the lack of 

ploughs and draft animals restricted aboriginal cultivators in Ontario to loamy and 

sandy soils which could be worked with hand tools. Heidenreich (1971) has shown 

that most Huron sites are located close to such soil types. Drainage at Keffer was 

excellent it was located on two elevations both of which sloped towaras the Don 

River mbutary on the west side of the site (Finlayson. Smith and Wheeler 

1987:s). The site is on a "bevelled till plain. Soils in the site area have been 

classed as Oneida clay loam. Subsoil on the upper terrace of the site is clay and 

on the lower area is sand" (Finlayson, Smith. Spence and T i i n s  1986:l). This 

stone-free, neutral, gey-brown podzolic soil is excellent for growing corn (Dube 

et al. 198213: Hofhan and Richards 1955:40-1 and Soil Map). In Grenville 

County. large areas close to the South Nation River are poorly drained (Richards, 

Manhews and Morwick 1949:29). However, although there is a bog to the south 
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and east. the McKeown site is located on a well-drained, sandy loam podzol which 

is stone-free. In this soil type, three to four inches of light brown sand and sandy 

loam is underlain by yellowish brown sand over coarse grey sand with some 

carbonates (ibid.:Soil Map). Like that around Keffer. this soil is good for corn In 

fact. Penderpt  has suggested that the proto-St Lawrence Iroquoians moved to 

the Prescon area precisely because the soil was well-suited to their horticultural 

practices (1991:56). However, as discussed below, the Canada Land Inventory 

maps show that Keffer is situated in a large area of the best soils for agriculture 

(Canada. Department of Regional Economic Expansion 1968). whereas McKeown 

is in an area of mixed soils many of which are in Class 4 or worse (Canada. 

Department of Regional Economic Expansion 1966). 

The maize introduced into Ontario changed over time, likely in response 

to both the more northerly environmental conditions and human selection. For 

example. "maize kernels in Huronia were on average about 35% larger than those 

at the Southern Division settlement [Seed site]" (Monckton 199230). which 

suggests that Huron maize productivity might have been higher in the historic 

period than it was during the proto-historic period (ibid.:33). Sagard's longer 

period for maturation than that of present day corn might aIso indicate a selective 

improvement over time. Thus. risks of a maize with small kernels not maturing 

before the fall frosts should have decreased over time. However, Warrick (1990) 

has shown that Native Ontario population increased dramatically in the 1300s and 

did not fluctuate greatly again until the decreases of the 1630s. Thus. increases in 
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kernel sizes and possible reductions in the length of time needed for corn 

maturation do not correlate with Wanick's human population growth fmds. Gains 

in the productivity of corn may have been offset by a general shift northward in 

HuronPctun settlement after AD. 1400. 

Assuming that the natural adaptation of the maize to its environment 

resulted in a faster ripening corn and one which could withstand the cooler 

summers of Ontario, the period of time since its introduction to the proto- 

HurodPctun and St. Lawrence Iroquoian regions is important. While controversy 

still surrounds the evidence for the earliest corn in Ontario, D. Smith and 

Crawford have published a date of AD. 780 run on corn remains from the Grand 

Banks site. which they claim "is the earliest as well as one of the few. direct dates 

on corn in the northeast" (D. Smith and Crawford 199563) and recently have 

received the even earlier dates of A.D. 540 and 570 on additional corn samples 

from the same site (Crawford and Smith 1996:785). Katzenberg, ef 01. (1995) 

using stable isotope evidence from human bones dating between ADJB.C. to AD. 

500 at Monarch Knoll burial in Kitchener and A.D. 1500 at the McKenzie village. 

concluded that "the transition to maximum utilization of maize (with collagen 6°C 

around -lOo/oo) took place over a period of 600 years starting at about A.D. 650" 

(ibid.:341). Certainly, by A.D. 1000 many southern Ontario sites yield the remains 

of cultigens (Fecteau 1985:135) and it is generally agreed that by A.D. 1300 

horticulture was well-established north of Lake Ontario. In contrast, Fecteau gives 

a late, A.D. 1400 to 1500 date for the fiat cultigens on St. Lawrence Iroquoian 
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sites (ibid.:139). Clermont (1990:76) concurs that the St Lawrence Iroquoians 

accepted horticulture generations after other southern Ontario Indians. although he 

thinks this occurred kfore A D .  1400. Pendergast (199156) has suggested that 

between "A.D. 1350 and AD. 1400 there was a marked change in settlement 

patterns. The riverine-oriented campsites Bowing a Middleport influence were 

replaced by small agiculturally oriented inland villages and campsites". By 1425. 

large villages, such as the Berry site (Pendergast 1967). appeared in the 

Summerstown area (Pendergast 199156). If Pendergasr is c o r n  that "the 

Roebuck site dated ca. A.D. 1450 is the earliest village in the Prescon village 

cluster" (1 9Wa:Zl). the inhabitants of McKeown would have had little experience 

growing crops in this locality. The cultigens grown by the McKeown 

horticulturalists would not have had as many generations to adapt to the local 

environment and the St. Lawrence Iroquoians would not have had as long to select 

traits or to have gained experience in growing these crops as would the corn and 

the women, respectively, in the Keffer locale. The longer period of interaction 

between humans and plants could have resulted in more productive cultigen yields 

for the Keffer farmers. 

As discussed above, in order to be numtionally valuable, a corn diet must 

by augmented with beans. However. beans. although mentioned frequently in the 

historical accounts. are not found drchaeologically in the Great L&es region until 

A.D. 1000 to 1100 (Fecteau 1985:131) and possibly only after A D .  1400 in the 

St. Lawrence Iroquoian regions (ibid.:139). The earliest reported bean in Ontario 
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is a charred cotykdon from the Younge Tradition Dick site located in Essa 

County and dated by two radiocarbon dates to AD. I020 and 1170 (hi&+. Reid 

1983). Although the Dick site had been ploughed for many years dismbii the 

site f e a ~ r e ~  (Murphy and Ferris 1990249). such an origin date for Ontario beans 

is in accord with their earliest appearance in New Yo&, on several Owasco period 

sites (Monckton 1992:9) and at AD. 1020 at the Gnagey site in Pennsylvania (D. 

Smith and Crawford 199556). Anempts to date the fust appearance of beans in 

archaeological contexts are hampered by their "low probability of being preserved 

in the archaeological record. As a result, its relative abundance or absences in 

archaeobotanical assemblages may be misleading" (B. Smith 1992293). Certainly, 

beans are not found as frequently or as densely on Iroquoian sites as corn. Fectcau 

(1985:8-9) reports only 46 of 136 southern Ontario sites he examined. dating 

behveen A.D. 1020 to 1650. yielded beans. whereas all but three had corn Beans 

were abundant only at the Auger site and from one pit at the Lawson site. The 

Auger site was burnt down (Lam 1985). resulting in the preservation of many 

more beans than would be the case had they not been carbonized. This evidence 

suggests that beans were probably much more common on sites than their 

preserved numbers indicate. Despite the poor preservation of beans. the 

archaeological evidence throughout eastern nonh America strongly suggests that 

they began to be cultivated throughout this region much later than corn. Because 

beans are a w m  season crop. intolerant of frosts. they must be planted later than 

corn. when the soil has warmed to about 20°C. (Dube er al. 1982:29). Considering 
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these requirements and the fact that better yields of beans are obtained on 1- 

and clay loam than on sandy soils (ibib-30). they would be more productive in 

the Keffer region than the McKeown area. However, some beans require only 50 

to 60 days to mature and others 80 days (Fecteau 198532, 120). Thus. even if 

these were planted in mid or late June. they should have had time to mature in 

both localities. 

The third sister, squash. has a wide range of types, even within the only 

species known archaeologically. The first cucurbits in Ontario date to the same 

time as the beans (Monckton 19929: D. Smith and Crawford 199566). Some 

quash varieties mature in only 48 days while others require 120, and they 

tolerate a wide range in temperatures (ibib37). Thus, squashes probably thrived 

in both the Keffer and the McKeown fields Furthermore, at least in Huronia in 

the 1630s "squashes last sometimes four and five months, and are so abundant that 

they are to be had for almost nothing, and so good thaf on being cooked in the 

ashes. they are eaten as apples in France" (Bkbeuf 1636 JR 10:103). 

Sunflower "is a mild to warm season crop" (Dube et a!. 19821 1) and 

because it is resistant to low temperatures it can be grown beyond the climatic 

limits for corn (ibid.). In Ontario, the earliest sunflower achenes have been 

reported from the Younge Tradition Dymock Villape I site, located on the Thames 

River in southwestern Ontario and dated to the early 11' century (Fox 1982: 

Monckton 19929). B. Smith (1992) argues that sunflowers were domesticated in 

the northeast centuries before the introduction of maize to the area but evidence 
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for this is lacking to date in Ontario. Sunflowers require fertile. deep, welldrained 

soils. of which loam and clay loam are the best Considering these features, it 

is likely that sunflowers could have been grown easily at either site. However. 

they require 80 to 120 days to maturr (Fecteau 1985:102), which might have 

meant harvests were more cextain in the Keffer area than in the McKeown region. 

In general, both cultivated and wild plants thrive best in warmer climates, 

decreasing rapidly as one moves north (Yarnell 1964.76-77). For example. most 

of the nut trees "have a southerly distribution in the region [of the upper Great 

Lakes]" (ibik142). It is likely that the wild plants gathered by Native peoples 

were found in greater variety and abundance in the Toronto area than around 

Prescon. This might be reflected in the geater number of wild plant sp&.s 

represented at Keffer than McKeown (Table 8-32). but differences in colledng 

and identifying techniques do not allow a firm conclusion about this It appears 

that the Keffer people had a greater source of wild plants to gather than the 

McKeown people did, as well as better returns for their horticultural labours. 

Monckton has shown that wild plants, particularly brambles and fruit trees, 

would have benefitted from their association with humans and become 

concenmted around villages to such a degree that people might have returned to 

abandoned villages to gather benies and other fruits (Monckton 1994:212-213). 

Accepting this argument, the recent settlement of the McKeown peoples in the 

Prescon area would mean that they had fewer abandoned villages in close 

proximity from which to harvest fruits, whereas people on the south shore of Lake 
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Ontario had many earlier sites to exploit. making wild plant procurement easier 

for the Keffer women. Tl~us in the vegetable as well as the meat portions of their 

diets the Keffer villagers were likely better nourished than the XcKeown people 

and with less effon 



CHAPTER 9 

EXTENDING THE COMPARISON OF SUBSISTENCE AT THE 

KEFFER AND MCKEOWE; SITES 

Introduction 

In the previous chapter, it was argued that both the quantity and quality of 

the diet at the proto-historic Keffer site exceeded that at the St L a m e  

Iroquoian McKeown site. Examination of the conditions around the two sites 

suggested that horticulture was likely to have been mom productive, especially 

during adverse gowing seasons, in the vicinity of the Keffer site and that a 

greater variety and a higher density of wild plants likely grew there as compared 

to the McKeown area. as they do now. In this chapter, faunal samples from other. 

approximately contemporaneous sites in proximity to Keffer and McKeown are 

considered to determine whether they suppon the fmdings from these two main 

sites. 

Although zooarchaeology has a long history in Ontario (chapter 3). very 

few faunal reports have been published (Stewan 1993; Cooper and Savage 1994). 

In order to broaden the comparisons in this chapter, it has been necessary to use 

unpublished reports. The vast majoriry of these are Savage's undergraduate 

students' papers which result from the authors' fmt experiences with faunal 

analysis. These papers were written from the early 1970s to the present Over this 

period there were many additions to the reference skeletal collection. allowing 
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more precise identifications, and zooarchaeological samples, generally, were 

collected with more care. Thus. some samples and identifications particularly the 

earlier ones. support only general comments. Almost certainly there are errors in 

some of the identifications. Most students did not check their initial determinations 

and Savage examined only specimens that were identified as species which were 

out of their ranges and a few, randomly picked, others. In addition the required 

course minimum of 500 specimens identified below class was seldom exceeded 

and sometimes not met However, in all the sites used for comparison here the 

zooarchaeological sample exceeded the m i n i  l i t  of about 300 NISP found 

to be sufticient by Amorosi er 01. (1996:134). Thus, these papers can be used only 

for general impressions of the animals exploited at the sites. For this reason, I 

have not reproduced all the specific numbers tabled in them: rather I have rank 

ordered the animals based on their NISPs (Tables 9-1 and 9-2). In addition. a few 

licence reports submitted to the Ontario Ministry of Culture. Tourism and 

Recreation connir, summaries of the zooarchaeological specimens recovered 

mocly under salvage situations. These too are neither reviewed nor published. so 

their data must be used with caution. Yet. without these less robust results. no 

regional perspective is possible and interpretations based on the few recently 

floated faunal samples only might be misleading (ibid.:131-132). Furthermore. 

Amorosi et al. (ibid.:139-143) have demonstrated that differences between 

investigators even they are students and the work is separated by many yeas 

resulting in new identification techniques and more complete. reference 
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comparative material. "might be less of a problem that one might fear" (ibict: 142). 

Faunal Samples from Other ca. AD. 1500 Sites Near the Keffer Site 

The Draper Site and the White Site 

To the west of the Keffer site (Figure 9-1). near the town of Pickcring, are 

two contemporaneous sites with published faunal reports. These are the Draper, 

AIGt-2. and White, AfGw-67. sites (Bums 197% 1979b). From the Draper site, 

one incompletely excavated longhouse and a few overlapping midden squares 

produced a mmple of 4.1 18 faunal remains. Eight-five pertent of these were 

mammalian, with only 8.3% fish, 2.9% invertebrates, 2.4% avian. 1% turtle and 

tnces of amphibians. by NISP (Bums 1979a:124). 

Bums was surprised at the low fish percentage, especially since at the 

White site. discussed below. fish comprised half the sample (ibict:123). In 

addition. "due to inaccessibility to adequate reference collections of fish". Burns' 

determined the origins of only "the easiest ones to identify" (ibikl36). Most 

frequent, both by NISP and MNI, were cafish sp. (Ictaluridae), suckers 

(Catostomidae). walleyelsauger (Stizosfeddio sp), bowfin yellow perch and 

pikelmuskellunge (ibid.:136). The identification methods appear to have ignored 

members of the Salmonidae family, including whitefish which was so prominent 

in the Keffer sample. Otherwise, the Draper fish were l i e  those from Keffer 

(Table 6-4) in the numerous catfish remains and the other species which occurred 

there. 
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There are a few discrepancies in the reptilian remains between the Keffer 

and Draper sites. At both, p a h d  turtles dominated the small samples. but 

snappers and wood turtles were identified from Keffer only, a. opposed to 

Blanding's and map (Malaclemys geogrophica) turtles at Draper only. 

The three wild bird species with the highest NISP. at both sites. were wild 

turkey (Draper NISP26) , passenger pigeon (Draper NISP-6) and ruffed gouse 

(Dnpcr NISP4) (Table 6-1 1; Burns 1979a:Table 111). At both sites these were 

followed by Canada goose (Draper NISP=2) and duck bones (two teal bones at 

Dnpcr). Common loon (NISP=2) was proportionately more common at Draper. 

The other wild birds found there, represented by single specimens. were 

bufnehead. hawk owl and robin. (The five domestic chicken bones must have been 

intrusive.) 

At both sites, deer dominated the mammalian remains (Draper NISP=929. 

MNI=I I) followed by dog (Draper NISP=136+. MNI=3) both in NISP and MNI 

(Table 6-7: Bums 1979a:Table 11). At the Draper site, deer and dog were followed 

by bear (NISP-60). woodchuck (NISP=) ,  beaver (NISP4I). muskrat 

(NISP=17). hare (NISP-12+), raccoon (NISP-12) and timber wolf (NISP-12). The 

remaining species in descending order of number of specimens were red squirrel. 

deer mouse and fisher @ISP4 each). otter. red fox and grey fox (NISP-3 each), 

mink and eastem chipmunk (NISP=2 each) and grey squirrel (NISP-I). The 

minimal representation of these last species repeats their relative insignificance at 

Keffer. However. unlike Keffer, in the Draper material there were wapiti WISH) 
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and timber wolf specimens. there were proportionately more bear remains. the 

NISP rank ordering of woodchuck and beaver was reversed and no examples of 

moose were found. Timber wolf might have been exploited a: Keffer and not 

separated from the other large Canis sp. remains. Wapiti and moose remains at the 

Dnper and K e f k  sites, respectively, were few; apparently neither was commonly 

hunted. Thus. the mammal representation is vety similar at these sites, with the 

major difference being the higher proponion of black bear specimens in the 

Dnper sample. 

As Bums cautioned, it might be prudent to wait for more work at the 

White site before drawing any conclusions from the 1.756 skeletal remains 

excavated from one midden (Burns 1979b:161). In conaast to the Draper site. only 

30% of the White site's vertebrate specimens were rnammaIian (MSP=514): the 

majority were fish (50.3%. NISk865). and avian remains were much more 

common (NISk235). forming 13.7% of the total. Similarly. the amphibians 

(NISP=75) were 4.4% of the total and reptiles (all turtles, NISP-20) were 12% 

(ibid.:Table 1). Since Bums commented that the unusually good amphibian 

representation was a result of the use of floatation at the White site (ibik161). it 

can be supposed that the m a t  dominance of mammal specimens for the Draper 

site was produced, at least in part. by the excavation procedures applied to this 

sample. 

The particular species of fish identified at the White site repeated the 

Draper pattern, likely reflecting . at least in part the same selective identification 
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techniques (ibid.:165). Catfish (NISP=32; MNI=3) were followed by suckers 

(NISP14: MNI=2), pike (NISP=5; MNI=l). trout and perch (NISP-1 each), but 

a vast majority of the f h  remains were not identified beyond class (NIS-12). 

The amphibian bones were from either frog or toad and the turtle 

specimens included some from snapping turtle (MSP=2). although again painted 

turtle pieces were most common (NISP6). There wex also two examples of 

Blanding's turtle. 

The avian remains were very markedly dominated by passenger pigeon. 

with 108 bones from at least seven birds. These were followed by six wild turkey 

bones with a MNI of one and four mffed grouse specimens with a MNI of two. 

There was a single specimen for each of Canada goose, white-winged scoter, 

sandhill crane and pileated woodpecker. 

The mammalian remains were l i e  those at the Draper and Keffer sites. 

except that there were slightly more dog (NISP-39) than deer (NISP=35) 

specimens (Bums 1979b:Table 11). Following these were beaver and rabbitmare 

(NISP=17 each). Combining red fox (NISe3) with those identified only as fox 

sp. (NISe7). fox specimens were slightly more common than woodchuck and 

muskrat (NISP8 each). Following these were squirrels (grey NISP4, red 

NlSP=3) and mice (Peromyscur NISw. iUicrorus NISP-3). There was only one 

black bear specimen and one from deer. wapiti or moose; single specimens of 

marten and oner were also recognized. 
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Faunal Remains from Seven Additional Sites in the Toronto Area 

There are seven sites located within York Rgional Municipality (Figure 

9-1) dating to ca. AD. 1500 and for which a combined total of 24 student papers 

or licence reports with faunal sections are available (Cooper and Savage 1991). 

These sites are Aurora, BaGu-2, (Chiles 1993): Boyd AkGv-3. (Litherland 1982; 

Hughes 1982): McKenzie, AkGv-2, (Finn and Balmer 1974; Dodds 1975: 

Nosewonhy 1982: Friesen 1983); Over, AiGu-120. (McLean 1992): Ratcliff, AIGt- 

157, (McGreevy 1981: Williams 1983): Risebrough. AkGu-10. (Kapches 1974); 

and Seed-Barker, AkGv-1. (Morrison and Nelson 1976: Badone 1977: Berg 1980, 

1985: Gibbard 1984: Nosewonhy 19M; Sunon 1986; Hamers 198R Conolly 1989; 

Primavesi 1990; Choi 1991; Carr 1993: Doheny 1994,. The Over site faunal 

report was not available. bur in a s m  of the 500 moarchaeological 

specimens examined from this site, Cooper and Savage (199470) %me. 

"Although inany of the materials recovered are of insecure contexf analysis 

strongly implies a general subsistence economy similar to that of the Keffer site 

(AkGv-14)". Only one of the repons includes floated material (one of 13 student 

reports on samples from the Seed-Barker site), resulting in a likely erroneous 

impression that the proto-Husofletuns did linle fishing. However. from these 

papers. some conclusions about the main animals &at were exploited can be 

deduced. Where there is more than one report for a site. the results have been 

combined. unless otherwise stated. 

Considering both the excavation and sample selection techniques. 
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comparisons arc probably most valid for the mammalian remains. Whitetail deer 

was the most commonly identified mammal on all the sites except Risebrough 

where it ranked only t h i  after dog and beaver (Table 9-1). Domestic dog ranked 

highly at the remaining sites except Ratcliff where there were few dog specimens. 

When those remains identified as Canb sp. are added to the more precisely 

identified dog ones, the combined figures come closer to those for whitetail deer. 

but do not surpass them. The whitetail deer numbers could also be increased with 

the addition of those identified to the family Cervidae only. but a minority of 

these might be moose, which was noted in small amounts at McKenzie. Ratcliff 

and Seed-Barker. A Cervidae identification might also include some wapiti 

specimens since this animal was in third place at McKenzie (after Canis sp.) and 

Ratcliff. fourth at Boyd and fifth at Seed-Barker (when dog and Canis sp. are 

combined). There was only one specimen identified as caribou (Rangifer tarandus) 

in all these reports. This was from the Seed-Barker site. 

At Keffer, deer and dog NISPs were followed by those of beaver and then 

woodchuck. Beaver followed the Cervidae remains at Aurora. McKenzie and 

RatcliK Woodchuck was in this spot at Boyd, Risebrough (with red squirrel) and 

Seed-Barker. At the latter, beaver followed woodchuck Thus Cervidae (mainly 

whitetail deer), dog, beaver and woodchuck were consistently the top four 

mammals. 

In the Keffer mammalian sample, these were followed by muskrat and then 

raccoon and red squirrel. This high ranking of mrwkrat appears to be atypical of 
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the sites in this region. For three. no muskrat specimens were identified and, 

where they were recogpized, they ranked with the last group of species 

(Risebrough, possibly Boyd) or low on the list (second last at McKende; position 

14 out of 21 at Seed-Barker). Since the student samples favoured larger mammals, 

it should be expected that squirrels would be under-represented. However. the 

Risebrough paper has red squirrels in fourth place wi& woodchuck and at Seed- 

Barker. red squirrels rank in the middle. Raccoon was not identified in the 

Risebrough sample: it ranked with the last group at Ratcliff and with the third to 

last group at McKenzie. It was twelfth at Seed-Barker and sixth at Boyd It ranked 

fifth and last at Aurora. For raccoon and animals with lesser M S P s  the evidence 

suggests that these species were not consistently exploited. A large variety of 

medium to small mammals were hunted but none appears to have been taken 

much norc often than any other. 

The importance of black bear to the proto-HuronPetuns is difficult to 

determine. At Keffer, this large meat provider. ranked by NISP. was only tenth 

behind eastern chipmunk, red fodfox sp. and grey squirrel. Similarly. at 

McKenzie and Risebrough, bear bones were ranked in the third or second to last 

group but at Seed-Barker, they placed sixth. in the top thud of the mammal 

d i n g s .  At Boyd they were fifth and at Aurora fourth. Their highest placement 

was second at Ratcliff. However, the material From this site was very selectively 

surface collected between rows of growing com: its sample is probably the least 

representative of all of those compared here. Thus, the evidence indicates that 
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black bears might have been more significant to the proto-Huron/Pefll~l~ than was 

supposed based on the Keffer sample, but that in general. bears were less frequent 

prey than deer, dogs, beaver, woodchuck and wapiti. All these mammals. 

including bears and excepting domestic dogs appear to have been purposefully 

hunted. whereas the scattered mnking of the rrmaining mammals suggests that 

they were taken more opportunistically. The fact thar more species were 

recognized at Keffer than any of the other sites probably reflects the different 

collecting and identification procedures rather than any real difference in selective 

hunting. 

It is unfortunate that collecting and identifying methods acted against the 

smaller zooarchaeological specimens because the differences in fish and bid 

remains between the Keffer and McKeown sites cannot be confmed or negated 

as part of a larger pattern by this larger site sample. For example. whitefish was 

recognized at the Seed-Barker site only where it ranked with the least common 

group. probably because their bones are smaller and harder to identify than many 

other species' (Table 9-1). However. as was true at Keffer. catfish specimens were 

the most frequently reported f sh  from ail these proto-HuronPetun sites, except 

for Risebrough and Ratcliff where perch remains were the most common. Most 

of thc other fish species at Keffer were also found on the neighbouring sites. This 

was true for brown bullhead. bowfa walleye. Freshwater drum, northern pike. 

largemouth bass and pumpkinseed. However. from the Seed-Barker sample. 

Atlantic salmon. rainbow trout and b m k  trout can be added to the list of species 
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exploited by the proto-HwniPetuns in the Toronto region. 

The identification of bird remains appears to have been omitted by some 

students. but the available results are similar to those From Keffer (Table 9-1). In 

two sites (McKenzie and Seed-Barker), passenger pigeon specimens dominated, 

whereas at two others (Ratcliff and Risebrough) wild turkey bones were the most 

frequent. For the fifth site with avian identifications (Boyd), pigeon and turkey 

bones were equally common (with black duck). At McKenzie, swans and Canada 

goose outranked wild turkey as did ducks at Seed-Barker. At most of these sites. 

bones of ducks, ruffed g r o w  and various bids of prey were found. Red-tailed 

hawk (Bureo jomaicensis) can be added to the variety of birds exploited by the 

proto.Huron/Petuns, since it was identified at both the McKenzie and Risebrough 

sites. These studies support the conclusion. based on the Keffer remains. that wild 

turkey. passenger pigeon. grouse and various geese and ducks were the most 

significant birds for the proto-HuronPetun people. 

The reptile remains confirm the Keffer evidence that painted tuItles 

followed by snappers were the reptiles most often collected and that some wood 

tunles were occasionally taken too (Table 9-1). Identifications of the McKende 

and Seed-Barker sites' faunal samples confirmed the Draper evidence that 

Blanding's and map tunles were exploited. Map W e  was also identified at 

McKenzie. Wood turtle was identified at McKenzie and Seed-Barker. 

The Parson Site 

Similar faunal exploitation panems were repeated at the Parson site. AkGv- 
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S. located in the Hurnber River drainage area (Figure 9-1) and dating to about 

A.D. 1500 (S. Thomas 1994). At this site, 50 p e n t  of 245 specimens identified 

beyond class were mammalian and 

white-tailed deer and dog accounted for Mf of the mammal NISPs. 
beaver and muskrat for 13%. other small herbivores for 18%. Most 
of the bony fish assemblage is typical of Black Creek and upper 
Humber mburaries, indicating local opportunistic exploitation. 
Upland game birds dominate the avian component..(Cwper and 
Savage 1994:71) 

but ducks wcre also common. 

The MacLeod Site 

To the east of the Toronto group. in present-day Oshawa. is the MacLeod 

site. AIGr-I (Figure 9-1). From it. 3,373 faunal remains were excavated by shovel 

or trowel from the plough zone (P. Reed 1993:31). In comrnr'n with other 

macrofaunal samples, this one was dominated by mammals from 21 species, of 

which the most common were dog (NISP214) and whitetail deer (NISP=108), 

followed by woodchuck (NISP-53). muskrat (NISP-36) and beaver (NISP-32). 

Eastern chipmunk (NISP45) ranked surprisingly high in the middle group, with 

grey squirrel (NISP-21). black bear (NISP=18), red squirrel (NISP=17) and 

snowshoe hare (NISP-12). As at other proto-Hmn/Perun sites, grey and red foxes 

(NISP-6 each), raccoon (NISP==), manen (NISP-3). mink WSP-2). river otter 

and fisher (NISP-2 each) and skunk (NISP=l) were present in lesser quantities. 

Similarly, there was only one moose specimen, and two were identified a s  wapiti. 

Surprisingly. more avian than fish bones were identified by the two 

students who worked on this material (Mychajlowya 1980; Murray 1990). Of the 
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125 avian remains, 83 were identified to 18 species. Passenger pigeon (NISP=22) 

and wild turkey (NISF19) were more common by NISP than pigeon hawk 

(NISP=I I) or Canada goose (NISP=IO). Ruffed grouse (NISP4) ranked fifth, 

followed by a variety of ducks (pintail, black duck greater scaup. buffIehead and 

red breasted merganser), a few hawks (Cooper's and redtail) and other birds (blue 

jay. hairy woodpecker. common loon, sandhill crane. red necked gebe and eastern 

meadowlark) each represented by one or two specimens. 

The 32 fish specimens were identified to 12 species (P. Reed 1993:TabIe 

1655). Yellow perch (NISP=8) was the most common of thex. followed by 

brown bullhead (NISP=S), channel catfish N S P 4 )  and sauger (NISF3). There 

wcrc two specimens for each of bowfin. American eel. white sucker and 

smallmouth bass. One specimen was identified for muskellunge, longnose gar. 

laqcmouth bass and silver redhorse. 

The 16 turtle specimens identified were from four species: painted 

(NISP=IO), snapping (NISP4- ), Blanding's and map (NISP=I each) and the nine 

amphibian bones included toad and frog bones. The most common invertebrate 

recognized was freshwater clam and there were a few terrestrial and freshwater 

snails. 

While the MacLeod fauna are somewhat similar to those of sites in the 

Toronto area, the very high proportion of dog remains, the ranking of muskrat 

above beaver and the presence of American eel bones were unexpected. The 

higher number of avian than fish bones probably reflects excavation techniques. 
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in pan: yet it must be conceded that birds might have been hunted more here than 

they were in the Toronto area. 

Brodie's General Observations 

The published reports on faunal remains from sites in the Toronto a m  

dating to ca. A.D. 1500 began with one by Brodie and hi observations remain a 

good summary of the faunal findings for this area. In 1902 Brodie reported on 

"animal remains found on Indian village sites" based on his p e ~ n a l  obsenations 

over half a century on ten sites in "the county of York and the township of 

Pickering" (Brodie 190244-51). He accepted the artifactual nature of many 

bivalve shells found on these sites but also noted that many of the shells were 

burnt. which suggested that invertebrates were eaten. Regarding fih. he claimed 

vertebrae on!v survived and salmon and trout were the only species he recognized. 

His infrequent observations of fish bones likely reflect hi selective collecting of 

skulls, mandibles and artifacts. Snapping and mud Ipainted] turtIes wen the only 

reptile remains he reported which were the two species most frequently identified 

in the Keffcr material also. Although. he saw many small bird bones, tarsi. humeri 

and ulnae of large birds were the only ones he identified (ibid:48). Using these 

elements. he recognized Feat blue heron. wild turkey and fish hawk [osprey] from 

anifactual bones. 

In his brief comments on each mammal species found. Brodie noted that 

beaver skulls. jaws a d  incisors were abundant on all sites. as were the lower jaws 

of deer, black bear remains and the skulls and incisors of red squirrels. "Many" 
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bones of red fox and wolf or Indian dog were found and there wire "numerous" 

wild rabbit skull fragments. Muskrat remains were found on all sites, porcupine 

were only "more or less common" and pound hog occurred most frequently on 

the southern sites. There were "several elk" [wapiti]. wolverine, and mink pieces 

and a "few" squirrel skull fragments "doubtfully r e f d  to the gey squirrel 

species". There were also a "few" marten and wild cat [lynx] skull specimens. All 

the moose remains were from Whitchurch village sites, as were the few skunk 

skull pieces. The very few otter skulls were "doubtfully identified" and similarly. 

the chipmunk identifications were "usually uncertain". Raccoon and fisher were 

also recognized. but Brodie gives no indication of how common they were. 

Brodie's observations forecasted the Keffer mammal rankings, although 

there are some noticeable differences. Those species which he described as 

"abundant" or "many" conform to the most frequent ones on sites in the Toronto 

region, with the exception of red squirrel, which was not common on most of 

these sites. As well, elk [wapiti] and wolverine were lacking in the Keffer fauna 

and absent or rare in the samples from the other Toronto area sites. However, the 

general panern of the importance of the salmon th i ly ,  the particular large birds 

(wild turkey especially) and turtle species identified, and the dominance of beaver, 

deer, bear and dogs among the mammals with few otters, lynx, skunk and 

chipmunks, conforms generally to the Keffer pattern. 
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Faunal Remains from Other ca. AD. 1509 Sites Xear the McKeown Site 

Located near McKeown in the Rescon cluster of what Pendergast has 

termed the Border St. Lawrence Iroquoians (Pendergast 1991) are four sites for 

which zoonrchneological studies exist (Figure 9-2). Based on his early work in the 

area. Wintcmbcg published information on the animal remains from the Roebuck 

site. BcFv4. (Wintemberg 1936) and two of Savage's students (Theodor 1989: 

Bissell 1989) have reported in greater detail on two samples from this site. Except 

for my McKeown site articles. this is the only published source for sites in this 

clustcr. but Guy Agin has completed a M.Sc. thesis on the zooarchaeological 

remains from the MeIvor site. BfFv-I, (Agin 1991) and there have been two 

student reports on different samples from the Cleary site, BfFv-4. (Fry 1987; 

Garden 1988) and one on the Driver site, BeFu-2, (Neil1 1983). 

Slightly farther nonh. located between the Prescon and Summerstown 

clusters, are the Beckstead village, BfFt-1 and the Steward fishing camp, BfFt-2 

(Figure 9-2). A faunal analysis for Beckstead has been published (D'Andrea et al. 

1981) based on the individual class reports of the four authors (D'Andrea 1982: 

Procopio 1982: Ackerman 1982: Clcrnents 1982). Both an M.A. thesis (Junker- 

Andesen 1984) and a publication (Junker-Andersen 1988) on the faunal remains 

from the Steward site are available. 

There has been considerable discussion about the proper sequence of St. 

Lawrence Iroquoian sites. A ponery seriation, emphasizing the Steward site 

ceramics has been discussed by J. Jamieson (1990) and the radiocarbon dates have 
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been reviewed by Pendergast (i993b). It appears that the Roebuck site predates 

the McKeown village and that the McIvor village postdates i t  It is possible that 

the Roebuck village dates to the fourteenth century (J. Jamieson 1982; Timtxii 

1985). several generations prior to McKeom, but Pendergast places Roebuck 

around A.D. 1450 (Pendegas 1993b:16). The Roebuck site zooarrhaeological 

matcrial will be summarized first 

The Roebuck Site 

Digging the Roebuck middens in 1912 and 1915. Wintanberg found 

"bones of mammals. birds. reptiles. amphibians, and fish, and shells of land and 

freshwater mollusks" (Wintemberg 1936:13). Wintemberg listed the mammals in 

order of decreasing abundance as: Virginia deer [whitetail]. beaver, dog, black 

bear. raccoon. marten, muskrat. porcupine, otter. fisher, mink woodchuck. varying 

hare, red squirrel, lynx. moose, wapiti, wolf. skunk. wolverine. red fox. grey fox. 

chipmunk. grey squirrel. seal and bison. Some of the supposedly dog leg bones 

were admittedly large and possibly wolf Thus, dog should possibly be lower in 

the order. Wintemberg's inclusion of seal indicates some access to marine 

mammals. but this must have been very limited, given its placement on his l i t  

and the lack of any sea mammal specimens in all the other Grenville cluster 

samples identified to date. The inclusion of bison in thii list is also surprising. No 

bison bones were identified in any other faunal sample considered in thii study. 

Bird bones were not common, but Wintemberg noted thiieen species. 

These were, by decreasing NISPs: Canada goose. ruffed grouse, sandhill crane, 
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loon. bald eagle, passenger pigeon. swan, raven, herring gull, broad-winged hawk, 

red-shouldered hawk pileated woodpecker and an unidentified species of duck 

"Bones of the snapping turtle, painted turtle, and wood turtle [were] the 

only reptilian remains found" (ibid:14) and "the amphibian remains consist[ed] 

of 3 few bones of a frog smaller than the bull-frog and probably [were from] 

either the leopard or pickerel frog" (ibik15). 

Wintemberg commented that fish bones and scales were common. Seven 

species providing these were: yellow pickerel [walleye], common catfish. pike, 

buffalo fish. carp (Carpiodes sp.). gar pike and chub or homed dace. He added 

that there was no doubt that suckers, brook trout and other small species, 

including sunfish. were also used. Witemberg noted that freshwater clam shells 

were abundant and most common of these was EI&rio cornplanatus. 

The two student reports both have whitetail deer and beaver as the top two 

species by a considerable margin, but some of their identifications of the mammals 

in their combined sample of 3,765 faunal remains from both middens and house 

floors are problematical. One student (Theodor) has woodchuck third whereas the 

other (Bisscll) did not identify any woodchuck specimens. whileconversely Bisell 

has fisher in third place whereas it was absent in Theodof s identifications. Based 

on the occurrence of only two fisher specimens in the larger McKeown sample, 

it seems probable that Theodor's identifications are more accurate, but fsher 

remains were common in the McIvor and Beckstead zooarchaeological samples 

(discussed below). Both students found very few Can& sp. specimens, which is 
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like the McKeown sample. Black bear was thud in the McKeown sample and 

possibly third in the specimens Witemberg reported. But Theodor ranked black 

bear fifth after marten and Bissell had it in seventh spot after raccoon, dog and 

muskrat. Both students. like Wintemberg. had red squirrels. chipmunks and grey 

squirrels at the bottom of their lists. One reported a single wapiti specimen. which 

is similar to the infrequency of this animal in Witemberg's sample and its 

absence at McKeown. Although Wintemberg identified a few moose bones, neither 

student identified any to this species. Thur the specific mammals in these three 

samples are generally similar, although the medium-sized ones which arc 

represented by few specimens are inconsistent in their ordering. As at McKeown. 

porcupine was in the middle group. as were marten and mink 

Few bones of birds or fish were identified by the students. The six avian 

species recognized by them included four which Wintemberg listed (sandhill 

crane. loon. ruffed grouse and raven) as well as two new species: great homed owl 

and pintail duck. Of the fish, both students found mostly bones of members of the 

family Carostomidae (NISP=32), particularly redhorses, followed by almost equal 

numbers of Percidae (NISP=20), specifically yellow perch and walleye, and 

Ictaluridae (NISP=19). particularly channel catfish and brown bullheads. In both 

students' samples. these were followed by Salmonidae (NISP=l5), particularly 

Salvelinus namaycush. according to Bissell; by Cenmhidae  (MSP-12). 

particularly largemouth bass and pumpkinseed, and fmlly by a few bones of 

northern pike (NISP=3), burbot (NISP=3) and minnows (NISP=2). Lake sturgeon, 
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longrose gar. pumpkinseed and freshwater drum were represented by a single 

specimen each. It is interesting that eels were not identified by either student or 

by Wintemberg. 

A few small animal specimens completed the samples. Reptiles and 

amphibians were not identified by one student and the turtle identifications of the 

other are indefinite. In both samples, the invertebrates were dominated by the 

freshwater clam. Elliprio cornplanata. with only a few other species mentioned. 

This confirms Winternberg's fmdings and repeats the McKeown evidence. 

The McIvor Site 

The McIvor site is a palisaded village site. located 9 5  km northeast of the 

Roebuck village site, dating to shortly after AD. 1500 (J. Jamieson 1990; Agin 

1991). Pendcrgast placed the site in the late St. Lawrence Iroquoian period from 

A.D. 1525 to 1550 (Pendergast 1976:54) and Chapdelaine concurred, suggesting 

a 1500 to 1550 date (Chapdelaine 1989:240), as has Agin (1991:28). 

From J. Wright's 1964-65 excavations of the McIvor site. Agin obtained 

for analysis 5,721 zooarchaeological specimens. These were excavated from house 

pits and middens or surface collected. Considering the early date of these 

excavations and assuming a lack of floatation and fine mesh screening. it is not 

surprising that rnmmal remains dominated (NISP=5006; 0/0=87.5), followed by 

fish (NISP=613; %=10.7), bird (NISF72; Ysl.3) and reptile (NISF30: W . 5 )  

specimens. No amphibians or invertebrates were identified. 

The frequencies of the species identified at the McIvor site (Agin 1991) 
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were predictable. Whitetail deer dominated the mammals with an NISP of 1576, 

followed by 368 beaver. 87 woodchuck, 79 muskrat and 70 black bear specimens. 

In the middle range. there were 28 specimens for each of marten and fdcr. 25 

porcupine. 24 raccoon and 23 red squirrel. There were only 22 dog specimens but 

some of the few Canis sp. pieces might also be from dog. Still this is a 

proportionately low number relative to the proto-HurodPetun samples. Similarly. 

only a single mwse clement was identified, but surprisingly. there were 16 

caribou specimens. There were 14 snowshoe hare specimens 13 from river otter 

and ten mink. The remaining were four chipmunk. three lynx and one skunk 

specimen. Thus. excepting caribou, the top McIvor mammal rankins are very 

similar to those of the McKeown sample; the muskrats and woodchucks reverse 

their orders and bears come immediately before this pair at McKeown. rather than 

immediately after it as at McIvor. Most of the last ranked McKeown species were 

not represented in this McIvor site sample (i.e. grey squirrel, mice, fox), but the 

fisher is an exception. since it was fairly well-represented. as it was in some of 

the Roebuck material. 

Like the mammals, the most frequently recognized birds were the expected 

ones. Canada goose dominated (NISP=27), followed by geat  blue heron 

(NISP=23) and ruffed grouse (NISP=lO). There were two bones of black duck and 

one each of pintail and bald eagle. 

Only the snapping turtle was noted among the reptilian remains and the 

fish bones were not identified beyond class. 
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The Cleary Site 

The Cleary site is a palisaded village located almost midway between the 

Roebuck and McIvor sites. From Cleary, approximately 10,000 faunal specimens 

were excavated in 1980 by J. Jamiesoa One of Savage's students (Fry 1987) 

identified 723 of these (of which 109 were invertebrate shells) and another 

(Garden 1988) selected a sample of 503 remains of which 36 were Molluscs. In 

both samples. mammal remains dominated, but almost a quarter of the specimens 

were from fish: less than one percent were avian or reptilian. In one sample 

(Fry's) amphibians contributed a surprisingly high 1 2  percent, but in the other 

(Garden's) this class accounted for only 0.1 percent. 

Combining the students' results, deer (NISP543) followed by beaver 

(NISP121) were once again the mos  frequently reprsented mammal species. If 

all the Canis sp. remains (NISP24) were dog, then this animal was highly ranked 

in third place. but some might be wolf. Four specimens were identified as dog 

(Garden) and one as wolf (Garden). Excluding the possible dogs or wolves. black 

bears ranked third with muskrat (NISP=19 each). followed by marten (NISP=17). 

Woodchuck was recognized by Fry only, who identified nine specimens to this 

species. Species represented by seven to five specimens were raccoon and fsher 

(NISP7 each), snowshoe hare and red squirrel (NISP4 each) and chipmunk 

oner and porcupine (NISP5 each). Porcupine was recognized by Fry only. At the 

bonom of the lists were mink. mice and long-tailed weasel. Neither student noted 

any moose, caribou or wapiti remains. 
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More fish were reported for this site than for many of the others. From the 

combined total of 248 identified beyond class. it is clear that Chtostomtn 

dominated (NISP=140). Both Grosromur and Moxosroma sp. were identified, but 

the former was much more common As at Roebuck c a t f i  (NISW7) and perch 

(NIS-3) families were next in NISP. This is a higher ranking for catfish than 

at McKeown, where pike and sunfish were above the still significant numbm of 

catfish. At Cleary, pike (NISM), Safvelinus sp. (NISP4) and quillback 

(NISP=3) followed perch and the one remainiing species, lake shvgwn was 

represented by a single element. No eel bones were recognized. 

Very few specimens from the remaining classes were identified. Of the 11 

bird bones. three were ruffed grouse. rhm were duck (one each of black duck 

common goldeneye and hooded merganser), and there was one each of passenger 

pigeon. Cooper's hawk and barred owl. The amphibian remains (NISP=5) were 

all from either frog or toad. The only turtle recognized was the snapping m e  

(NISP=I) and most of the invertebrates were pieces of Elliptio complanara shells 

(NISP=I4). although one shell was identified as E. dilara~a. 

The Driver Site 

The Driver site is the final one located in the Prescon cluster to be 

reviewed. It is located on the St. Lawrence River, about 14 km east of McKeown. 

Just over half the 1.294 faunal remains retrieved by trowelling and 114 inch 

screening were idennfied beyond class by one of Savage's students (Neil1 1983). 

Reflecting its function as a fishing camp, 37 percent of the faunal remains were 
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fish. Over 30 percent were invertebrate, just over 30 percent were mammalian. one 

percent was avian. 0 2  percent was amphibian and none was reptilian. 

Whitetail deer (NISmO) and beaver (NISP=23) again dominated the 

mammalian remains. As at the sites previously reviewed, they were followed by 

many fewer examples of muskrat (NISM). hare (NISP=7) and woodchuck 

(NISP-4). There were only three specimens identified to the genus Canis a n 4  

enccpt for the two chipmunk and raccoon specimens, all the rest of the wild 

mammals (grey wolf. black bear and skunk) were represented by a single 

specimen. There were no moose remains. 

The 180 fish bones identified beyond class included 76 American ecl 

bones. This is unlike most of the other sits, but similar to the Steward fishing 

camp (discussed below): eel was found in some numbers in the McKeown sample 

too. Catostomidae remains dominated the non-eel fish sample, with one for each 

of Carosromus and Moxosroma and 55 identified only to the family. As at 

McKeown. suckm were followed by members of the Percidae, including 

Srtostedion sp. (NISP=18) and yellow perch (NISP=lO). Again repeating the 

McKeown rankings. pike and bass were the next most frequent f sh  (NISP-7). 

Only one catfish bone was identified and no other fish species were recognized 

Most of the invertebrates were Elliptio shells and 42 were funher identified 

as E. complanata, whereas only one was E. dilarara. There were 68 additional 

shells recognized to this genus and a few other specimens. 

Only three avian bones were included in this sample. Two of these w m  
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identified as grouse and the other was some sort of duck Thus, Driver, despite 

being identified as a fishing camp. had a zooarchaeological sample similar. in the 

species represented to the large McKeown village. 

The Steward Site 

The Steward site is another f&ig camp (J. Jamieson 1982; Junker- 

Andersen 1984, 1988). It is located between the Prexon and Summentow 

clusters and is thought to have been used by Iroquoians from these areas for about 

500 years with possible peaks of occupation around A.D. 1150.1385 and 1550 (J. 

Jamieson 19824041). The Steward site is located about 150 meters north of the 

Saint Lawrence River, at the present-day t o w  of Momsburg, Ontario (Junker- 

Andenen 1988:97). This is about 25 km down-river from the Driver site (ibid.:98) 

and the Preston cluster. 

The faunal remains from Steward were salvaged in 1979 from a midden 

deposit (Junker-Andersen 1984.5-6). The matrix was screened through a 6 mm 

mesh. The less than four percent of the matrix which was floated (ibik18-19) 

increased the fish and amphibian representation. but unfortunately the fish 

vertebrae were not identified (ibid.22). Finally, although J. Jamieson (1982) 

stressed the stratified name of this site, Junker-Andenen (1984) combined the 

faunal remains to obtain larger totals and because he felt the remains could not be 

accurately soned to their original levels ( ibidz).  

In the 18.242 zooarchaeological remains analyzed by Junker-Andersen 

(1984). members of all the animal classes and at least 55 species were identified. 
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Over 22% of these remains were invertebrates. but fish were 525% mammals 

18.4%. birds 0.9%. amphibians 05% and turtles 0.1%. The abundant bivalves 

were all of the family Unionidae with a huge majority being ENiptio complanata 

(ibid.:Table 2245). 

Similar to other S t  Lawrence Iroquoian sites. the 9576 f& specimens 

were dominated by Catostomidae (NISP=554). Based on the m d y  of a small 

number of scales. the majority of the bones were likely from redhorse suckers 

These were followed by bones of the American eel (NISP=274). A fall 

exploitation of this species has been proposed as the main reason for the Steward 

site's existence. Next, by NISP, was the genus Microprerus spp. (MSP=206), 

especially the smallmouth bass, with poor representation of the small members of 

the sunfish family (NISP=60). such as rock bass. p u m p k i n .  bluegill andlor 

black crappie. There were 60 additional Centrarchidae specimens, making this 

family a very significant one. Almost as frequent as bass remains were those of 

the family Ictaluridae (NISP=202). including brown bullheads, channel catfish and 

possibly yellow bullheads. "Also abundant among the Steward fauna is the Yellow 

Perch. Perca j7avescens" (ibik47). with a NlSP of 168 specimens. Other fish 

represented in fewer numbers were lake sturgeon (NISP=86), walleye/saugm 

(NISP43) and members of the family Cyprinidae (NISM3). pike (EFOX sp. 

NISP=22) and freshwater drum (NISP=7). Only one Coregonus sp. bone was 

identified (ibid.:Table 2:245). Thus, redhorses and eels were heavily f&ed here. 

but the Centrarchidae, Ictaluridae and Percidae families were also significant 
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The 3361 mammalian remains originated in at least 24 species Unlike the 

other village sites. beaver (NISP=390) d e d  firsf above whitetail deer 

(NlSP=3 16). but it is not clear from the thesis whether the beaver figure has bcxn 

inflated by modified or curated incisors. This beaverldeer reversal might reflect 

the site's function as a fishing station. but at the Driver fshing camp. such a 

reversal was not found. The Steward site is also unusual in the high third 

placement of Canis sp. remains (NISP-107). which included both dog and wolf 

elements. but which the analyst felt were mainly dog (ibib.59-60). Woodchuck 

(NISP=69). meadow vole (NISP48) and chipmunk (NISP=39) followed Conk 

spp. ahead of black bear (NISP=27), which is ranked much lower here than on the 

village sites but similar to its lowest ranking at Driver. Harehabbit (NISP=19), 

mancn (NISP-14) and river otter (NISP=ll) formed a middle goup  of mammals 

Considering that deer was not ranked first. the presence of moose (NISP=8) was 

surprising. A few red fox (NISP-7). grey squirrel (NISP=5) and mink (NISP4) 

specimens were identified followed by single specimens of shrew, long-tailed 

weasel and wolverine. 

Among the 164 avian remains, 54 were identified beyond class. The ruffed 

grouse dominated these (NISP-19). followed by passenger pigeon (NISP-6). blue 

or snow geese. crow or raven and Picidae family bones (NISP=5 each). One at 

least of the Picidae specimens was from the yellow-shafted flicker. There were 

two specimens each from common loon. pied-billed grebe, Canada goose and red- 

tailed hawk. Represented by single specimens were white-winged scoter. sandhill 
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crane. killdeer. barred owl. grosbeak or finch and one of the perching birds. 

The remaining classes were represented by few specimens. Small Frogs and 

bullfrogs (NISP=I I) were included in the sample. Snapping turtles (NISP=S). 

including one very large individual. were the most common reptilian remains. 

There was a single specimen for each of the stinkpot. Blandig's and painted 

turtle. 

The Beclistead Site 

The last site to be reviewed here is Beckstead. It is a palisaded village site 

locatcd on Fritz Markle Creek a tributary of the South Nation River (Pendergast 

19M:l-2). "about 20 krn nonhwest and inland From the Steward s~te" (Junker- 

Andersen 1988:lOO). Because student papers have been summarized in the 

published report (D'Andrea et al. 1984). it alone will be referenced here. The 

remains were excavated from the living area of the site, but unfoxtunately neither 

screening nor floatation was used in the salvage excavations of 1977 from which 

the 8.216 studied faunal remains came. 

As at other village sites excavated with similar techniques, mammalian 

specimens (NISP4823) were most frequenf reaching 58.7 percent of the total. 

Fish (NlSP=2257) were second at 27.5 percent and the 726 shells formed 8.5 

percent. Amphibians (NISP-147; 1.8%) were much more common than the birds 

(NISP=86; 1.0%) or the three reptiles (0.04%). 

The mammal species from Beckstead were surprising. Most noticeable was 

that whitetail deer (NISP=152) was ranked fo& after black bear (NISF373). 
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beaver (NISP-238) and f d e r  (NISF165). which was also very common in one 

of the Roebuck samples. As at McKcown, no bones were identified as domestic 

dog and those recognized as Gnir sp. (NISP42) were fewer than those identified 

to river otter (NISP-73) or marten (NISM5). After Cnnk sp. were muskrat 

(NISF25). raccoon (NISF17). red squiml (NISP-13). meadow vole (NIS-). 

grey squirrel and porcupine (NISP4 each) and woodchuck and mink (NISP=5 

each). Conontail rabbit (NISP4). deer mouse (NISP-I), jumping mouse (NISP=I) 

and bobcat (NISP-I) were poorly represented. No moose or wapizi specimens 

were identified. 

Of the fah those identified to the family Catostomidae totalled 135. with 

an additional 54 sucker bones from the genus Catosromuc and 17 more precisely 

identified as longnose sucker, making suckers the majority among the f d  bones. 

Suckers were followed by the bass family specimens. Centrarchidae (NISP-155). 

with an additional one recognized as Microptens sp. and another as largemouth 

bass. There were also two temperate bass bones (Morone sp.). Eel bones 

(NISP=IU) were common in the Beckstead houses. Of the 35 catfish specimens. 

17 were further identified as channel catfish and one as yellow bullhead. Three of 

the 14 pike bones were funher recognized as northern pike and there were five 

walleye specimens. There were two lake sturgeon bones and one example each of 

order Cypriniformes and freshwater d m .  

There were very few amphibian or reptilian specimens. However, the 147 

amphibian remains formed a higher proponion here than on other sites and these 
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were all either frog or toad bones Fewer turtle runains were identified here than 

on other sites and of the thm noted. one only was further specified as snapping 

turtle. 

The avian identifications were more like t h e  from the other sites Ruffed 

grouse %as the most common MSP=17). followed by passenger pigeon and 

yellow-bellied sapsucker (NISP=2 each). There were three duck bones not 

identified to species and one Canada goose element The common tern and a 

woodpecker of some sort had one bone each 

Ir. sum. the small bird sample and the dominance of sucker bones among 

the fish is like the other zooarchaeological collections from the Prcscott area but 

the ranking of the nummaI species and the large proportions of fish and 

amphibian bones are unusual. The inclusion of scales for some fish species 

(particularly bass) but not all, might explain the relatively high ranking of bass 

within the fish class and of the fA class in the total vertebrate sample. Beckstead 

appears to be atypical of the general zooarchaeological pattern of the other S t  

Lawrence Iroquoian village sites. 

Defining Differences between the pro t~HurodPetuns  and the p r o t o S t  

Lawrence Iroquoians 

Using the broader data base of sites found in the two areas dating to 

around AD. 1500. many similarities in the animals exploited by the proto- 

HuronlPetuns and proto-St Lawrence Iroquoians were found but there were also 
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differences that were fairly consistent (Figure 9-3). 

For both p u p s ,  mammals provided most of the meat and whitetail deer 

remains were the ones most often identified. Both groups also made much use of 

beaver and woodchuck Both collected red squirrel and hares fairly o h  Small 

mammals. such as chipmunks. grey squirrels, mice, voles and shrews, occurred in 

vety limited numbers on sites in both areas, as did members of the cat family 

(bobcat andlor lynx). 

Various other mammals were relied upon to differing degrees. The main 

differences were in the numbers of dog andlor Canis sp, bear. muskrat and 

porcupine specimens. Fisher. raccoon and red squirrel seem to have been exploited 

differently by the two groups as well. Dogs were very common on proto- 

HuronPctun sites. usually being ranked second by NISP, but occasionally even 

out-nnking deer. as at both the White and Risebrough sites. Dog and Canis sp. 

remains were present on S t  Lawrence Iroquoian sites but, except for Steward. 

their numbers were few and their rank low in most of the sites' mammalian lists. 

Black bear remains occurred in both arras. On proto-HuronPetun sites, the 

placement of bear varied in the mammalian NISP lists, but, in general, black bear 

specimens were much less frequent than those of deer, do& beaver and 

woodchuck and oAen were poorly represented. Bear percentages were consistently 

higher in the Prescon cluster sites. where they usually ranked in the third to fifth 

positions. Although bear specimens were very infrequent at the Driver and 

Steward fishing camps, black bear was the top ranked animal at the Beckstead 
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village. Similarly, muskrat was commonly identified on prot*St Lawrence 

Iroquoian sites, often ranking third or fourth, but occasionally falling lower 

(possibly sixth at Roebuck and eighth at Beckstead). Although muskrat was well- 

represented at Keffer such remains were infrequent at the other proto-HuronIPetun 

sites. where muskrat often ranked with the last-place goup. as at McKcnzic. 

Risebro~gh and Boyd. Porcupine remains were absent or very uncommon on the 

proto-HuroniPctun sites reviewed here, whereas they were found on most proto-St 

bwrence Iroquoian sites. Similarly. fisher specimens were more fi-equently found 

on proto-St. Lawrence lroquoian sites and, ocusionally, many were identified. 

Fisher placed as hig~i as third both in one Roebuck sample and at Beckstead. Red 

squirrels ranked higher at many proto-Hurofletun sites than at most proto-St. 

Lawrence Iroquoian ones. but the pattern is not consistent Conversely, raccoons 

were absent or nre on many proro-Hurofletun sires. although they were with the 

middle goup of mammals at Draper and Keffer. whereas they were represented 

on all the proto-St Lawrence Iroquoian sites considered here. except Steward. and 

their numbers consistently placed them with the middle group of mammals. 

Mammals represented in even fewer numbers than these middle-sized ones do not 

show distinctive patterns of exploitation. However. a greater variety of species is 

found on most proto-HuronPetun sites than on most proto-St Lawrence Iroquoian 

ones. including Keffer and McKcown. 

There are also differences in the very poorly represented large Cervidae. 

t 
Moose appeared more often on proto-HuronPetun sites, although a few moose 

* 
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specimens were found at Roebuck McIvor and Steward Wapiti occumd in snall 

numbers at many proto-HuronPetun sites @raper. McKende, Ratcliff, Seed- 

Barker) and was mentioned by Brodie for sites in the general a m .  Conversely. 

wapiti was found on only one (Roebuck) of the proto-St La-ce Iroquoian 

sites. Caribou remains were found on a single site in each area. Thus, while both 

groups exploited whitetail deer heavily, other members of the deer family appear 

to have b m  taken more often by proto-HuronPetuns than by proto-St Lau~ence 

Iroquoians. although neither group appears to have made much use of these other 

ccrvids. 

As was true of the mammalian exploitation, while many of the same f& 

species were exploited by both groups. their propoitiom varied. The proto- 

Hurofletuns fished primarily bullheads and suckers, and appear to have had a 

special interest in whitefish. Moderate fishing of pike, perch. bass and walleye is 

indicated. The proto-St Lawrence Iroquoians moved to special sites such as 

Driver and Steward. to fish Amerial eels and sucker$ panicularly redhorse 

suckers, and they also took bass and catfish. Bass were much more common on 

these sites than on the proto-HuronIPetun ones but catfish bones were far rarer. 

Very few eel bones were found on proto-HuronPetun sites and conversely, no 

whitefish were definitely identified from any of the proto-St Lawrence Iroquoian 

sites reviewed here. Both groups made only limited use of b h w a t e r  m. 

bowfins and minnows. 

L i e  the mammals and fish, the few bird remains show differences by 
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species. Proto-Hurofletun avian samples arc dominated by wild turkey and 

passenger pigeon bones, with some mffed grouse and ducks on most sites and 

limited numbers of other bids. Roto-St Lawrence Iroquoian avian samples arc 

dominated by Canada goose, ruffed grow and passenger pigeon with a variety 

of other birds. 

The number of examples for the remaining classes was small for all the 

sites. Both goups  made use of a variety of turtles. a few snakes and frogs andlor 

toads. However. the proto-Hurofletuns selected painted turtles most often 

followed by snapping turtles, whereas the proto-St. Lawrence Iroquoians 

apparently preferred snappers and then painted turtles. Finally. it appears that the 

proto-St. Lawrence iroquoians ate invertebrates more than did the proto- 

HuronTetuns, who were more apt to make artifacts from the shells 

Summary and Conclusions 

The consideration of other, often less carefully retrieved and identified 

zooarchaeological samples from sites close to Keffer and McKeown, in both space 

and time. has added support to the subsistence differences noted for the proto- 

HurodPetuns and proto-St. Lawrence Iroquoiaas based on the Kcffer and 

McKeown faunal material. Thus, arguments made in the previous chapter for the 

proto-Hurofletuns having a better meat diet than the proto-St Lawrence 

Iroquoians are bolstered by the increased comparative data. 

Only minor modifications to the conclusions reached on the basis of those 
d * 
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two sites' zwarchaeological samples need to be made to incorporate the additional 

zooarchaeological evidence. Muskrats were more common at Keffer than at many 

of the other proto-HurodPetun sites, although there was variation in their 

proportions among these sites, and wapiti were represented at many proto- 

Huron'Petun sites despite their not being identified in the Keffer sample. The 

addition of wapiti to the proto-HumnPetuns' list of exploited mammals is 

significant because it is such a large mammal. providing much meat with each 

individual eaten. Although no nument composition studies have been located for 

wapiti. based on those of other members of the deer family (Table 8-31). wapiti 

meat likely has a very high protein content and is a good provider of calories. 

Conversely. since muskrats are not large and their nument composition is 

relatively low in their c l w  (Table 8-31). their decline in importance with the 

addition of the other sites is not as significant Dogs were more common among 

the proto-St. Lawrence Iroquoians than their very low representation at McKeown 

suggested. but they were still much less frrq~ent among this group than among 

the proto-HuronlPetuns in the Toronto am. Thus, the consideration of the 

zooarchaeological samples from these neighbouring sites has confmed that tberp 

were consistent differences in animal exploitation between the proto-HuronlPetuns 

and the proto-St. Lawrence Iroquoians. Some were differences in kinds of species, 

but most were differences in degrees of exploitation of the same species. 

These zooarchaeological investigations suggest several things. The general 

similarities in the prime animals exploited likely reflect the fact that the proto- 
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HuronIPetuns and the proto-St Lawrence Iroquoians were historically and 

culturaIly related. They hunted and f d e d  using the same sorts of techniques and 

equipment and they used their prey to make similar meals and articles of clothing. 

Possibly they held common beliefs a h u t  the animals on which they relied An 

ecological explanation can also be offered. The most economical explanation of 

the specific differences in the animal remains on their sites would be that these 

related. but different Iroquoim peoples hunted in areas that supported different 

animal populations. If their hunting territories had overlapped, greater similarities 

in the zooarchaeological ramins would have been possible. For example, if the 

Prescott cluster people had exploited areas farther south andlor southwest. they 

would have been able to take wild turkeys. But. unlike the long distance hunting 

nips reported for the Hurons in the 1600s by Champlain and Sagad in the late 

1400s and early 1500s. habitats closer to the village sites appear to have been 

exploited. This in turn suggests that prey were not scarce in the vicinities of the 

villages. This was likely because the human population was not as densely 

clustered and the villages were more dispersed than they were in seventeenth 

century Huronia. A richer natural environment in the Toronto region undoubtedly 

supported greater wildlife densities and thus increased the possibilities for 

successful hunts closer to home. 

A similar situation appears to apply to fishing. From the Driver and 

Steward sites. it is known that some proto-St. L a m c e  Iroquoians left their 

villages and lived for at least short periods each year in special fishing camps. 
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However. these were closer to their village sites than the seventeenth century 

Huron village of Cahiague was to the islaads in GCOI&WI Bay wha-c the historic 

HUTON fded. Similarly, the Keffer inhabitants must have ttavelled away h m  

their village to a t c h  whitef* but again their going down to Lake Ontario was 

not as far as Huron fishers navelled. The fhd analysis supports the 

interpretation that around AD. 1500 both the proto-HuronPetuns and the proto-St 

Lawrence Iroquoians were feeding themselves using their crops and the wild 

resources From relatively small catchment arcas (Higgs and Vita-Find 1972). 

It would be interesting to compare the results reported here with well- 

excavated. large. zwarchaeological samples from historic Huron village sites to 

see if their greater human population densiy and reduced prey populations as 

reported in the historical records. resulted in a different pattern of faunal remains. 

Unfortunately, the evidence is not robust from Huronia for this type of research. 

Most sites lack floatation samples, and for most only student analyses arc 

available. Better excavated samples and more thorough zooarchaeological studies 

are needed. With most excavations in Ontario now including floatation sampling 

and more reports including sections on the faunal material recovered, this problem 

of insufficient zwarchaeological information will be overcome. Thus. the 

correspondences andlor discrepancies between the written material on subsistence 

and the zooarchaeological data from Huron sites could be revealed more precisely. 

I It would also be interesting to srudy the diet of the proto-Saint Lawrence 

Iroquoians over a longer time period. According to Pendergast (1991). the proto- r 
A 
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S t  Lamce Iroquoians moved to the Prcrott region for beaer conditions, 

particularly soils for growing their crops This suggests produce might have brm 

inadequate in their previous locatios which was about 80 km to the northeast m 

the Summerstown cluster of s i t s  But the short growing season in the Pres.com 

rexion might have presented diflicultia for the maturation of crops, particularly 

in cooler periods such as the proposed Linle Ice Age. At McKeown the lack of 

dog. which can serve both as aids for hunting and as a renewable meat resource. 

panicularly when hunting and fishing returns are low, combined with the 

domination of the McKeown f& sample by sucker, a small f& and the evidence 

that the McKeown villagers were eating clams, wditionally considered a 

starvation food allow the supposition that these people might have been 

experiencing hardship in feeding thcmselvs Thus, it would be intersting to 

compare the McKeown zooarchaeological remains with those from both earlier 

and !ater S t  Lawrmce Iroquoian sites to determine whether there was a decline 

in the quantity and quality of food for these people. 



CHAPTER 10 

CONCLUSIONS 

The main question addressed in this study was the possible distinctiveness 

of the diets of two groups of Iroquoian people living in adjacent parts of southern 

Ontario around A.D. 1500. Using subsistence information recorded in early 

ethnohistorical documents and three types of archaeological evidence. the diet of 

thc proto-Hurofletuns occupying the Keffer site was found to be both different 

from and more numtious than that of the proto-St Lawrence Iroquoians at 

McKcown. A review of zooarchaeological data from contemporaneous 

neighbouring sites has revealed that these differences extended to the general 

proto-Huroflctun population of the Toronto area and the proto-St. Lawrence 

lroquoians of the Prescon cluster. 

Osteological information has supported the zooarchaeological evidence of 

different diets for these two goups. In particular, differences in the degrees of 

dental attrition and the number of caries indicate a diet with more cooked maize 

for the proto-Hurofletuns than for the proto-St. Lawrence Iroquoians. Cranial 

attributes. both metric and non-metric, suggest that there was some genetic 

exchange between the proto-HurorJPetuns and the proto-St Lawrence Iroquoians, 

but that there may have been more interaction within the proto-Hurofletm 

population than among the proto-St. Lawrence Iroquoians. With greater 

interaction. the populations of individual proto-HuronlPetm villages and the 
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subgoup as a whole might have been maintained more easily in years when crops 

or natural resources were scarce at some but not a11 sites across the region. 

Insufficient information has been published on osteological differences by 

sex to determine whether Iroquoian rrales and females consumed different foods. 

Katzenberg (1995) has concluded that dietary differences by gender are not 

evidenced in the chemical studies of Ontario prehistoric bones. yet there are 

limited &w supporting such a difference (for example. the strontium levels of the 

sexed Serpent Mound bones and the carbon values of the Surma burials). 

Morphologies of the bones and teeth (for example, tooth wear and caries) also 

suggest gender differences in diet If more skeletal data on sex are gathered, it 

seems likely that more evidence will be discovered supporting different food 

intakes for males and females. 

Palaeoethnobotanical evidence, also, is as yet poorly documented for these 

two groups. W e  available samples from Keffer and McKecwn indicate the same 

domestic plants at each. except tobacco which has not been reported for 

McKeown. Yet a greater variety of wild plant seeds were identified from Keffer. 

Based on a comparison of the two geographical locations' microclites, soils and 

the amount of time crops require to mature. particularly corn and beans. it has 

been demonstrated that rhe proto-HuronPetuns around Toronto were more 

favourably located for a corn-based horticultural system than were the proto-St. 

Lawrence Iroquoians around Prescon The Canada Land Inventory maps on the 

Soil Capability for Agiculture for the two areas (for Toronto, Canada, Department 
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of Regional Economic Expansion 1968, for Ogdensburg, Canada, Depamnent of 

Regional Economic Expansion 1966) show the Keffer site in a Class 1 area and 

McKeown in a complex area of Class 1 and Class 4 soils For the Canada Land 

Inventory maps, capability ratings range from the most productive Class 1 through 

to the most severely restricted Class 7. Thus for the agricultural capability maps, 

Class 1 soils have no significant limitations for a wide variety of crops, whereas 

Class 4 soils have severe limitations and are only low to fair in productivity for 

only a fair range of crops. Similarly, the Canada Land Inventory maps depicting 

Land Capability for Foresay (for Toronto 1971b; for Ogdensburg 1971a) show 

Keffer in a Class 2 region, where lands have slight l i t a t ions  to the growth of 

forests, and McKeown in a Class 4 area. where there are moderately were 

limitations to forest growth. More h i t  and nut-bearing can be grown in the 

Toronto region. Although climate and topography are not determining. they can 

be influential factors in population growth and settlement patterns (Trigger 1963). 

The longer gowing season in the Toronto area and the ameliorating affect of Lake 

Ontario would be bcneficial for crops and would also promote a grater diversity 

and abundance of wild plants compared to vegetation in the &on area. 

Furthermore. there had been a longer period of synergism between cultivated 

plants and the proto-HuronPeruns than between such plants and the proto-St 

Lawrence Iroquoians. In addition, the longer occupation of the Toronto region 

I would have resulted in the fortuitous creation of more abandoned village habitats 

and thus more areas suitable for the _pwth of important wild food plants such as 
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berries. Monckton (1994) has argued that such deserted areas were the primary 

locations for Huron gathering activities and likely the same factors applied in the 

fifteenth century. 

Relying primarily on the zooarchaeological data. many similarities in proto- 

HurodPetun and proto-St Lawrence Iroquoian subsistence have been 

dcmonstntcd. As was the case with other Iroquoians, mammals provided most of  

the meat and deer was the most important prey. Based on reports in the early 

ethnohistorical sources. it is evident that deer were hunted for both their meat and 

their skins. which were essential for clothing. Similarly. both ethnohiitorical and 

zooarchaeological data indicate that beaver were very frequent prey of both 

Iroquoian groups. Woodchuck were ofien exploited too. Both goups made only 

limited use of birds and even less of reptiles, amphibians and invertebrates. 

More importantly, patterns of differences between the proto-Hurofletuns 

and the proto-St. Lawrence Iroquoians have been found. The proto-St Lawrence 

Iroquoians appear to have eaten more invertebrates than the proto-Huroflehms 

and there are differences in species utiliition within the vertebrate classes. This 

is certainly true of the mammals. Faunal remains of ca. AD. 1500 proto- 

HuronlPetun sites include large numbers of domestic dog specimens; on some 

sites, these even outnumber the whitetail deer remains. whereas the opposite is 

m e  of proto-St. Lawrence Iroquoian samples, where dog and Canis sp. remains 

usually are few. Conversely, proto-Hurofletun sites are characterized by few 

black bear bones, whereas these are common on proto-St. Lawrence Iroquoian 
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village sites. Porcupine specimens are infrequent in proto-Huronlpetun samples 

but fat1 within the middle group of represented mammals at proto-St Lawrence 

Iroquoian sites Muskrat is common at only some proto-HurodPehm village sites 

but at most proto-St Lawrence Iroquoian ones. sometimes ranking as high as 

third S i y ,  mustelids (e.g. fishers) are only occasionally common in proto- 

HuronPetun samples. whereas at proto-St Lawrence Iroquoian sites mustelids are 

more consistently found within the middle ranking group of mammals. 

Furthermore, at some proto-St Lawrence Iroquoian sites. fders rank in the top 

goup. Red squirrel remains are more common on most proto-HuronlPetun s i t s  

Such sites consistently have a few examples of wapiti and moose. but these are 

usually absent from proto-St Lawrcnce Iroquoian faunal assemblages 

Many of these mammalian differences likely reflect the relative 

availabilities of species in the catchment areas of the two sites. The ranges of the 

represented species extend over both the Toronto and Prescott areas, except for the 

rock vole which lives farther nor& However. the densities of animals often vary 

across their ranges. Ungulates, the most significant meat providers to both the 

proto-HurodPetuns and the proto-St Lawrence Iroquoians, occur in greater 

numbers in the Keffer region According to the Canada Land Inventory maps on 

Land Capability for Ungulates, Keffer is located in a Class 2 land area. which has 

only very slight limitations to the production of ungulates (Canada, Department 

of Regional Economic Expansion 1971~). and McKeown is in a Class 3 land area. 

where ungulate productivity is moderately high but may be reduced in some years. 
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Furthermore, an area of Class 1 lands for ungulates abuts the Keffer area on one 

side. whereas a Class 4 region surrounds nearly all of the McKeown area. Thus 

larger populations of deer. and in the past wapiti. should occur around Keffer than 

McKeown. Moose, however, might be denser around McKeown since they prefer 

boreal forests to primarily deciduous ones. Thus. the greater variety of the deer 

family species often found on proto-HuronPetun sites might reflect great= 

opportunities to hunt the various members of the deer family. The same 

explanation does not. however. fit the greater occurrence of moose in the Toronto 

region sites. Cultuml factors, such as a special effort to procure moose by the 

proto-HuronPetuns or conversely little such effort by the proto-St Lawrence 

Iroquoians, might explain the differences, but it must be remembered that the 

moose remains are few in both regions 

The rankings of some other mammals also can be attributed to 

environmental factors. The higher rankings of martens and porcupines at proto-St 

Lawrence Iroquoian sites coincides with their preference for coniferous trees. since 

there are more conifers in the Canadian biotic province than in the Carolinian 

forests. That fishers were represented only at McKeown l i l y  reflects this same 

factor. Fishers feed on hare which are more common in the McKeown area 

because hares' prefer habitats with spruce or cedar swamps. Such swamps are rare 

in the Toronto region and common in the South Nation River drainage area. 

Similarly, water systems in the Prescon area favour higher concenaations of 

beaver and muskrat, both of which ranked higher at McKeown than Keffer. a 
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Finally. based on environmental factors one would expect black bear. which "is 

perhaps more omnivorous than any other native mammal" (Peterson 196622221), 

to be equally numerous around Toronto and F'rescon However. Radisson's 

descriptions suggest that bear were very common in the area immediately south 

of Prncon and the geater representation of bear remains on proto-St Lawrence 

Iroquoian sites may reflect this. In addition. bears become scarcer in heavily 

farmed areas and it is thought that there was less farming in the F'rescott than the 

Toronto area. Other differences. particularly those of dog, woodchuck. fox. grey 

squirrel. raccoon. and oner cannot be attributed to catchment area differences. 

Thus. while many of the mammal rankings can be explained by environmental 

opportunity. cultural factors were important too. particularly regarding the dog 

remains and the ranking of some of the medium-sized meat providers. 

Most of the fish species identified at Keffer and McKeown have ranges 

which extend into both sites' catchment areas. A possible exception to this is the 

American eel, which can be found k Lake Onrario but mainly at its eastern end 

Conversely. members of the trout family. including lake trout and whitefish. 

inhabit deep lakes and only rarely spawn in rives. Most Proto-HuronlPetun fish 

samples are dominated by catfish, but whitefish bones are frequent on sites where 

floatation and careful identification occurred. Following these dominant species 

are suckers at some proto-HuronPetun sites and yellow perch at others. Proto-St 

Lawrence Iroquoian fish samples are dominated by suckers @articularly redhorse) 

and American eel followed by a variety of other fish. including the same species 
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as those exploited by the proto-Hurofleruns. However. the proto-Hurofletuos 

appear to have made more use of suckers than the proto-St Lawrence Iroquoians 

did of catfish. Eels are rarely identified from proto-Hurofletun sites and 

whitefish nrely from proto-St Lawrence Iroquoian sites. The difference in eel and 

whitefish representation between the two types of sites likely reflects the local 

availability of these fuh. but such an ecological explanation is not sufficient for 

the differences in catfish and sucker exploitation. Thus, both the proto- 

HurodPetuns and the proto-St Lawrence Iroquoians exerted much of their fuhing 

efforts on species which were mmcted in their distributions. These specializations 

might have increased between A.D. 1500 and the historic period when reports 

stressed the importance of m u t  and whitefish to the Huron and eels to the S t  

Lawrence Iroquoians. Obviously for fishing, the different environmental 

opportunities affected, but do not hlly explain. the subsistence activities. 

Bird remains were even more distinctive between the two groups. On 

proto-Hurofletun sites remains of passenger pigeons and wild turkeys are most 

common. followed by bones of grouse and then ducks and geese. On proto-St 

Lawrence Iroquoian sites, Canada goose, passenger pigeon and various duck bones 

dominate. On sites of both groups. ruffed grouse are common. These avian 

differences mirror differences in the ranges and the dishibution of the population 

within the ranges of the represented birds. All, except the wild turkey, are found 

around both Toronto and Prescon. In general. according to the Canada Land 

Inventory maps for waterfowl, both Keffer (Canada, Department of Regional v 
& 
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.L Economic Expansion 1971d) and McKeown (Canada. Depamnent of Regional 

Economic Expansion 1970b) are locared in areas with severe limitations for 

waterfowl (Class 7). The South Nation River includes S ~ ~ O N  which are Class 4 

and 5. but the Don River is worse having Class 5 capabilities only. As well the 

numerous marshes in the Rescott area would have amaaed large numbers of  

migrating geese and ducks Thus, environmental factors could account for the 

greater hunting of waterfowl among the proto-St Lawrence Iroquoians as opposed 

to more emphasii on turkeys, grouse, pigeons and other land birds by the proto- 

Huron/P .ms. 

Finally, both p u p s  collected turtles. But the proto-HumnlPetuns selected 

painted turtles more often than snappers, whereas on proto-St Lawrence Iroquoian 

sites snappers were more frequent There is no obvious ecological explanation for 

this difference. Both species occur in both regions. Further, since snappers prefer 

lager bodies of water, such as small lakes and large streams, whereas painted 

turtles inhabit smaller bodies of water, particularly marshes and ponds (Froom 

1978). the rankings of these two species on these sites axt the reverse of what 

would be predicted, based on availability. 

Except for turtles and a few species in the other classes as described above. 

most of the differences between the prey species of the proto-HmnPehms and 

the proto-St. Lawrence Iroquoians appear to have been determined more by 

ecological variations between the two areas in which they lived than by different 

cultural choices. This is strongest for the birds and fish, where the main species 
f 
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exploited are either restricted in the dimbutions or their densities are greatest in 

the areas where they conhiiuted most to the faunal samples This applies 

particularly to wild turkey, whitefish and lake trout near Toronto and waterfowl 

and American eel near Prescon Among the mammals mixed forest cmturcs are 

more common on sites around Toronto. whereas those preferring the b o d  forrst 

with some swamps arc more common on the Prescon sites. An important 

conclusion which can be drawn from this comparison is that the main differences 

between the meat diets, and probably the plant diets too, of these two peoples 

resulted from ecological differences in the regions that they inhabited However. 

the occurrence of more dogs among the proto-HuronE'etuns suggests a cultural 

difference that was significant to subsistence. There are other culturally determined 

differences, such as some of the medium-sized mammals hunted the particular 

turtles gathered, and the use of invertebrates between the two peoples. but these 

involve animals which are not as significant to the diet 

Investigation of the numtive values of the animals and plants consumed 

revealed that the diet of the proto-HuronE'etum not only included a greater 

quantity of food per nuclear family but also that that food was likely more 

nutritious. More work on the nutritive qualities of many wild foods is needed 

however, to compliment that available for the domesticated animals and cultivated 

plants before this last point can be stated more conclusively. 

Thus, the main objectives of the research have been accomplished It is 

evident that the proto-HuronlPetuns and the proto-St Lawrence Iroquoians can be 
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differentiated by their subsiience pane- differences are found in their 

zooarchaeological samples. and these differaces probably affected their relative 

viability. In addition, it is evident that the most significant differences. with the 

exception of number of dogs, and possibly the hunting of wapiti and moose, were 

not specifically cultural but reflect the opportunities in the local catchment a r ~ ~  

One initial objective of my research was to investigate subsiice by 

gender. From the ethnohistorical data, it is known that the Iroquoians' subsistence 

activities were divided strictly according to gender (Trigger 1990:65). Because 

Iroquoian males were often away. hunting. fishing. trading or seeking captives, 

while the women remained in the villages or their surrounding fields. the diets of 

the sexes would have been different. at least for part of the year. When the men 

left home. they sometimes canied rations of ground corn meal with them (Bebeuf 

1635 JR 8:77-79. 1636 JR 10:89; du Peron 1639 JR 15:153), but often they fed 

on deer they hunted or fish they caught Since among the seventeenth century 

Huron hunting and raiding trips could last as long as four months and the annual 

fishing trip to Georgian Bay had a duration of about six weeks. for almost half the 

year the sexes were eating separately. Furthermore. the women did most of the 

gathering, so they likely ate more fresh fruits and nuts than the males. Remaining 

in the vicinity of the village throughout the year, the normal diet of women would 

have been corn soup. Woodchuck remains. which were very common, might 

represent female food primarily. Woodchuck would have been taken in the warm 

weather. as they go into hibernation early to reappear only late in the spring. 
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These animals were not mentioned in the ethnohistorical sources as a hunted 

species. possibly because women caught them in or near their corn fields. While 

women may have consumed less meat and fish than mec and more woodchuck 

than deer, it might also be that women less often went hungry, because they were 

in close proximity to horticultural produa throughout the year. Thus, the historical 

Huron males and females likely had different diets. Yet. s i n a  hunting and fishing 

appear to have been pursued closer to the villages around AD. 1500, 

discrepancies at this earlier time may not have been as great NevertheIess. a study 

of the Roebuck skeletal remains indicates that females there consumed more corn 

than did males. The potential for engendering proto-historic Iroquoian subs'ience 

through osteological studies exists. but it has only begun to be realized. At 

present. evidence for gender-based diets rests almost exclusively with the 

ethnohistorical data. 

lndications that the exploitation panems of ca. AD. 1500 were somewhat 

different from those of the historic period lend support to Ramsden's (1993) 

argument that historical information is not panicularly valuable for interpreting 

prehistoric archaeological remains. The ethnohistorical information concerning f s h  

in the St. Lawrence area is rich for marine species, but unfortunately sparse 

concerning freshwater fish or fishing. In this respect ethnohiorical data are not 

vety useful for interpretations relating to the proto-St Lawrence Iroquoians living 

in the Prescon region On the other hand. mugeon were absent from the 

zooarchaeoIogical samples. but from the ethnohistorical sources it appears that 
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sturgeon were significant to both groups The ethnohistorical data and the 

zooarchaeological findings were also at odds with regard to the frequency of shad 

among the St Lawrence Iroquoians and lake trout and burbot among the Hurons. 

According to the ethohiorical sources. these species were heavily u t i i i  by 

these respective peoples, but none of these f& was common in any of the 

zooarchaeological samples reviewed here. It is possible that the remains of these 

species were not preserved. The sturgeon endoskeleton is cartilaginous and so 

decays rapidly (but they have dense exoskeletal scutes which preserve well on 

many sites) and bones of lake trout and shad are very fragile. Alternatively. it is 

possible that shad were fshed by the Stadaconans but not the Hochelagans, and 

it may be that the historic Hurons pursued lake trout and burbot more than the 

proto-Hurofletuns did If so. this discrepancy supports Ramsden's position that 

information derived from the written material cannot be extended to the 

archaeological data. 

Yet. the position that using these two sorts of data in combination gives 

a more complete picture of subsistence practices has support. In general. the 

majority of the species mentioned historically were also present in the 

zooarchaeological samples and the historical information that subsistence cycles 

and activities were different between the S t  Lawrence Iroquoians and the Hurons 

has been confirmed by the zooarchaeological evidence. In chapter 2, based on 

ethnohistorical data. it was concluded that a late summer eel fshery was most 

significant to the St Lawrence Iroquoians. whereas a later fall lake fishery was 
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most important to the Hurons. The fish remains analyzed in this study corroborate 

this conclusion. Eels had a high rank among the f& remains at proto-St. 

Lawrence lroquoian sites. as did whitef& at proto-Huronlpetun sites. There are 

many other concurrences. Deer were mentioned in the ethnohiirical sources as 

the most significant mammal for both peoples and bear hunting was reported as 

being very common among the more eastern group There was little mention of 

bird hunting. which corresponds to the few avian zooan:hamlogical samples 

Funhcrmore. wild turkey was mentioned for the western area and migrating birds 

for the eastern area. In general, observations that the environment of the nonh 

shore of Lake Ontario was richer in prey than that of Huronia and Huronia's was 

richer than that of the St. Lawrence Valley has been supported by this study's 

findings of a greater quantiry of meat per family at Keffer than McKeown. Thus. 

the zooarchaeological studies indicate that, at least with regard to subsistence. 

many of the historical observations are accurate and appear to relate to conditions 

back at least to ca. A.D. 1500. 

As noted in the introduction, another aspect of this study was to consider 

how well the opposing theories of Malthus and Boserup relate to Iroquoh 

horticultural populations. Most considerations of the relationship between 

population and agriculture have adopted one of these two opposed positions. The 

Malthusian assumption is that population is the dependent variable, increasing 

when food sources improve and crashing when the sustainable limits of an 

environment are exceeded. According to Boserup, population is the independent 
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variable and population pressure results in innovative changes in food production 

and in the social systems of the gowing population 

Malthus' argument that difficulty in maintaining subsistence acts as an 

inhibitcr to population growth might explain the demise of the S t  Lawrence 

Iroquoirlns. As has been determined by zooarchaeological research and supported 

by the available palaeoethnobotanical. human osreological and ethnohistorical 

cvidcnce. proto-St. Lawrence Iroquoians of the -on cluster were not 

nourishing themselves as well as the proto-HumnPetuns of the Toronto area. 

Thus. it could be concluded that the population in the S t  Lawrence area "crashed" 

because the environment could not support it. at least in numbers that were 

competitive in tcrms of the intemibal warfare that began in the sixteenth century 

or in terms of the new diseases resulting from greater contact with Europeans. 

That the ca. A.D. 1500 population which moved into this region relied to a 

considerable extent on horticulture is important. Located on the northeastern 

margin of an area suited to growing corn. these people appear to have med to 

extend a mode of production beyond the region that could sustain it reliably. Thus. 

Malthus' position that population levels depend on their environments gains 

support in this instance. 

Boserup's position that cultural innovations are important also deserves 

consideration. She proposed that new methods of producing food would both be 

stimulated by and alleviate population pressure, but for the S t  Lawrence 

,7 
Iroquoians. this does not appear to have occurred. Fist. there is no evidence of 

A 
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populatio~! ;:rrssure for the S t  Lawrence Iroquoians. Secondly. it appears that their 

use of a subsistence system that was relatively new to both them and the Preston 

region was demmmal to maintaining their population. Pendergast has proposed 

that the proto-St L&wrence Iroquoians moved to the Prescott area because the 

soils them were bener for their crops. But despite moving, they were still in an 

area that was not as favourable as the north shore of Lake Ontario to an 

horticultural economy. In accord with the Malthusian argument. the population of 

the proto-HurodPetuns expanded more than did that of the proto-St Lawrence 

Iroquoians. Contrary to Boserupian explanations, the "innovation" of moving to 

the Prescon region to practice horticulture was not a successful strategy for the S t  

Lawrence Iroquoians. 

Both the protest. Lawrence Iroquoians' move to the Prescon area and the 

proto-Hurofletuns' relocation to Huronia could be interpreted as responses to 

population growth beyond the capacities of the local environments, a solution that 

Binford (1968b:330-36) thought applied in such circumstances. After AD. 1400. 

the proto-HurodPetuns moved from the north shore of Lake Ontario to an 

environment with soils even more suitable for growing corn. In Huronia there are 

more sandy and sandy-loam soils. the best in southern Ontario for c o n  

Furthermore. maize excavated from sites in Huronia exhibits larger cobs with 

kernels more than a third larger than those found farther south, and it likely 

matured more rapidly than earlier corn types. Given these conditions. according 

to the Malthusian argument, the relocation of the protc-HuronPetuns to Huronia 
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should have resulted in population gowth. This did not happen. As Warrick 

(1990) has shown. the proto-HurodPetun population incrrased dramatically in the 

fourteenth century, when the proto-HuronPetuns expanded numerically and 

gco~mphically. occupying the whole of the Toronto-Kingston-Huronia aiangls 

and then remained constant at around 30,000 people until the epidemics beginning 

in 1634. After A.D. 1400, their settlements became more concentrated in Huronia, 

where their population neither increased not declined. While this seems contrary 

to the Malthusian model, other environmental factors, such as a shorter frost-free 

period and the greater likelihood of droughts in Huronia (Heidenreich 1971:57-59) 

than on the north sl~ore of Lake Ontario, might account for the lack of the 

population growth. The limit on Iroquoian population might have been determined 

by the availability of animals. particularly deer for their skins (Gmmly 1977: 

Trigger 198 1: Webster 1979, 198 1) rather than the productivity of their crops In 

historical times large game was reportedly scarce in Huronia and deer were scarce 

on prehistoric sites there too (Robenson et af. 1995:77). Thus, the absence of 

substantial population growth in Huronia can be explained using Malthusian ideas; 

population in southern Ontario remained the same regardless of where the people 

senled because it had reached the l i t  supportable by the available game. 

Using the Malthusian model. one would expect that the introduction of 

horticulture into southern Ontario would result in population increases. But 

Crawford's research has shown that corn was introduced to the hincess Point 

people along the Grand River as early as A.D. 540 and Warrick has s h o w  that 
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population did not increase dramatically until the 14' cennuy. Even if homculture 

was introduced suddenly into southern Ontario later, at AD. 900 (Snow 1% 

1995) or A D  600 (Snow 1996). there should have been a marked increase in 

population before the 1300s but this is not the case. Convasely, if one accepts 

the argument that domestication proceeded slowly (Cohen 1977). begimiig with 

local wild plants as f z  back as the Archaic period (B. Smith 1992). then the 

increase in population should have been gradual too, but Warrick has 

demonstrated a rapid increase in the 1300s Thus horticulture and population do 

not appear to be closely interdependent in the pre-AD. I300 period. Malthusian 

explanations can be applied to some aspects of the proto-lroquoian populations in 

southern Ontario but the rapid increase in the proto-HuronlPetun population 

centuries afrer the introduction of maize seem to weaken the Malthusian model. 

However. Iroquoian demographics might have shown a population 

increased only after beans were added as a cultigen, since the combiition of corn 

with beans provides a numtionally valuable source of food that corn alone lacks. 

Despite their poor representation on archaeological sites, it is evident (chapter 8) 

that beans were cultivated from at least the beginnings of the 1 I" century. Thw 

there remains a difference of approximately three centuries between the addition 

of beans and the period of rapid population growth in southern Ontario in the 

fourteenth c e n t q  (Wanick 1990:363-364). Yet. there appears to have been an 

even greater period between the first appearance of corn in Ontario and its 

t 
widespread adoption. Allowing for a time lag between the first occurrence of 
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beans and their widespmd cultivation in Ontario, d o g o u s  to the evidence for 

corn, it can be argued that population gew as a r d t  of the improvement in the 

diet with the addition of beans. Plant remains from the Middleport W i  site 

demonstrate that between AD. 1350 to 1450 (Lennox et al. 1986:132-158; 

Robertson et al. 1995:67-74). the cultivation of corn, beans, squash and sunflowers 

was well-establiied in the area around Bany and these people arc thought to 

have moved there from the north shore of Lake Ontario. Unfortunately. the 

majority of the southern Ontario sites with arthacobotanical evidence date to the 

sixteenth centuy (Monckton 19929) and work in the Lower Grand River area on 

much earlier sites has emphasized the introduction of maize to Ontario (Crawford 

and Smith 1996. D. Smith and Crawford 1995). There is only limited i n f o d o n  

for the critical period between these times. However. the Malthusian position that 

population grows a f m  the adoption of agriculture is supported by the Ontario 

evidence. if the statement is modified. Whereas population did not grow rapidly 

after the introduction of maize horticulture. it increased greatly after the 

integration of beans into the horticultural system 

Unfortunately a detailed population history of the S t  Lawrence lroquoians, 

similar to Warrick's for the Hurons, has not been written but certainly some sort 

of catastrophe over took the proto-St Lawrence people not long after their 

adoption of maize-beans-squash horticulture. There is no evidence that this was 

caused by overpopulation. as Malthusian logic would predict Pendergast wrote 

that the protoSt. Lawrence Iroquoian population probably expanded as a result of 
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the increased importance of agriculture, but the widely scattered distniution of the 

few St. La-ce Iroquoian sites suggests that there was no overpopulation of 

people in this region. 

Since it has been argued that the Malthusian model can be supported by 

much of the Iroquoian information it is not surprising that Boserup's (1965) 

arguments seem less applicable to the same data. The occurrence of maize on 

Ontario sites and the later addition of beans centuries before the population 

expansion of the 13* century is evidence that the development of agriculture in 

this region was not a response to population pressure. In addition because it was 

constructed to explain population growth not its demise. Boserup's model is 

difficult to apply to the proto-St Lawrence Iroquoians. However, Boserup's idea 

of dramatic innovations in cultures is of interest The historical evidence weakly 

su3gests that the S t  Lawrence Iroquoians were not as committed to hodculture 

as were the Hurons (Trigger 1963) and that. at least among the Stadaconans. the 

sexual division of labour in relation to subsistence activities was not as well- 

developed as it was among the Hurons. The Huron's adoption of a said sexual 

division of labour between farming females and hunting males could be 

considered an example of a Boserupian "dramatic innovation". Conversely, the 

proto-St. Lawrence Iroquoians' greater flexibility in gender roles in respect to 

subsistence might have been less efficient for a subsistence system which included 

hunting and fishing as well as gathering and hodculture. The agicultural cycle 

would have necessitated changes in the tmditional hunting and fishing activities. 
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However. as discussed above, the adoption of horticulture seems to have occurred 

gmdually. Furthermore, if women had been the collectors and domesticaton of 

native plants over hundreds of years prior to horticulture, changes in the roles of 

men and women might not have been dramatic when foreign food plants began 

to be gown in the northeast However, with a change to an homcultural 

subsistence base, a strong division of labour might have resulted in geater 

quantities of food being available to the proteHuronPetuns. 

Perhaps neither theory fits exactly with the Iroquoian data because each 

describes changes in a population in isolation from outside populations. From 

osteological and archaeological evidence, it is evident that the proto-HuronPetuns 

and the protest. Lawrence Iroquoiam interacted St Lawrence Iroquoian pottery 

and deer scapula pipes have been excavated from the Keffer site. and Huron style 

ponery has been recovered from McKeown. In addition, the ethnohistories give 

many examples of trading, raiding and migration among the Iroquoians. Most 

explanations of the demise of the St. Lawrence Iroquoians invoke outside 

influences. In this dissertation, it has been suggested that diet was likely important 

to the histories of these two groups and it has been concluded that the Malthusian 

theory of population being dependent on subsistence applies more closely than 

does Boserup's to the Iroquoian data. 

Despite weaknesses in the current zooarchaeological methods and data 

(more float samples need to be analyzed and more of the analyzed material needs 

to be published), this study has demonstrated that much can be learned about 
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differences in subsistence from zooarchaeological remains and that such 

differences can be significant for distinguishing archaeological populations. As 

Gould (1990) argued and this study has tried to demonstrate, such a "low level" 

explanation should receive primaty consideration in investigations of cultural 

change. From this study, it is appamt that differences in diet should be 

incorporated into comparisons of groups and explanations of population change. 

It is hoped that this research will stimulate more work of a similar nature 

on sites of other time periods. M a t e d  from Huron sites dating to the early 1600s 

could be compared with the historical data to determine how similar these two 

sources of data are. S t  Lawrence Iroquoian sites dating both before and after AD. 

1500 could be studied to determine whether their subsistence base was 

deteriorating over time. Since. as suggested above, Malthusian limits to population 

growth may have been determined by the numbers of mammals harvested rather 

than the quantity of crops gown changes in the ratios of mammalian 

zooarchaeological remains (particularly deer and perhaps other fur bearers) to 

Iroquoian populations over time should be researched. More data on the adoption 

and spread of the cultivation of beans across Ontario are also needed. In this 

dissertation. some account has been taken of the effects of fishing camps versus 

horticultural (village) sites on their faunal contclts, but more detailed studies of 

these differences should be made. As more special purpose sites, such as hunting 

camps or women's summer field camps, are excavated. their zooarchaeological 

remains should be compared with those from village sites. Evidence for svstematic 
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differences in faunal samples between larger and smaller villages should also be 

investigated. Settlement size might be correlated with differences in exploitation 

of the animal classes or particular species. With the many improvements in the 

processual-based middle range theory relating to collection and analysis. the 

possibilities for future zooarchaeological comparisons across sites and through 

time seem endless. 



FIGURES 





Source: Keffer site, sketch map by A. Clark 1925 (BOX 1 - F7. 57). 
Reproduced by pamission of the Canadian Museum of 
Civilization. 
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Figure 6-1: Location of the Keffer Site on the Don River 
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Figure 6-2: Keffer Site Plan Showing Houses and Middens 
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Figure 6-3: Seasonal Availability of the Keffer Site Fuh 
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Figure 64: Seasonal Availability of the Keffer Site Mammals 
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Figure 6-5: The Keffer Site Mammals by Habitat Zones 
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Figure 6 4  Seasonal Availability of the Keffer Site Birds 
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Figure 6-6 continued 
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Figure 7-1: McKeown Site Plan 

Source: Dr. James Pendergast 



Figure 7-2: The Preferred Habitats of Mammals Found on the McKeown 
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Figure 7-3: Seasonal Availability of the MeKeown Site Mammals 
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Figure 7-1: The Prefenrd Habitats of Fish Found on the McKeown Site 
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Figure 7-5: Seasonal Availability of the McKeown Site Fuh 
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Figure 7-6: Seasonal Availability of the McKeown Site Birds 
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Figure 8-1: A Comparison of Meat Per Family at the Keffer and 
McKeown Sites 

KEFFER HOUSE 20 

14 families averaged 36.19 kglfamily 

(26 families in houses 12, 13.19 and 20 averaged 2357 kg each.) 

MCKEOWN HOUSE 2 

14 families averaged 22.88kglfamiIy 

(30 families in houses 2 , l O  and 13 averaged 20.04 kg each.) 
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Figure 9-3: A Comparison of Proto-Iroquoian Meat Sources 
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Table 2-1: Bird names from Sagard's Dicnbnnuire with translations into 
French by Sagard and into English mainly by Tooker 
(1964158) 

W R O N  WORD SAGARD' S ENGLISH 
TRANSLATION TRANSWLTION 

Sondaqua Aigle Eagle 
Ahouatantaque Oyfeau de proye a bird of prey 
Ondetontaque Coq-d'Inde Wild Turkey 
Tochingo Grue Crane/Great Blue Heron 
Ahonque Outarde ~ustard/Canada Goose 
Taron Canart Duck 
Acoif fan Perd-ix partridge 
Eo :he y Cine Swan 
Orittey, Hyo Tourterelle Tuetledove/Passenger Pigeon 
Oraquan Corbeau Crow 
Tintian Gay woodpecker 
Ocoho. Thi Chat-huant D 

S tinondoa Oyfeau rouge Purple Finch 
Ouaiera tefte et col rouge ~ed-headed Woodpecker 
Uhoiroq plumage gris mesle Downy Woodpecker* 

et un colier rouge 

' my translation 



Table 2-2  Mammalian names from Sagard's Diedbnnuire with 
translations into French by Sagard and into English mainly 
by Tooker (1964:158) 

EURON WORD SAGARD'S TRANSLATION EPJGLISH TRAxSLiW!ION 

Sconoton 
Sondareinta 

Cerf 
Orisinat. Eslan 

Auf quOY 
irgnouin Arhatfi 
Anarif qua 
Tiron 
Auointa 
 outa aye 
Tfabouinecq 
Queutoamalif ia 
Gagnenon 
Andaf atey 
Hahyuha 
Tf inantontonque 

Aroufen 
Ohihoin 
Sahouefsuanta 

ondaihra 
Tf ongyatan 
Tachro 

caribou 
ours 
-up 
Chat fauvage 
Martre 
Caf tor 
Loutre 
Lapin 
Chien 
Renard gris 
Renard noir 
~enard avec une :aye 
de poi1 noirle long du dos 
Efcurewc couununs 
Efcurewc firiffes 
Autres volans 
Enfans du Diable 
 at mfque 
Souris 
Efpece de qroffe souris 

Deerg 
Mwse 
Caribou 
Bears 
wolves 
xaccoon-- 
Marten 
Beavez 
Otter 
Rabbit 
Domestic 
Grey Fax 
Black Fox 
Cross Fox 

Conrmon Squirrelso. 
Chipmunks 
Flyinq Squirrels 
skunk 
Muskrat 
Mouse 
Large Mouse 

Wrong (1939:ZZS:fwtnote) thinks this was probably the Wapiti 
and that the animal referred to as the fallow deer was the 
Virginia deer. The Virginia deer is also known as the whitetail 
deer. 

** Twker translates this as a kind of leopard or wild cat but 
Steckley (1986) shows raccoon is the correct translation. In the 
same article, he gives the translation for black squirrels as 
otay, showing that aroufen or aroussen (Wrong 1939:223) fneant 
squirrels in general. 
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Table 2-3: Wild Edible Plants Associated with the Hurons 

CHAMPLAIN 
(PROM BIGGAR 1929) 

(page 50) 
vines 
plums 
raspberries 
strawberries 
small wild apples 
walnuts 
may- apple 
(page 51) 
oaks (acorns) 
beeches (nuts1 
small cherries 
wild cherries 
(page 60)  
grapes 
(page 126) 
blueberries 
dried raspberries 

S A W  
(PROM WRONG 1939) 

(from the Dictiomaire) 
blueberries 
strawberries 
cranberries 
Plums 
pears (shadbush fruit) 
Jerusalem artichoke 
ground nuts or cow parsnips 
little onions/chives 
a small herb 
roses (rose hips) 
(page 72) 
blackberries 
(page 82) 
herbs (purslane. balsam) 
beech sap 
(page 83) 
grapes 
(page 105) 
raspberraes 
(page 108) 
acorns 
willow-bark 
(page 237) 
wintergreen 
sand cherry 
( ~ a e  238) 
&wfhorn 
butternuts 
chestnuts 
hazelnuts 
sweet cherries 
mulberries 
curraxl:s 



Table 6-1: Keffer Site Faunal Samples by Class and Recovery 
Technique 

TOTAL PLIlATATION S- 
NISP 0 OP NISP 0 OP m s p  'li OP 

TOTAL CLASS CLASS 

Osteichthyes 7412 61.1 
.L.phtbia 280 2.3 
Re~tllia 173 1.4 
~ ~ 

M ~ m a l i a  3549 29.3 
Indeterminate 286 2.4 -- - - 
TOTALS 12132 100.0 6157 5975 

Table 6-2: Keffer Site Chewed Remains by Class 

CARNIVORE RODENT CARNIVORE AND CLASS 
CaEWING CHEWING R O D W  CREWIXG TOTALS 

CLASS NISP % OF NISP 0 OP NISP % OF 
349 349 349 

Osteichthyes 2 0.5 0 0 2 
Amphibia 0 0 0 0 
Reptilia 4 1.1 0 0 4 
Ave s 5 1.4 13 3.7 0 18 
M m a l i a  257 73.6 59 16.9 4 1.1 320 
Indeterminate 4 3.3 1 5 

- - - - 
TOTALS 272 73 4 349 

Table 6-3: Frequencies of Specimens by Class for Houses and Middens 

CLASS HI2 El3 819 H20 M57 M I  I477 

Osteichthyes 105 95 4 197 6287 297 427 
Amphibia 0 0 0 1 271 6 2 
Reptilia 7 4 0 6 120 26 10 
Aves 12 5 5 15 352 16 27 
Mammalia 238 270 29 447 1985 174 406 
Indeterminate 10 6 13 4 228 10 11 

TOTALS 376 380 51 670 9243 529 883 

NOTE: Indeterninate means not identified to class on these tables 



Table 64:  Keffer Site Faunal Remains by Family 

FAMILY NISP % OP TOTAL % OP SP. 
PA- IDENTIFIED 
SAMPLE TO PAMJLY 

OSTEICHTEYES 
Lepisosteidae (Gars) 3 
?miidae (Bowfins) 3 5 
Salmonidae (Trouts/Whitefish/SaImon) 1159 
Esocidae (Pikes) 129 
Catostomidae (Suckers) 103 
Ictaluridae (Catfish) 417 
ilxcpillidae (Eels) 55 
Centrarchidae (sunfish/Bass/crappies) 180 
Percidae (Walleye/Saugers) 155 
Sciaenidae (Drums) 4 
AMPHIBIA 
Buf onidae (Toads) 
~ Z l d a e  (~roqs) 
ReFTILIA 
Chelydridae (Snapping Turtle) 
Rnydidae (Turtles) 
Colubridae (Snakes) 
AVES 
Gaviidae (Loons) 
Podicioedidae (Grebes) 
Ardeidae (Herons/Bittern) 
hatidae (Geese/Ducks) 
Rccipitridae (Hawks/EagleS) 
~etraonidae (Grouse) 
Bhasianidae (Quails) 
Meleaqrididae (Turkeys) 
Gruidae (Cranes) 
Laridae (Gulls) 
Columbidae (Pigeons) 
Tytonidae (Owls) 
Picidae (flickers/~oodpeckers) 
Corvidae (~ays/Ravens/Crows) 
Icteridae (Blackbirds/Orioles) 
MAMMAGIA 
Soricidae (Shrews) 
Talpidae (Moles) 
Leporidae (Hares) 
sciuridae (Squirrels) 
Castoridae (Beaver) 
Cricetidae (Mice/MuSkrat) 
Zapodidae (Mice) 
Erithizontidae (Porcupine) 
Canidae (Wolves/Dog) 
Ursidae (Bears) 
Procyonidae (Raccoon) 
Mustelidae (Weasels) 
Felidae (Cats) 
Cervidae (Deer) 
~&idae (COW) 
INDETERMINATE 
(beyond class) 
TOTALS 



Table 6-5: Keffer Site Fish Remains by Species 

SPECIES NISP O OF % OF FISH SU4I - 
FISH IDWTIPIED 

AT LEPST TO G W D S  

Indeterminate 5714 77.1 
Longnose gar 
Lepisosteus osseus 3 0.0 
Bowfin 
m i a  calva 35 0.5 2.1 1 
Lake Trout 
Salvelinus namaycush 27 0.4 1.6 1 
Trout sp. 
Salvelinus sp. 261 3.5 15.4 5 
Whitefish sp. 
Coregonus SP. 574 7 -7 33.8 13 
Salmon or Trout 
Salmo/Salvelinus 37 0.5 2.2 2 
Northern Pike 
Esox lucius 36 0.5 2.1 2 
Sucker sp. 
Catostomidae 64 0.9 3.8 3 
Brown Bullhead 
Ictalurus nebulosus 
Channel Catfish 
Ictalurus punctatus 
Catfish sp. 
Ictaluridae 
American eel 
Anguiila rostrata 
Rock Bass 
mbloplites rupestris 
Pumpkinseed 
Legomis gibbosus 
Largemouth Bass 
Micropterus salrnoides 
Bass SD. 
~icropierus 
Yellow Perch 
Perca flavescens 
Sauger or Walleye 
Stizostedion sp. 
Freshwater Drum 
Apl odinotus grunniens 

TOTALS 
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Table 6-6: Keffer Site Fish Species for Houses and Middens 

SPECIES E l 2  E l 3  El9  E O  M 5 7  KI1 El77 

Longnose Gar 
L. OSS~US 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 
sowf in 
Ania calva 2 1 0 1 22  2 7 
Lake Trout 
S.  nmavcush 2 0 0 0 1 13 11 
Trout SD . 
Salvelinus sp. 29 14 0 32 168 2 16  
h'hitef ish sp. 
Coreuonus SD. 14 14 1 19 468 1 7  41 
salmon or ~ k o u t  
~alno/~alveiin& 
Northern Pike 
Esox lucius 
Brom Bullhead 
I. nebuiosus 
Channel Catfish 
I. punctatus 
Catfish sp. 
Ictaluridae 
American eel 
?.nguilla rostrata 
 ROC^ Bass 
A.  rupestris 
Pumpkinseed 
Leponis gibbosus 
Bass sp. 
Micropre.us sp. 
Yellow Perch 
per& fiav&cens 0 0 0 0 54 1 0 
Sauger or Walleye 
Stizostedion SD. 1 3 0 5 32 15  2 1  
Freshwater D& 
A. grunniens 1 0 0 0 2 0 1 - - - - - - -  
TOTALS 68 53 1 94 1097 137 178 
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Table 6-7: Keffer Site Mammalian Remains by Species 

SPECIES NISP % OF % OF WPIMIlGS 
FmlmALS IDENTIPIEDTO 

GENUS OR SPECIES 

Short- tai led Shrew 
Glarina brevicauda 
Star-nosed Mole 
Condylura c r i s t a t a  
Snowshoe Hare 
Leous americanus 
~ r e y  Squirrel 
Sciurus carolinensis 
Red Squirrel 
~ m i a s c i u r u s  hudsonicus 
Woodchuck 
ManOt.3 monax 
Eastern Chipmunk 
Tamias s t r i a t u s  
Beaver 
Castor canadensis 
Deer Mouse 
Peromyscus sp. 
Southern Bog Lemming 
Syxaptomys cooperi 
Meadow Vole 
Microtus pennsyl vanicus 
Rock Vole 
Microtus chrotorrhinus 
Vole 
Microtus sp. 
Muskrat 
Onda t r a  zibethicus 
Porcupine 
Ererhiron dorsatum 
Domestic Dog 
Canis famil iar is  
Wolf o r  Dog 
Canis sp. 
Red Fox 
vulpes vulpes 
Fox Sp. 
vulpes sp. 
Black Bear 
Ursus  americanus 
Raccoon 
Procyon l o t o r  
Mink 
Mustela vison 
Marten 
Marres americana 
Skunlc 
Mephitis mephitis 
Lynx or  Bobcat 
LYJ= SP. 
whitetai l  Deer 
Odocoil eus virginianus 



Table 6-7 continued 

SPECIES HISP % OF % OF UAmmLS 
EmmmLs IDENTIPIEDTO 

GEPS(J.5 OR SPECIES 

Deer sp. 
Odocoileus SD. 119 3.4 8.6 
Moose 
Alces alces 
Domestic Cat 
felis catus 
Domestic Cow 
BOS fauns 
Domestic Sheep 
Ovis aries 

Indeterminate 2169 61.1 
(to senus) - - - 
TOTALS 3549 100.0 100.0 
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Table 6-8: Keffer Site Mammalin Species for Houses and  middens 

SPECIES H12 H13 Hl9 HZ0 N57 MI1 K17 

Shrew 
El. brevicauda 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
Snowshoe Hare 
Lepus americanus 0 9 0 4 5 0 6 
Grey Squirrel  
S. carolinensis 3 2 0 5 20 2 1 
Red Squirrel 
T. h u d s o n i ~ s  0 0 0 1 31 7 2 
Woodchuck 
Ma-mota monax 3 8 1 7 33 5 20 
Eastern Chipmunk 
Tamias s t r iacus  0 1 0 0 30 2 2 
Beaver 
C. canadensis 6 
Deer Mouse 
Peromyscus sp. 0 
BW Lemming 
s.. cooperi - 0 
~ o c k  vole 
M. chrocorrhinus 0 
vole sp. 
Microtussp. 0 
Muskrat 
0. tibechicus 3 
Porcupine 
E. dorsatum 0 
Domestic Dog 
Canis famil iar is  5 
Dog or  Wolf 
Canis sp. 19 
Red Fox 
Vulpes vulpes 1 
FOX sp. 
Vulpes sp. 0 
Black Bear 
U r s u s  americanus 4 ~ ~- 

Raccoon 
Procyon l o t o r  10 
Mink 
Mustela vison 0 
Marten 
>art& americana 1 
Skunk 
M. mephitis 0 
Lynx o r  Bobcat 
Lynx SP. 0 
Whitetail Deer 
0. virginianus 36 
Deer sp. 
Odocoileus sp. 0 0 0 0 119 0 0 
Moose 
AIC~S  alces  0 1 0 3 2 0 0 - - - - - - -  
TOTALS 91 78 11 151 826 91 123 
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Table 6-9: Keffer Site Butchered Faunal Remains by Genus and Species 

Chicken 
Gd2:us gallus 
Wild Turkey 
M. pallopavo 

Snowshoe Hare 
LFPUS m e r i c a n ~ s  
h'oodch~ck 
Mmotd mndx 

H. c.$rotorzhinuS 
Donestx Dop 
Canis famlliarls 
Wolf or Doq 
Can19 sp. 
Red Fox 
V"1pes wipes  
 lack Bear 
Ursus mericanus 
Raccoon 
?=ocyon lotor 
Marten 
HdrteO dmCriCdnd 
Whitetail DCCr 
0.  virginianus 
Deer sp. 
Odh'oileul sp. 
indeterminate 
It0 qcnus1 

WTALS 

% OF 12132 

Note: Percents are calculated from the total  NiSP for each taxon. 
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Table 6-10: Keffer Site Burnt Mammalian Remains by Species 

SPECIES CHARRED CALCINED BROWNED TOTAGS 
91 OP 91 OF 91 OF 

NISP SP. NISP SP. NISP SP. 

Snowshoe Hare 
Lepus americanus 1 4.2 
Grey Squirrel 
Sciurus carolinensis 3 9.1 
Red Squirrel 
Tamiasciurus hudsonicus 
woodchuck 
MaLTaOta monax 
Eastern Chipmunk 
Tamids scriatus 
Beaver 
Castor canadensis 
Muskrat 
onda t r a  zibethicus 
Domestic D o q  
Canis familiaris  
Wolf o r  Dog 
Canis sp. 
Red Fox 
vulpes vulpes 
Fox Sp. 
vulpes sp. 
Black Bear 
Ursus americanus 
Raccoon 
Procyon lo tor  
 mink^ 
Mustela vison - - -  - 

Marten 
MarteS americana 
Whitetail Deer 

Deer sp. 
Odocoileus sp. 
MOOSe 
AlCeS alces 

Inde tedna te  
( to  genus) 
TOTAtS 
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Table 6-11: Keffer Site Avian Remains by Species 

SPECIES NISP % OF BIRDS % OP BIRDS 
IDENTIPIED IDENTIPIED TO 
TO CLASS GEWJS OR SPECIES 

Common Loon 
Gavia immer 
Horned Grebe 
Podiceps auri tus 
American Bittern 
Botaurus lentiqinosus 
Canada Goose 
Branta canadensis 
Green-winged Teal 
Anas crecca 
Northern Pintail 
Anas acuta 
Blue-winaed Teal 
Anas disiors 
Northern Shoveler 
Anas clypeata 
Duck 
Anas sp. 
Redhead 
Aythya americana 
Rins-necked Duck 
Aytiya collaris 
Greater Scaup 
Aythya narila 
~esser Scaup 
Aythya affinis 
ouck 
Aythya sp. 
Oldsquaw 
Clangula hyemalis 
White-winged Scoter 
Melani t ta fusca 
Bufflehead 
Bucephala albeola 
Red-breasted Merganser 
Mergus serra tor 
Duck 
Mergus sp. 
Ruddv Duck 
oxyuk jamaicensis 
Bald Eagle 
Haliaeetus leucocephalus 
Northern Goshawk 
Accipi ter genrili s 
Spruce Grouse 
Dendragapus canadensis 
Huffed Grouse 
Bonasa urnbellus 
Chicken 



Table 6-11 continued 

SPECIES NISP $ OF BIRDS $ OP BIRDS 
IDENTIPIED WENTIPIED TO 
TO CLASS Gmus OR SPECIES 

Ringed-neck Pheasant 
Phasianus colchicus 1 
Sandhill Crane 
Grus canadensis 1 
Passenger Pigeon 
Ecto9istes migratorius 29 
Screech Owl 
Otus asio 1 
Yellow-shafted Flicker 
Colaptes aura tus 2 
Blue Jay 
Cyanoci t ta cristata 1 
iinerican Crow 
Corvus brachyrhynchos 1 
Common Ravel 
corns corax 3 

Indeterminate 
(to genus) 
TOTALS 
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Table 6-12: Keffer Site Avian Species for Houses and Middens 

SPECIES E l 2  HI3 El9  E20 MS7 MI1 M77 

Horned Grebe 
Podiceps auritus 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
American Bittern 
B. lentiainosus 0 0 0 0 2  0 0 
Canada Gose 
B .  canadensis 0 0 0 0 6 1 1 
Green-winged Teal 
h a s  crecca 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
Northern Pintail 
h a s  acuta 
Blue-winged Teal 
h a s  discors 
Northern Shoveler 
h a s  clmeata 
Duck 
h a s  sp. 
Redhead 
Aythya americana 
Ring-necked Duck 
Aythya collaris 
Greater Scaup 
Aythya marila 
Lesser Scaup 
Aythya affinis 
DU& 
Aythya SP. 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
Oldsquaw 
Clangula hyemalis 1 0 0 0 5 1 3 
scoter 
Melanitta fusca 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
Bufflehead 
Bucephala albeola 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 
Merganser 
Meruus serra tor 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 

Mergus sp. 0 
Ruddy Duck 
0. jamaicensis 0 
~ a l d  Eagle 
H. leucocephalus 1 
Northern Goshawk 
A. gentilis 0 
Spruce Grouse 
D. canadensis 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 
Ruffed Grouse 
Bonasa umbellus 0 1 0 4 17 4 1 
Wild Turkey 
M. uallo~avo 0 0 I 2 33 0 1 
 ank kill‘ Crane 
Crus canadensis 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
Passenger Pigeon 
E .  migratorius 0 0 0 2  26 1 0 
Screech Owl 
Otus asio 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
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Table 6-12 continued 

SPECIES HI2 El3 Hl9 HZ0 XS7 M I  M 7  

Flicker 
C o l a p t e s  auratus  0 0 0 0 2 0 0 
Blue Jay 
C. c r i s t a t a  0 0 0 0 2 0 0 
American Crow 
C. brachyrhynchos 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

- - - -  - - 
TOTALS 3 1 1 9 125 8 7 
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Table 613: Keffer Site Avian Remains by Age 

SPECIES AGE OLD ADULT nnlarn 
P ADULT 

Comon Loon 
Gavia i.mer 
Horned Grebe 
Podiceos auritus 
meripan Bittern 
Botaurus lentiqinosus 
Canada Goose 
Branta canadensis 
Green-winged Teal 
h a s  crecca 
Northern Pintail 
Anas acuta 
Blue-winged Teal 
Anas discors 
Northern Shoveler 
h a s  clypeata 
Duck 
Anas sp. 
Redhead 
Aythya americana 
Rinu-necked Duck 
Aythya collaris 
Greater Scaup 
Aythw marila 

Aythya affinis 
Duck 
Aythya sp. 
Oldsquaw 
Clanqula hyenalis 
White-winged ScOter 
Melani tta f usca 
Bufflehead 
Bucenhala albeola 
~ed-breasted Merganser 
Merqus serra f Or 
Duck 
Merqus sp. 
Ruddv Duck 
0xw;a jamaicensis 
Bald Eagle 
Halieetus leucocephalus 1 
Northern Goshawk 
Accipi ter qenfilis 
Spruce Grouse 
Dendragapus canadensis 
~uffed Grouse 
Bonasa umbellus 
Wild Turkey 
Meleaqris gallopavo 
Chicken 
Gallus qallus 
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Table 6 1 3  continued 

SPECIES AGE OLD ADULT 113MATrmE 
P ADULT 

Ring-necked Pheasant 
Phasianus colchicus 
Sandhill Crane 
Grus canadensis 1 
Passenger Pigeon 
Ectopistes migratorius 10 
Yellow-shafted Flicker 
Colaptes auratus 
Blue Jay 
Cyanoci t ta cristata 1 
Gerican Crow 
Corns brachyrhmchos 
Common Raven 
corns Cora 1 

Indete-minate 234 
(to genus) - 
TOTALS 285 1 

PERCENTS 66.0 0.2 
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Table 6-14: Keffer Site Amphibian Remains by Body Parts 

SPECIES BODY PART 
IND. SKULL FORE WYD IND. THORAX RUMP AXIAL 

LIMB LIMB LIMB 

BullfrOg 
Rana ca tesbiana 1 
Frog or Toad 
Anura SP. 8 1 36 123 5 2 63 26 

Indeterminate 2 3 2  1 6 1 - -  - - - -  - -  
TOTALS 8 1 38 126 7 3 32 65 

NOTE: Indeterminate means identified only to class 

Table 6-15: Keffer Site Reptilian Remains by Species 

SPECIES NISP % OF REPTILES % OF REPTILES 
IDENTIFIED IDENTIFIED 
TO CLASS TO SPECIES 

Snapping Turtle 
Chelydra serpentina 14 8.1 10.1 
wood Turtle 
c l m y s  insculpta 2 1.2 1.4 
Painted Turtle 
chrysemys picta 118 68.2 85.5 
Northern Water Snake 
Na trix sipedon 4 2.3 2.9 

Indetcrminate 3 5 20.2 
(beyond class) - - - 
TOTALS 173 100.0 100.0 

Table 6-16: Keffer Site Reptilian Species for Houses and Middens 

SPECIES H12 H13 HI9 EX20 -7 PI71 PI77 

Snapping Turtle 
C. serpentina 0 0 0 0 14 0 0 
wood Turtle 
C. insculpta 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 
Painted Turtle 
Chrysemys picta 7 1 0 6 71 23 10 
Water Snake 
Natrix sipedon 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 - - - - - - -  
TOTALS 7 1 0 6 91 23 10 
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Table 6-17: Keffer Site Mammalian Remains by Body Parts 

SPECIES BODY PART 
IND. SiulL?i WRB HIND IND. TRORAX RUMP+ MEAL 

LrPIB L I m  LIMB TAIL 

Shor t - t a i l ed  Shrew 
Blarina brevicauda 
Star-nosed Mole 
Condylura c r i s t a t a  
Snowshoe Hare 
~ e p u s  americanus 
Grey Squirrel  
Sciurus carol inensis  
Red Squirrel  
T. hudsonicus 1 
Woodchuck 
Mannota monax 1 
Eastern Chipmunk 
Tamias s t r i a t u s  
Beaver 
Castor canadensis 1 
Deer Mouse 
Peronyscus sp. 
Southern Bog Lermning 
Synaptomys cooperi 
Meadow vole 
M i  crocus pennsylvanicus 
 ROC^ Vole 
Microtus chrotorrhinus 
Vole 
Microcus sp. 
Muskrat 
Ondatra r ibethicus 2 ~ ~~ 

Porcupine 
EreLhizon dorsatum 
Domestic Dog 
Canis fami l i a r i s  
Wolf o r  Doa 
canis  sp. - 
Red FOX 
Vulpes vulpes 

vulpei sp. 
Black Bear 
Ursus americanus 
Raccoon 
Procyon l o t o r  
Mink 
Martes vison 
Marten 
Martes americana 
Skunk 
Mephitis mephitis 
Lynx o r  Bobcat 
Lynx SP. 
Whitetai l  Deer 
0. virqinianus 1 
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Table 6-17 continued 
- -  - 

SPECIES BODY PART 
LND. SKULL PORE RIND IND. THORAX RVNP+ AXIAL 

LIMB LIMB LIMB TAIL 

Deer sp .  
Odocoileus sp. 28 16 16 40 6 3 10 
Moose 
Alces  alres 4 2 

Indeterminate 1285 187 29 41 452 104 16 55 
(to genus) - -- --- - -  

TOT?.LS 1291 699 230 246 656 203 75 141 
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Table 6-18: Keffer Site Fish Remains by Body Parts 

SPECIES BODY PART 
IM). s m  TBORAI TAIL AXIAL 

Lonqnose Gar 
Le~isosteus osseus 
Bowfin 
Ania calva 
Lake Trout 
Salvelinus nanavcush 
Trout Sp. 
Salvelinus sp. 
Whitefish sp. 
Coregonus sp. 
Salmon or Trout 
Salmo/Salvelinus 
Northern Pike 
Esox lucius 
Sucker sp. 
Catostonidae 
Brown Bullhead 
ICtaluNS nebu1osus 
Channel Catfish 
Ictalurus punctatus 
Catfish sp. 
Ictaluridae 
.American Eel 
?.nguilla rostrata 
~ o c k  Bass 
clmSloplites Npestris 
Pumpkinseed 
Leponis gibbosus 
Bass s?. 
.Vicropterus sp . 
Yellow Perch 
Perca flavescens 
Sauaer or Walleve 
Scizos:edio.z sp. 
Freskwatet 3x7 
*l od::..lotus gr.2-2f ens 

Indeterminate 3835 524 485 137 695 
(to genus) - - - - - 
TOTALS 3840 1159 973 574 828 
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Table 6-19: Keffer Site Avian Remains by Body Pans 

SPECIES BODY PART 
IND. SKULL FORE HIND IND. THORAX R u m +  AXIAL 

LIMB LLWB LIMB TAIL 

Common Loon 
Gavia irmer 1 
Hcrned Grebe 

Canada Goose 
Bran ta canadensis 5 
Green-winged Teal 
&as crecca 
Northern Pintail 
&as acuta 
Blue-winged Teal 
Anas discors 
Northern Shoveler 
&as clypeata 
Duck 
AYas sp. 
Redhead 
Aythya mericana 
Ring-necked Duck 
Aythya collaris 
Greater Scaup 
Aythya marila 
Lesser SCaup 
Aythya affinis 
Duck 
Aythya s?. 
Oldsquaw 
Clangula hyemalis 
h3ite-winged SCOter 
Melani tta fusca 
Bufflehead 
Buce~hala albeola 
~ e d -  breasted Merganser 
Mergus serra tor 
Duck 
Mergus sp. 
Ruddy Duck 
Oxyura jmaicensis 
Bald Eagle 
Haliaeetus leucocephalus 
Northern Goshawk 
Accipiter gentilis 
Spruce Grouse 
Dendragapus canadensis 
Ruffed Grouse 
Bonasa umbellus 
Chicken 
 allu us gallus 
Wild Turkey 
Meleagris gallopavo 



Table 6-19 continued 

SPECIES BODY PART 
IND. SKDLL PORE HIND IND. TBORAX RUMP+ AXIAL 

L I m  L m  LrPIB TAIL 

Sandhill Crane 
Grus canadensis 1 
Passenger Pigeon 
Ectopistes miqratorius 18 3 
screech Owl 
Otus asio 
yellow-shafted Flicker 
Colagtes auratus 
~ l u e  Jav 
~~anociita cristata 
American Crow 
Corvus brachyzhmchos 

Indeteminate 31 3 40 36 124 30 3 14 
(to genus) - - -  - -  - - - 
TOTALS 37 9 111 66 124 61 4 25 



Table 6-20: Keffer Site Reptilian Remains by Body Parts 

SPECIES BODY PAaT 
S m  RUMP & TAIL AXULG -ACE & 

PLASPRON 

Snao~inc Turtle - - *  - 
Chelydra serpen:ina 
Wood Wrtle 
C l m y s  insculpca 
painted ~urtle 
Ulrysays picta I 
Northern Water Snake 
Na trix sipedon 

indeterminate Turtle 2 1 32 - - - - 
TOTALS 1 3 5 164 

Table 6-21: Keffer Site Butchered Faunal Remains by Class 

SPECIES CUT SPIRAL STRAIGHT CIPPS+ COTS+ CROPS 
mRX.5 PRACTmCEEDGEs PRRCrmCEsTIULIm 

PEATmES PEATmLeS eDGES TOTALS 

Osteichthyes 2 2 
Amphibia 0 
Reptilia 0 
Aves 6 2 8 
Manmalia 101 25 6 3 4 2 141 
Indete-minate 1 1 - - - - - - - 
TOTALS 108 27 8 3 4 2 152 

NOTE: Indeterminate means no: identified to elass. 
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Table 6-22: Keffer Site Fish Meat by MNI for All Houses and House 20 

SPECIES 

Bowfin 
Amia calva 
Lake Trout 
salvelinus namaycush 
Trout sp. 
Salvelinus sp. 
Whitefish sp. 
ccreqonus SP. 
Northern Pike 
-0% lucius 
Sucker family 
Catostomidae 
Brown Bullhead 
Ictalurus nebulosus 
Channel Catfish 
~ctalurus punctacus 
American Eel 
Anpuilla roscrata 
mmpkinseed 
Lepomis qibiwsus 
Bass 
Micrcpterus SP. 
Sauqer or Walleye 
Stizoscedicn sp. 
Freshwater Drum 

TOTALS 



Table 6-23: Keffer Site Mammal Meat by MNI for All Houses and House 
20 

Mole 
Condylura cristata 0.01 
Snowshoe Hare 
Lepvs americanus 1.00 

Eastern Chipmunk 
Tamids striatus 0.07 
Beaver 
Castor canadensis 
Deer Mouse 
Peromyscus sp. 
Muskrat 
Ondatra ribethicus 
Domestic Dog 
Canis familiaris 
Dog or Wolf 
Canis sp. 
Red Fox 
vulpes wlpes 
Black Bear 
Ursus americanus 
Raccoon 
Procyan lotor 
Marten 
Martes aaericana 
Skunk 
Mephitis mephitis 
Whitetail Deer 
0. virqinianus 
Moose 
rllces alces 

TOTALS 



Table 6-2J: Keffer Site Avian Meat by IMNI for All Houses and House 20 

Greater  Seaup 
dythya mazi la  0.80 1 lA 0.80 0 
O l d s w a v  
c:anquIa by-l is 0.70 1 lA 0.70 0 
Ba ld  Eaqle 
H. : E C C O C ~ P ~ ~ : U S  3.60 1 lA 3.60 0 
Ruffed Grouse 
BOnasa ~ 1 l " S  0.50 5 lA 0.50 4 0.50 
W i l d  Tuxkey 
Meleaqr is  q a l l o p a M  4.50 3 lA 4.50 2 LA 4.50 
Tassenqer Pigeon 
E. rnzqra t o r i v s  0.40 2 lA 0.40 2 LA 0.40 
Screech OW1 
Otus asio 0.10 1 I?. 0.10 1 lA 0.10 

TOTALS mzT '515b 

KEY: A Adul t  



Table 7-1: Faunal Remains by Classes from Three Houses of the 
McKeown Site 

CLASS HOUSE 2 HOUSE 10 HOUSE 13 TOTALS 
UITEPLOAT NO-T N0-T N 0 0 P  

9954 

Pelecjjod 744 102 116 962 9.7 

Gastropod 5 0 6 4 60 0.6 

Osteichthyes 2864 1214 259 5337 43.6 

Anphibid 42 3 0 45 0.5 

Reptilia 4 0 3 7 0.1 

Aves 19 20 1 43 0.4 

Mammalia 1731 473 371 2575 25.9 

Indeterminate 1919 4 5 1928 19.4 

- 
1822 

- - 
TOTALS 7373 759 9954 

% of 9954 74.1 18.3 7.5 

NOTE: Indete-nuinate means not identified to class. 



Table 7-2: NISPs of Faunal Remains by Families from Three Houses of 
the McKeown Site 

FAMILIES HOUSE 2 EOUSE 10 HOUSE 13 TOTAGS 
WITH FLOAT NO FLOAT NO FLOAT N S OP 

9954 

INVERTEBRATES 
Mussel (Unionidae) 
Clam (Sphaeriidae) 
Snail (Endodontidae) 
Snail (zonitidae) 
Snail (Polygyridae) 
Snail (Sigmurethra) 

FISH 
Gar (Lepisosteidae) 
Bow£ in (Amiidae) 
Trout (Salmonidae) 
Pike (Esocidae) 
Minnow/Carp (Cyprinidae) 
Sucker (Catostomidae) 
Catfish (Ictaluridae) 
Eel (Anguillidae) 
Bass (Percichthyidae) 
Sunfish (Centrarchidae) 
Perch (Percidae) 
Drum (Sciaenidae) 

AMPHIBIANS 
Frog/Toad (Ranidae) 

RePTILES 
Turtle (Dnydidae) 

BIRDS 
Loon (Gaviidae) 
Duck/Geese (Anatidae) 
Grouse (Phasianidae) 
Pigeon/Dove (Columbidae) 
Woodpecker (Picidae) 

MAmlALs 
Human (Hominidae) 
Hare (Leporidae) 
Squirrel (Sciuridae) 
Beaver (Castoridae) 
Mice/Muskrat(Cricetidae) 
Porcupine (Erithizontidae) 
wolf/Coyote/Dog (Canidae) 
Bear (Ursidae) 
Raccoon (Procyonidae) 
Weasel (Mustelidae) 
Deer (Cervidae) 

Indeterminate 5625 
(to family) - 
TOTALS 7373 
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Table 7-3: McKeown Site Fish Remains by Species from Three Houses 

SPECIES HOUSE 2 HOUSE 10 HOUSE 13 TOTALS 
WITH PU)AT NO PrAAT NO PLoAT B % OP 

4337 

Gar family 
Lepisosteidae 
Bowf in 
h i a  calva 
Trout Sp. 
Salvelinus sp. 
Whitefish sp. 
coregonus sp. 
Salmon or Whitefish 
Salvelinus/Coregonus 
Northern Pike 
Esox lucius 
Pike sp. 
ESOX sp. 
Creek Chub 
Semotilus atrcmaculatus 
Sucker family 
Catostomidae 
Brown Bullhead 
Ictalurus nebulosus 
Channel Catfish 
Ictalurus punctatus 
American Eel 
Anguilla rosttata 
Perch or Bass sp. 
.\lorone sp. 
Rock Bass 
~mblopli tes rupestris 
hunpkinseed 
Lepamis gibbosus 
~argemouth Bass 
Micropterus salmoides 
Crappie sp. 
pomoxis sp. 
Bass sp. 
Micropterus sp. 
Yellow Perch 
Perca f lavescens 
Perch sp. 
Perca sp. 
Sauuer or Walleye 
sti;ostedion sp-. 
Freshwater Drum 
Aplodinotus qrunniens 

Indeterminate 
it0 genus) 
M T A L S  



Table 74: Fish Meat Weights by Species from Three Houses of the 
McKeown Site 

Gar family 
Lepisosteidae 
Bowfin 
his calva 
Trout Sp. 
Salvelinus sp. 
Whitefish SD. 
Coregonus sp. 
Northern Pike 
Esox lucius 
Creek Chub 
Semotilus arromacula :us 
Sucker family 
Catostomidae 
Brown Bullhead 
Icralurus nebulosus 
Channel Catfish 
Ictalurus punctatus 
dmerican   el 
rlnguilla rostrata 
Perch ot Bass sp. 
Norone sp. 
Rock Bass 
imbloplites mpestris 
Pumpkinseed 
Lepomis gibbosus 
Crappie sp. 
Ponoxis SD. 
Bass sp. 
Micropcerus sp. 4 
Yellow Perch 
Perca f lavescens 8 
Perch sp. 
perm sp. 1 
Sauger or Walleye 
scizostedion sp. (8) 4 
Freshwater D m  
Aplodinotus grunniens 2 

- 
TOTAL (65.15) 52.75 

NOTE: Bracketed figures are based on vertebral ring counts. 
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Table 7-5: McKeown Site Mammal Remains by Species from Three 
Houses 

SPECIES HOUSE 2 HOUSE 10 HOUSE 13 TOTALS 
WITH FLOAT NO PLOAT NO PLOAT B % OF 

2575 

H W n  
Homo sapiens 9 
Showshoe Hare 
~epus anericanus 20 
Grey Squirrel 
Sciurus carolinensis 3 
Red Squirrel 
Taniasciurus hudsonicus 17 
Woodchuck 
~armota monax 10 
Eastern Chipmunk 
Tmias striatus 6 
Beaver 
Castor canadensis 55 
Meadow Vole 
Micro :us pennsylvanicus 
Deer Mouse 
Peromyscus sp. 
Muskrat 
Onda tra ribethicus 
Porcupine 
Erethiron dorsatum 
wolf 
Canis lupus 
wolf or  DO^ 
Canis sp. 
Red Fox 
vulpes vulpes 
Black Bear 
Ursus americanus 
Raccoon 
Procyon lotor 12 
Mink 
Mustela vison 1 
Marten 
Martes americana 9 
Fisher 
Martes pennanti 
River Otter 
Lutra canadensis 1 
Whitetail Deer 
Odocoileus virginianus 94 
Deer sp. 
Odocoileus sp. 3 

Indeterminate 
(to genus) 
TOTALS 



Table 7-6: Mammal Meat Weights by Species from Three Houses of the 
McKeown Site 

Snowshoe Hare 
Lepus anericanus 
Grev Souirrel 
~ci;ru; carol inensis 
Red Squirrel 
Tmiasciurus hudsonicus 
Woodchuck 
Marnota monax 
Eastern Chipmunk 
'i'mias striatus 
Beaver 
Castor canadensis 
Deer Mouse 
Peromyscus sp. 
Meadow vole 
Micro tus pennsyl vanicus 
Muskrat 
Onda era ribethicus 
Porcupine 
Erethiron dorsa turn 
Wolf 
Canis lupus 
Wolf or Dog 
Canis sp. 
Red Fox 
vulpes vulpes 
Black Bear 
Ursus americanus 
Raccoon 
?rocyon lotor 
Mink 
Mustela vison 
Marten 
Martes mericana 
Fisher 
Martes pennanti 
River Otter 
Lu tra canadensis 
whitetail Deer 
Odocoileus virginianus 

TOTALS 

KEY: A Adult 
I Immature 
YA Young adult 
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Table 7-7: MeKeown Site Bird Remains by Species from Three Houses 

SPECIES HOUSE 2 HOUSE 10 HOUSE 13 TOTALS 
WrPH PLOAT NO PLOAT NO PLDAT N % OF 

40 

Conenon Loon 
Gavia i m e r  1 
Canada Goose 
Branta canadensis 1 
Comon Goldeneye 
Bucephala clangula 
Conenon Merganser 
Merqus merganser 1 
Ruffed Grouse 
Bonasa umbel1 us 3 
Passenger Pigeon 
Ectopistes miqracorius 

Indeterminate 13 
(to genus) - 
TOTALS 19 

Table 7-8: Bird Meat Weights by Species from Three Houm of the 
hIcKeown Site 

m weAT WEIGETS/ TOTAL 
ADULT INDMDUAL HEAT 

(kg) (kg) 

Common Loon 
Gavia inmer 1 
Canada Goose 
Branta canadensis 1 
Common Goldeneye 
Bucephala clangula 2 
Common Merganser 
Mergus merganser 1 
Ruffed Grouse 
Bonasa umbellus 1 
Passenger Pigeon 
Ectopistes miqratorius 2 - 
TOTALS 8.8 



Table 7-9: Invertebrate Remains by Species from Three Houses of the 
McKeown Site 

SPECIES HOUSE 2 HOUSE 10 HOUSE 13 TOTALS KSI 
WITH PLOAT NO FLXlAT NO PLOAT P OP 

1022 

E l l i p t i o  complanata 27 1 1 29 2.8 16 

E l l i p t i 0  d i l a t a t a  13 7 4 24 2.3 11 

E l l i p t i o  s p .  46 7 9 62 6.1 4 

Sphaerium s i m i l e  1 I 0.1 1 

Sphaerium s p .  1 1 0.1 1 

a g u i s p i r a  a1 t e r n a t a  2 1 3 6 0.6 

Mesomphix f r i a b i l i s  1 1 0.1 

T r i o d o p s i s  t r i d e n t a  t a  

T r i o d o p s i s  a l b o l a b r i s  

Indeterminate 706 88 102 896 87.7 
( t o  genus1 - - - 
TOTALS 794 108 120 1022 



Table 7-10: Mammalian Specimens by Body Regions in the McKeown 
Site Faunal Remains 

SPECIES BODY PART 
SK(JLL FORE HIND IND. THORAX RDnec AXIAL 

? X M B L I P I B L I x B  TAIL 

Showshoe Hare 
Lepus americanus 
Grey Squirrel 
S. carolinensis 
Red Squirrel 
T. budsonicus 
woodchuck 
Mamota monax 
Eastern Chipmunk 
Tamias s t r i a t u s  
Beaver 
Cascor canadensis 
Deer Mouse 
Peronyscus sp. 
Meadow Vole 
M. pennsylvanicus 
Muskrat 
Ondatra zibethicus 
Porcupine 
Eri thizon dorsatwn 
wolf 
Canus lupus 
wolf o r   DO^ 
Canis sp. 
Red Fox 
vulpes vulpes 
Black Bear 
V r s u s  americanus 
Raccoon 
?:ocyon lo tor  
Mink 
Mustela vison 
Marten 
Martes americana 
Fisher 
Martes pennanti 
River Otter 
Lutra canadensis 
whitetai l  Deer 
0. virginidnus 

TOTALS 



Table 7-11: Fish and Bird Specimens by Body Regions in the McKeown 
Site Faunal Remains 

SPECIES BODY PART 
SlXTLL WRE IND. THORAX RUElP+ MULG 

LIMB LIMB LIMB TAIL 

BowEin 
?mid calva 5 
TrOUt Sp. 
Salvelinus sp. 3 
.Whitefish sp. 
Coregonus sp. 
Northern Pike 
Esox lucius 39 
Creek Chub 
S. atromaculatus 3 
Sucker fanily 
Catostomidae 66 
Brown Bullhead 
Ictalurus nebulosus 57 
Channel Catfish 
Ictalurus punccacus 15 
American Eel 
A. rostrata 
Perch or Bass sp. 
Morone sp. 
 ROC^ BaSS 
A. rupestris 
Pumpkinseed 
Lepomis gibbosus 
Crappie sp. 
Pomoxis sp. 
Bass sp. 
Micropterus sp. 
Yellow Perch 
Perca flavescens 
Sauger or Walleye 
Stizostedion sp. 
Freshwater Drum 
A. grunniens 

FISH TOTALS 

BIRDS 
Common Loon 
Gavia i m e r  
Canada Goose 
Bran ta canadensis 
C m o n  Goldeneye 
Bucephala clanpula 
Common Merganser 
Merpus merganser 
Ruffed Grouse 
Bomsa umbellus 
Passenger Pigeon 
E. migratorius 

BIRD TOTALS 
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TaLle 7-12 1M;VIs and Meat Weights for Species from McKeown House 2 

SPECIES M N I  m?.TWEIGBTS/ TOTAL 
ADULT INoIvIDuaL nEAT WEIGHTS 

(kg) (kg) 

FISH 
Sow£ in 
Ania calva 
Whitefish sp. 
Coreqonus sp. 
Northern Pike 
Esox 1 ucius 
Sucker family 
Catostomidae 
American Eel 
k~guilla rostrata 
Brown Bullhead 
Ictalurus nebulosus 
Channel Catfish 
rcta1urus punctatus 
ROC): Bass 
Anbloplites npestris 
Bass sp. 
Micropterus sp. 
Yellow Perch 
Perca flavescens 
Sauger or Walleye 
Stizostedion sp. 

FISH TOTAL 

TURTLE and AMPHIBIAN 
Painted Turtle 
Chrysenys picta 

TURTLE AND AMPHIBIAN TOTAL 

BIRDS 
Comon Loon 
Gavia i m e r  
Canada Goose 
Bran ca canadensis 
Comon Merganser 
dergus merganser 
Ruffed Grouse 
Bonasa urnbellus 

BIRD TOTAL 
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Table 7-12 continued 
- - - - - - - - - 

SPECIES MNI HEkTWEICarS/ TOTAG 
ADULT INDIVIDUAL MEAT WEIGETS 

(kg) (k%) 

PaMPRLS 
Shovshoe Hare 
Lepus americanus 1A 1-00 1-00 
Grey Squ i r r e l  
Sc iu rus  ca ro l inens i s  lA 0.40 0.40 
R e d  S q u i r r e l  
Tamiasciunts hudsonicus 1A 0.10 0.10 
woodchudc 
m n n o t a  monax 1YA 2.50 2.50 
Eastern Chipmunk 
Tamias s t r i a t u s  11 0.07 0.05 
Beaver 
Cas to r  canadensis 21 17.50 26.25 
Muslurat 
Onda t r a  r i b e t h i c u s  l A / l I  1.00 1.75 
Porcupine 
Erethizon dorsatum UdlI 4.50 7.70 

Canis  lupus 
Red Fox 
vulpes  vulpes  
a l a c k  Bear 
Ursus americanus 11 
RJScoon 
Procyon l o t o r  11 
Marten 
Martes americana 1YA 
River  Ot t e r  ~"tra canadensis 11 
w h i t e t a i l  Deer 
C3ocoileus virqinianus 3 ~ / 1 1  

MAMMAL TOTAL 

GRAND MEAT WEIGHT TOTAL 

KEY: A Adult 
I manature 
YA Young Adult 



Table 7-13: A Comparison of the Three McKeown Houses 

ROUSE NlMBW 

13 10 2 TOTALS 

Building Phase core 1st expansion last 3 

Maximum Length 30.41~ 35.91~ 38.8~0 

Maximum Width 6.6m 6.5m 6.lm 

floor Area 206. 6mz 232.531' 260.0ma 670.2ma 

8 of Hearths 4 4 7 15 

t: of families 8 8 14 3 0 

Macrofaunal NISP 759 1823 1961 4542 

NISP with Float 759 lei2 7373 9954 



Table 8-1: Meat Weight Contributions by Species by MSP in the Keffer 
and McKeown Site Macmfrunal Samples 

XAPIPLALS 
Mole 2 0.02 
Hare 13 13.00 
Grey Squirrel 10 4.00 
Red Squirrel 1 0.10 
Woodchuck 19 47.50 
Chipmunk 1 0.07 
Beaver 16 280.00 
Deer House 1 0.01 
Mouse 0 
Muskrat 9 9.00 
Porcupine 0 
Doa 10 100.00 
woif 
Canis sp. 
Red Fox 
B~ack Bear 
Raccoon 
Marten 
Fisher 
Skunk . - 
Otter 0 
Deer 143 6492.20 
Moose 4 726.40 

SUBTOTALS 9127.00 

FISH 
Bowfin 
Lake Trout 
TTOUt SD. 
whitefish 
Northern Pike 
Chub 
Sucker family 
Brown Bullhead 
Channel Catfish 
L~eriCan Eel 
 ROC^ Bass 

Bass sp. 
Yellow Perch 
Sauger/h'alleye 
Freshwater Drum 

SUBTOTALS 712.03 

BIRDS 
Comon Loon 0 
Canada Goose 0 
Greater Scaup 1 0.80 
Oldsquaw 1 0.70 
Comon Goldeneye 0 
Comnon Merganser 0 
Bald Eagle 1 3.60 



Table 8-1 continued 

RuffedGrouse 5 2.50 4 2.00 4 2.00 3 1.50 
Wild Turkey 3 13.50 2 9.00 0 0 
Passenperpipeon2 0.80 2 0.80 8 3.20 0 
Screech 0v1 1 0.:0 1 0.10 0 0 

SVBTOTALS 22.80 11.90 11.90 7.40 

GRAND TOTALS 9861.83 5022.76 14065.03 6411.95 



Table 8-2: Rank Ordering of Animals in the Keffer and McKeown 
Samples by NSPs 

6.5 Fumiklnseed - 6 
6.5 5ucker 

8C.Catfish 9.5 
9.5 BOW£ in 9.5 
9.5 Bass sp. 9.5 
11 iimezxan Eel 9.5 
:2 D m  

nAMnN.s 
1 Deer 
2 DoplCams sp. 2 

3.5 woodchuck 3 
3.5 Raccoon 4 

5 Beaver 5.5 
6 Hare 5.5 
7 Grey Squirrel 6.5 
8 Muskrat 6.5 
9 Black Bear 9 

10.5 Red Fox 11 
10.5 Moose 11 
12.5 Sk&lk 11 
12.5 Mole 14.5 
14.5 Chipmunk 11.5 
14.5 Red Squirrel 14.5 

14.5 

BIRDS 
1 R. Grouse 1 
2 w ~ l a  Turkey 2 
3 P. Piaeon 3 

5.5 G. sc&p 5.5 
5.5 Oldsquaw 5.5 
5.5 BaldEagle 5.5 
5.5 Screech W l  5.5 

Ilrout sp. 1 
~rovn Bullhead 2 
mitefish 3 
Sauger/Walleye 4 
Pike 5 
Pumpkirmeed 6 
mericar Eel 7 
Sucker 8 
C. Catfish 9 
Bowfin 10 
Bass sp. 11.5 

11.5 
13 

Deer 1 
EeglCanir sp. 2 
woodchuck 3 
PaCCOOII 4 
Muskrat 5 

I crey Squirrel 6 
I Beaver 7 

Hare 
Moose 
Black Bear 
Skunk 
Mole 
Red FOX 
Chigmun* 
Red Squirrel 
Deer Mouse 

R. Grouse 
w ~ l d  Turkey 
P. Pigeon 
G. SCaUp 
oldswam 
Bald Eagle 
Screech Oul 

KEY: C. catfieh - Chamel Catfish 
G. sw~rre: - Grey Squirrel 
R. G ~ O U I ~  - ~uffed Grouee 
P. pigeon - Passenger Pigeon 
G. scaup - Greater Scaup 
C. Goose - Canada G w a e  
C. L w n  - camaon Loon 

Sucker 1 SsuqertWalleye 
Sauqerimalleyt 2 A7eriCan Eel 
M C r i c M  Eel 3 Sucker 
perch 4 perch 
B- Bullhead 5 Plkc 
Pike 6 B- Bullhead 
Baas m. 7 Baas sp. 
-)linseed 8 C. C8tti.h 
C. Cattiah 9 PumpLfnsced 
h'itetish 10 W i n  
hout sp. 11.5 Trout ap. 
BOvfin 11.5 Yhltcfiah 
D m  13 Drum 
Gar 

Deer 
&aver 
mskrat 
Black Bear 
-re 
woodchuck 
Porcupine 
Red SWiXIe 
Raccocm 
nartan 
Chipmun* 
9etr m w e  
G. Squirrel 
Wolf 
M a  SP. 
Red FOX 
Fisher 
nink 
otter 

Beaver 
mskrar 
%re 
Red Squirrel 
PorcuDiM 
~sccobn 
Black Bear 
woodchuck 
X M a n  
Madw vole 
QlismJnk 
Deer notus 
G. Squirrel 
Yo1 f 
c z *  sp. 
Red Po* 
nink 
Otter 

coliEm i C. Goose 
3 R. Grouse 3 COmmOIl Loon 
4 C. ~ a c a e  3 nemzaser 



Table 8-3: Rank Ordering of the Meat Contributions by Species Using 
MNIS 

linrm m maRm# s=xEmn 
4 m s ? S  BOIlrr 20 3110rmS mwsx2 

1 L'hlt~tail Deer 
2 M W S e  
3 Black Bear 
4 Canis ap. 
5 Domestic KWQ 
6 Ilhltefish 
7 Beaver 
8 Raccoon 
9 Woodchuck 
lo Lake 'isout 
1: Trout sp. 
12 Pumok~nreed 
13 skuik 
14 Wild Turkey 
15 Channel Catfish 
16 Bald Faple 
17 Northern Pike 
:8 Brown Bullhead 
19.5 Hare 
19.5 Red Fox 
2: Bass 
22 Muskrat 
23 SauqerIWalleye 
24 EC1 
25 Drum 
26 Marten 
77 BOW£ in 
28.5 Sucker 
28.5 Greater Scaup 
30.5 Grey Squirrel 
30.5 Oldsquaw 
32 Ruffed Grouse 
33 Pigeon 
31.5 Red Squirrel 
14.5 Screech Ovl 
36 Chlpmunk 
37 Deer Mouse 
38 Mole 

1 Mitetail Deer 
2 PlOOlie 
3 ~ 1 a c k   ear 

4.5 Canis SP. 
4.5 Beaver 
6 mccoon 

15 Red Fox 
16.5 rumkinseed 
16.5 Bas; 
18 nuskrat 
19 Sauperlwalleye 

20.5 Bram Bullhead 
20.5 Am. Eel 
22 Hare 
23 Bowfin 
24 Sucker 
25 Ruffed Grouse 

26.5 ~ r e y  Squirrel 
26.5 Pigeon 
28.5 ~ e d  Squirrel 
28.5 Screech 0-1 
30 Chipmunk 
31 ceer Mouse 
32 Mole 

Black Bear 1 
Whitetail Deer 2 
Beaver 3 
canir so. 4 
uo1t - 
Porcupine 
Bass 
sauperhrallm 
rK,cCOOn 
Rrmpkiereed 
Neker 
Northern Pike 
m. Eal 
Whitefish 
Weodchuck 
River Otter 
channel Catfish 
C m d a  Goose 
Trout ap. 

_ J  Muskrat 
21 Drum 
22 Marten 
23.5 Red Fox 
23.5 xcan 
25.5 Goldenwe 
25.5 Bullhead 
27 Yellow perch 
28 nemaanaer 
29 Gar 
30 Hare 
31 -in 
32 Passenger Piqeo 
33.5 Mink 
33.5 Ruffed Gmuse 
35.5 n a m e   ass 
35.5 crappies 
37 Grey Squirrel 
38.5 Red Squirrel 
38.5 Perch up. 
40.5 Chub 
40.5 ROCk Baas 
42 Chi- 
43 vole 
44 Deer X0y.e 

whitetail Octr 
~ l a c k  Bear 
Beaver 
Wolf 
C&r SD 
PDrcu~ine 
~sccoon 
Northern Pike 
Whitefish 
rtiver otter 
Chaanel Catfish 
h r i s a n  Eel 
Sau~srWallcyr 
~anada Goose 
Woobchuck 
faon 
Red Fox 
Bass SD. 
n u h a t  
Sucker SD- 
Mer~asuer 
Hare 
Marten 
w i n  
~utfed Grouse 
Bullhead 

Spuirrel 
Yellow Perch 
Rock Bass 
Red squirrel 
chi- 



Table &). Site Comparisons of Vertebrate Classes by NISP$ minus 
indeterminates (% of total samples) 

KEPFER KEPPER MlREOWN naCmhm 
CLASS TOTAL HOUSE 20 NP TOTAL HOUSE 2 

WITFI PLOAT MACROPAUNA WITH PLaAT MACROPAUNA 
(N=ll846) (N-666) (N-7004) (N45911 

Osteichthyes 62.6 29.6 
Amphibia 2.4 0.2 
Reptilia 1.5 0.9 
Aves 3.6 2.3 0.6 0.6 
Mammalia 30.0 67.1 36.8 70.4 - - - - 
TOTALS 100.1 100.1 100.0 100.0 

Table 8-5: Brainerd's Coefficient of Similarity for Macrofaunal Fish 
NISPs, excluding indeterminates 

MCKEOWN KxFPER % DIPPERENCES 
THREE HOUSE POUR HOUSE OP HOUSES 
HOUSES 2 HOUSES 20 AGGREGATE SINGLE 
NISP % NISP % NISP % NISP Ii 

Bowfin 
Sake Trout 
Trout Sp. 
hiitef ish 
Northern Pike 
Chub 
Suckers 
Brown Bullhead 
C. Catfish 
American Eel 
Bass sp. 
MOrOne Bass 
Rock Bass 
Pumpkinseed 
Yellow Perch 
Walleye/Sauger 
Drum 

-- ------- - 
TOTALS 519 100.01 222 99.98 95 99.99 95 99.99 131.68 154.71 

AGGREGATED HOUSES: 200 - 131.68 = 68.32 
SINGLE HOUSES : 200 - 154.71 = 45.29 



Table 86: Spearman's Rho for Fsh NISPs for Macrofaunal Samples 
from Aggregated Houses 

MCxEom REn'm d d1 

Sucker family 1 6.5 -5.5 30.25 
Walleye/Sauger 2 5 -3 9 
Brown Bullhead 3 3 0 0 
Northern Pike 4 4 0 0 
Bass sp. 5 9.5 -4.5 20.25 
American Eel 6 11 - 5 25 
Yellow Perch 7 15 - 8 64 
channel Catfish 8 8 0 0 
Pumpkinseed 9 6.5 2.5 6.25 
Bowfin 10.5 9.5 1 1 
Whitefish 10.5 2 8.5 72.25 
Trout Sp. 12 1 11 121 
Chub 13 15 -2 4 
Rock Bass 14.5 15 -.5 -25 
Drum 14.5 13 1.5 2.25 
Lake Trout 16 12 4 16 - 

371.56 

r. for tied scores = 0.45 

Table 8-7: Spearman's Rho for Fish NlSPs for Macrofaunal Samples 
from Single Houses 

m o m  KEPFER d d2 
HOUSE 2 BOUSE 20 

Walleye/Sauger 
Sucker 
Northern Pike 
Channel Catfish 
American Eel 
Brown Bullhead 
Bass sp. 
Yellow Perch 

Whitefish 
Rock Bass 
Trout 
Pumpkinseed - 

379.00 

r. for tied scores = -0.06 



Table &8- Spearman's Rho for Fiih NISPs for Float-Included Samples 
from Aggregated Houses 

Sucker family 
Walleye/Sauger 
American Eel 
Yellow Perch 
Brown Bullhead 
Northern Pike 
Bass sp. 
Pumpkinseed 
Channel Catfish 
Pike sp. 
Whitefish 
Trout SP. 
Bovf in 
~ o c k  Bass 
Morone sp. 
Chub 
~rqemouth Bass 
Drum 
Gar family 
Perch sp. 
Lake Trout 

r. for tied scores = 0.5 

Table 8-9: Spearman's Rho for Fish NISPs for Float-Included Samples 
from Single Houses 

HCKeOim KEPpER d 
HOUSE 2 HOUSE 20 

Walleye/Sauger 
American Eel 
Sucker 
Perch 
Pike 
Brown Bullhead 
Bas5 SP. 
Channel Catfish 
Pumpkinseed 
Bowfin 
Trout Sp. 
Whitefish 
Drum 

r, for tied scores = -0.02 



Table 8-10: Spearman's Rho for Fish MhTs for Macrofaunal Samples 
from Aggregated Houses 

Sucker fitrnily 
Brown Bullhead 4 
Bass sp. 4 
Yellow Perch 4 
Sauger/Walleye 4 
American Eel 4 
Northern Pike 7 
Channel Catfish 8.5 
hrmpkinseed 8.5 
Bowf in 14 
Trout SP. 14 
Whitefish 14 
Chub 14 
Rock Bass 
Drum 
Morone sp. 
Crappie 
Gar family 
Lake Trout - 

762.00 

r. for tied scores = 0.25 



Table 8-11: Spearman's Rho for Fish M\?s for Float-Included Samples 
from Aggregated Honses 

Yellow Perch 
Sucker family 
Brown Bullhead 
Bass sp. 
Sauger/Walleye 
American Eel 
Northern Pike 
makinseed 
~ h a b e l  Catfish 
Drum 
Gar family 
Bowfin 
Trout sp. 
Whitefish 
Chub 
Rock Bass 
Perch sp. 
Morone sp. 
Crappie 
Lake Trout 

r. for tied scores = 0.27 

Table 8-12: Spearman's Rho for Fish MSIs for Float-Included Samples 
from Single Houses 

MCKEOWN KEFFER d 8 
HOUSE 2 HOUSE 20 

Northern Pike 1.5 
American Eel 1.5 
Sucker family 4.5 
Channel Catfish 4.5 
Yellow perch 4.5 
~auger/~alleye 4.5 
Bowfin 9 
Whitefish 9 
Brown Bullhead 9 
Rock Bass 9 
Bass sp. 9 
Trout sp. 12.5 
Pumpkinseed 12.5 - 

336.00 

r. for tied scores = -0.09 



Table 8-13: Brainerd's Coeffident of Similarity for Mammal 

Hare 13 
G. S q u i r r e l  10 
R. S q u i r r e l  1 
Weadchuck 19 
Chimunk 1 
Beaver 16 
M. v o l e  0 
9. Mouse 1 
Muskrat 9 
Porcupine 0 
wolf 0 
oog 10 
Canis sp. 72 
Red Fox 4 
Black Bear 6 
Raccoon 19 
Mink 0 
Marten 1 
F i s h e r  0 
Skunk 2 
R. O t t e r  0 
Deer 143 
Moose a 

- 
TOTALS 331 

AGGREGATE HOUSES: 200 - 85.78 = 114.22 
SIXGLE HOUSES : 200 - 81.17 = 118.83 

KEY: G. S q x i r r e l  = Grey S w i n e 1  
R. S q u i r r e l  - Red S q u i r r e l  
M. v o l e  = Meadow Vole 
D. Mouse = Deer Mouse 
R. O t t e r  = River  O t t e r  
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Table 8-14: Spearman's Rho for Mammal NSPs  for Float-Included 
Samples from Aggregated Hoases 

MAHEW. McmowN KEPPER d a= 

r. for tied scores = 0.34 



Table 8-15 Spearman's Rho for Mammal MSPs for Roat-Included 
Samples from Single Houses 

MAHMAL HCKEOWN KEPPW d d' 
HOUSE 2 HOUSE 20 

Whitetail Dear 
Beaver 
Muskrat 
Hare 
Red Squirrel 
porcupine 
Raccoon 
Black Bear 
Woodchuck 
Marten 
Meadow Vole 
Chipmunk 
Deer Mouse 
Grey Squirrel 
Wolf 
Canis sp. 
Red Fox 
Mink 
otter 
MOC :e 
Domestic Dog 
Skunk 
Mole 

r. for tied scores is 0.30 



Table 8-16: Spearman's Rho for Mammal MNIs for Float-Inclnded 
Samples from Aggregated Houses 

Beaver 1 
Whitetail Deer 2 
Deer Mouse 4.5 
Muskrat 4.5 
vole 4.5 
Black Bear 4.5 
Eastern Chipmunk 9.5 
woodchuck 9.5 
Red Squirrel 9.5 
Porcupine 9.5 
Canis sp. 9.5 
~arten 9.5 
Hare 16.5 
Grey Squirrel 16.5 
Wolf 16.5 
Red Fox 16.5 
Raccoon 16.5 
Fisher 16.5 
Mink 16.5 
Otter 16.5 
Mole 21.5 
Domestic Dog 21.5 
Skunk 23.5 
Moose 23.5 

r, for tied scores 80.02 



Table 8-17: Spearman's Rho for Mammal MMs for Float-Included 
Samples from Single Houses 

KKEOWN KEPPER d a= 
HOUSE 2 HOUSE 20 

Whitetail Deer 1 
Beaver 3.5 
Muskrat 3.5 
Porcupine 3.5 
Canis sp. 3.5 
Hare 11 
chipmunk li 
woodchuck 11 
Grey Squirrel 11 
Red Squirrel 11 
Wolf 11 
Red Fox 11 
Black Bear 11 
Raccoon I1 
Marten 
Otter 
Mole 
Deer Mouse 
Domestic Dcg 19 
Skunk 19 
Moose 19 

1070.50 
r. for tied scores = 0.17 

Table 8-18: Brainerd's Coefficient of Similarity for Bird NISPs 

SPECIES KEPPER naCEOWN 'S DIPPEREIPCES 
4 BOVSES HOUSE 10 3 HOUSES EOOSE 1 AGGREGATE SINGLE 
NISP 'S NISP 'S NISP 'S NISP 'S ROUSES ROUSES 

Comon Loon 
C. Goose 
Goldeneye 
Merganser 
G. ScauD 
01dsqua; 
Bald Eagle 
R. Grouse 
Turkey 
P. Pigeon 
Screech Owl -- ---- --- 
TOTALS 14 99.99 9 99.99 16 100.0 100.01 121.41 111.12 

AGGREGATE HOUSES: 200 - 121.41 = 78.59 
SINGLE HOUSES : 200 - 111.12 = 88.79 

KEY: C. Goose = Canada Goose 
G. scat? = Greater Scau? 
P. Pigeon = Passenqe: Pigeon 
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Table 8-21: Spearman's Rho for Mammalian Meat Contributions Using 
MXIs from the Aggregated Houses 

MCKEOWN KEPPER d d1 

Black Bear 1 
Whitetail Deer 2 
Beaver 3 
Canis sp. 4 
wolf 5 
Porcupine 6 
Raccoon 7 
Woodchuck 8 
River Otter 9 
Muskrat 10 
Fisher 11 
Marten 12 
Red Fox 13 
Hare 14 
Mink 15 
Grey Squirrel 16 
Red Squirrel 17 
Chipmunk 18 
Meadow Vole 19 
Deer Mouse 20 
Mole 22.5 
Domestic Dog 22.5 
Skunk 22.5 
Moose 22.5 

r, for tied scores = 0.20 



Table 8-22 Spearman's Rho for Mammalian Meat Contributions Using 
MNIs from Single Houses 

Deer 
Moose 
Black Bear 
Canis sp. 
Beaver 
Raccoon 
3og 
Skunk 
Woodchuck 
Red Fox 
Muskrat 
Hare 
Grey Squirrel 
Red Sqirrel 
Eastern Chipmunk 
Deer Mouse 
Mole 
Porcupine 
Wolf 
Marten 
River Otter 

r, for tied scores = 0.08 

Table 8-23: Rank Ordering of the Meat Contributions by Fish Families 
Using MNIs from the Aggregated Houses 

- 

REPPW XKYOWN % DIFFERENCES 
4 HOUSES 3 ROUSES 
WEIGHT WEIGET 

RANK (kg) % RANK (kg) % 

Salnonidae 1 31.01 58.91 2 7.52 14.60 44.31 
Centrarchidae 2 7.04 13.37 1 12.75 24.71 11.39 
Ictaluridae 3 5.60 10.64 4 5.60 10.90 0.26 
Esocidae 4 3.20 6.08 6 4.80 9.32 3.24 
Percidae 5 1.76 3.34 3 7.48 14.53 11.92 
Anquillidae 6 1.20 2.28 6 4.80 9.32 7.04 
Sciaenidae 7 1.12 2.13 8 2.24 4.35 2.22 
Amiidae 8 0.91 1.73 9 0.91 1.77 0.04 
Catostomidae 9 0.80 1.52 6 4.80 9.32 7.80 
Percichthyidae 10.5 0 0 10 0.41 0.80 C.80 
Cyprinidae 10.5 0 0 11 0.18 0.35 0.35 - - - 
TOTALS 52.64 51.49 88.64 

BMINERD'S COEFFICIENT: 200 - 88.64 111.38 



Table 8-24: Spearman's Rho for Meat Contributions of Fish Families 
Using MNIs from the Aggrqated Houses 

Centrarchidae 1 2 - 1 1 
Salmonidae 2 1 1 1 
Percidae 3 5 - 2 4 
Ictaluridae 4 3 1 1 
Esocidae 6 4 2 4 
Catostomidae 6 9 - 3 9 
Anauillidae 6 6 0 0 
sciaenidae 8 
iuniidae 9 
Percichthydidae 10 

- 
22. 50 

r. for tied scores = 0.9 

Table 8-25: Brainerd's Coefticient of Similarity for Bird Meat 
Contributions Using Meat Weights Given in Tables 6-24. 7-8 
and 7-12 

SPECIES KEFPW HCKeOWN % DIFFEF.mCES 
4 HOUSES HOUSE 20 3 HOUSES HOUSE 2 AGGREGATE SIN- 
WEIGHT I, !4EIGHT % W E I m  % WEIGHT % HOUSES HOUSES 

common Loon 
C. Goose 
Goldeneye 
Merganser 
G. scaup 
Oldsquaw 
Bald Eaule 
R. Grouie 
Turkey 
P. Pigeon 
Screech Owl -- 
TOTALS 183.00 184.38 

AGGREGATE HOUSES: 200 - 183.00 = 17 
SINGLE HOUSES : 200 - 184.38 = 15.62 

my: C. Goose = Canada Goose 
C. Scaup - Greater Scaup 
R. Grouse I Ruffed Grouse 

~ .--------- ~ 

P. Pigeon = Passenger Pigeon 



Table 8-26: Spearman's Rho for Bird Meat Contributions using MNIs 
from the Aggregated Houses 

- - 

Canada Goose 1 
Comnon  LOO^ 2 
Comon Goldeneye 3 
C o m n  Merganser 4 
Passenger Pigeon 5 
Ruffed Grouse 6 
Wild Turkey 9 
Bald Eagle 9 
Greater Scaup 9 
Oldsquaw 9 
Screech Owl 9 - 

381.00 

r. for tied scores = -0.86 

Table S-27: Spearman's Rho for Bird Meat Contributions Using Mh'Is 
from Single Houses 

MCKEOWN KEPPER d d2 
HOUSE 2 HOUSE 20 

Canada Goose 1 
Comon Loon 2 
Common Merganser 3 
Ruffed Grouse 4 
Wild Turkey 6 
Passenger Pigeon 6 
Screech Owl 6 - 

92 

r. for tied scores = 0 



Table 8-28: Spearman's Rho for Meat Contributions by Mammals, Fish 
and Birds Using MNIs from the Aggregated Houses 

naEovm I(EPPEB 6 d2 

Black Bear 
Deer 
Beaver 
Canis sp. 
wolf 
Porcupine 
bass sp. 
Sauger/Walleye 
Raccoon 
Pumpkinseed 
Sucker - - -  -- 

Northern Pike 
American Eel 
Whitefish 
Woodchuck 
River Otter 
Channel Catfish 
Canada GOQse 
Trout Sp. 
mskrac 
Drum - - 

Marten 
Red Fox 
Loon 

Bullhead 
Yellow Perch 
Merganser 
Gar 
Hare 
Bowfin 
Passenger Pigeon 
Mink 
R.Grouse 
Morone Bass 
Crappies 
G. Squirrel 
Red Squirrel 
Perch sp. 
Chub 
KO& Bass 
Eastern Chipmunk 
Vole 
Deer Mouse 
Moose 
Wild Turkey 
Skunk 
Bald Eagle 
G. Scaup 
Oldsquaw 
Screech Owl 
Mole 
Domestic D w  
Lake Trout 

r, for tied scores = 0.23 

KEY: As in Table 8 - 2  



Table 8-29: Brained's Coeficient of Similarity for Meat Contributions 
by Mammals, fish and Birds Using MNIs 

SPECIES KEPPER XCKEOWN 0 DIPPeRENCES 
4 HOUSES HOUSE 20 3 HOUSES HOW 2 AGGREGATE SINGLE 
WEIGRT II WETGET % WEIGRT II WETGRT II HOUSES HOUSES 

Hare 
G. Squirrel 
R. Squirrel 
Woodchuck 
Chipmunk 
Beaver 
M. vole 
D. MOUSe 
Muskrat 
Porcupine 
Wolf 
Dog 
Canis SR. 
Red Fox- 
Black Bear 
Raccoon 
Mink 
Marten 
Fisher 
Skunk 
otter 
W. Deer 
MOOSe 

Gar f ami lY 
Suckers 
Bowfin 
Lake Trout 
Trout Sp. 
Whitefish 
~ . ~ - ~ i k e  
Chub 0 
B. Bullhead 0.46 
C. Catfish 0.59 
Am. Eel 0.20 
Bass sp. 0.29 
Morone Bass 0 
 ROC^ Bass 0 
Punkinseed 0.86 
crappie 0 
Perch sp. 0 
Yellow Perch 0 
Stizostedion 0.25 



Table 8-29 continued 

SPECIES KEWER NCREOWN I, D- 
4 ROUSES ROUSE 20 3 HOUSES HODSE 2 AGGREWLTZ SINGLE 
WEIGHT I, WETGET I, WEIGBT I, WEIGET I, HOUSES HOUSES 

BIRDS 

C. Loon 0 0 0.30 0.53 0.30 0.53 
C. Goose 0 0 0.48 0.85 0.48 0.85 
G. Scaup 0.13 0 0 0 0.13 0 
Oldsquaw 0.11 0 0 0 0.11 0 
C. Goldeneye 0 0 0.27 0 0.27 0 
C. Merganser 0 0 0.20 0.35 0.20 0.35 
Bald Eagle 0.59 0 0 0 0.59 0 
11. Grouse 0.08 0.10 0.08 0.15 0 0.05 
W. Turkey 0.74 0.89 0 0 0.74 0.89 
P.Pigeon 0.07 0.08 0.13 0 0.06 0.08 
s. Owl 0.02 0.02 0 0 0.02 0.02 

Braicerd's Coefficient for Aqgzeqated Houses: 200 - 93.93 = 106.07 
Brainerd's Coefficient for Single Houses : 200 - 66.90 = 133.10 

KEY: G. 
R. 
M. 

Squirrel = Grey Squirrel 
Squirrel = Red Squirrel 
Vole = Meadow Vole 
Mouse = Deer Mouse 
Deer = Whitetail Deer 
Pike = Northern Pike 
Bullhead = Brown Bullhead 
Catfish = Channel Catfish 
Loon = comon Loon 
Goose = Canada Goose 
scaup = Greater Scaup 
Goldeneye = Common Goldeneye 
Merganser = Cormnon Merganser 
Grouse = Ruffed Grouse 
Turk;; = Wild TU&~ 
Pigeon = Passenger Pigeon 
Owl = Screech Owl 



Table 8-30: Spearman's Rho for Meat Contributions of Mammals, Fish 
and Birds Using MNIs from Single Houses 

p~ - 

MCKEom KEFPER d d1 
HOUSE 2 HOUSE 20 

Whitetail Deer 
Black Bear 
Beaver 
Wolf 
Canis sp. 
Porcupine 
Raccoon 
Northern Pike 
Whitefish 
River Otter 
Channel Catfish 
American Eel 
Sauqer/Walleye 
Canada MOSe 
Woodchuck 
Loon 
Red Fox 
Bass sp. 
Muskrat 
Sucker sp. 
Merganser 
Hare 
Marten 
Bowfin 
Ruffed Grouse 
Brown Bullhead 
Grey Squirrel 
Yellow Perch 
Rock Bass 
Red Squirrel 
E. Chiamunk 
Deer ~buse 
Moose 
wild Turkey 
Skunk 
Screech Owl 
Mole 
Domestic Dog 36.5 

36 .5  
36.5 

~ashenger Pigeon 36.5 

r. for tied scores = 0.17 



Table 8-31: Composition of Iroquoian Meat per 100 grams Edible 
Portion 

SPECIE.? PROTEIN PAT CALORIES SOURCES 

(raw unless stated otherwise) 

FISH 

Trouts 
Salnonidae spp. 16.1 
Atlantic Salmon 22.5 
Atlantic Salmon 18.4 
Atlar.tx Salmon. smoked 25.4 
Atlantic Salnon, 
broiled or baked 
Lake Trout 
Salvelinus namaycush 
Lake Trout 
take Trout, 
broiled or baked 
take Trout, 
broiled or baked 
Brook Trout 
Rainbow Trout 
Rainbow Trout 
Rainbow Trout. 
dry heat 
whitefish 
Careaonus clu~eafonnis 
WhitGfish, raw 
hihitefish, smoked 
whitefish, smoked 
whitefish. smoked 
Cisco 
Coregonus spp. 
Cisco. Lake Herring 
Pikes 
Esocidae spp. 
Muskellunge 
Northern Pike 
Pike, cooked, dry heat 
Chub 

18.3 
. 24.4 

15.3 
suckers. white & mullet 20.6 
catfish. 
Icraluridae spp. 17.6 
Freshwater Catfish 17.6 
Catfish 
Ictalurus puncratus 18.2 
Freshwater Eel 
imguillidae spp. 18.0 
American Eel 
Anguilla rostata 15.6 
American Eel, raw 15.9 
American Eel, smoked 18.6 
Eel, stewed 20.6 
BaSSeS 
Pcrcichthyidae spp. 18 .I 



Table 8-31 continued 

SPECIES PROTEIN FAT CALORIES SOURCES 

Basses 
Serranidae spp. 
Bass. Smallmouth h 
Larqemouth 
White Bass 
Yellow Perch 
Perca flavescens 
Yellow Perch 
Walleye 
Stizostedion vi tzom 
Sauqer 
Freshwater Drum 
Aplodinotus grunaiens 
Freshwater Drum 

PXPHI~IAN 
~rogs legs 

BIROS 
Goose, wild, roasted 
Goose, wild. roasted 
Wild Duck 
Duck 
&as sp. 
Duck. wild. flesh only 
Grouse, roasted 
Grouse, roas-ed 
Swab (pigeon) 
pigeon,. roasted 
Wild duck eggs 

MAMMALS 
Rabbit, wild 
Rabbit 
Rabbit, stewed 
Rabbit/Hare. wild, 
stewed 
Rabbit/Hare. wild. 
stewed 
Hare, stewed 
Woodchuck, cooked 
Woodchuck. cooked 
Beaver. roasted 
Beaver. cooked 
Beaver, cooked 
Muskrat, roasted 
Muskrat, roasted 
Muskrat, cooked 
Porcupine, roasted 
Stray Dog 
Coyote 
Black Bear, stewed 
Black Bear. stewed 
Raccoon, roasted 



Table 8-31 continued 

SPECIES PROTEIN PAT CALORIES SOURCES 

Venison. lean meat 
Venison, roast 
Deer 
0. virginianus 
Deer, fresh, roasted 
Deer. roasted 
Moose 
Moose. cooked 
Moose. roasted 

Sources: 

1. Sidwell et al. 1974; 2. Watt and Merrill 1963; 3. Speth and 
Spielmann 1983: 4. Waselkov 1987: 5. Sidwell et dl. 1973: 6. Paul 
and Southsate 1978: 7. Canada. Ministw of National Health and 
Welfare 1985: 8. Canada. Ministry of Gtional Health and Welfare 
1994; 12. U.S. National Live Stock and Meat Board 1988: 13. Snyder 
1991 (for missing reference numbers. see sources for Table 8-33). 



Table 8-32: Identified Charred Wild Plant Seeds from the Keffer and 
McKemn Sites, Listzd in Decreasing Frequencies 

Brambles 
m u s  sp. 

Cleaver 
Galium sp. 

Lamb's Guarters 
Chenopodium sp. 

Knotweed 
Polyqonw SP. 

Elderberry 
Sanrbucus canadensis 

sumac sp. 
Rhus sp. 

Hawthorn 
Crdtdepus SD. 

Lily-of-the-Valley 
Kaianthemum canadense 

Strawberry 
Fragara sp. 

Pin Cherry 
PNnUS sp. 

Butternut 
Juglans cinerea 

violet 
Viola sp. 

>iallow 
Kalvaceue sp. 

Thistle 
Cirsiw SP. 

Blueberry 
Vaccinum sp. 

Balsam Fir 
Abies balsamea 

Jack-in-the-pulpit 
Arisaema triphyll um 

Ironwood 
Ostrya virginiana 

Vervain 
Verbena sp. 

Sources: D. Wright (19911 for Keffer: 

Brambles 
Rubus sp. 

botrrrd 
m l ~ w  ap. 

Flax 
Lfnw sp. 

nickow Nut 
CaNa SP. 

Ounjian (1988) for McKeorcl. 



Table 8-33: Composition of Iroquoian Plant Foods per 100 Grams Edible 
Portion 

SPECIES CARBOEYDRATE PROTEIN PAT W R I E S  SOURCES 

(raw unless stated otherwise) 

zea mays 
Corn, field. 
whole grain 
Corn on- the-cob 
Corn on- the- cob, 
boiled 
Corn, i m t u r e  
Corn, mature. 
dry grits 
Corn. boiled. 
drained kernels 
Indian corn. 
unprocessed 
Indian corn. cooked 
with wocid ash 
Corn flour 
Corn flour 

Phaseolus vulqaris 
Beans. green 
Beans, haricot 
Beans, haricot. 
boiled 

Curcurbi ta maxima 
Squash, winter 
Smash. winter 
squash. winter. 
boiled. nashed 
Swash. winter. 
baked 
Pumpkin and Squash 
seed kernels. dry 

Helianthus annuus 
Sunflower seed 
kernels, dry 
Sunflower seeds 
Sunflower seeds 
Sunflower seed oil 

Chenopodirtm album 
Lamb's Quarters 
~amb's Quarters 
Lamb's Quarters 
~amb's Quarters. 
boiled. drained 

Sambucus SPP. 
Elderberries 
Elderberries 



Table 8-33 continued 

SPECIES CARBOBYDRATE PROTEIN PAT W R I E S  SOURCES 

Elderberries 

Fraqaria spp. 
Strawberries 
Strawberries 
Strawberries 
Strawberries, wild 

Vaccinium spp. 
Blueberries 
Blueberries 
Blueberries 
Blueberries 

R U b U S  SDD. 

Blackberries 
Blackberries 
Blackberries, 
stewed 
Ras~berries 
  asp berries 
Raspberries, wild 
Raspberries, black 
Raspberries. red 
Raspberries, 
stewed 

Vaccinium spp. 
Cranberries 
Cranberries 
cranberries 
Cranberries 
Cranberries, 
highbush 

Ribes spp. 
Current, red/white 
Current, red/white 
Current. red 
Current. red. 
stewed 
Current, white 
Current, white. 
stewed 
Currents, dried 
Gooseberries 
Gooseberries 
Gooseberries 
Gooseberries, 
purple berry 14.6 
Gooseberries, stewed 2.9 



Table 8-33 continued 

SPECIES CARBOHYDRATE PROTEIN PAT CALORIES SOURCES 
- - - 

Physalis spp. 
Groundcherries 11.2 1.9 0.7 53 2. 10 

Crataegus spp. 
Hawthorn 20.8 2.0 0.7 87 2 
Hawthorn 17.5 1.2 1.4 79 10 

Norus spp. 
Mulberries 
Mulberries 

PrUnUS spp. 
Plum 13.6 tr tr 55 9 

Nasturtium officinsle 
Watercress 3.0 2.2 0.3 19 2, 10 

Malvaceae sp. 
Mallow greens 4.4 0.6 37 10 
Chives 5.8 1.8 0.3 28 2 

Helianthus tuberosus 
Jerusalem Artichoke 17.4 2.6 0.5 77 10 

Zizania aquatica 
Wild Rice 75.3 14.1 0.7 353 2 
Wild Rice 75.3 11.5 0.8 355 10 

ACer saecharum 
Maple syrup 65.0 0 0 250 9 
Maple syrup 0.1 348 10 

Quercus alba 
White Oak acorn 52.6 2.8 3.5 219 10 
Oak sp. acorn 40.7 6.2 23.9 369 10 

Juqlans cinered 
Butternut 8.4 23.7 61.2 629 10 

Juglans nigra 
Black Walnut 

Abies balsamea 
Balsam Fir, greens - 8.8 11.8 10 

sources : 

2. Watt and Merrill 1963; 6. Paul and Southgate 1978; 8. Canada. 
Ministry of National Health and Welfare 1994; 9. Canada, National 
Health and Welfare 1988; 10. Kuhnlein and Turner 1991: 11. Holland 
et al. 1991. 





Table 9-1 cor~tir~ued 

DUPER WHITE AUUOU BOYD HCKEAZIE UTCLIPP RISEBROWOH SEED. HCLEOD 
BARKKR 

3 .  Map 

4. 

BIRDS 

1. Turkey Plgeon 

2. Piqeon Turkey 

4 .  c. come& c. cwse6 
Tealk Scoterk 
Loon Crane 

5 .  Buffleheadk Pileated 
Hawk hrlk Woodpecker 
Robin 

6 .  

no data PlqeonG Piqeon Turkey Turkey 
Turkoyk 
Black Duck 

C. G w 8 e  

Turkey 

Hawk 

Cranek 
Grebe& 
ScoterL 
Hawk 

Wapk 
Wood 

Plqean 

Duck ap. 

Turkey 

(1rou.e 

C. Gooso 

W w d  Durn 

Plqeon 

Hawk \O P 
Q\ 

C. Goose 

Plntalll 
(1. SCaUpl 
BufflehsadG 
Woodpecker 
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Table 9-2: Rank Ordcring of Aninials by NISP from Contcnlpor:~ncous Sitcs Near thc h lcKcow Sitc 

- -- 

ROEBUCK HCIVOR CLEARY DRIVER STEWARD BECKSTEM 

I .  Perch 8p.L 
Y. Perch& 
Walleye 

3. Catfl8hC 
8. Bullhead 

4. Trout 

5. 0a.s 

6. Pikes 
BurbotL 
sunfish 

7 .  Hlnnows 

8 .  Drum& 
Lake sturqion& 
Longnose Oar& 
Pumpkinseed 

110 Data Suckers Am. Eel suckorsr Suckera 
Redhorae 

Catf Lah suckers Am. Eel Bass 

Perch Walleye1 8818 Am. Eel 
sauqer 

Plke Y. Perch Y .  Perch Catflah 

Trout Bass& Catflnh Pike& 
Pike walleye 3 

Qulllback Catfish Lake Sturgeon Lake Sturgeon 

Lake Sturgeon Walleye1 Hlnnousb 
Sauqer Drum 

Ulnnous 

Plke 

Drum 

Clscol 
Whlteflsh 



, - 
D  " O D  c ' J O C  - o n -  n O 1 W  

D 5": 
c a d -  
ul * u l I  



Table 9-2 continued 

7 .  swan 

8 .  Raven 

9. llerrlnq Gull 

10. Broadulnged Hawk 

11. Red.shouldered Hawk 

12. Pileated Woodpecker 

13. Great Horned Oul 

14. Plntailed Duck 

M a U L  S 

1. neer Deer 

2. Beaver Beaver 

I. Plsher Wwdchuck 

4. Raccoon nuskrat 

5. W o o d ~ h u ~ k  Bear 

6. Bear )tarten& 
riaher 

7. Huskrat6 Porcupine 
Dorl 

8. Warren6 F d C C W n  
Hlnk 

9. Porcupine R. Squlrrel 

Deer 

Beaver 

Bearc 
Huakrat 

Woodchuck 

Flsherr 
Raccoon 

R. Squirrels 
Hare 

Chlpnunka 
otters 
Porcuplne 

Deer 

Beaver 

Hulkrat 

llare 

Woodchuck 

WOlflDog 

a. wolf& 
Bears 
Skunk 

Woodchuck 

Meadow Vole 

Chlpmunk 

Bear 

Bear 

Beaver 

Plsher 

Deer 

otter 

Harten 

Raccoon 
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